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INTRODUCTION
\

The following thesis is a comparative analysis of two states in

East Africa,“slCenya and Tanzania. The intent of the study is to examine

the reasons for the failure of the leadership, following political indepen- 

dence in the early 1960’s, to mobilize agrarian development for-the 

trainsformation of their societies.
-•r

Kenya and Tanzania were selected because of a number of

characteristics which made them a promising two-country study in
*7

comparative development. They are neighboring states in the same

geographical region. Both countries were British colonies. They

obtained political independence within two years of each other and 

each has maintained the same leadership and a relative degree of 

politic^ stability which is unusual for the independent African states 

in general. Finally, the two states diverged after independence in 

their approach to development.- Kenya turned towards a capitalist 

approach and Tanzania to a socialist approach to development.

' The African leadership in both countries, when they came to

power and gained control over the state, were intent upon using the 

state to'genei ate or mobilize development.

The thesis argues that a similar system of underdevelopment

was'formed in the two countries under colonial rule.

t
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The hypothesis of this dissertation ia that the failure ,of the 

post-independence leadership to.mobilize agrarian-development towards 

a transformation of their societies is caused by the persistence of the

institutions, and values formed in this 

which are in conflict with the ideology at the political

economic and soci^ structures.

colonial system

center.

A vicious circle exists in which the political leadership is unable

or unwilling to br-bak down the patterns of the colonial period and these

dominant influence in the formulationcolonial patterns in turn exert a 

and implementation of agrarian policies and programs.

In support of this thesis, the study wiU examine the early colonial 

period to show, first, the formation of a similar type of settler and agrari

an export system jn both countries. Second, the study wQ! examine the

later in thevariation of this type which evolved in the two colonies, 

colonial period, which the thesis argues is the main factor in the political
j

and ideological divergence following independence. Third, the thesis will 

examine the underlying system of underdevelopment shared in common at

the point of independence.

The persistence of the characteristics of this system, in spite of
i

differing efforts to mobilize development, will be looked for in the con-

j

ii
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straints faced by the leadership in both countries and in the agrarian poli

cies and programs. The expectation is that the content and direction of 

development, under these policies, is towards the perpetuation of the
H. . .

system of underdevelopment and a deformed capitalist economy in both 

countries.
>

O

c>

*
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A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY ft

The present names of the two countries are used consistently

throughout the following text. The reader should bear this in mind.

especially during the earlier colonial periods when different terms

were used officially. Briefly, the progression of terms in Kenya

was: British East Africa Protectorate, from 1895-1920; Kenya Colony 

and Protectorate, from 1920 until political independence was achieved

in December, 1963. In 1964 Kenya officially became' the Republic of

Kenya. S
I

The progression of terms in Tanzania was Germdn East Africa

from 1889 until the British conquest in 'World 'War I; Trust Territory of 

Tanganyika, officially a League of Nations mandate imder British ad

ministration from 1919 imtil after World II; then a United Nations^ 

mandate territory until independence was achieved in December, 1961.

Tanganyika officially became the Republic of Tanganyika in 1962, and 

the United Republic of Tanzania in 1964, when Tanganyika and Zanzibar

formed a federation.

The changes are indicated in the text at the appropriate points. 

Reference in the text is strictly to inainland Tanzania.

Iv



CHAPTER ONE

EUROPEAN PENETRATION. PARTITION. MD IMPOSITION OF
■ RULE IN EAST. AFRICA. 1870 - 1895

Colonial rule was imposed over East Africa by 

Britain and Germany as part of the "scramble for Africa," 

’^ich developed out of the growing Imperialist rivalry 

among the major European powers during the end of the 

nineteenth century. Direct colonial rule replaced com

petitive "free trade" in,the areas not yet under Euro- 

psEUi subjugation as pressures increased upoa the Euro

pean states to obtain security of access in order to 

protect existing economic -spheres of interest or to 

preempt as yet "undefined" areas for future economic 

exploitation. The active rivalry of German and British 

private^ interest groups in East Africa played a critical 

role in the sudden turn to active intervention, partltionj 

and imposition of colonial rule within mainland East 

Africa by Germany and Britain between 1885 and 1895.

Zanzibar. The East African Coast, and Early European1.
•Contact.

Prior to the active intervention on the mainland, 

Europe^ involvement, both governmental, and commercial, 

was restricted primarily to the islaind of Zanzibar. Zan- 

zibw„;jm8 the center of a wealthy, Arab trading empire



- r

_ ■ 2

tdilch had originated from Om^ on the Arabian peninsula,^ 

At the end of the seventeenth century, the Omani had de- 

feated the Portuguese, who had conquered the main city- 

states along the east African coast two centmries ear

lier but had never been able to maintain effective con-
2trol of the coast.

Throughout the eighteenth century, the Omani ex

tended their loose control in turn along the coast, from 

the Juba river in Somaliland to cape Delgado. The Omani 

empire was essentially a sea-baaed empire ^diich controlled 

the extensive Indian Ocean trade between East Africa, the 
Arabian peninsula, and the east.^ Full economic and poll-

I ■ '

tical control existed only in "the major trading towns d~ 

long the coasti Kilwa, Lindi, Dar es Salanm, Bagamoyo, 

Sandani, Pangani, Tanga, Mombasa, Kismayu, and Mogadishu. 

Direct contract with the hinterland w£ia extremely limit

ed} it depended mainly upon coastal intermediariesi who 

ware a mixed population that was gradually evolving a 

distinct "Swahili" culture of its own.

•i •

'i

R. Coupland, East Africa and Its invaders from the 
.iest times to" the Death of Sewid Said in 1856 (Ox-

1. Cf.

ferd, 1961 0.9303 ).

2, Cf. Justus Strandes, The Portuguese Period in East 
Africa, tr. J. P.-WallworS: (Nairobi, 1961).

3, Coupland, Invaders. passim. Also, see G. S. P. Free- 
man-Orenville, The East African Coast; Select Docmnents 
from the first to the earlier nineteenth Century (Ox-
fwd, 1961), for firsthand descriptions- of the trade,
culture,"" and inter-connections as they changed over 
"two thousand years.

. f
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Sawld Said and the Omani Anrolre in Zanzibar.
-t -

Consdlldation of Omani control over the coast
■* - . '''

actually tooh place during the first half of the nine«= 

teenth century under the enterprising reign of the Omani 
rulerV Sayyld Said.^. The growing wealth from the East 

African trade led Sayyld Said to take a greater interest 

than previous rulers, so much so that by I839 he moved 

permanently to Zanzibar, established the capital of his 

(^leni entire there, and became the Sultan of Zanzibar as 

well as. of Oman.

Ihider the Sultan's leadership, an Arab dominated 

plantation and slave system developed in Zanzibar and 

the neighboring island of Pemba, The Zanzibar commer

cial empire was based on the primary plantation product, 

cloves, and increasingly upon the export of slaves and 

ivory' from the mainland. The ultimate base of the empire 

was slavery, as the demand for slaves within Zanzibar, 

the mid-east and the Americas Increased. It was a lucra

tive trade for the Arabs, and from 1839 onward, large

5 . - r?

a

k, J. M, Grey, "Zanzibar and the Coastal Belti 1840-1844, 
in Ronald Oliver and G, JUathew, eds.. History of East 
Africa. I (New York, 196?), PP. 212-23.0.

5. For background details on the development of Zanzibar 
and its commercial empire, see l/. H. Ingrams, Zanzibar.

^ its History and its People (London, 1931)I G. P, Rigby, 
Report on the Zanzibar Dcmi^ons (Bombay, 1861 )i Mrs.
C. D. B. Russell. General Rigbv. Zanzib^ and the Slave 
^teade (London. 1935)1 R. F. Burton. Zanzibar, City,T 
Island, and Coast.1.II (London, 1872)t P. B, Pearcsr 
Zanzib^. the IsTand Metropolis of Eastern Africa (Lon-

■/'

don, 1920)e

V-
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caravans were penetrating up to 200 miles into the in

terior from the major coastal towns under the contrbl of 
the Arab traders,^

This expaxision of the Sultan's coomercial empire 

ms dependent upon the capital of Indian merchant finan

ciers, the banyons, They provided credit to the planter

class and handled the financial administration of the
' ■

pire, of which the customs collection was most important.
em-

But the major role the banyons played was the financing 

of the Arab caravaris into the interior. These banyons,

^o were British Indian subjects, were estimated by Bri

tish officials to control half the landed property in 

?f"2ib» ^d to hav^ several million pounds sterling in- ’ 

vest in East Africa.^

The growth of European Influence.

The European powers established consulates in Zan- 

Bibar when the Siatan moved there or shortly after. 

British established a commercial treaty and a consul in 

Zanzibar in I839, the French in 1844, idiile the Germans
■ " g

established coimercial relatidns-from 1844 onward. Trade

The

to E. Hutchinson. The Slave Trade of East 
Africa (London,,1874), p.50, nearly 100,000 slaves 
exported between 1862 and I867 from Kilwa alone.

were .

......7. R. Goupland, The acplpitation of East Africa, las^-ifton.- 
. (Aim Arbor ,1967 0.935U ), p. 391. ---------- -----^

Americans were actual-

a consulate (I837), Cf, C. T. Bradv. Coirnnarca and Con- 
flUest in East Africa (Salaw. 1Q<0 ^, rr HQ-oy ~-

8.
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with Zanzibar grew rapidly. The British 

reported that total trade In 1859 was £ 1 

included Imports of h 908,911 and exports of i 755.666.^ 

Besides, slaves, Zanzibar trade consisted of goods In 

demand In Europe, such as Ivozy, gum-copal, and sesame, 

as well as oowrle shells for West Africa, Imports mainly 

we^e cotton cloth, and Items for Interior trade consist

ing of beads, brass wire, gunpowder and muskets.

The British position was a dual one with a conflict 

of interest. The British Consul was responsible to the 

British Poreigh Office in his consular capacity and to 

the Government of Bombay ad^ the agent of the British East

'Gjmsul, Rigby, 
L,6^,577, which

India Con^any In regard to the Company's interests In the 

Sultan's dominions. British dealings with Zanzibar In

volved much more than the direct, commercial trade of British
12firms, ^ich mas insignflcan* in. 1859, 

ware heavily committed ulsd to the extensive commercial and 

financial Interests of Bombay in East Africa, since this 

involved Britain's Indian empire, economically and strategic-

Britlsh Interests

y* Rigby. Report on Zaniy-ihg-n ^ ■

Brady, Commerce and Conaueat. pp,116-126i Coupland. Ex- 
ploltation. m. 122 ff. p anr-ay, -Zanzibar, - p. 219.

11. Gray, -Zanzibar," p.220.

12. Ibid., p.236.

10.

e
A
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ally the most important of all of Britain's colonial 

possessions.13

Consequently./ the British,assiduously cultivated a

close political rdxationship with the Sultan and his sue-
i^ the period of instability and rivalry

after Sayyid Said’s death, the British exercised its

political and naval power to Install its own choice of

successor and to "protect” Zanzibar from the intervention
- 14of other European powers, particularly France.

British indirect dominance ovet Zanzibar had its

eessors, Dur

- ‘V •

economic benefits. By I87I British shipping and trade
■j

was greater than the other powers. British and British =

Indian trade was double Germany's and nearly triple to

15 •that of the United States. sp

The establishment of Zanzibar as a British client state.

Zanzibar was well on the way, to becoming a client
•4 •

state of Britain and the indirect means of access of 

Britain to the mainland trade. Britain's political in- 

fluence allowed her to maintain a formal position of 

"free trade” and equal commercial competition with the

_ _ 1 ' V'
13. Ronald Robinson and Joan Gallagher, Africa and the 

Victorians (London. I96I), pp.-9-l5. By the Ititio's, 
the British had invested around i Z70 H. or approxi
mately 20 per cent of its entire overseas invest
ments in India. India provided a market for 19?® of 
British exports. It was also the commercial and mili
tary base for dominating the rest of the region.

14, Counland. Exnloitation. UP. 14-37 passim.

1^. Ibid., p. 114.
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other European powers ^lle ^tually holding a favored
I r

In the inid“l870»s, Britain sought to strongthenposition.
the weak, nominal hold of Zanzibar over the mainland through

the establishment of a small standing army, which was 
tsained and commanded by a British officer, William Mathews,

Mathews was selects^ by the British Consul, John Kirk, 

and took his orders from Kirk as much as he did from ^ 

the Sultan. 16'

Britain’s commercial position grew parallel with 

the growth in political and military control over Zanzi

bar. Between 1871 and 1879, British shipping increased 

in tonnage 700 per cent, while ^e shipping of other 
powers remained the same.^'^

British commercial activities in East Africa con

tinued to be sdmost exclusively with Zanzibar, in spite 

of efforts of Kirk to promote more direct dealings with 

the mainland. This was influenced a great deal by the 

lack of information about the interior and its economic

16, Sbid., pp, 240-43, The army was established formally 
ISTorder that the Sultan coiad Enforce the abolishment 
of the slave trade in accordance with a teeaty the 
British forced him to sign upon threat of a naval 
blockadet see Coupland, ibid.. pp. 182-216. The 
army,however, provided the Sultan with the power for 
the first time to attempt to establish re^ control 
over the mainland. It is clear that a primary con
cern of Kirk was establishing this control in order 
to keep other European powers .out and to leave main
land east Africa open to future British commercial 
activities. Coupland diacribes Kirk’s role by analyzing 
his (Kirk’s) papers,

17, ibid.» pp. 319-22.

V-.-'
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potential tmtll the I860's. A growing number of books 

by explorers and miselonarles who penetrated into the

iateriot from the 1850's to the 1880's began to provide 

th&s infonnatlonp stlmdlate public inteTOst, and lay the 

groundwork for more direct intervention in the mainland 
by private.companies and the European states,^®

2. Private Enterprise and Euronean Penetration,in the
Mainland^

By the early 1870's conditions had developed for

a more direct economic exploitation of EMt Africa by 

Europeans. A much more extensive amount of information 

about the land, people and economic wealth, both real

and potential, was available to business and government 

officials. There was also a growing awareness of the 

wealth in the hands of-the Arab traders and Indian 

financiers, the.banyans, who advanced the credits needed 

iw the caravans and handled the ultimate distribution

18. For examples of these explorations and flow of
books vdiich fascinated the Europeans and attracted 
economic interest, see R. Burton, Lake Regions of 
Central Africa. I,II (London, l860Tii J. L. Krapf, 
Travels, Researches yid Missionary Labour in East
Africa (London. 1860)> J. H. Sneke. journal of
the Discbvei^ of the Source of the Nile (London. 
1863)« David Livingstone. Narrative of m Exnedi- 
tion to the Zambezi and its Tributaries (London. 
I525T5 Henry Stanley. Through the Dark Continent. 
I,II (London, 1878)|J, Thompson, To the Central 
African Lakes and Back. I, II (Iiond<m, 1881);
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of .tfaravan products. Their profits flowed from monopoly 

control and exploitation of the Zanzibar trada, networfe
' '‘within the Esist African interior. Investment possiblli- 

ties beg^n to be tedcen much more seriously by British 

businessmen idio already had trading interests in the area.

Wn'rl'g British involvement.

Manchester and Glassgow businessmen predominated ^ 

dtirihg the early period of economic penetration of East 

Africa.They were headed by William MacKinnon,president 

of the British India Steamship Company. He moved
V.

British merchants towards greater economic involvement 

in East Africa by. the inauguration of regular commercial 

visits by the steamship line to Zanzibar in 1872,

promised to complement economic interests which were 

Eilready substantial in India and the Far East,

By 1877, MacKinnon and other Manchester businessmen 

applied to the Sultan of Zanzibar for permission to develop 

economic concessions as a private company venture within 

the mainland area over vrtiich the Sultan claimed sovereign-

20 The

move

John Flint, "The -Wider Background to Partition ^d ^o^al 
Occuuation," in R. Oliver and G. Mathew, eds.. History of, 
w«+^4fTir-a. 1 (London. 1963). PP.371-72t Kenneth 
- - - - - - of East Africa (New Yorh> 1967 rev.ed.), pp. 86,

19.

A History
13^-136, 139.

“ P. 355.Flint,"The Background to Participation,20. . -•
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21 ' 
spite of political pressnre, the huainessmen

f^led to,obtain backing from the British Foreign Office. 

While the government cautiously indicated approval, it 

maintained a' hands-off policy and refused to provide 

active support in the form of diplomatic or other presr 

sores upon the Sultan. This decision reflected the pre

vailing government policy of avoiding "chancy qwh poten-

■tially costly entanglements tdiich had not proven their 
worth, The concession enterprise was pursued and by 

18W the Manchester group privately obtained the permis

sion of the Sultan to establish concession rights within 

-his mainland domain.

Sir Harry Johnston was sent to E^t Africa in Sep

tember as the agent of the'Manchester business interests. 

Operating under the formal representation of the Man

chester Chamber of Commerce, Johston obtained "treaty" 

rights to the fertile Kilimanjaro axB& inhabited by the

Ibid., pp. 360-361, Cf. R. Coupland, The Exploitation of 
teslE Africa. I856-I89O (Ann Arbor, I967, 1939), PP. 306- 
315, and Marie de Kiewiet, "History of the Imperial British 
East Africa Company,' 1876-1895," (London,unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, London University, 1955), Chapter I for a 
det8dJ.ed account of these negotiations.

21,

Richard D, Wolff, "Economic Aspects of British Colonialism 
in Kenya, I895-I930,"(New Havent unpublished Ph.D. disserta
tion, Yale University, 1969), p. 51j de Kiewiet, "British 
East Africa Cbmpany," indicates that Salisbury deliberately 
sabotaged Maokiimon’s negotiations with the Sultan, Evi*,;

' dense suggests that he was concerned about MacKinnan be
coming involved over his head, considering his campaign's 
ina^acuate resources, and that this in turn would pressure 
the'witish government

Ingham, History of East Africal p.l35.

22,

into an undesired involvement.

23,
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Chagga.-^ !Ftiis jTaa a first step in a long range plan 

to acqnire territorial concessions between the coast and 

lake Victoria which woitld provide a favorable route for 

the construction of a railway into the interior. 

railway would creates an alternate method of transport for 

the area irtiich would give the British merchants the

!nie

means 

commer-

A^b traders, and exploit the trade with 

toe mainland interior in a more direct and profitable 
fashion.

to break the Arab-Indian trade monopoly, coa^te 
cially with the

The sudden German intrusion.

The economic interests of the Manchester merchants 

as well as British preeminence in East Africa was sud

denly threatened in early 1885 by the actions of Carl

Ibid, Compeire Ingham with Flint, "The Background to Partition."
These treaties were a fraud, but they did provide a legal^tic 
cover for imperialist expansion. Signatures of local chiefs 
or headmen were obtained by any measures available. Those 
signing them for the.most part had no conception of their 
meaning or intent. In addition, they traditionally had no 
right to give away communal territorial rights. Cf. G.

^ Preeman-Grenville,• The German Sphere, 1885-1898," in Oliver 
■ and Mathew, eds.. History of East Africa. I, pp. 435-36.

25.

Inghaja, History waat Africa, n. n*;. Wolff, "Economic 
Aspects in Kenya," pp. 56-57iFlint, "The Background to 

- Partition," p. 380. These early plans for a railway are 
significant for they indicate commercial objectives which 
fit into the British pattern of economic penetration and 
domination — imperialism— at that time imder the ideology 

' of free trade. Strategic and humanitarian "reasons" for the 
railway emerged later, but thej^ served more as piiblic ration
ale than as objective causes. For a different view of develop
ments in East Africa, with \rtiich this thesis disagrees, see 
Ronald Robinson and Joan Gallagher, Africa and the Victorians 
(New York! 1968 Cl96lD ), pp. 58-50, 190-198 , 295-300,
107-311, 462-72.

25.
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Peters, one of the most notorious ^f German colonial 

adventurers. Peters* impatience with the inactive 

advocacy role of the existing German colonial organiza

tions h£ui led' himthe Society for German Colon

isation of East Africa in 1884.^^ IThat fall, at the 

same time Johnston was setting out on his Kilimanjaro 

expedition, Peters sailed covertly into Zanzibar with

'V. -

two companions, to avoid the attention of British and 

Zanzibar officials. Slipping into the mainland interior, 

Peters traveled up the Panganl Valley and quickly obtain

ed "treaties" with local chiefs which granted not 

economic concession rights but sovereignty over the lands 

Inhabited by the Africans whose chiefs had signed these 

pieces of paper.

Patera left Bast Africa and re-tumed briefly to 

Germany'to promote support for his ventuire. His assoeia-tes

%

continued to expand the concession rights and colonial . 

claims he had initiated. They pressed on eastward from 

the Pangani Valley towards the Usambara Mountains and the

Kilimanjaro area, obtaining treaties and thus directly
- - - . . «• _ _ _ _  _  , .

challenging the British economic operations, 

to obtain treaties at Witu also, around the mouth of the

■28
They were

26. Ingham.. H^tory of East Mrica. p. 133l Flint, "The Background 
to Partition," pp, 368-369.

Ingham, History of East Africa, pp. 33-3h.

• 28. Ibid., p. 136t Flint, Background to Parition,".pp. 371-372.

27.

i'.

/
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Tana River, in Kenya. The ohjectlve was the creation

of a second coastal base from ^ich to extend German 

colonial claims into the interior. Peters* strategy 

was to dominate not o^jr the area of present day Tan- 

aania but all of East Africa.

Peters had returned to Germany to pursue the 

political objective of pressriring the Bismark govern

ment into active support for his claims and for a 

policy of imperialistic expansion in East Africa. To 

promote this goal, Peters founded-the Deutsch Ost-Afrika 

Geselleschaft (German East African Company), ceded to 

it all the treaty concessions he had just obtained in 

Tanzania, and then appealed to the German government 

for offlcisLL protection. If Peters' timing was ooincl- 

dental, it certainly came at an extremely fortnmate 

moment. His approach to the German government came at 

the tail end of the Berlin Conference over Africa vdiich 

Bismark had convened among the major European powers.

The day after the conference ended, Bismark immediately 

provided Peters with a Schutzbrief (charter of protection) 

tdiioh granted "protection over all territorities acqurled 

by the Society for German Colonization in East Africa and

recognized the sovereign rights of the Society in those 
- 30areas.

29, Ingham, History of Esist Africa, pp, 136-137.

3®* Ibid., p, 134^1 Flint, Background to Partition, ■ p. 369
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Eoropean nlvnlry nnd Governmerft Intervention.3.

Blsmark's decision was a reversal of foreign policy 

iapelled by the changing economic and political forces 

within Germany and between the major European eaplteaist 

powers. Until I87I, German 

olusively preoccupied with national unification. The 

Franoo-Frussian War, formation of the Geraan Empire, 

and achievement of German preeminence within continent

al Europe promoted a growing shift in orientation out

ward among differing official and private Interest 

' groups. - The most crucial of these elements was the

growth of a newer generation of more "liberal" business

men and industrialists, ^o were products of the rapid 

economic and industrial development generated by the 

unification of Germany. By the 1880*s, these entrepre- 

neurs saw overseas imperialist expansion as necessary to 

serve the growing needs of their rapid^ industrializing 

economy, to provide additional markets, to secure needed 

raw materials, and to open up opportunities for future 

capital investment.

This German development coincided with, or rather 

represented an'important element of", the growing economic 

rivsJjry among the dominant capitalist nation-states at 

the end of the nineteenth century. The economic de-

rests were almost ex-

t .T- p. Tavlor. Germanv*s First Bid for Colonies (London,
1W3).

Of wm-ioa-fe*Mnndel.' Marxist Economic Theory, 'll (New Tork,
1920 C1962 3 ), pp.

31.

32.%
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velopnent of Germany, the United States, and France 

^^ressed iiwreaslngly upon British predominance over 

the seas, shipping, trade, and finance within the emerg

ing international economic system. British economic and 

industrial supremacy was based not only upon its headstart, 

first in national unification and then.in industrialization 

in comparison to the other states, but also upon the force- 

able'^acquiring.of overseas colonial possessions, the first 

empire, and the exploitation of their resources for British, 

economic development. Britain's supremacy in turn had led her 

to adopt and promote the policy of "free trade,” in 

^ich Brital^. had every advwtage. iThis dominance had 

also led Britain to rely increasingly upon indirect 

diplomatic and economic influence, rather than Increased 
colonial expansion, as the means to maintain and ezpaiW 

her predominant pos^ion. The policy of free trade, 

backed up by indirect diplomatic and economic influence, 

was the means by which Britain successfully dominated 

Zanzibar and the Bast African area, until Germany chal

lenged these interests in the 1880*s.

The economic and political changes within and 

‘ without Germany created pressures idileh threatened the 

Bismark government.Uhtil 1884, Blsmark's foreign 

policy was based upon the consolidation and preserva

tion of Germany's new political and territorial position

eds,.BritainProsser Gifford and William Rogers Louis,.- 
and Germany in Africa (new Haven, 1967), PP.

33;
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:•
in Europe. He was successful in his dlplffinatlc efforts

to isolate France. His overf^elming concern was the-

prevention of a coalition which might actively support

strong French feelings for revanche against, the Germans 
r ' . .
for the French military defeat, territorial loss of

Msaee-lorraine, and national humiliation at the hands

of the Prussians in I870. Bismark accordingly had

opposed overseas imperialist activities, particularly

those which might threaten British interests and push

Britsdn into alliance with Frtmce. The same objective

led him to encourage and support P^ench interests in
overseas colonial expansion,in rivalry with the British.^

Germany’s shift to an overseas co3f>T>^ai empire. ..■'i

The growth of European economic" and imperialist

rivalry created a shift in European power politics 

tdiieh permitted Bismark to change his foreign policy . 

to a more active overseas involvement without risking 

the European strategy he had considered essential to 

German interests.. Several events occured during iSSif 

idiich foreshadowed Bismark*s reversal of policy in 

the fail during the Berlin Conference. Bismark noted 

the intensity of the growing colonial rivalry between 

France and Britain in the issue of the Anglo-Fortuguese

*

Agreement over the Congo in early 1884 and exploited 

this rivalry to German advantage. His initial step

Taylor, Germany’s First Bid.

Robinson and Gallagher, Africa and The Victorians.pp.l68-
175.

3^.

35.

T- -
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, I ' xma to establish protectorates over German spheres of 

activity in Sonth'^West Africa in April, 1884, and in

the Cameroons add Togoland in mid-1884, an act uriiich
formally entered Germany into the ranks of overseas im-

Encouraged by the absense of anyperiaiist powers, 
strong political reaction, Bismark called for a diplo-

aatie^^onference for the fall, to deal with the immediate 

issaes raised over the Congo basin by the Anglo-Portu- 

goese Agreement and to discuss procedures for resolving 

the developing conflicts over economic interests and 

territoriEil claims throughout Africa.

. Bismark entered the conference still pursuing the

■

policy of seeking rapporchement with France and thus 

Initially took the French position on issues, 

gotiations soon convinced him to switch to the British 

liberal position which stood for freedom of trade and 

navigation on the Niger and Congo Rivers and for a 

loose definition of "effective occupation" over African 
territories.^^ Bismark realized that he had much to

(
The ne-

by preserving access for German trade to areas un'-
A loose de-der the influence of other European powers, 

finition of effective occupation, far from precluding

German imperialist expansion, actually gave him much

Robinson and Gallager, African and Victorians, pp. 173-174i

For information with regard to the Berlin Conference, see 
S. B. Crowe, The Berlin West African Conference. 1884-1885 
(London, igho) rngaim, k. J.. P. Tavlor. Germany's First BjJ., 
passimz,

36.

37.

/
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greater freedom Jpf action in establishing German colon

ial rights in those territories not yet nnder formal 
colonial rtSe. East Africa was precisely snch an area 

and Bismark's interest in Carl Peters' activities quick

ly led to his rofficial support of Peters' colonial 

claims immediately following the Berlin Conference,
• I

Britain's tentative response in Bast Africa.

The sudden pronouncement of official claims in 

East Africa greatly upset the Manchester business group, 

fhey. recognized that the German East Africa Company (cba) 

had been created with the obvious intent of establishing 

German administrative.control over and economic exploita

tion of the mainland in East Africa, Faced with this 

threat to their similar economic objectives, the British

merchants under MacKinnon's leadership responded in

early 1885 by forming the British East Africa Associa

tion (BEA), As a private enterprise, they could not 

counter ^the German assertion. They sought to protect 

their own business interests by obtaining the support 

in turn of the British government, in the form of an 

imperial charter. Once again private business interests 

beesuse equated with the economic interests of the 

British Empire,
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Tlie British government was relactant initially to 
provide official snp^ort for the BBA.

The government'a 
priaary concern at the tine was Egypt', a focns of dlplo-
satic conflict over which German support was sought,^® 

Britain had intervened in 1882, and then imposed perma

nent control in Egypt to protect its investment in and

control over the Suez Canal, the lifeline to important 

British imperial, interests in India and the Par East.39

• 38. noDinson ana uaJ-iagher, Africa and Victorians, rm..257-263. DuriHgT5M=IBB57BHtiH wis faced^’ 
with the loss of the Sudan to the Mahdis uprising (Khartoum 
^ t^en and General Gordon killed in January, 1885),

France over Egypt, since their 
dual control- had broken down. Britain was also in con- 

over Constantinople and over control of 
“f?? « their confrontation verged on open war
TOtil May, 1885, when a temporary resolution was reached.

' ail these issues, Britain found itself in isolation vis-a- 
vts the other European powers. Obtaining German support, 
then, was considered essential to Britain.

39. The importance of Egypt for British imperialist interests 
^ clearly stated by Charles Dilke, a Minister in the Li
beral goyemmet of Gladstone, in a speech to the House of 
Commons in July 1882, as preparations were being made for 
a milit^ expedition into Egypt i -As regards the Suez 
canal, aiglpd has a double interest» it has a predominant 
commercial interest, because eighty-two per cent of the trade 
passing through the Canal is British trade, and it has a 
predominantly political interest caused by the fact that the 
Canal is the principal highway to India, Ceylon, the Strits, 
and British Burmah, where two-hundred fifty million people 
live under our rulei and also to China, where we have vast 
interests and eighty-four per.cent of the external trade of 
that still more enormous empire. It is sdso one of the 
roads to our Colonial Empire in Australia and New Zealand.- 
Quoted in Robinson and Gallegher, Africa and Victorians.0.112.

*
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French exploration and expansion eastward across Africa 

towards the Sudan and the headwaters of the Nile posed 

a threat to these extensive interests which was not to 

end until the famous Fashoda incident over a decade later. 

Britain therefore adopted a conciliatory attitude towards

Germany to gain its continued political support against 

FSiance over the Egyptian issue. In comparison, British 
_ interests in East Afrio^were as yet minor and expendable. 

"Bismai^k moved ahead quickly to take advantage of

this diplomatic situation. His position was indirectly 

strengthened by the opposition of the political leader

ship of, the Liberal government in Britain to further 

colonial entanglements and expense. In August 1885 a 

German squadron was sent to Zanzibar to force the 
^ Sultan to recognize a German protectorate over the ^ 

mainland areas covered by Peters’ treaties.^® The 

British government acquiesced initially to the German 
gunboat diplomacy over the British client state.

Sultan, abandoned by the British, was left with no 

- choice other than to submit to the greater force of the 

Germans. It was the first step in the rapid dismember-

The

i^nt of the Sultan’s mainland empire and the eventual re

duction of Zanzibar itself into a colonisQ. protectorate.

40. Ibid,, pp. 192-1971 for full details, see Coupland, Exploita- 
Hto. pp. 429-447.
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The Division of Bast -Africa between Bri-*:a<Ti and Germany.

British acquiescence in Bast Africa proved to be 

transitional. It uas fol^md in early 1886 by a shift 
in policy towards active intervention and political 

negotiation with Germany over a division of East Africa 

nhich would satisfy both their interests, 

active imperialist. Lord Salisbury,'took
A more

over the
prime ministry as head of the recently elected Conser

vative government. The change was a reflection of the 
increasingly outmoded and ineffective characteristic

of liberal foreign policy, based on indirect economic

diplomacy, in an era of growing colonial rivalry and 

imperialistic expansion. Thsre was also a change' in 
view about the geopolitical importance of Bast Africa.

The major source of the Nile River lay in East 

Africa and it was rapidly becoming a cardinal policy of 

the British that control over the headwaters of the, Nile 

was essential to protect the vital British interests in 
Egypt, the Suez Canal, and the Par East,^^

African interior which was becoming strategically impor

tant was the sane area over which private British business 

interests were seeking to gain economic control.

The East

Stra

tegic and economic interests increasingly coincided and 

the combination tippied the scale towards direct govern

mental intervention.

41. W, E, Langer, The Diplomacy of-fignerialism (London, 1951),
pp. 102'-108| Robinson and''Gallagher. AfrTca and Vietoriann. 
pp. 254-289. - - - - :- - - - - - - - ’

. . -A> . .
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The Anglo-German A^aamPTit of 1866.

Diplomatic discussions, during the year led to the 

Anglo-German Agreement at the end of 1886, irfiich divided

the hinterland of East Africa into British and German 
spheres of influence.

uaa dram northwest from the Umbra River on the coast 
to the east shore of Lake Victoria at l^S latitude.

The British sul^e^ms to the" north and the German 

sphere to the south of this boundary line. YRiile the 

agreement ostensibly recognized the Sultan's rights to 

the mainland, in fact it actually limited these rights 

‘to a ten mile coastal strip extending from the Tana

An arbitrary line or boundary

\

Ilo
River in Kenya to the north to Tunghi Bay in the South. ^

,, the British hadPoUawing. the dictated of 

moved from passively abandoning the Sultan to actively
"i

collaborating with the Germans in the seizure of his 

mainland empire.

The Anglo-Gernan Agreement provided only a temporary 

and ineffective political settlement of the East African 

situation. Both countries sought initially to keep any 

direct governmental role and expense to a minimum. The 

establishment of diplomatically accepted spheires of 

influence within Es^st Africa would provide governmental 

support for the private'^ompanies and a stable political

\

*•■2. Coupland, Exploitation, pp. 468-if78| Robinson and Gallagher,
Africa and Victorians, pp. 166-168.

^3. Coupland, Exploitation, pp, 494-495.
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fraaework ui-thin i^ich -the. companies were to imiiertake

It tras expectedthe diirect operations of colonization, 

that the GEA and BEA woald hear the costs of estahlish-

iilg order and. maintaining the Tn^n-iitiai administration 

necessary for the economic explitation of the areas.

These hopes were not realized due to three main 

faeotrs. First, the 1886 Agreement did not settle the 

question of the interior above the 1°S latitude, the 

area of Uganda and the southern Sudan. Pressures sub

sequently mounted as nenewed competition took place be

tween the British and the Germans. Second, the private 

companies lacked the power and financial resources to 

impose control over the weas or to promote economic 

development. Third, continued Arabic control of the 

trade network and open resistance by both the Arabs 

and the African societies threatened the very basis of 

the European colonial intrusion.

44.

.ii

The rival activities of •private interest groups. East African
resistance, and the renewal of Eurouean conoetition and
urtervention.

!]%e BEA and GEA moved to consolidate and expand 

their positions in the respective territories.

1887, the BEA obtained a,fifty year concession lease
4S

from the Sultan over the ten mile coastal strip in Kenya. •'

In March

44. Of.. Mary Townsend, The Rise and FaiJL of Geraany’s Colonial 
Em-pire. 1884-1918,(New York, 1966 Q 19303 ) for Bismarck's 
strategy of using the British model of the Chartered Company 
as the instrument of colonial exploitation. See also Flint, 
Background to Partition," pp. 379-386.

Flinti "Background to Partition,", p.378.45.
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Poraally, they were to adainister it in the name of the 

Snltani in practice, it gave them absolute control and 

the base they desired to extend into the ueELlthier in

terior of Uganda, the BEA’s real objective, The govern

ment support they needed to carry out this operation was 

hbtained the following yesur, ^en the British government 

granted them an imperial charter transforming them into 

the Imperial British Beat Africa Company (BEA),^ .
"’i,

Germany followed suit. In early 1887, the German

government provided Peters' GEA an imperial charter which

granted the company political and administrative as well

as economic control over the German protectorate in 
ii.7

Bast Africa* ' Diplomatic pressure by the German govern-

ment in early 1888 helped the GEA to obtain a comparable

50 year lease over the coastal strip of Tanzania from the 
48

The lease agreement reenforced the tendency 

of the GEA to focus its activities on the coast, the only 

area within their sphere where they were able to esta

blish an effective administration over trade and customs. 

The GEA could capitalize on the prior development by the 

Arabs of a monetary economy and trade network on the coast.

The intensification of German administration on 

the coast and efforts by the GEA to gain dominance over 

Arabic economic activities led to growing resistance and

t.-
Sultan,

46. Ibid., pp. 379-380.
— a.

47. In^iam, History ,of EMt Africa, p, 140,

48. Ibid.. p. 140| Coupland, Exploitation, p, 482.
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t^n open revait in August 1888.^^ The rehelllon was led 

by the Onani aristocracy, ^ieh had controlled the profit

able coastal trade in the past, but was carried out with 

the wide support of the African coastal peoples and serious

ly threatened the rather weak hold the 6EA had over the 
area.^® The German government was forced into direct in

tervention to save the situation for the GEA. Troops 

were sent under Captain Herman von Wissmann, who operated 

as Imperial Commissioner in command of the company's agents. 

The main tide of the coastal rebellion was crushed by von 

Wissmann by the end of 1889, although remants of resis

tance were still being put down a year later.

The Anglo-German Agreement made at the expense of 

the Sultan of Zanzibar disrupted the existing political 

balance in the interior,particularly the nominal 

sovereignty to-^the Sultan hitherto acknowledged by the 

powerful Arab traders in the towns of Tabora and Ofiji, 

in the Kingdom of Buganda, and in Equatoria^^ovinoe.

A

'v

W. 0. Henderson, "German East Africa, 1884-1918," in Vincent
History of Bast Africa. IIHarlow and E. M, Chilver, eds 

(Oxofrd, 1965), PP. 128-130.
• f

John Iliffe, Tanganyika under German Rule. 1905-1912 (Cam
bridge, 1969), P. 13.

50.

Robert J. Rotberg, "Resistence and Rebellion in British Nyasa- 
land.and German East Africa, I888-I9151 A Tentative Comparison," 
in Prosser Gifford and William Roger Louis, eds., Britain and 
Germany in Africat Imperial Rivalry and Colonial Rule, pp.

51.

668-671.

Roland Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa. 2nd.ed 
(London, 1952;, p. 978t Norman Bennett, "The ArabImpact," 
in Bothwell A. Ogot and T. A, Kieman, eds., Zananii A Suryey 
of Eaat African History (New York, 1968)pp. 216-237.

52.
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Freed from this sovereignty, the Arabs moved to extend 

their em dominance inland and to strengthen their 

eoonemic monopoly. In fact, it ^as a necessity for the 

Arabs to do so given the growing European threat to 

their established trade network. The European intrusion, 

the coastal rebellion, and the political disruption in 

the interior triggered off "disorder" and uprisings 

against Europeans around the great lakes and in the 

Kingdom of Buganda. Seen by the Europeans as the in- 

• sta^lity and violence characteristic of "primitive tribes," 

the uprisings actually represented another stage in the 

ongoing historical process of dominant African groups 

moving towards political consolidation, unification, 

diplomatic manoeovering, and the extension of control 

over neighboring African societies.

The Kingdom of Buganda was the major area of 

political conflict within the interior. The Kabaka, 

the ruler of the powerful and hierarchical^ Kingdom of 

Buganda, had been playing a delicate game of alliances 
to counter the growing influence of rivaJ. Protestant 

and Catholic missionaries and the increased activities 

of the Arab traders within his kingdom.Buganda was

the one area in East Africa iriiere European missionaries
<? ■

had been highly succ|ssful in building churches among 

the ^rican population. Their growing strength and 

rivalry led the Kabaka to take advantage of the events
i

53. Ake Holmberg, African Tribes and Euronean Agencies (eoteborg, 
1966), pp. 324-37O1 and Oliver, Missionary Factor, passim.
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on the coast in 1888 to "ally with the Arabs in attaching 

the Blssionaries and driving then out. The Arabs then 

staged an overthrow of the Kabaha and attempted to assert 

control over Boganda, By 1889, the Christian forces were 

successful in defeating the Arabs, restoring the de

posed Kabaka to his throne, and establishing a tenuous 
Christian dominance within Buganda.^^

The events in Buganda generated a renewed cbmpeti-

tion between the British and Germans for control over the 

interior north of Lake Victoria. The impetus came from 

conflict between missionaries, chartered companies, and
A

imperialist adventurers like Peters and Cecil Rhodes, udio 

held grandiose schemes for creating extensive empires 

in Africa for their respective countries.Both the GEA 

' and IBEA made plans to send expeditions to Uganda to 

obtain treaties with the Kabaka and to establish the 

area under their sphere of influence. After the restor- 

action in Buganda, competition between the^ppbsing

Protestant and Catholic missionaries was renewed. The 
. Rrotestants turned to the IBEA and British officials for

support, while the Catholic White Fathers sought protec

tion from Peters and the Germans. Both groups also 

feared the possible renewsuL of Arab attacks. They 

feared even more that the Kabaka, strengthened in his

I
' a

54. J. M. Grey, "The Year of the Three Kings of Buganda,"
Uganda youmal. VIII (1950), pp. 23-^9.

Flint, -Background to Partition, p.381j Holmberg, Afaican 
Tribes, pp. 3^8-370.55.
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rale by ihe defeat of the Arabs, would turn against 
them once again.^^

Missionaries, companies, and adventurers pressured 

their governments for official support to back up their 

particular Interests. They.were effective in mobilizing 

public attention and support in Britain and Germany for 

government action. The Protestant missionaries were 

particularly adept at fostering public outrage against 

the Kabaka for the "Cteistian Massacres" he had ordered 
In 1886^^ and against the Arabs \rtio carried on slaving 

as an integral part of their trading activities.

In the face of pressure from these sLCtively cem- 

peting private interest groups, the German and British 

governments were pulled into more direct intervention. 

The German government ordered its militaty commander, 

von Wissmann, to extend military control north to 

Uganda, Peters set out' on an expedition from Witu up 

the Tana River to negotiate a treaty wi$h the Kabaka in 

order to gain German control over Buganda.' He also

Intended to push on farther north, in an attempt to 
connect up with Emin Pasha, the Governor of Equatoria

Province, to provide him with military support against 

the Hahdist uprising, and to establish German rights to 
Bquatoria.^®

t.

■ Ingham, H^ntorv of East Africa, pp. 146-147.

57. lUid.. pp. 143-144I

Flint, "Background to Partition," p.382.

56.

58.
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Praderlck Lugard was brought from military service 

in India and sent out on expedition by the IBEA., with a 

British directive to obtsdn control over the Uganda

He was also orderedregion and forestall the Germans, 

to lay the groundwork for the Cape to Cairo route by 

extending British claims southwest from Uganda among 

the Buganda tributary states and linking up with the 
sontherti British sphere at Lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa.^^

British and German long-range imperialist interests.

Particular economic and nationalist groups had 

played a primary role in defining Britain and Germany’s 

long range economic and strategic interests. Now J;hey 

were instrumental in turning their own particular 

rivalries into international competition and conflict 

between the British and German governments. The 

British government was increasingly pressured to Insure 

the protection of British interests in Egypt, the Sues 

Canal, and India by gaining control over Uganda and the 

headwaters of the Nile. To eu;hieve this goal, it had to 

counter the efforts by Peters, the GEA, and the German 

government to'establish territorial claims to the area. 

The British government accepted the IBEA as its agent

59. Ra^.ph Austbn, Northwest Tanzania Under Geraan and British
Rulet Government Policy and Tribatl Politics._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1089-1939 (New

, pp. 24-27tMargery Perham. lugard; I. The Years 
. 1858-1898 (London, 1956), pp. I76-I88.

Haven, 1968)
of Adventure
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in the attempt to establish prior British claims to the 
contested territory,^® In pushing the political issue, 

the IBBA and its hackers greatly exaggerated the immedi-

ate economic benefits ^ich could be obtained from the 

exploitation of the East African interior. The British 

government «as eJ-so attracted to the Cape-to-Csdro 

scheme under the persuasive influence of Rhodes, the 

Imperial British South Africa Company, and the economic 

interests behind the^ company,

The German government was interested in extending 

imperialist dominatimPSver overseas possessions uhere- 

ever coloniELl rule had not yet been effectively esta

blished and where it did not involve outright conflict 

with other major European powers. It was particularly 

interested in extending its influence into the Congo 

basin, linking up its protectorates of Tanzania and 

Cadieroons into one large colonial sphere, and block

ing the British Cape to Cairo scheme in th^ process. 

While the immediate objective of the German government 

was achieving access to the valuable Congo outlet, its 

long range goal was the extension of economic and 

ultimately politieeLl influence over the Congo region.

The Gorman government fully supported Peters and the GEA

-.i-

60. Flint, “Background to Parition," p,383 and footnote 2i
■Robinson and Gallagher, Africa and Victorians, pp. 198-202.

61. Robinson md Gallagher, Africa and Victorians, pp. 244-249.

62. Gifford and Louis, eds., Britain and Germany in Africa-, pp.

. X
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la the pursuit of these interests, hut Peters 

equally intent on expanding German claims into the 

valuable.Uganda and Equatoria areas, regardless of the 

open rivalry and conflict with Britain vAiich this

was

move

introduced, Peters was a step ahead of the IBEA in the

race to establish effective claims-over the East African

interior. He reached Buganda ahead of Lngard, at an
* 0

opportune time. Remnants of the Arab forces still 

threatened' the newly restored Kabaka, who then turned 

to Peters for support and si^ed a treaty of protection, 

thus raising the prospect of German acquisition of 

control over Buganda.

!Phe 1890 treaty and the partition.of East Africa.

Itaknown to the participants who were scrambling 

within East Africa for rival claims, the issue was taken 

out of their hands in late 1889 and settled through 

direct negotiations in Brussels, Paced with the inter

governmental conflict, the increasingly unfavorable 

^itish position, and heavy pressures from the interest 

groups involved, Britain's Prime Minister and Foreign 

Secretary, the Marquis of Salisbury, initiated the 

diplomatic discussions which resulted in the treaty*
of July 1, the "Heligoland-Zansibar Treaty. -64 While

63. Flint,"Background to Partition," pp. 382-383,

64. Robinson and . Africa ahd Victorians., pp. 290-294.
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each government gave txp its most eztreme imperialist 

goals for the sate of more important European interests, 

the British government cane oat ahead, as it gained on 

the diplomatic table shat it had been losing in the 

field.

The I890 Treaty permanently divided East Africa

into British and German colonial spheres along agreed 
botmdarles. Bpth states accepted the 1°S latitude 

extended vest to the Congo from Lake Victoria as the 

Anglo-German boimdary. This meant that Germany gave 

up all claims to Uganda and Equatoria. Germany also 

gave up the treaty claims to the Witu district in Ken- 

ya miicik Peters had so persistently sought to exploit 

against Britain, This guaranteed Britain its colonial 

sphere of Interest north of the Umbra River and insured 

a route to Uganda for the IBEA, Uganda vas recognized 

in the treaty as a British sphere. In spite of the deter

mined pressures from MacKinnon of the IBEA and from the 

British South Africa Company, Britain gave up any claims 

immediately southwest of Lake Victoria and the Cape to 

Cairo scheme was abandoned. A satisfactoiry boundary was 

established between German East Africa and British 

Rhodesia and Nyasaland to the south. A British protec

torate was recognized over Zanzibar and Pemba. To 

eompensate Germany for the lion's share of East Africa 

t*ich Britain obtained, the British government turned

\

* ■ ■’

\
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97or to German the barren but strategic island of 

Heligoland in the North Sea.

Nhile Germany had to take over direct colonial 

rule of Tanzania in April I89O on a permanent basis as 

a consequence of the coastal rebellion and the obvioas 

inadequacies of the GEA, the British government persisted 

until 1895 in its effort to have the IBEA carry out the 

direct and costly task of colonizing Kenya and Uganda,

The naa eager to obtain uhatever trade and invest

ment profits it could in Bast Africa, but refused to 

invest more than a nominal sum in the unprofitable and 

difficult 30b of developing an administration, building

a rudimentary infrastructure, and pacifying the resis-
66

tant populations of the two areas.

The IBEA was no more adequate than the GEA had been 

in carrying out the imperialist task it had imdertaken. 

The company was undercapitalized, suffered badly from 

disorganization, and lacked experienced ^er:sonnel with 
knowledge of the area.“ The territory nominally un- 

■ dor its control was enormous while the only method of 

transport existing was human porterage in caravans. ,

The iwa^Ti focus of.the IBEA was Ugandaj Konya at the

65 ‘

. 148.fj ■ Ibid-- -p- 2931 Ingham. History of^ast Africa,, p

66. Marie de Kiewiet Hemphill, "The British Sphere, 1884-1894,-
History of East Africa. I,in Oliver and Mathew, eds

pp.393'-4ll.’
t t

pp. 393. 410.67. .• 9
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time remained a very inhospitable territory through 

^leh the company had to pass to gain access to the

Aside from the ^astal trade68wealthr'of the interior,®'

T^tieh the IBEA controlled from Mombasa, the company

maintained only a few way stations in Kenya along the 

rente to Uganda, at Tsavo, at Machahos among the Kamba, 

at Dagoretti (later named Port Smith) in Kikasruland on 

the edge of the highlands, and at the village of chief 

Sumia of the Balahuyia east of Lake Victoria. 

economize, the comply ordered the stations to maintain 

themselves off the countrywide, thereby initiating a 

policy of repression lAich quickly transformed the 

initial friendliness of the African societies into

To

70open hostility and resistenee.

The wealth of Uganda was as yet more promise than 

reality. The one source of immediate profit waa ivory. 

The sources of ivory were diminishing, however, and the 

remaining trade was still contro^ed by ^he Arab traders 

^0 could transport it by caravans more cheaply than the 

company could.The IBEA saw their solution in the 

construction of the railway from the coast to Uganda,

AS Ibid.. PP. 407-410 . 431. .

69. ‘ibid.T pfTSoS and map on 392. _ _ _ _ _

7®. Ibid.. pp. 416-417j Holmberg, African Tribes, pp. 376-377.

71. Ingham, History of East Africa, p. 151l Kiewiet
Hemphill, "The British Sphere," pp. 419-420.
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It wrald provide an alternate means of cheap transport 

and hreak.the Arab trade monopoly, A railway would 

' also stimulate other sources of trade and profits in 

addition to ivory. Yet the company was unwilling or 

unable to undertake the cost of railway construction 

in spite of the untenable situation they found them

selves in.

The IBEA turned to the British government anid 

pressured it' to take over the task of direct rule as well 

as the construction^f the railway.The company m- 

serted that it had undertaken prii&arily political tasks 

on behalf of the government at great expense to itself, 

when it acted as the. government's agent in extending 

a protectorate over Uganda and in attempting to elimin

ate the activities of Arab slave traders within the 

interior. Salisbury was willing, but rightly feared 

opposition within Parliament to the extension of direct

colonial rule into East Africa and to thO-costs of con

structing a railway. He hedged, and submitted a bill 

for merely a preliminary survey, under pressure from 

the Liberal Party in Parliament, even this measure 

WM postponed and the government asked the IBEA to.

, 72. Ingham, History of East Africa, p. 151| Robinson and
Gallagher, Africa and the Victorians, pp. 308-309.

73, Ingham, History of East Africa, p. 151-152.
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earry the -costs until the hill was approved in 
Bant.^^

Faced with governmental delays and growing finan- 

ei^ losses, the IBEA. speeded things up by threatening 

■ to unilaterally abandon its protectorate over Uganda. 

The government utilized this crisis over the British 

position in Uganda to pressure Parliament into voting

for the establishment of an official protectorate in 
June 1894^.^5 tflthin a year, negotiations were com

pleted for an additional protectorate to be declared 

Kenya.

over

The government was also able to put through a 

• bill in 1895 for the construction of the Uganda Railway.

Both protectorate and railway were justified by the stra

tegic threat to British interests on the part of France 

in the Sudan, the humanitarian issue of eliminating the 

activities of Arab slave traders within the interior, and

7k, Ibid. Of. Robinson and Gallagher.---Africa and the Victorians. 
PPc 307-330, for the political manipulations by the government 
to turn Parliament, influential groups like the missionary 
societies, and the public towards acceptance of a permanent 
eoloiiial control in the area and railway to insure selective 
occupational control.

75. Itod.. PP. 326-329.

76. Marie de Kiewiet Hemphill, "The British Sphere," p. 430.
G. H. Mungeram, British Rule in Kenya. 1895-1912 (Oxford, 
1966), p.l. Technically, Kenya was called the East Africa 
Protectorate and was not a crown colony but had protectorate 
status. In actual practice, it was viewed and administered 
as if it were a colony. This was "legalized" in 1920, and 
officially was referred to as the Kenya Colony and Protector
ate, The Protectorate referred to the ten mile wide coastal 
strip which the British had originally leased from Zanzibar. 
Again, while legally of separate status, it was administered 
as an integral part of Kenya.
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l>y the exaggerated Itire of the benefits to be obtained

for the empire from economic imperialism in East Africa.
0

The politicEil issne was to be resolved shortly, however, 

within the Sudan, In spite of the humanitarian stress, 

the primary concern was not the eliminati<m of Arab 

slaving, but the elimination of Arab trade monopoly 

^thin East Africa.

By 1895, therefore, political control had been

imposed upon East ^rica from the outside by the Euro-

It occurred with nopean powers for the first time, 

regard for the Sultan's rights trtiich had been respected

in the past, for the presence of the Arab traders and 

Indian financiers vrtio effectively controlled the trade 

network within the mainland area, or, moat importantly 

of all, for.the reality of existing political rule by 

the African societies idiich inhabited the territories

so lightly being dis^posed of in the chancellories of

European control nay as yet have been nominal.Europe,

\ But from that point the primary role in the future de

velopment of East Africa was to be played by the latest 

and strongest actors on the scene, the imperialist powers, 

Qreat Britain and Germany.

Wolff, "Economic Aspects,pp. 57-60.77.



CHAPTER TWO

SUBJUGATICW AND THE FORMATION OF THE SETTLER COLONY
■TO.gTTWYA under BRITISH RULE. 1895-1914.

Basic CO an understanding of imperialist rule in 

general and to colonial rule in Kenya and Tanzania in 

particular is the recognition that there was no con

ception of, interest in, or intent to promote develop

ment for the best interests of the respective territory 

or for the African people within the territories. The 

early concept of a "civilizing mission", or later 

"trusteeship", was a myth. It served as a rationale 

for the exploitation of the land and people for the 

benefit of the imperial metropole, and for particular 

sub-interests within the imperialist state.

At best, there was a belief chat the promotion of 

imperialist development, of corporate, finance, jsetcler, 

and nationalist organization interests "worked" also 

for the benefit of the African people, similar to the* 

belief expressed later by Charles Wilson that "whats 

good for General Motors is good for the country." Associ

ated with this view was another rationale, particularly 

amopg the British. The presence of a modern European 

sector would stimulate a more modem production by and 

the development of the African people. The Europe^

A-

I

1. Cf. Marjorie R. Dilley, British Policy in Kenya Co 
2nd. ed..(New York, 1966 , p. 133-40, 211-82.

olonv.
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sector would do So by providing a model to be emulated 

and a vehicle through which the requisite experience 

and training ("civilization") could be'obtained. Thus 

the best way to "promote" the development of the African 

was to invest in building up European and settler devel

opment, a view s^ilar to the "trickledown" theory in 

economics today.

In reality there was generally no coinciding of inter

est between European and African but a fundamental conflict. 

Economic development through settler or plantation pro

duction was dependent first of all upon the expropriation
<!

of land from the African. And most of the better farm

ing, plantation, and grazing lands wexre already occupied 

by Africans according to their own systems of shifting 

agriculture and grazing.

The development of land in turn was utterly dependent 

upon labor, and cheap, plentiful supplies of labor, which 

only the African could provide. The appropriation of the 

labor of the African was the second requirement for econ

omic development and the critical element in the conflict 

between African and European. _pie African had to be 

reduced from a self-sufficient producer to a laborer 

working for the needs and interests of the European rather 

than for his own.

Third, imperialist rule was dependent upon a source 

of revenue to pay for the centralized, authoritarian coloni

al administration which was necessary to subjugate the

\
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African^ to expropriate his land eind labor, and'izo 

construct the infrastructure and agricultural services 

uhich were necessary in turn to achieve the objective 

of imperialist rule, the formation of a European owned 

or controlled tropical export economy. To acquire this 

revenue, the colonist turned to the African for the 

appropriation of revenue through taxation of various 

kinds, forced labor, and low wages.

Until World War I, Kenya and Tanzania developed 

under British and German domination as variations on this

theme of European imperialism. Differences in geography 

and climate, in the socid-political organization and the 

response of the African societies, and in the imperialist 

tradition of the two European powers were significant

factors in the variation which evolved.

These variations are of historical interest for their

own sake. But the real importance of this formative period 

lies in the fact that in spite of these'^varying factors

both colonies - dominated by a larger historical process -

developed along increasingly similar lines so that by the

beginning of World War I the formation of a stable, settler

dominated agrarian export colony existed in both.

It was during this period from 1895 to World War I

that the foundations were created for the particular colonial

structure and agrarian export economy which were to continue

to dominate over Kenya and Tanzania's development after

independence the early 1960*s.
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SubluRatlon and the Consolidation of Rule.1.

African resistance had to be forcefully overcome 

and colonial administration imposed throughout the 

newly acquired territories before the nominal control 

of Britain and Germany could be transformed into 

effective and.profitable colonial rule. Immediate 

impetus was given to the consolidation of British rule 

^ by the government's demand that colonial officials 

generate the revenue to pay for the heavy expense of
■ ‘w

the construction of the Uganda railway and the annual 

growing cost of administration. Both expenses were a 

drain upon the British Treasury in the form of imperial 

subsidies and counter to the British colonial tradition 
of making the colonies "self-supporting".^

The British immediately looked to the African to 

pay for colonial rule. A primary objective in the 

initial extension of administrative control over the

African peoples was the imposition of taxation, originally

The major function of thein the form of a "hut tax".^

G, H. Mungeam, British Rule in .Kenya. 1895-1912 (Oxford, 
1966), pp. 52-53. 76-7B, 102.^^

PP.55.- 70. "tax was a tax levied per hut
on the head of each family, thus penalizing polygamy 
and encouraging overcrowded living conditions. To this 
first tax was later levied a "head tax" upon every 
adult male. Both taxes were collected on a basis of 
"collective obligationj" the headmen of each community 
were required to insure the collection from all, thus 
taming-them into agents of the colonial administration 
and the direct oppressors, of their own people.

2.

3.
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local colonial official was tax collection and the 

establishment of the degree of control and authority 

most conducive to collecting taxes.

Efforts by colonial officials to establish adminis

trative order over the African and to exploit him

economically triggered off heavy resistance throughout 

the colony.
*

The Africans had already gotten a taste of 
what the European presence meant from the Ii5EAf 

which had adopted a policy of sporadic forays against

the people around their stations for crops and

Initial African friendliness had turned to
4

stock.

hostility toward the European as a result of these 

experiences. The consequences of this policy were 

described by Gerald Portal,“an official who had been 

sent in 1893 to evaluate the situation prior to the 

assumption of formal control by the government

By refusing to pay for things, by raiding, 
looting, swashbuckling, and shooting natives, 
the company have turned the whole country 

' against the white man.

The colonial government, introduced a more orderly and

systematic process to the exploitation of the African.

Frequent punitive expeditions were sent out against

the resistent Africans, particularly during the decade

from 1895 to 1905, killing, looting and ultimately

Marie de Kiewiet Hemphill, "The British Sphere, 1884- 
1894," in Ronald Oliver and 0. Mathew, eds.. History ' 
of East Africa. I (New York, 1967), pp. 416-17.

5. Portal to Lady Allege Portal, Pebmary 3, 1893, Portal 
Papers, quoted in ibid., p. 417.
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terrorizing them in the effort to obtain African 

acquiescence to administrative control and, taxation,

which to the African was no different than subjugation
. 6

_ and forced tribute.

African resistance and the pattern of "pacification."

Colonial penetration radiated out from the coastal 

center and from the railway line which cut northwest 

across Kenya to Lake Victoria following the old caravan 

route. The sequence of African resistance and military 

expeditions, subjugation and the establishment of perma

nent administrative centers, graphically demonstrates
* ^

this pattern in the expansion and consolidation of colo

nial rule. Early resistence occurred on the coast, 

where the.British penetration was most intense. Revolt 

broke out in 1895 against the IBEA ancT'continued against 

the newly imposed protectorate government well into 1896 

before it was crushed. The revolt was led by the Mazrui, 

the ruling aristocracy of Mombasa, which saw its autonomy

from the Sultan's rule and its economic control being
7threatened by the European penetration. The revolt was 

not limited to the Arabs on the coast, for it was joined

Cf. R. Meinertzhageh, Kenya PiaCT. 1902-1906 (Edinburgh,
1957)I H. Moyse-Bamett, The King's African Rifles 
(Aldershot, 1956)i C, W. Hobley, Kenya from Chartered 
Company to Crown Colony (London, 1929)•

For a full account of this revolt, see Hungeam, British 
Rule, pp. 21-29.

6.

7.

* *. •
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by the Giriama, vrtio inhabited the territory inland between
8

the coast and the setni-arid interior.

Resistence followed among the major African groups 

which bordered the railway route, the Kamba, Kikuyu, and 

Nandi. , The repressive measures were severe, for theI-
'A-

British believed in the ^licy that a hebvily punitive 

attack would break any further resistence, eliminate the 

need for further expeditions, and "save African lives" in 

The policy was not noticeably successful.the long run. 

The Kikuyu 9

resisted the introduction of British 
administration - at least until they were 
subdued by a series of para-military oper
ations which spread from Kiambu in the early 
nineties to Nyerl in the early years of the 
twentieth century and in which a few British 
officials, assisted by levies of Nasai or 
Kamba(and sometimes also defeated Kikuyu) 
overcame the Kikuyu resistence, virtually 
ridge by ridge, by burning their huts, 
looting their crops, and rounding up their cattle.

J-

The particular social organization which predomin

ated among the African societies in Kenya, contributed

significantly to the characteristic patterns of African

The societies tendedresistence and Brltisl^ repression, 

to be decentralized, segmental systems, in which the

Therein lay both 

Unlike the hierar-
clan was the primary political unit, 

their strength and their weakness, 

chical kingdom of Buganda or the Haya and Chagga chief-

A History of East Africa, rer.ed, (New8. Kenneth In^
York, 1965),
M P, K. Sorrenson, T.and Reform In the Kllmya Cetmtry 
(Nairobi, 1967), pp, 16-17.|

am.
pp. 188-189.V.

9.
■ T--
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doms of Tanzania, the societies in Kenya had no central

ized leadership over which the iiritish could impose 

control. It also meant that societies like the Kamba, 

Kiku3ai f or Luhya were unable to mount concentrated 
resistence against the British^® But resistence did take 

place within each clan locally against the imposition of . 

British domination. Since the cleui organization conform

ed to the geography in which they lived, each clan occu

pying a ridge within a highlands terrain bisected by 

innumerable streams and ridges, resistence had to be 

countered and administrative control imposed ridge by 

ridge.

The destructive effects of British "pacification" 

under these circumstances were great. The African 

societies suffered a great loss of life, destruction of 

crops, and seizure'of their stock. Their economic and 

social structures were disrupted extensively. The 

standard British practice of seizingsAfrican stock aimed 

at more than undermining their means to resist. The 

British attempted to make the Africans pay for the^ 

costs of the expeditions sent against them by selling 

the expropriated stock cheaply to the growing number 

of European settlers in the colony. The practice

For a description of the social syste^ of

Momt Kenya (London, 1938)»

10.

\
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boosted the settlers* economic position while crippling 

the African economies.
11

Snbjqgation and the expropriation of land.

The subjugation of the Nandi illustrates additional

important characteristics of the process by which the
12 .

British colonized Kenya. The Nandi inhabited the plateau 

to the north of the Mau escarpment and were in the process 

of expanding successfully to the south and southwest 

against the Masai and other neighboring societies when 

the European intrusion occurred. They posed a constant 

threat to the British from 1895 to 1905. The Uganda 

Railway was constructed through their territory, and it 

became a frequent focus of raids, for the steel sleepers,
13'

bolts, spikes and other materials on the rail line. This

followed earlier attacks on mail and othe^ caravans' before
\ •*

the railway was completed, as well as sporadic cattle 

raids on bordering societies . Neither the establishment

/

Richard David Wolff, "Economic Aspects of British Colon- 
ialiam in Kenya," impublished Ph.D, dissertation (New 
Haveni Yale University, 1963), PP. 122-123i Elspeth 
Huxley, White Man's Country« Lord Delamere and the Making 
of Kenya. 2nd, ed. (London, 1953). 1» P.157.

Hobley, Kenya from Chartered Comnany. pp. 88,109, 123 ffj 
Xn^am, History of East Africa, pp. 186-881 Mungeam, 
British Rule, ip. 88. 94-95. 145-161.

George Bennett, ' Kenvat A PoUtinnl History (London,
1963), P. 21.

11.

12.

13.
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of a military post nor military expeditions in 1895, 1900, 

1902, 1903 were adequate to control the Nandi warriors 

prior to 1905.
The colonial government determined to crush the

Nandi once and for all, and in 1905 the Nandi Field Foixe

was assembled, "the..largest of all East Africa's punitive 
14

expeditions". The Force consisted of 12 companies of 
the Kin^ African Rifles and 1,000 Masai warriers.^^

It devastated the Nandi territory and resulted in 

great loss of life and livestock. The Laibon, the 

religious leader of the Nandi, was shot, and a new,

' more amenable one appointed by the British. The Nandi 

were forceably moved away from the railway into a reserve 

area alloted for them which was less than half the size 

of their former territory. In addition, they were 
deprived of their grazing lands in the Uasin Gishu basin.^ 

The displacement of the Nandi in 1905 reveals an 

important objective in addition to punishment and sijbju- 

gation. The Nandi lands had become a valuable area for 

European settlement by 1905, for the Kikuyu highlands 

opened up-earlier to European settlement by the subjuga

tion of the Kikuyu were rapidly becoming occupied by

Ibid.t Mongeam. British Rale, pp. 156-160.

Mongeam, British Rule, pp. 156-158, For military de
tails, see H. Moyse-Barnett, King's Riflesi for a vivid 
personal desoription, see Meinertzhagen, Kenya Diary.

Hobley, Kenya from Chartered Company, p, 128,.

14.

15.

16.
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Europeans. The expedition against the Nandi "freed" a 

Tdioie new highlands area to the north of the Rift valley 

for European settlementi3y the early 1900*s, a signi

ficant shift had taken place in the colonial policy of 

subjugation. Stjbjugation increasingly aimed not only at 

extending administrative order throughout the colony,
18

but at expropriating African land for white settlement.

Expeditions after 1905 against the Kikuyu, Mefu,

and Embu around Mt. Kenya and against the Kipsigis and

Kisii in the southwest region, demonstrate this same

pattern of subjugation with the intent to expropriate
19

land ,as much as to establish administrative order. The 
expeditions opened up new fertile highlands areas 

between 5,000 and 7,000 feet altitude, which the settler 

community and the government sought for further Euro

pean settlement as the earlier areas were parceled out. 

Extensive punitive action, for example, was undertaken 

against the Kisii in 1908, although they^w^re not ’

17. M, B. K, Sorrenson, Origin of European Settlement in 
Kenya. Memoir No. 2 of the British Institute of History 
and Archeology in East Africa (Nairobi, 1968), p. 214, 
Approximately 200 squaure miles were left for an esti
mated 45,000 Nandi, while 1,250 square miles were taken 
for European settlement.

Sorrenson, Origin of Settlement, pp, 6i-210| Hungeam, 
British Rule, passim.i R. A. Remole, "White Settlers or 
the Foundation of Agricultural Settlement in Kenya," 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Harvard Itoiversity, 
1959. -^Che process generaJ.ly was not too different from 
the process of expansion and conquest among the frontiej 
in the west by the United States.

Hungeam, British Rule, pp. 161-66, 171-80i Sorrenson, 
Origins of Settlement, p, 217,

18.

19.

V.
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threatening the existing administered areas. The 

establishment of 5,(^ acre settler estates at this 

time paved the way for the large tea industry which 

emerged around Kericho after World War I. Sustained 

government efforts began at this time to force the 

pastoral Kipslgis to settle permanently on the land 

as agriculturalists, in order to make their grazing 

land available for settlement, to bring them into the

market economy, and to obtain labor from them for the
20

neighboring settler estates.

While the subjugation of most of the peoples in 

Kenya had been accomplished by 1905, active resistance 

continued to be met until 1914 and after. British lines 

of penetration and subjugation had extended first into 

those areas with the greatest fertility, population, and 

economic potential. The areas t>acified" last were those 

of least value, the northeim frontier area and the semi- 

desert immediately interior from the coast. '

r

R. A. MaJiners, "The Kipsigi'si Change with Alacrity,-^ 
Markets in Africa (New York, 1965),20.

in P. Bohanan, ed 
pp. 215-247.

• 9

Attenpta by the British to impose taxes and to establish 
an irrigation scheme in the latter area for white settle
ment in 1913 led to a second rebellion by the Giriama 
^0 inhabited the lands along the Sabaki River, The 
outbreak of world War I led the British to mass troops 
and break the uprising quickly, for fear the Germans 
would link up with the Giriama and promote greater re
bellion among the Africans. CP. Charles Dundas,"Report 
on the Giriama Rising" (October 25, 1914). The bairen- 
nesB of the Northern Frontier District led to the main
tenance of the most minimal control, recurring skirmishes 
with the assertive pastoral Galla, and the continuance of 
military administrations right up to independence.

21.
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Subjugation by 1905 indicated a shift in focus towards 
the more fundamental* long-range objective of land expro

priation, European settlement, and the direct exploitation
of labor. The decision to promote white immigration, 

settlement, and investment as the engine of development" 

was to decisively influence the basic issues of land 

and labor, and the structural characteristics of

economic, social, and political development.

White Settlement and the Expropriation of African Land2.

Within the first ten years of colonial rule the 

British had clearly decided upon European settlement 

as the best method of exploiting the people, land and

resources of Kenya for the benefit of British imperialist
T^ndigenous22

development. An economic policy based 

commercial development was unsatisfactory since it had

proved easier to break down the existing trade network 

under Arab-Indian monopoly than to recreate a new and 

profitable trade system geared for the European export- 

import market. Colonial development based on an 

African economy was never seriously considered. Even

"EconomicCf. Sorrenson, Origins of Settlementi Wolff, 
AspectsI" and Bennett, Kenya.

22.

M.
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the nicest Coast" policy of African export production 

for British imperial needs was not considered viable, 

given the segmental social structure of African societies, 

the prevailing subsistence economy of the African, and 

the widespread disruption which resulted from the impo- 

sition of colonial rule.

An African-based economy would have required a 

long-range and gradual program of economic development, 

when the overriding need'was to create a source of 

revenue to meet the costs of. colonial rule immediately 

and for the near future. The high cost of military 

spending in the subjugation of the African had added 

to the existing expenses of administration and railway 

construction. In 1897-98, military expenses were 

30% of total colonial expense; by 1905-06, in a much

larger budget, military expenses were still 25% of the
23

_ _ _ . These expenses were considerably greater

The deficit was 'subsidized

by imperial grants, which lasted until 1913. British 

government officials made it clear that high military 

expenses and the continuing dependency upon imperial 

grants "precluded funds from London for economic 

development purposes."

total.

than colonial revenue.

/
Wolff, "Economic Aspects," Table 4.2, p. 65. Military
expenditures were ii 40,000 out of a total expenditure of 
B 133.723 in 1897-1898, and i 104,981 out of i 418,839 
in 1905-1906. Also see Mongeam, British Rule.p. 54.

Wolff, "Economic Aspects," p. 66, bsuied on memorai^pn 
from lanadowne to Eliot, August 27, 1901, F. 0. 2/443.

23.

24.
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From their" first contact with the interior of

Kenya, most Europeans had noted the fertile and temper-
25

ate highlands and had recommended European settlements,
26

The first governor, Charles Eliot, became converted

to a policy of white settlement in 1902. Kenya was a

"White man's country", as Eliot called it, naturally

suited for European settlement, while the Africans were

not capable of turning it to productive use and the

"Asiatics", due to their race, "preferred" the hot,
27

tropical lowlands of the coast or Lake Victoria.

Construction of the Uganda Railway had greatly 

influenced the turn towards a settler policy. The 

railway was initiated at Mombasa in 1895 and reached 

its terminal point, the town of Kisunni on Kavirondo Hay 

of southern Lake Victoria, in 1901. 

was an arduous as well as expensive cask, due to the

28
The construction

Cf, P. D. Lngard, The Rise of Our Bast African Empire.

~ Year^in Uganda and East Africa. I
He asserted "Kikuyu was the

25.

hop Tucker, Eighteen
(London, 1908), p. 207. 
garden of Eden." p

This was changedgiSSlI II Afrio. Pro.
toetorate (Kenya) was transfered from the Foreign to the 
Colonial Office.

26.

the Eaat Africa ProtectorateCP. Charles Eliot, Report on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ^ ,-r
Cd. 769 (1901) and his The East Africa Protectorate (Lon
don, 1905).

27.

For a detailed description of the construction of the 
railway and events connected with it, see M. F. Hill, 
Parmnnant Wavt The Storv Of the Kenya and Uganda Rail
way, Znd' edT (Nairobi, 1961).

28.
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29
highly varied and rugged terrain, 
the railway passed beyond the commercially active 

coastal area, it crossed through nearly 200 miles of 

barely populated semi-desert until it reached the edge 

of the central plateau in Karaba territoiy. Continuing 

to follow the old caravan route, the railway skirted 

the highlands where the Kikuyu were located, plunged 

down across the Rift Valley, climbed up the Mau 

Escarpment on the northern side, and cut throiigh the 

thickly populated Nandi territory prior to its gradual 

descent to the Kavirondo plains and Kisumu, the terri

torial lands of the Luo.^®

The completion of the railway created more problems 

than it solved. Intended to open up the area to European 

trade and economic development, the major economic con-

Once the route of

sequence of the railway was to leave the government 
4f5.5 M. in debt.^^ Commercially speakiqg, the railway 

was two ends without a middle. Goods from Uganda were 

available to a limited degree for export from the

The construction of the railway required nearly 35,000 
laborers over the six year period, most of them imported 
from India specifically for the construction, els the 
Africans refused to serve as laborers (Cf, Hill, Perma
nent Wav.)■ This was an early reflection of the "labor 
problem" which was to become one of the major issues 
in Kensra's development.

29.

C. 0. Wrigley, "Kenyai The Patterns of Economic Life, 
1902-1945," in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds., 
HiBtoi»v of East Africa. I (Oxford, 1965)» PP. 209-21O1

30.

Hill, Permanent Wav.

Wrigley, "Kenya," p. 211.31.
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Kisumi terminus to Mombasa on the coast; and Mombasa

was an established port through which to import manu

factured products inland on the railway. Neither source 

of shipment was sufficient to make the railway pay, 

while no other satisfactory source of profitable export 

goods for transport as yet exited along the long 

middle stretch of the Uganda railway. White settlement 
along this stretch of the railway, in the highlands and 

the Rift Valley, appeared to Eliot and other officials 
to be the solution to their immediate problems.

It would be an error, however, to consider 

European settlement as merely an historical accident 

of officials who saw settlement as the answer to the

- / -

.

problem of meeting colonial expenses. It would be 

equally erroneous to view settlement as "caused" by 

the construction of the railway. The liritish government 

saw its function as opening up other tapds for private 

commercial and financial exploitation. Settlement was 

one such form for which Kenya was particularly suited.

The fertile, temperate highlands were there and would 

have exerted their attraction for settlement regardless, 

Just as they would have stimulated pressure for the 

appropriate transport to open them for settlement and 

economic exploitation. Given British colonial traditions, 

the favorable conditions of the land, and the demands 

of capitalist enterprise, land expropriation for planta-
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tlon and settler development was Inevitable once brittsh
32

imperialist rule was placed over the area.

fhft flmomit of land expropriated.

Once settlement was initiated in 1903, the expro

priation of land for settler and plantation development 

was followed persistently by Eliot’s successors,. iJy 

1915 a total of 8,242 square miles (5,275,121 acres) 

of the most arable farming and grazing lands had been 

Land continued to be expropriated on a 

smaller scale right up to the 1930*s. 

tually came to approximately 12,000 square miles 

(7,500,000 acres), almost all in the highlands, 

additional 4,000 square miles of highlands were set

aside as forest reserves, partly to protect the lands
\

below, partly to serve as a buffer between the Africans

33«
alienated.

The total even-

An

Brents in Uganda smiport this view. Uganda's coloniza
tion proceeded on -^e basis of African peasant produc
tion. Yet persistent efforts were made to promote 
European settlement and plantations as late as the 
1930’SI Of. Ingham, History of East Africa, pp.232-37, 
324-25, 358-62, This was so in spite of the fact that 
successful peasant production had been established 
early, that Uganda was considered •hmhealthy" for Euro
pean settlement, and that early agireements with the 
Eabaka and the aristocracy of the Buganda Kingdom had 
created legal, practical and political barriers to land 
expropriation and settlement.

32.

33. Cf. Sorrenson, Origins of Settlement. Appendices 1 and 
2, pp. 296-97.

* ’.
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These reserves too were denied toand the settlers, 

the Africans for their own use.-^

The total amount of land expropriated came to

Only 75,000 square7% of the total land area of Kenya, 

miles of Kenya’s 225,000 square miles of land could be 

considered arable enough to permit cultivation or grazing

above the most marginal existence. Settler expropri

ation thus amounted to approximately 20% of Kenya's 

arable land, an enormous liability for future African 

development. Since large areas to the north, east and 

south were arid, semi-desert lands, most of the expro

priation took place precisely where the overwhelming 

majority of the African societies lived, in the 

southwest highlands. The only way the British could 

do so was to reduce and limit the African societies 

to reserves, thus"freeing up"the rest of the land 

for settler expropriation.

TheTight" of expropriation and its eonseaaenees.

The issue of the expropriation of African land 

for white settlement has been the subject of a great 

' deal of misdirected krgument both within the colony

the years and in writing? by social scientists.over

Cf. M. B. K. Sorrenaon, "Land Policy in Kenya. 1895-1945,"
Appendix I in History of East Africa. II, pp.672-689, 
particularly p. 688.•

34.
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Very little of the land, it has been argued, was

actually cultivated by the Africans or could right-
35 The land was considered 

•unused or "Weiste" land at the time of the expropriation. 

Much of the land was Judged later as having been empty

fully be claimed by them.

"buffer zones" between the territorial spheres of war-

Some of the lands were in thering African societies, 

process of being settled by migrating Africans who were

considered therefore to have no more "legal" right to 

the land than the European.

Others have argued that expropriation and settlement 

took place as it did through British ignorance and mis

understanding of African systems of land tenure and agri-

Ignorance of events such as the 

smallpox eind rinderpest epidemics within the interior 

immediately prior to the intzusion of the British also 

is considered to have led the British to the unfortunate 

but politically irreversible expropriation of temporarily 

uncultivated lands.

Finally, some people have seen the expropriation as 

good in the long run, for it created a "modem" economic 

sector and the bases for development, in spite of the

cultural practices.

35. Cf. Huxley, White Man’s Countryt also, Elspeth Huxley 
atiH Margery Peidiam,, Race and Politics in Kenya, rev. 
ed.(London, 1955).

36. D.A. Low, "The Northern Interior, 1840-1884," in 
Oliver and Mathew, eds 
p. 51.

37. Sorrenson, Ortetns of Settlement, p. 175.

History of East Africa. 1,• 9
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initial deprivation and oppression the African exper-
38

ienced as a result of settlement.

The issue was not a legal one of determining 

whether or not land was expropriated which was under 

use or claimed by Africans according to their system 

of land rights, evaluating how much land was expropri-

in this fashion, and assessing the adequacy of the 

•horapensation" provided — although there is adequate 

evidence that considerable amounts of land were expro- 

printed in this fashion. And the issue was not a 

moral one, whether or not it was "just" that Africans 

were locked into increasingly overcrowded reserves, 

forced to perpetuate no, longer appropriate agricultural 

methods, and denied the means to develop new modes of 

production — so as to provide a pool of cheap labor -- 

while extensive tracts of imoccupied or thinly farmed 

highlands were allocated exclusively to Europeans, who 

were provided every available means of development and
■

extensive, modem services to promote production,-- although 

this systematic process was ever more glaringly apparant.

For one to see the moral and legal points as the 

only real issue is to accept the colonial situation on 

the terms of the British imperialist. Within this 

perspective, one implicitly accepts the "right" of the 

European to be there, to impose his control over the 

people, to expropriate the African’s land, and to

M. F. Hill,"The White Settlers’ Role in Konya," Foreign 
Affairs. 38 (JTaly, i960), pp, 638-4-5.38.
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force the African to labor for him. Within this frame

work, one can question the means used to carry

out this rule and the consequences of imperialist 

domination, but only on the terms as they are defined 

by the imperialist.

The issue ultimately is economic and political.

The British were not there by "right".but by the prero

gative of greater power and conquest, based on their 

more advanced economic and technical system of capital

ism, as they expanded into contact and then conflict 

with pre-capitalist societies. The British did not 

question their right to conquer, control, and expro

priate the lands of the Africans in Kenya as represen

tatives of a more powerful and advanced society.

Elspeth Huxley provides an apt expression of the 

Capitalist mentality during this historical process«

^^en settlement started there was still a 
world-wide need for raw materials, a need 
to .which no limit could be seen. 'So long 
as industrialized countries deirandea'pro- 
ducts of the soil it was inevitable that

To lock up any
productive region in the interests of a tiny 
group of the earth's inhabitants was con
sidered to be a crime against humanity as

that demand should be met.

39. Hitzley, White Man's Country. I, pp. 79-80. Also, see 
P. liogard. The Dual Mandate in Tropical Juries. (London, 
1922). A similar view was expressed by the 1924 Par
liamentary Commission! "To oar mind, the financing of 
transport facilities in East Africa not only is one of 
the finest possible investments for British trade, but 
Is a moral responsibility resting upon the Mother 
Country. The development of Africa's resources is 
needed by the trade of the world, and it will be nothing 
short of dereliction of duty of British initiative, both 
public and private, fails to rise to the height of its 
opportunity." Cmd. 238?, 1925, p.‘21.
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•fhiere was e3 mandate held by any 
colonizing power on behalf of the world to 
develop the resources of any area over 
which it has control to the maximum extent, 
and in the interests of everybody.

So long as the world continued to want 
the pioneer was a bene- 
iiy adding to the world's

a whole • • •

more raw materials 
factor to humanity, 
wealth he was adding also to its prosperity. 
This was his justification for moving forward, 
if necessary, on to land which he could put 
to better economic use than its previous 
owners. Imperialism was not merely a cheap 
planting of flags, but basically an essen
tial driving of new furrows. The theory of 
•beneficial occtjpation" of land - that land in 
the long run must go to the man who can turn 
it to the greatest productivity - was part 
of a world system and was founded on a reality. 
It was an inevitable corrolary of a rising 
population in Europe. The people must be fed, 
and fed cheaply? good land could not lie idle 
while they cried for its harvests.

• • •

i
The quotation is an ideological statement in 

justification of the economic necessity for capitalist 

development to take place through imperialist expan

sion and exploitation. The "world" did not want raw 

materials? the European capitalist states did. The 

colonial "pioneer" was not "adding to'the world's ''k 

wealth" but to the wealth of these same imperialist 

powers, which fueled their own advanced development 

from the resources and labor extracted from the under- 

developed territories.

Under this ideologically simplified capitalist 

credo, imperialism became a moral "mandate", social ■ s

40. The settlers, of cotirse, benefited personally, at least 
those yAio survived. And many didn't, as victims of land 
speculation, ill-advised schemes, and swings of the. world 
market. But the real benefits, both absolute and long- 
range, went to metropole commercial and financial firms 
and to the metropole itself.

* •.
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development and civilization an impersonal functioning 

of a marketplace extended worldwide, arid exploitation 

of the weaker by the stronger justified in the name of 

'productivity" and profit. Universal and abstract 

concepts like "the world", "humanity", "civilization", 

"beneficial occupation", and the "greatest productiv

ity? became a cloak covering the reality of the 

modem European capitalist state using its superior 

force to serve the particular interests of private 

enterprise through the’expropriation of the resources 

and the proletarianization of the people in the less 

developed lands outside Europe.

Areas like Kenya were seen as "productive 

regions", as fertile land, ans as sources of raw
The\_wre not seen as the homelands of 

other people who lived there, who needed the cultiva

tion of this land for their bare survivial, and, most 

importantly, who required the econoraic-^^rplus to be 

obtained from the land's resources and their labor if 

they were to transform their societies into a more 

advanced stage of economic and social development.

This surplus instead was to be utilized for the benefit 

of 'Britain and the immigrant communities colonial rule 

brought to Kenya. Far from promoting the economic and 

social development of the Afric^, imperialism meant 

the deliberate, systematic formation of a system of 

structural underdevelopment and a condition of pervasive 

dependency. , .

materials.
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ghe Bystematie /process of eolonization.

The deliberate and systematic nature of Biritish 

imperialist policy was masked by the overt hut secondary 

conflicts in the colonization process between different 

individuals, groups, and strata. The nature of this 

policy was also obscured by the elaborate construct of 

rationalizations, which reflected the fundamental 

attitudes of the ruling class and their underlying 

economic and political determinants in British society. 

The imperialist policy was also characterized by a 

particularly British form of hypocracy.

The sj'stematic use of the law as an instrument of 

exploitation of the African is an important illustration 

of the deliberate and systematic process at work in 

the formation of underdevelopment and dependency during 

colonization and the means by which this process was 

obscured.Nowhere is this seen more cleeirly than in 

the use of'law" to legitimize the expropriation of all 

land and land rights in Kenya. From 1833 onward, the • 

British government had been advised ^y the Law Officers 

to the Crown that it did not gain any right to "alienate" 

or control the land within a state over which a protec

torate had been established. This remained the legal

41

.1

41. Of, Y. P. Chai and J. P, W. B. McAuslan, Pablio Law and 
Pelitlcal Change, in Kenya (Nairobi. 1970)i Sorrenson, 
fh.<g<T)a af Settlement, passimi Kriahan M. Maikl, Land 

in EMt Africa (Nairobi; 1967). Chapter One.lOM.
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\

position until the 1890's,. when pressure was applied upon 

the British eovemment by colonial officials within 

the newly established protectorates of East Afrlcat

The government was advised that unless 
a right to deal with waste and unoccupied land 
was specifically reserved In an agreement or 
treaty of protection, no such right could be 
allowed In a protectorate, and even In respect 
of waste and unoccupied land, it was not clear 
vdiether It could be alienated. This position 
represented a major obstacle to colonial 
authorities.

42

Colonial and Foreign Office officials moved to 

ellmenate this obstacle by changing the law and esta

blishing new "principles" to justify these changes.

In 1896 the 1894 Indl^ Land Acquisition Act was extended

to the East African Protectorate to serve Immediate 
43

governmental needs. It allowed the administration to 

expropriate land for the railway, for government 

buildings, and for other governmental purposes. The 

1897 Land Regulations were enacted in order to provide 

land for settlers. The regulations legalized exprb^ 

prlatlon for restricted settlement by allowing the

'government to "offer...certificates of occupancy, valid
44

for 99 years to those wishing to take up land." While 

the terms were as yet unsatisfactory and led to few

The existencehlie Law, p. 25. 
n Africa, of course, was itself

42. Ghai and McAuslan, 
of a "protectorate" 
a legal nicety. Colonial rule was imposed by "agree
ment" only among the European powers. The African 
peoples involyed had no say in the matter.

Sorrenson, orlglna of Settlement, p.46, 49.43. Ibid., p.25.

44. Ghai and McAuslan, _
to Sections I and 10.

pp. 25-26, in reference■C

^ .
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applicants, the Regulations were the thin end of the 

wedge to wholesale land expropriation and organized 

white settlement.

The Law Officers gave way to government demands 

by 1899 and asserted a new interpretation with regard

They made a legal distinction with regard 

to protectorates of the "African variety", and asserted 

that regardless of the circumstances by which a protec

torate had been acquired, the government could control 

waste and unoccupied land by rights which 'hccrued to 

her majesty by virtue of her right to the protectorate.

The government wasted little time in enacting the

1901 East Africa (Lands) Order in Council which put
46

this more accomodating legal opinion into law. The 

order established the vague but highly inclusive cate

gory of "crown lands" and gave the Commissioner(Govemor)

to the land. ! .
<,
\

nearly unrestricted powers over the land and people
''x 47

Crown lands were defined asthroughoiit the colony.

all nublir lands within the East Africa 
Protectorate which for the time being are sub
ject to the ’fcontrol of Her Majesty by virtue 
of any treaty, convention, agreement, or of 
Her Majesty's Protectorate, and all lands 
which have been or may hereafter be acquired 
by Her Majesty under the Land Acquisition Act 
1894 or otherwise howsoever.

P.0, 7356 as quoted in Ibid,, p. 26,

S. K. 0. 661, ibid.

Section I of the Order in Council, quaoted in Ghai and 
HcAuslan, ibid.. p. 26 (emphasis added^). For the political 
nanoevering between Commissioner Eliot, the Foreign Office,

45.

46.

47.
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The governor was given* the power to make grants or

lease of Crown land on any terms or conditions he 

found appropriate, subject only to the approval of

The 1902 Crown Lands Ordinancethe Sectetary of State, 

was promulgated shortly afterwards by Governor Eliot; it

provided for 99 year leases and for the outright sale of 

land.

British "morality" required a legal sanctification 

for the assertion of full control over the inhabitants

as well as the land. This correction was made in

1902 also in the East Africa Order in Council, which 

"empowered the Commissioner to make Ordinances for the

peace, order, and good government of all persons in
48

the protectorate." The terms were made broad enough to 

legitimize any act of the colonial administration 

against the African and to do so in the name of the 

Africans* own best interests.

The territorial consolidation of Kenya territory 

was accomplished in 1902 along with the "legitimization"

f

the Treastify, and the Law Officers, see Sotrenson, Origins 
cf Settlement, pp. 52-58. Simply speaking, all "public 
lands" became "Crown lands." Conveniently, public Iwds 
were not defined in the Order. The general implication 
„_j that it meant "waste or unoccupied land." As a re
sult of administrative practice and regulations, the 
term came to refer to all lands, including those occupied

This is how the land was de-

was

and under African tenure. ,
fined in the 1915 Crown Lands Ordinance, which legally 
completed the process of total expropriation of African 
land, a process that already had been accomplished in 
pi^tice throughout the previous fifteen years.

Ghai and HcAuslan, Public Law, p. 20.48.

* ».
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of the colonial administration’s full authority and 

control over the land and the African population, both 

established a'systematic basis for the exploitation of 

Kenya. The Rift Valley and .highlands north of the Rift 

were severed administratively from Uganda, where they had

formed the southern provinces of the Uganda protectorate,
49

and were encorporated into Kenya. The colonial govern

ment moved to Nairobi and established the town as i;he 

colonial capital in the center of the highlands. The 

move logically followed the completion of the Uganda 

railway and the encorporation of Uganda’s southern 

provinces just as logically placed the railway within 

a single territory' and under one administration.

These moves aimed at facilitating the development 

of Kenya as an economically viable imperial possession 

through settlement in the highlands. The combination 

of railway, capital, subjugation of the Kikuyu highlands, 
and "alterations of the law" was highly Successful. 

European settlement began to ^take place in considerable 
numbers in 1903 for the first time.^®

Far from introducing the "Rule of Law" into Kenya 

as a major benefit of imperialist rule, the i5ritish
\

49. Of. Kenneth Ingham, "Uganda’s Old Eastern Provincei the 
fransfer to East Africa Protectorate i3\ 1902," Uganda 
Journal. 21 (1957), PP. 4l-46i A. T. Matson, "Uganda's 
Old Eastern'Province and East Africa’s Federal Capital," 
Uganda Journal. 22 (1958), pp. 43-53.

Sorrenson, Origins of Settlement, p. 65.50.

\.
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utilized the law as a primary instrument in the forceable 
over

domination/and reduction to near total dependency of the
51

AfricanI

the la^'Tj’ers constantly adjusted the law 
to the needs of the politicians and administrators 
who were carrying out the forward policy in 
Africa
ians saw the law as standing impartially between 
two sides, or even leaning in favour of the 
weaker side, but as making the way smooth for 
the stronger.
lawyers to have acted any differently, but 
then it is also unrealistic and not a little 
hypocritical to suggest that one of the main 
benefits of iJritish colonialism was the intro- 
duction of the Rule of Law into Africa 
the African point of view the English law intro
duced into East Africa was one of the main weapons 
used for colonial domination, and in several 
important fields remained so for most of the 
colonial period....The role of received law then 
from the beginnings of the colonial period in 
Kenya was to be a tool at the disposal of the 
dominant political and economic groups.

• • o

Neither the law3fers or the politic-• t • •

It may be unrealistic to expect• • •

From• • • •

IPhe relationship between colonial and-metropole offlci°i3.

Much emphasis has been placed upon the dispro

portionate influence of the settler community in Kenya 

and upon the alliance between the settlers and colonial 

governors against the British Colonial Office, 

alliance and the strong settler influence in combination 

are frequently cited as the explanation for a "unique"

52
The

Ghai and MeAnalan, Pablie Law, 'p, 3^.

Cf, Bennett, Kenvai Sorrenson, Origina of Battlementi 
Hungeam, British Rulei Dilley, British Policy.

51.

52.
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pattern of development of Kenya as a "\Vhite man * s 
country" tn spite of the inten^ons and efforts of

^'Jhile these elements did existBritish officials!

they must be seen in a larger perspective. The compari

son with Tanzania which follows indicates that this

analysis is quite inadequate. The differences between 

top colonial officials and the Colonial Office - like 

the differences between settlers and planters, or between 

settler and district administrator - should be seen as 

secondary conflicts during the formation of the colonial 

system from 1895 to 1914. Tinderlying these conflicts 

was a basic level of agreement which ultimately pre

vailed over any issue in which the really fundamental 

conflict emerged - the conflict between the interests 

of the European and the African.

The Masai land issue provides a significant example 

of the actual nature of the conflict between the

Colonial Office and the colonial offic^ia,ls and an

indication of the respective roles of each in the coloni- 
53

zation process.

excellent grazing lands of the Rift Valley which cut 

through the center of the Kenya highlands. Growing

The pastoral Masai inhabited the

The Masai land issue also illustrates the total power
the imperial government had imposed over the Afriom 

. throu^ the instrument of the law. In addition, it 
emphasizes that the dominant force underlyir^ the 
British policy of subjugation the acquisition of 
now lands for European settlement, rather than the 
need to establish a peaceful colonial order, to end 
inter-African raids and warfare, or undertake a "Civiliz
ing mission" aimed at the long-range benefit of the 
African peoples.

53.
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settler and speculator pressures for additional land 

expropriation led the government in 1904 to "relocate" 

the Masai into two areas, the southern Rift Valley and 

the Laikipia Plateau to the north. The method by 

which this expropriation was accomplished - rather than 

the action itself - led to public protest, a controversy 

between the Colonial Office and the colonial govern

ment, and the resignation of the first governor, Charles 

Eliot.

Eliot had independently "negotiated" the reloca

tion after having committed large leases in the main 

Rift area - in disregard of existing statutes - to 

several big South African land speculators, to Lord 

Delamere, and to a number of other settlers. When 

the information became public that he -hard acted without 

Colonial Office approval and had then attempted to 

deceive the Colonial Office and M.P.s about the conces

sions which had caused his action, Eliot^was forced to 

resign. The resignation had no effect whatsoever on 

policy implementation; the "reallocation" of the Masai, 

granting of the concessions, and the pursuit of a 
policy of'^settler development were carried out^^
the

54. On the Masai land issue, see Sorrenson, Origins of 
Settlement, pp. 70-82, 126-29, I9O-2091 Mungeam, 
British Rule, pp, 112-123, 259-270.

55. Sorrenson, Origins of Settlement, pp. 7^-75.

56. Ibid., 193-194.
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The 1904 treaty with the Masai, which was to

"endure so long as the Masai as a race shall exist,"
57

lasted only seven years before it was broken. By 1911 

the Laikipia Plateau was no longer as isolated or distant 
from rail transport as it had been in 1904 when part of

the Masai people were moved there. Settler pressure

on the Governor, Girouard, particularly from Lord

Delaraere, led to a repetition of 1904. Girouard

committed himself as early as 1908 to expropriate

large tracts of land on the plateau for grazing leases

to settlers without the knowledge of the Colonial 
58

Office. He proceeded to pressure the Masai leaders

to accept the second move from Laikipia to the

southern Rift Valley. He deliberately sought to make

it appear as if the Masai were requesting the move in
59

order to reunite the two separated Masai groups. A 

public protest in Parliament revealed Girouard's 

deceptive handling of the Masai land isSue and led to 

the Governors's resignation. Once again the policy was 

carried through after the protest had quieted} the 

Masai were forced to move, the land was expropriated, 

and leases for grazing concessions on this valuable 

grassland were provided to settlers.

Treaty as quoted in ibid 

58. Ibid., p. 197.
Ibid... pp. 199-203. Oiraud reported, in a telegram to 
tbe”Colonial Office, the "dying injuetion" of lanana , 
the chief laison of the Masai, that the tribe, be re- 
tmited.

p. 195.57. • t

59.
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The most Important aspect of the Masai land issue 

is the collaboration on policy between the Colonial 

Office and colonial officials rather than conflict 

between them. Officials in both the metropole and the 

colony shared a similar background and values. It was 

the British ruling class which insisted that any colony 

not only be "self-supporting" but be exploited so as 

to contribute to British imperialist development.

Noting the temperateness and fertility of the High

lands, they considered a policy of European immigration 

and settlement.as "natural" and turned to familiar 

patterns of development in the older dominions of Austral

asia, North America, and South Africa. This policy 

orientation was reinforced by the apparent absense of 

"advanced" social and economic organizatipn among the 

African societies in Kenya through which the desired 

imperial economic development could be promoted.

The ruling class, whether politicisttKor official, 

capitalist or missionary, aristocracy or emerging tech

nocrat, preferred to believe, all evidence to the con

trary, that development through settlement along lines of 

British imperial needs coincided with the best interests 

of the colony and the African. Their actions were 

rationalized by their unquestioned and pervasive belief 

in European racial and moral superiority.

When conflict did arise between metropole and 

colonial officials, it ^entered on the question of the 

best way to deal with the inevitable consequences of
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British imperialist policy. European settlement meant 

the most direct and extreme conflict between settler 

and African. As the agents faced with the direct imple

mentation of general policy, the colonial officials 

saw this issue more clearly and followed the imperialist 

policy to its conclusion, the identification of settler 

interests with the interests of the colony. In a 

pragmatic and dissociated manner, they accepted the 
consequences which the Africans suffered as a necessary 

step - the "survival of the fittest" - in the economic 
and social development of the colony and its integration 
into the empire.

Officials in the metropole did not want to accept 

the consequences of colonial policy. They were stuck 

with the public position that African rights and inter

ests were to be respected, '^ut this was in basic 

contradiction with the more fundamental policy of 

economic development through European settlement. The 

issue was resolved for them by maintaining the appear

ance of protecting the African and his rights while 

doing the opposite in practice. Formal policy was 

formulated so as to assert a complementarity between 

settler and African which did not exist in fact.

When the actual conflict emerged as -a public issue, 

in the Masai land issue, the government dealt with 

the conflict in terms of the methods employed by the 

colonial officials rather than the policy itself.

as
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iilame was allocated to the individual officials "respon

sible", their resignations obtained, and the public 

issue quieted down. The content of imperialist policy 

remained unchanged, however, in favor of settler and
60

speculator aggrandizement at the expense of the African.

Xhe Critical Issue in the Colonial Formation.3, T.ahori

The British decision to create an agrarian tropical 

export colony based on European settler and plantation 
production required the transformation of Africans 

from self-sufficient producers into a dependent labor 

force to satisfy the labor needs of settlers, planta-
61

tlon managers, the colonial administration, and others.

The most detailed studies of this period place heavy 
dinphasis upon "the disi:ance« difficui'ties of communica'tion, 
and lack of control by Metropole officials over colonial 
officials! upon the independent actions of colonial 
officials and their withholding of information! of 
confusion and ignorance over the best policy to follow 
on the part of the Metropole, vdiich resulted in local 
officials taking pragmatic measures in the interim! 
end upon inter-personal hostilities between metropole 
and local officials. Cf. Sorrenson, Origins of Settle- 
mentt Mungeam. British Rule. These factors existed.
But they do not adequately explain the colonial forma
tion which developed. Underlying all these complex 
elements and varying interests was the basic factor 
that metropole officials, colonial officers, and . 
settlers were involved in a common enterprise.

60.

Wolff,"Economic Aspects," pp. 127-160! Dilley, British 
Rale, pp. 213-38! Wrigley, "Kenya," pp. 209-26if. As 
te^gley put it, "the real economic and social problem, 
in the pre-war period was not land, but labor," Wrigley, 
■Kenya," p.229.

61.
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This crucial need for a labor force was completely 

antagonistic to the existing self-contained economic 

and social structure of traditional African life which 

was based on subsistence agriculture, shifting culti

vation, and pastoralism. \iJhat actually was required 

in the colonial context was the breaking down and 

transformation of the traditional economic and social

structure of African society.

Once the immediate issues of subjugation and the 

expropriation of land for European settlement essentially 

were overcome, the basic problem the British faced was 

obtaining an adequate and, cheap labor supply, 

major attention of the Jritish until after World War I 

was devoted to solving the persistent "labor problem". 

Their efforts to develop the policies, institutions, 

and mechanisms which would insure the necessary supply 

of African labor were necessarily piece-meal during 

this period, but by 1914 the basic foundations had been
I

created for a labor system.

The

62

Colonial officials and settlers collqbSrated in

the systematic appropriation of African labor Just as
63

Settlers werethey had in the expropriation of land, 

dependent upon the creation of an adequate labor supply 

^^^or the success of their farming enterprises.

IVhat was less obvious but equally 

important, they could not get the labor they needed alone.

The

need was obvious.

Wolff,"Economic Aspects," pp. 159-160.

DlUey, British Role, pp. 217-218.
62.

63.

« .
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rThey were dependent upon the political system to

for the African wasprovide them the labori 
unwilling to work for low settler and plantation wages

6k
and didn't have to«

The conditions of labor supply were 
The crux, of course, was that.peculiar.

unlike-the working classes of Europe, the 
native peoples of East Africa were in 
possession of the means of svibsistence.

The settlers started organizing together as

early as 1903 to pressure the government to use its 

power to provide them with the labor they could not

The basic rationale of theobtain voluntarily, 
settlers was spelled out clearly in a letter from the 

main settler organization to Governor Sadler during 
the "labor crisis" of 1907-08i^^

We must point out, your Excellency, that 
it is grossly unfair to invite the settler 
to this countxi', as has been done, to give 
him land under conditions which force him to 
work, and at the same time to do away with 
the foundations on which the whole of his 
enterprise and hope is based, namelycheap labor.

The colonial officials shared the settlers' concern

and their perspective, even if they resented the chal

lenge to their political control which the organized
More importantly.of the settlers represented.pressures

the officials were dependent upon.the settlers for

the economic development of the colony. Step by

64. Wrigley, "Kenya,” p.230, emphasis added.

- 65. Flehat to Sadler, March 5, 1908, printed in Corresnon- 
denee Relati to Affairs in the East Africa Protectorate.
Cd. 4122, p
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step, the colonial government began implementing the 

measures demanded by the settlers, which sought indir

ectly and directly to force the African to become a 

laborer for the European by increasingly limiting his 

of subsistence and his control of production, 

like the "working classes of Europe*'.
means

Tadiraet Methodst land restriction and taxation.

The colonial government initially relied more on 

indirect means to obtain labor for the settlers, in 

the belief that as the African was increasingly "drawn" 

into the monetary economy the more a Voltintary" labor 

force would develop automatically under the "lawa"of 

capitalist economic growth. Land expropriation, 

which had originally been a means to promote white 

settlement, was increasingly seen as a policy which 

could be used also to force out African labor by 

restricting the land available to him for subsistence 

farming. From the 1905 Land Com.mittee Report onward, 

the settlers constantly pushed this measure. The 

committee, composed of two settlers and two officials, 

and chaired by Lord Delamere, the leader of the settlers, 

heavily supported the settler position in its report. 

Among other points it particularly stressed the need
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for a ‘’reserve" system to restrict the land available 
to the Africans.®®

Restriction of the land was often argued formally 

as a means to "protect" the African from unscrupulous 

Europeans or Asians, particularly by government officials. 

Its basic objective was the opposite, to deprive the 

African of his means of livelihood and thus make wage 

labor necessary. The turn towards a "reserve" policy 

signified the broader policy which was emerging.

Reserves were part of a comprehensive policy to 

control and exploit the African’s relationship with the 

European-based colonial economy on a selective basis.

The policy of reserves, or "separation", was counterposed 

to the concept of "interpenetration", the settlement of 

Europeans in the "gaps" between African cultivations. 

Interpenetration was viewed as bringing the Africans 

into immediate, direct contact with the European, 

promoting their transformation to European or "civilized" 

ways and, more practically, insuring a convenient labor 
supply nearby.®^

The real need and choice of the British was neither

sepeiration nor interpenetration, for neither the 

separate development nor the transformation of the 

African was desired. VRiat was desired and gradually

66, Dilley, British Rule, p, 215.
67. Cf. ibid.. p. 214 for a description of these 

differing views. Eliot was an early supporter 
of interpenetration. See also, Sorrenson, 
Origins of Settlement, p. 182, 224.
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implemented was a mix of the two l^^ugh 

system on the South African model, 

separate and denied development as social groups or 

"tribes", while tied to the European system as laborers 

and consumers. They were forced to experience the 

worst of both worl^_.

The formal establishment of reserve boundaries

a reserve

Africans were kept

was postponed over the years, although the policy was 

created in 1905. As a consequence the expropriation of 

land in these loosely defined reserve areas could con

tinue. This provided additional land for settlement 

and squeezed the Africans through restricting the 

amount of land available to them for subsistence 

farming and stocking.

Land restriction for the Africans involved more 

than the reduction of reserve areas. It also was 

designed to prevent the natural expansion of Africans

69

See Huxley, White Man's Country, pp. 132-272 for an 
interesting insight into this crucial issue as reflected 
in the changing views of Delamere. Orignally, he sup
ported Eliot's view of "interpenetration" as a means 
of civilizing the African. He wsa keenly aware of the 
artificiali’^ of reserves and how they promoted a psycho
logy of "tribalism" as well as economic stagnation. Later, 
he tamed to support the reserve policy and indirect 
mle as means to slow African political development.

Cf.'Sorrenson, Origins of Settlement, pp, 210-25, for 
examples of further expropriation this permittedi the 
Kamba areas of Ulu and Kikumbulu in 1906i the fertile, 
beautiful Mua Hills, which the Kamba inhabited in 1909l 
excision of Nandi reserve lands in 1910, the Nyando 
Valley in 1912, and the area for soldiers' settlement 
scheme , 1919t the Elgeyo land, 1908| the Sotik dis
trict of the Kiprigi's in 1908 and 1911I and Giriama 
lands bordering the Sabaki river, 1913.

68.

69.
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Into new lands, as their populations increased or as 

existing lands under cultivation became played out 

under the practice of shifting cultivation. The rest 

of the "Crown lands" in the colony were being "reserved" 

In turn for immediate or future European settlement.

Taxation was used in combination with land

restriction as a means of forcing Africans out of the 

reserves to work for the European. Originally a source

of badly needed revenue, taxation had been accepted in
70'

Settlers demanded that Africankind as well as money, 

taxes be increased and collected in cash on a more

effective basis so that the African would have to turn
71

to wage labor to obtain the money to pay the taxes'.

The overwhelming source of wage employment was on the 

settler estates or on the plantations. The government 

accomodated these demands during this period by deliber

ately raising and refining taxes for labor purposes.

The objective is clearly indicated in afterdinner

speech of the Governor

We consider that taxation is...compelling 
the native to leave his reserve for the purpose 
of seeking woidc. Only in this way can the 
cost of living be increased for the natives.
and...it is on this that the supply of labor 
and the prices of labor depends.

70. Cf. Charles Dundas, African Crossroads(London. 1955), 
p. 34, on his early administrative experiences.

71. Dilley, British Rule, p. 217-18.
72. East African Standard. February 8, 1913. Emphasis 

added.
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gQgeed labor and avatematie reeraitment.

Indirect methods were insufficient to force out

the large and regular supply of African labor required 

by the settlers as- they rapidly grew in numbers and 

expanded their highly labor intensive forms of farming. 

Demands for compulsory or forced labor accordingly 

grew. The colonial government had used compulsory' 

conscription of labor for pjblic works and portage

>y conscripting 

those who did not take employment with the settlers, 

the government sought to pressure the Africans to 

"choose" the less onerous task of working for the 

settlers.

since the beginning of colonial rule.

Government officials increasingly recruited 

labor directly for the settlers as part of their 

administrative tasks. Numerous circular^ were sent 

to provincial officers spelling out this recruitment 

function. An announcement by Governor Sadler in 

1907, for example, ordered provincial officers and 

officials of the newly' created Department of Native 

Affairs to "do their best to supply labor for settlers, 

planters, contractors, and others... «73

of "drawing" out more labor.
73.
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The extensive use and ahuse of forced labor 

conscription was well known to officials. According 

to the inquiry in 1907 by A.C. Hollis, Secretarj' for 

Native Affairs

It transpired that as voluntary labour 
was usually not forthcoming, chiefs were 
called upon to provide labour, and natives 
were seized by chief's orders and forced to 
go out and work,•••For some years a system 
of forced labour had been resorted to in 
various parts of the Protectorate and like 
most systems of forced labour had gone from 
bad to worse. At first mild pressure only 
was used, then goats were confiscated, and 
later armed force had to be employed. At 
Nairobi and Kiambu, all through the Kenya 
Province^among the Kikusnj/, at Malindi/at 
the coasi^, and in parts of Kavirondo/the 
Luo/, wherever labour was required by Govern
ment or settlers and was not forthcoming, men 
were seized and sent to work.

Vtoile Hollis understandably minimizes the impor

tant role of the officials in this system of forced 

labor, he does indicate the growing importance of a 

colonial appointed African leadership which was being 

structured into the iritish system of administration 

at the grass roots level. Chiefs, headmen, and elders 

were being utilized increasingly as labor suppliers 

as well as tax collectors. Africans were appointed 

who were amenable to British administrative requirements 

without regard to their legitimacy within the tradi

tional political system.

74. C. 0. 533A3. memo I’y Hollis, in Sadler to Crewe, April 
8, 1908, as quoted in Soirenson, Origins of Settlement.
p: 151.
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The African leadership was appointed and held 

their positions at the sufferance of the colonial 

government. They were paid from a percentage of 

the taxes they collected, from "fees" from the local 

courts over which they presided, and from labor 

employers. They were given much greater powers by the 

British than had ever existed within the traditional 

system and increasingly abused their positions. This 

African leadership became an essential component of the 

colonial system, increasingly^lienated from their 

own people whom they exploited, and the dominant

element in the "ruling" strata of the class system
■

emerging within the African popiilation.

A systematic policy gradually emerged between the 

two labor crises of 1907 and 1912. Officials were 

caught between the increasing demands of settlers 

and planters for a more direct and systematic govern

mental role in the supplying of labor,^on the one 

hand, and the rising public concern in <ricain by 

humanitarians and liberals over abuse of Africans and

75

forced labor conscription, on the ocher hand. Metro- 

pole; and colonial officials sought a "compromise", in 

which regulations placed formal restrictions on laoor 

recruitment and employment practices, which limited 

the role of government officers to "encouraging" rather

Cf. Low, "British East Africa," pp, 39-50.75.
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than conscripting labor, to providing "information 

and advise" about employment rather than ordering 

Africans to go to work for settlers.

This official response was primarily an exercise 

in semantics, a change in the form rather than sub

stance. As the Secretary of State Harcourt asserted 

in the House of Commons debate on the issue in 1914,

"it is sometimes difficult to discriminate nicely 

between advice, persuasion, and compulsion in this

He was trying to convince Parliament and 

the public that persuasion rather than compulsion was 

actually practiced and that such persuasion and employ

ment was good for the African. It prevented "demoral

ization" and "idleness" in the reserves while it devel-

-76matter.

\

77
oped a "work ethic" among the Africans.

Although efforts were made to ameliorate the worst 

abuses, policy and practice ba ically remained the same. 

The colonial government publically could not remove the 

restrictions and obligations placed on European employ

ers and officials, for it would have been too blatant an 

act. But, as the governor reassured the settlers at a 

public meeting in 1908, if "the rules could not be with

drawn, they would be relaxed in several ways proposed by 

the unofficials/^ettlera?. -78

76. Quoted in Dillev. British Rule, p. 222.
77. Ibid.. p. 226-30.
78. Ibid.. p. 218.

f
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The labor shortage of 1912 led to the creation of 

a Native Labor Comraission composed of three officials' 

and four unofficials(settlers). The committee's report 

stressed once again the main mea^res advocated over 

the years to induce the Africans tfe "come out and woric"i 

land restriction and reserves, higher taxation and duties, 

manipulation of traditional leaders and institutions
79

among the Africans, and official government recruitment.

Migrant labor and "squatter" labor.

Two institutions were developed as part of the 

colonial economic and labor policies which were parti

cularly important.to the Britisl> for they provided 

crucial links between the reserves and the European

The first, "migrant.labor", was the 

primary mechanism by which the colonial system insured

colonial economy.

an adequate supply of cheap labor. The particularly

low level of wages was established by settler political 

the settler community was successful inpressure!

imposing its wage policy upon noth the administration
80

Since migrant laborers wereand the plantations, 

forced to keep one foot in the reserves they retained

79. Ibid., pp. 221-23.

80. Wolff, "Economic Aspects," pp. l4l, l47.

» .
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a traditional orientation, a low level of skills, and 

a continuing dependency upon their traditional land- 

holdings and suVisistence farming for the maintenance 

of their families. Urban as well as rural labor retained 

many of these characteristics by necessity. The migrant 

labor system was justified as preserving traditional 

social organization and ties and as preventing too 
abrupt a social breakdown through "detribalization". The 

system in turn justified^the low wages, for the reserve 

was seen as providing a form of "social insurance" 

for the African when he was unemployed. The pei^jetuation 

of a low level of skills under migrant labor provided a 

further rationale for the low wage levels.

"Resident labor"-or "squatterswas the second 

and particularly insidious labor institution. Squatting 

developed from the practice of settlers "allowing" 

Africans to settle temporarily on unused portions of 

their estates in the highlands. Frequently these 

estates were once part of the traditional holdings 

of the same Africans, whose continued presence was 

"permitted" by the settlers in order to obtain the
81

labor. In exchange for a set number of days of paid 

labor put in for the settler, the African was per

mitted to grow crops and pasture his stock. Squatters 

provided particular advantages to the settlers in

81. Cf, Soxxenson, Origins of Settlement, pp. 180-185,
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this pre-war period. They provided what was practleally

a captive form of labor at a time when the colonial

mechanisms for forcing out Africans as laborers were

still weak. Squatting allowed the settler to utilize

the African's cattle for stock-breeding with imported

cattle. The practice was crucial for the formation of

a cattle industry among the settlers, for it was the

only means by which the settler could obtain a higher

export quality cattle which also could survive in
82

the East African environment. The abuses of squatter 

labor were particularly high. The system created a 

form of "feudalism" in the relationship between settler 

and African. It created and reinforced a situation of 

restriction, underdevelopment, and dependency which the 

African had not previously experienced. The system 

had the implicit support of the government, for there 

was little official supervision or control over the 

settler.

\

An Assessment- nf Economic Policy and Practice by 1914..-.

An overall assessment of colonial economic policy 

and practice i^rom 1R95 to 1914 - and the underlying 

myths - reveals a basjj.c conrradiction with important

V
82. Wolff, "Eeonomio Aspects," p. 152.

* ».
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social and political imp!icatini'- for- »->'p ft'tur« cf 

Imperial policj' was grounded in the beliefKenya.

that Kuropean capital, immigration, and settlement

was essential to pro^'ide the means to make the 

colony pay for itself and to rapidly create the base 

for economic development. Yet “up to the first 

World War, in fact, ’native production* was contrlVi-

tlng much more t'^j’n settler agriculture to the wealth 

33’ conservative estimate, \frlcan
83

of the country." 

production ccrti-iinited some 70% of exports by value.
84

Settler and plantation de^elopmert proved to be a 

heavy burden upon the colonial economy rather than 

an "engine of development". It was African rather than 

European producti.on which provided the exports that 

eventually made the colony self-sufficient by 1913 and 

which was required to subsidize the burden of settler

development.

iritish officials had placed great stress upon the 

necessity for Euronan settlemen*- to make the Maanda 

railwa}' a pa^'ing prnposi'-ion.

became profitable around 1^05-06 through Af’-ican

Railway operations

83, Wrigley, "Kenya," p. 227.

84. Ibid.. p. 243.

* «.
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prcdurirlon, hnwsver, rather than PlMropear economic
, ■ 85
devel.onmenr;

It.*.was not...the prod'jcts of Kuropean 
. farms which first removed the operating deficits 
upon the Uganda Railway but expanding trade 
in the surrounding regions, and more particu
larly the growth of the African peasant-grown 
cotton crop in Uganda.

• • •

The railway became a profit-making operation from 

African production in all three of the East African 

territories: peasant cotton production in Uganda* 

groundnuts, coffee, hides and skins in northern Tanzan

ia* and maize, simsim, beeswax, hides and skins, copra,

and groundnuts in Kenya, particularly from
66

the Kyanza(Luo) area.

The failure of mass colonization was clear by 1908. 

Settler demands for compulsory measures to provide 

African labor at low wages was hardly an indication of 

success* it was preci-sely the opposite. Without 

African labor the European could not have functioned 

commercially at all. V'ithout the diredt^nd indirect 

measures of compilsion, the settlers could not have 

insured the existing system of low wages. And without 

the low wages, the settlers would have gone completely 

bankr'pt.

V

Low,"British East Africa," p. 55.
Cf, Department of Agrlcxiltnre, Aiinnal Report. 1913-191^. 
This was still true in 1913-191'^, when the railway carried 
13.94-5 tons of maize* 8,895 tJ^ of this maize was loaded 
at Kisumn and Kihos, and could only have come from Luo 
production. The Luo also provided all of the simsim 
crop, which was the single hipest value export for 
1911-1912, and 1912-1913 (Ibid., p. 227).

85.

86.

Su-

'»
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The settles also required an extensive range of 

subsidies obtained them through political pressure

upon cooperative colonial officials. The colonial

government provided them with reduced rail freight rates,

protective tariffs, and reduced customs duties on such
87settler impo3:ts as seeds and agricultural implements.

Vfhile the British taxpayer paid some of this 

subsidy until 1913 in the form of imperial grants-in- 

aid, the real subsidizer was the African. In addition

to being forcedly exploited on the cheap for his labor, 

the African provided the major part of the revenue 

through various taxes, customs duties, and extensive 

export production.

Settler and official efforts to create a New Zealand

colony in miniature were broken over the failure of 

production in wheat and sheep. 88 In spite of the temper

ate climate of the highlands, Kenya was still a tropical

territory, and these products could not Jje transplanted 

without long, expensive experimentation in feross- 

breeding and cross-pollination. It was increasingly 

clear that the traditional English temperate crops and 

stock were not the answer to the major economic pre

occupation of the colonial government. This was the

\

87. Wolff, "Economic Aspects," p. 123-26.
88. Cf. Huxley, White Man’s Country, passim, for a 

vivid description of the difficulties involved.
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search for competitive export products which could be 

grown successfully by the settlers who were migrating 

to the colony in greater numbers in search of their 

fortune.

Plantation tropical export production was not 

successful initially either. The capital investment 

r^uired in plantation and estate production also pre

cluded tropical exports from serving as the cheap and 

easily grown crops required for large-scale smallholding 

settlement.

Sisal plantations had been started but sisal re

quired a great deal of capital and took four to five 

years to mature. In the meantime, the maricet remained 

in a slump. Coffee planting had begun on a very small 

scale but production was discouraged by a depressed 

world market price which lasted until the boom after 1910. 

r High prices in rubber on the world maiicet led to a 

heavy capital inflow in speculative efforts in wild 

rubber plantation production by British companies.

The boom burst in 1912 before the rubber trees matured

idiile East Africa turned out to be an unsatisfactory 

place to produce rubber, for it was of poor quality 

and iincompetitive.

The combination of settler and plantation pro

duction indicated the ambivalence of official British

89

colonizing efforts. It also demonstrated the differing 
historica.1 forces underlying British imperialist

89. Wrigley. "Kenya," p. 224.
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eapanslon. Colonization through permanent settlement 

was an historical anachronism in the twentieth centuryc 

Yet there were strong conservative elements which promp

ted it in the hopes that eventually another White 

dominioni modeled after the "mother country", could 

be carved out of southern Africa similar to the dominions 

of Australasia.

South Africa exerted a particularly powerful 

influence in this respect. There was-a heavy influx 

of South African settlers. Many colonial officials 

had served there earlier and shared the South African 

mentality.

Large scale corporate investment took place par

allel to permanent settlement due to pressures upon 

British companies to find new sources of tropical pro

ducts and to establish a more secure supply within
90

the sterling area in a world of growing protectionism. 

There was also a strong belief within Ph^ colonial 

Office that large scale capital investment was the 

most effective way to promote rapid economic develop

ment, in spite of their fears over the speculative
91consequences of such investment, 

however, was attracted to more developed and profitable

S3mdicate financing.

areas.

90. Cf. Wolff, "Economic Aspects," Chapter five, for an 
excellent analysis of British efforts to promote 
tropical production in Kenya in order to provide an 
assured source within the empire.

91. Sorrenson, Origins of Settlement, p. 98-116, 142-56.
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The few major corporace efforts ^ich did occur 

were not terribly successful at first. The East Africa 

S3fndicate invested in wheat and sheep raising, which 

proved unprofitable. They turned later to the only 

form of mineral extraction available in Kenya, the 

exploitation of soditun carbonate deposits discovered 
at Lake Magadi.^^

In 1907 the British East Africa Corporation, with

support from the Empire Cotton Growing Association,

initiated cotton production in Nyanza Province and in
93

the eastern province of Uganda.

production was successful in Uganda but failed in

Nyanza, where settler demands for African labor dis-
94

couraged African cotton production.

The primary consequence of coirporate investment in 

Kenya was the growing concentration of land ownership 

and control in the haiids of a few corporations and a 

small number of individuals such as Lord-.Pelamere and 

Grogan. Speculation in land did occur on a widespread 

basis in Kenya and peihaps represented the major compon

ent of economic growth in the European sector during the 

pre-war period.

Peasant cotton

A

92. Ibid., p. 71-4.
93. Ingham, History of East Africa, p. 435-36j and Wolff, 

"Economic Aspects," Chapter 5.
94. Cf. H. Feam, An African Economvt A Study of the 

Economic Deve of the Njanza Province oflopment
903-1953{London. 1961Kenva
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The development of maize production, more than any

other factor, domonstrates the realities of the colonial

system which was developing in Kenya, Maize was promoted

as a settler crop by the government during the second

half of the first decade in the hope that at last a

cheap, easily cultivated crop had been found upon which

to create a viable settler economy.

The colonial government was attracted by the high

world market price and by the example-of South African

maize production. Special rail race reductions made maize
95export production just barely profitable. However,

the growth of the maize industry was a by
product of the general growth of the economy, 
and especially of the plantation industries, 
for it was the feeding of African labour 
that orovtded
most lucrative market.

Cultivation of maize became the main money-making

product of the settlers, rf bailed out the settler

community. It could do so, however, only through heavy

subsidies and through a particularly insl:;dious form of

exploitation of the African. For maize was a standard

African crop which they could produce more cheaply

than the settler and, given the same services and aid,
96

of as high a qualityi

If some of the expenditure which has been 
incurred by the Agricultural Department 
on behalf of European Settlers had been

the maize growers with their

95. Wrigley, "Kenya," p. 224-25. Emphasis added.
96. Kikuyu District Annual Report. 1907-1908, as quoted 

in Low, "British East Africa," p. 52-3.
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spent in the interests of the Kikuyu eind 
Kavirondo/LuQ7, it is likely that a speedy 
return would have resulted. At present, 
the natives are performing the manual 
labor which enables the latter/settlersj 
to grow the best produced for the maricet 
without any resultant advantage to the 
actual workers from the money sunk by the 
British taxpayer.

Prom 1895, when formal role was established over 

the territory of Kenya, tmtil the outbreak of World War 

I, the British were engaged in imposing effective con

trol and in establishing a "self-supporting" colony. At 

the same time, they persisted in constructing an economic 

social system subordinate to the metropole and its 

economic interests.

!Ehe existence of a fertile and temperate Highlands, 

^ich WM attractive to European settlement, dominated 

British policy and efforts at an early stage. European

settlement was promoted actively as th^ basis for an

The subjugation of the Africansagrarian export colony, 

was directed towards "opening up" the central highlands

and expropriating the land exclusively for European 

settlers. The British reorganized the boundaries of 

their colonial territories in East Africa to consolidate 

the h<ehinT»Hg as a settler colony. They established a 

relatively elaborate organization of adsdnistrative, 

agricultural and technical, services to aid the settlers 

in the formation of an agrarian export economy, one oriented 

to their best assessment of future imperial needs.
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This colonial formation was in fundamental eon- 
~'^iot with the existing economic and social organiza

tion of African societies. The crucial factor was the 

European dependency upon African labor. The African 

had to be reduced from a self-sufficient producer to 

a laborer working for the needs and interests of the 

European rather than his own. Consequently, the 

colonial state deliberately and systematically develop- 

ed labor, tax, and reserve policies to achieve this ob

jective .

the end of this period, the foundations had 

been created for the settler dominated agrarian export 

colony. The consolidation of this colonial formation 

was hastened by World W^ I and took place during the 

inter-war period.c.



CHAPTER THRPi;

SUBJUGATION AND THB PnPMATION OF THE SETTT.RR nniriNV
IN TANZANIA‘UNDER GERMAN RULE. 1895-1914.

The Gem^ colonizers faced a number of circtmstances 

in their colonial sphere in East Africa which contrasted strong

ly with those in the British sphere. The fertile highlands 

areas were scattered around the periphery of Tanzania

rather than concentrated in a central highlands.

African population was dispersed accordingly, with the 

major groupings located in more inaccesable areas within 

the interior.

The

The economic and strategic factors which 

led the British to construct a railway from the coast along 

the edge of the central highlands to Lake Victoria did not 

exist for the Germans and the colonial headquarters 

established on the coast rather than in the center.
was

These factors suggest initially that^the pattern of 

German colonization would develop quite differently than that 
of the British in Kenya.

ing for European settlement along the model of British 

ization in the south, central and east Africa.

Factors within Germany also differed from those in Britain 

and reinforced the tendencies towards a different pattern of 

colonization. Lacking the British history of overseas colons 

ization, the Germans were not locked into a tradition of 

European settlement. On the contrary, the Germans had a 

colonial history which was European oriented and which was

The factors were particularly discourag-

colon-

' »
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based on expansion and settlement towards Eastern Europe.

■ Growing economic and political conflict within Germany
\

between rightist and leftist elements made colonial 

policy'an issue in the German metropole in a way 

^ich did not occur in Britain^ This proved true particul

arly as a result of the colonial revolts in Tanzania and 

South-west Africa in 1905*

In spite of these differing circumstances, the major 

characteristic of German colonial formation in Tai^ania 

prior to World War I was the growing similarity to the 

settler dominated agrarian export colony in British Kenya.

^ The forces behind imperialist expansion and the dynamics 

of settler development had their own logic which pre

vailed over the existing obstacles.

1. German Sub.lUKatlon of Tanzania.

The pattern of German subjugation and extension of 

administrative rule over Tanzania was similar to the 

British subjugation of Kenya. First, German efforts 

to Impose control met with strong Afrloeui reslstenoe 

vdiloh only the direct military intervention of the Ger-

It took many expeditions
1

man government coxild overcome.

1. 0. C. Gwassa, "The German intervention and African re
sistance in Tanzania," in I. N. Kimambo and A. J. Temu, A 
History of Tanzania (Nairobi, 1969), pp. 85-122 gives a “ 
detailed accoimt of this period in Tanzanian political 
history.

* *.
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over the deoade from 1888 to I898 to subjugate the main

areas of the colony. Even- then, the Germans were unable

to achieve control throughout the colony until after the

crushing of the Majl rebellion between I905 and 1907i

Second, the Germans used the pre-colonial caravan

trade routes as their lines of penetration, subjugation,
2

and eventual railway and communication paths. The pat

tern of reslstence to German control can be followed

along these routes, which went through the main popiilatlon 

and trsule centers In East Africa. German penetration 

along these lines Indicates their primary Interest In
\
gaining control over the existing Arab trade network for 

their own Imperial benefit.

Beslstenoe broke out first on the coast. In reaction 

to the attempts by the GEA to Impose Its political and

economic control, once German pressure had forced the

Siatan of Zanzibar to sign an "agreement." to lease the '
3

^ coastal area to the Company. The GEA Qgeded this oon-

2, Ibid.. pp. 89, 92. These routes were* 1) From the southern 
coastal towns of Tanga and Pangani to Kilimanjaro1 2) from 
the middle coastal twon of Bagamoyo, near Dar es Salaam, 
southwest through the towns of central Tanzania of Mpwapwa 
and Tabora to UJiJi, on the southern end of Lake Tanganyika, 
and to Mwanza and^-BUkoba, on the south and west of l^e 
Yietoriai and 3) from the northern coastal towns of Kilwa 
and Lindi into the region of Lake Malawi (Nyasa).

Cf. William Otto Henderson, "German East Africa, 188^1-1918," 
in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds.. History of East 
Africa. II (Oxford, I965). P. 128.

3.
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trol If it Mas to exploit the colony and make profits, 

but the action threatened the existing economic system 

under the control of i^rab traders and Indian financiers.

The reslstence was not Just an Arab revolt, but •' a 

popular uprising."
4

It was directed as much against 

Omani collaboration with the Germans as It was against

the German Intrusion, for the coastal peoples sporadical

ly had been resisting Omani control from Zanzibar for
5

years.

Between May and September, 1888, there were risings 

throughout the whole coast and Immediate Interior, 

were Joined by the peoples in the Usambara and Usagara 

areas of the northeast and by the Yao In the south.

Faced with the precarious position of the GEA, the Ger-

These

6

man government appointed Hermann von ’Mlssmaim Imperial 

Commissioner and took over direct control.
7

Wlssman

John Iliffe, Tanganyika Under German Rule. 1906-1912 (Cam
bridge, 1969), p. 13.
Ibid.5.

6. Robert J. Rotberg, "Resistance and Rebellion in British 
Nyasaland and German East Africa, I888-I9151 A Tentative 
Comparison, " in Prosser Gifford^^d/william Roger Louis, 

Britain and Germany in Africa^ Imnerial Rivalry andeds • I
Colonial Rule (New Haven. 1967). pp. 668-669.

Cf. Maary Evelyn Townsend, The Rise and F^l of Qennany'a 
Colonial Empire. 1884-1918 (New York. 1966 (: 1930 J. Bis
marck obtained financiail support from an unwilling Reichstag 

by exploiting the Catholic anti-slave trade campadgn 
188-1889, and by asserting that the imperial take-over 
essential to end slavery on the coast, rather than to

7.

/as
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took advantage of a temporary armistice to gather and 

train a mercenary army# then suddenly attacked and rout

ed the coastal forces in the spring of I889. 

coastal reslstenoe was broken essentially by the end of 

1889, a struggle continued against the Germans until I891.

OSie Germans met further reslstenoe in varying forms 

as they penetrated inland from the coast, 

area of German interest lay in the northeast, in the re

gions of Panganl, Tanga, and Arusha. Fertile tropical 

and highland areas existed in the Panganl river valley, 

the mountain ranges of Usambara and Pare, and on Ht. Kili

manjaro and Mt. Meru further Inland. This information 

was known from earlier explorations and the areas were 

highly attractive to planation syndicates and, settlers. 

Consequently, punitive expeditions were sent along the

8
While the

9

10
The primary

protect the investment and profits of a private company.
Tovmsend (pp. 117-118) quotes Bismark's Reichst^ speeohi 
"It is not a question of material support afforded to the 
East African Company1 it is a question of civilization, 
of Christianity and national obligation.... In company^ 
with England and France, the German government by signing 
the Congo Act Cof has assumed the re^onsibility of
christianizing and civilizing the great part of the earth s 
surface,"

8, Rotberg, "Resistence and Rebellion," p. 670. The mercenary 
army consisted of six-hundred Sudanese soldiers frra Cairo, 
three hundred and fifty Zulu from Mozambique, and fifty 

■ Somalis from Adem, in addition to local Askari,

9, Further, outbreaks in the south, particularly amo^ the Yao, 
occurred in 189^ and 1895, resistance to the levying

pp. 670-671.of taxes. Ibid,• 9

10, Cf. Gwassa, "German intervention," for an analysis of the 
different forms resistance took« armed resistance, passive 
resistance, diplomacy, and combinations of the three. African 
resistance is also discussed by Iliffe, Tanganyika, pp. 1-8.
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Sanganl caravan route to Ht. Kilimanjaroo first against 

the major ohlefdoms In Usagara and Usambarao then Inland 

against the Fare. Chagga. Ainisha. and Heru. Expeditions 

vere sent Into the central region of Tanzania during the 

same period, against the Gogo. Hehe. and NyamHezl. for 

the main trade route ran through this area and made It 

second In Importance.

The expeditions against the Gogo and Chagga were 

particularly brutal. They were led by Karl Peters, who 

at that time was serving as a Military Commissioner. 

Peters' "pacification" methods were based upon striking 

terror through heavy military force and upon widespread 

destruction through a scorched earth policy. Peters des

cribes his response to the Gogo irtien they showed signs 

of reslstence to his abuse, then made peace overtures to 

PetersI
11

The Sultan ( chief of the Gogq^} shall have 
peace. It shall be eternal p^oe. I will 
show the Wagogo what the Germans'are.... 
Plunder the village, set fire to the houses, 
and smash everything to pieces that will not 
buml

Not satisfied with the destruction of the chief's village. 

Peters determined to' strike fear on a more sldespread

Carl Peters. New T.^aht on Dark Africai being a naCTative of
of the Pasha expedition (Londoiv, 1891), PP« 512,
ego 527. 5?9 a” quoted in G. S. P. Freeman-Grenville, "The 
German Sphere, I8i4-1898," in R. Oliver md G. Mat^, eds 
History of East Africa, I ( Qitford, 1963), PP. 444-445.

11.

• »
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11a
basis by attacking other Gogo villages systematicallyj

Everywhere the same spectacle was repeated. 
After a short resistence the Gogo fled In all 
directions; burning brands were thrown Into 
the houses* and the axes did their work In 
hewing to pieces what could not be burnt. By 
half-past fotir* twelve villages were thus 
burnt down.

The Germans ran into major resistance with the 

politically well-organized Nyamwezl in western Tanzania. 

German efforts to Impose control over the Arab traders 

and their trade network centered at Tabora threatened to

12

destroy the economic alliance the Nyamwezl had developed 

This led the Nyamwezl to attack the Ger

mans In the late 1880's* eliminate them from the Tabora 

region* and close off the main trade route for the follow- 

After suffering severe military defeats 

during 1892* the Germans renewed their offensive In I893* 

finally defeated the main forces of the Nyamwezl* and es

tablished nominal control over the regipn.
V

The most successful resistence to German domination

with the Arabs.

13
Ing six years.

■ occurred in south central Tanzania throughout the decade 

of the 1890's.
14

Under the well-known chief* Mkwawa* a

11a. Ibid.

12. Freeman-Grenville* "German Sphere," p. 452.

13. Rotberg, "Resistance and Rebellion*" p. 671.

14. Gwassa, "(Jerman intervention," p. 10?,
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vast Hehe empire had been established over the area be-
15

tween the Bubeho mountains and the Kllombero valley.

Ihe Hehe controlled the central trade route and growing 

oonfllots with the Germans led the Hehe to close the 

route off to the Germans. The Hehe nearly annihilated 

a German military expedition In I891. 

to dominate the area for the following three yearsi raid

ing caravans, destroying the Kllosl garrison of the Ger

mans, and continuing to collect tribute from the vassal 

peoples and merchants in the area. While the Germans 

conquered the capital of the Hehe In a^ heavy attack In 

1894, the remnants of the Hehe forces ccntlnued guerrilla 

resistance for four more years, with widespread support 

from the people of the area, until they were surrounded 

and wiped out by the Germans In I898.

Centralized and semi-centralized or "Iteml" chlef-

16
They continued

talnoles prevailed In Tanzania, In contrast to Kenya,

Gwassa, "German intervention," P* 113-116iRotberg,
"Reststence and Rebelliont” p« o71-672i Alison 
Redmayne, "The Hehe," in A. Roberts, ed., T^zania 
Before 1900(Nairobi, 1968), p.37-58, and "Mkwawa 
and the Hehe Wars," Journal of African History. 9 
(1968), p.404-436. For a thorough study of the 
Hehe, see Redmaynes’s "The Wahehe People of 
Tanganyika!" unpublished Fh*Df dissertation#
Oxford University, 1964.

15.

16. Three hundred askaris and ten German officers were killed 
including the Commander of the German Defense Force in Tan
zania. Only sixty-four survived, including four Germans. 
Gwassa, "German intervention," pp. 114-115.
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where the basic system was a decentralized society and 

the clan was the dominant political unit. Political di

plomacy and Intrigue appears to have played a much great

er role In the Interaction of African and European In
17

This process had a significant 

Impact upon German subjugation, colonization, and the long- 

range political development of Tanzania.

Ells process was particularly evident In three re

gions! in Usambara In the northeast; among the Chagga

around Mt. Kilimanjaro; and among the Haya In the north- 
18

west. In each region, rivalries existed between com

peting chieftaincies within each of these three societies. 

The chiefs turned to the Germans for alliances and support 

In order to bolster their own position In the ongoing tra

ditional process of diplomatic rivalry and Intrigue. The 

Germans sought to use these rivalries to gain allies, split 

the societies politically, and weaken the, reslstence against

Tanzania than In Kenya.

Not that forms of political rivalry, alliance and intrigue 
did not take place in the interaction of African and the 
English in Kenya, but we have less information about fenya, 
in contrast to Tanzania. More importantly, in Tanzania the 
interchanges occurred at a higher political level among chiefs 
of centralized kingdoms and had greater political consequences.

17.

18, Of. Gwassa, "German intervention," p. 115» Katherine Stahl,
History of the Chagga People of Kilimanjaro (The Hague, 1964);

A. Austenf Northwest Tanzania under Germyi and British 
Rule I Colonial Policy and Tribal Polities. 1889-1939 (New
Haven, 1968).
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them. One result was the obtaining of land and other aid 

from certain chiefs. More importantlya the Germans 

were dependent Initially upon these alliances to support 

their own precarious military and political positiona
19

since German forces rarely exceeded 200 or 300 
African troops in any engagementa and were too 
weak to risk simultaneous hostilities with many 
different groups. Because the Inland peoples 
were disunited, the Germans were able to ally 
with one society against its neighbor, or to 
rapport one group within a society to the dis
advantage of its competitors. The outcome was 
a number of local arrangements between the 
European Invaders and the groups within each 
region.

African groups saw the Germans as merely a new factor 

to be manipulated in inter-African politics. It was not 

\mtil it was too late that they discovered they were deal

ing with a new force against which they cotild not prevail 

and in the face of which their traditional political ri

valry was a fatal weakness leading to the subjugation of 

all. Ihe german Intrusion, in playing upon these divisions 

and traditional African politics, disrupted everywhere 

the process of political unification and expansion taking 

place among the different African societies in Tanzania.

The southeast region was the least valuable area and 

the last to be pacified in Tanzania. It also differed 

from many other areas of the colony, in that it consisted 

of a'multiplicity of dispersed ethnic societies which had

19, Iliffe, Tanganyika, pp. 11-12.
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a decentralized, and clan-based scclo-political organiza

tion similar to the pattern In Kenya. Oaiese factors play

ed an Important role In the breaking out of the Majl Ilajl 

rebellion, the one extensive and widespread rebellion to 

occur in the two colonies until the Mau Mau rebellion In
20

Kenya during the 1950's.

^Hie revolt broke out on the coast In July, 1905 at 

a time when the German colonial government complacently 

believed In the stability of the colony, 

weeks "nearly all the peoples surrounding the Hufijl valley, 

from Kllosa to Llwall, were In revolt.

21
Within two

Missionaries, i^rabs.

Indians, Askari, and all who had contact with the govern-

Opposltlon was directed against 

all those associated with the Imposition of foreign domina

tion and Indicated the Incipient nationalism In the re

bellion.

ment were threatened."

By the end of September, only three months later, 

nearly one quarter of the colony had fln^ up In a loose 

but. clearly organized rebellion. "Most of the peoples south 

of a line from Oar es Salaam to Kllosa and thence to the

20. An interesting parallel between the two rebellions,in spite
of the time difference, is apparent here. First, each re
presented a different stage of the process of nationalist 
development. Second, there was a striking similarity in the 
reaction of the colonial rulers as well as in their portrayal 
of the African people as "barbaric" to justify repression.

21. The summarized account of the revolt below is based primarily 
upon the account presented by Iliffe, Tanganyika, pp. 18-28,

22. Ibid., p. 19.
%

*
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23
Ihe revoltnorthern tip of Lake Malawi were In revolt." 

trlgsered off unrest throughout the rest of the colony.

hut the more effectively subjiigated societies In these

Olie threat of theareas did not Join In the rebellion.

Germans to raze the Nyamwezl region prevented them from

Joining. The Hehe, who had experienced the ravaging of

their territory for years during the German campaigns of

the 1890's, failed to Join in spite of the desperate ap-
24

peals from the southern groups.

By the spring of 19O6, the German counter-attack be

gan to make successful headway. They were dependent upon 

auzllllarles from African allies outside the area of re

bellion and by rival elements within the affected area 

who had not Joined their fellow Africans.
25

Bven so. It

took a year-and-a-half more of widespread scorched earth 

tactics against a continuing guerrilla warfare before the 

revolt collapsed in the face of a German-created famine 

idiloh devastated the rebel area In 190?-.^ An estimated 

one-hundred twenty-five thousand people died and the 

whole southeast was ravaged over the two years as a result 

of the violent warfare, starvation, and disease.
26

23, The groups taking part in the revolt included the Ngindo, the 
Mbuna, the Pogoro, the Ngoni, and the Bena. Ibid

24, An important factor in their decision was the failure of 
the failure of the Ngoni and others of the south to join 
them against the Germans in their previous struggle.

Iliffe, Tanganyika, p. 20,

26, Ibid. See also, Henderson.

pp. 19-20.

25.
"German East Africa," pp. 141-142.
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In contrast to European interpretations of the time, 

the revolt did not result from either an i^frloan "conspir

acy" or from German "administrative Immorality." Aa 

Illffe Indicates. In the most recent and authoritative 

work on the Maji Maji rebellion, it was triggered off by 

strong and accumulating grievances against the cotton cul

tivation scheme vdilch the colonial government had bera Im

posing throughout the coastal districts since 1902.

Because European settler and plantation agriculture 

was imsuccessful and government revenue was static, the 

colonial government turned to a policy of Imposing cotton 

export production upon the Africans In 19OI.

In policy was Influenced strongly by the Kolonlalwlrt- 

sohaftllches Komitee (K.W.K.), the German equivalent of 

the British Empire Cotton Groirijig Association. Like Its 

British counterpart, the K. M. K. sought to develop German 

Imperial self-sufficiency In raw cotton production through 

the exploitation of the tropical colonies.

The German governor did not believe that Africans 

could cultivate cotton successfully on an Individual basis. 

He developed a scheme of "communal" plots which were es

tablished at the headquarters of each headman throughout

27

28
The choice

29

27, Iliffe, Tanganyika, pp. 1-8, 20-26,

28, Ibid., p. 23i Henderson, "German East Africa," p. 128.

29, Kenneth Ingh 
York, 1965;,

am, A Histo^ of East Africa, rev. ed, (New 
pp. 195-196'.
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These plots were ciil-the. TOuthem coastal districts, 

tlvated by forced labor and each adult male was required 

to work for twenty-eight days a year. ^e scheme was"a
30

disastrous failure." Wages were so low the Africans re

fused to work. The work required to cultivate the cotton

far exceeded the original plan and serlptisly Interfered 

with subsistence farming. The particular demands of this

government scheme "threatened African economies far more 

seriously than did any demands by European settlers In 

the north."
31

The rebellion broke out on the coast at the beginning 

of the 1905 cotton picking season as a spontaneous opposi

tion to the economic exploitation of the colonial adminis

tration. It soon turned Into outright resistance against 

all forms of European domination and took on the character

istics of Incipient nationalism. As It expanded rapidly, 

the rebellion became transformed lnto~.^rellglous-based 
mass movement which served to unite the Afferent peoples 

of the region In an abortive effort to organize a new 

socio-political order against the European threat to their

societies.

V.

30. Iliffe, Tanganyika, p. 23.

31. Ibid.
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©le crushing of the Majl Maji revolt put an end to

Mtlve African resistance In Tanzania. The fear of re

volt continued to haunt German officials both In the

oolotiy and in Germany. The rebellion and colonial policy

also became Important Issues In the politics within Ger

many at this time. Consequently. German attitudes towards 

the policies of colonization and economic exploitation

were Influenced In ways which differed significantly from 

thosei In neighboring Kenya.

2. White Settlement and the Expropriation of Land.

In contrast to the British In Kenya, the Germans 

turned to a more varied and systematically experimental 

policy In the colonization and economic exploitation of 

Tanzania. A number of factors Influenced this variation. 

Within the two colonies, significant differences existed 

in geography. African social organization, amd population 

concentration. Differences also existed In the means of 

transport available Into the Interior. Germany did not 

have Britain's long colonial tradition and was not looked 

Into any pattern. The very policy of colonization became 

a major Issue within the German metropole. as part of the 

severe economic and political conflict which emerged In 

Germany at the turn of the century.

All three of the basic.policy orientations of the time
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the "West Coast" policy of 

African peasant production; the "South African" policy of

were utilized in Tanzania;

European settlement; and the "South-East Asian" policy of
32

While elements oflarge-scale plantation agriculture, 

the three were used in Kaflya, the British hy 1904-1905

definitely had opted for settler development in Kenya« 

and proceeded step by step to introduce those measures 

needed to create a settler-based economy at the ezpsense 

of African development.

The Germans reached a quite different conclusion in 

1907 in their re-evaluation of policy after the Majl Majl 

rebellion. Existing settlement schemes had failed. 

Plantation development was equally unsuccessful. While 

forced production of tropical exports had led to the out

break of rebellion, there was clear evidence that if the 

Africans were provided sufficient economic inducement.

they would quickly Increase their production to provide
33

The labor crisis of 19O6-I907a growing export trade, 

also demonstrated that the labor demands of settler and

plantation production conflicted with and threatened Afri-

They con-oan production for export and for subsistence, 
flicted as well with the labor requirements of the colonial
government for public works, particularly transport con
struction. and portage.

32. For a classic study of these differing imperialist policies, see 
W.K. Hancock, Survey of British Commonwealth Affairs; 
Voliune n: Problems of Economic Policy 1918-1939 (London, 
1942), passim.

33. niffe, Tanganyika, p. 56-63, 68-71.
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The Governor, Heohenburg, with the Initial support of 

Colonial Secretary Dernberg, turned to an economic develop

ment policy based on the gradxxal expansion and reform of 

traditional African production. The new policy also at

tempted to discourage settler development. For five years, 

from 1907 to 1912, German authorities formulated, advocat

ed, and sought to Implement a policy based on African 

peasant agriculture, with economic and political success. 

But the policy was resisted and reversed during this period 

by an alliance of rightwing pressure groups within the 

colony and the Helchstag. By 1912, the settler and plant

er element was larger than In neighboring Kenya and ex

ercised a comparable If not greater dofilnance over 

colonial affairs.

Esirlv Influences on German colonization

The fertile and highlands areas In Tanzania are 

scattered around the perrlphery, rathgr than concentrated 

In the center of the country as they were' In Kenya's cen

tral highlands. German colonial administration was es

tablished permanently at an early stage on the coast 

rather than In the Interior.

Settler and plantation development concentrated also 

In the tropical area of the coast, particularly between 

Dar es Salaan and Tanga. Prom there It gradually extend

ed Into the northeast region from Tanga to Kilimanjaro. 

Additional plantations and settlements gradually were es

tablished In a scattered pattern around the perrlpherles 

In the Bufljl valley of the central region. In the south-
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ern highlands and southern coastal districts, and even 

more sparsely In the northwest.

The absense of a concentrated central highlands area 

In Trazanla led to other considerable differences In the 

formation of settlement compared to Kenya. Even In the 

area of more concentrated settlement, the northeast dis

tricts of Tanga, Usambara, and Kilimanjaro, European 

settlement was Interspersed among the African societies 

living there. Geography, the centralized organization 

of these ohlefdoms, and the weakness of German rule pre

vented the Germans from the particular form of land expro

priation which led to the creation of an exclusive white 

highlands In Kenya.

The pattern of settler and plantation development was 

affected also by the limited means of transportation Into 

the Interior. The first attempt to construct a railway, 

from the coastal town of Tanga up the Panganl river valley 

Into the Usambara area, was lnltlated''by a private company 

In 1893. Die venture soon failed due to lack of capital. 

The colonial government did not step In actively to pro

mote economic development through railway construction un

til 1902, one year after the completion of the Uganda rail

way by the British.

The Germans reactivated the Usambara railway In 1902 

as a state project but only reached Karogwe by I905 — a

\

34

34. Ingham,
Sphere," p. 449-50.

, p. 194; Freeman-Grenville, "German

XI
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mare fifty miles. The Germans did not begin to open up 

the rest of the colony by means of rail transport until

early 1905, when the Dar as Salaam to Morogoro line was 

Initiated. By the time It reached Morogoro In 1907» plans 

were already underway to extend this Central railway to ^ 

Tabora and Klgoma on Lake Victoria and Tanganyika, but 

the projects were not completed until 1912 and 1914 re- 

speotlvely.

Until 1907, at least. It was the British colonial

admliilstratlon, rather than the German government, which

exhibited the more systematic and forward policy of economic

exploitation. In contrast to the Image commonly held. This

was so In spite of the five years head start Germany had
36

In Imposing direct governmental rule In Tanzania, 

way construction, for example, not only took place latere

35

Hall-

In Tanzania, but did so In response to the pressures of a

This contrastsgrowing settler and plantation community, 
with the early state Initiative by Britain on rsd.! con-
stsnictlon as a means to promote settlement In Kenya.

The German government was concerned, like the British, 
with avoiding Imperial expense In Its colonies, and attempt
ed to make them self-supporting by one method or another.

35. For the politics involved in the railway development, see Iliffe,
Tanganyika, p. 71-75. C£. M. F. Hill, Permanent Way; Volume 
II: The Story o£ Tanganyika Railways (Nairobi, 1957) £or a •c
detailed account.

36. Compare this, £or example, with the view in Ingham, East A£rica, 
p. 191-92.
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Bismarck's policy was to utilize chartered, pri

vate companieso along the British model» to administer 

and hear the expense of the colonies^ in return for mono

poly ri^ts to the economic exploitation. As Bismarck 

asserted in the mid 1880's«
37

the German empire cannot carry on a system of 
colonization like that of France. It cannot 
send out warships to conquer territory oversea, 
that is, it will not take the initiative; hut^ 
it will protect the German merchant even in the 
land he acquires. German will do what England 
has always dona, establish Chartered Companies, 
so that the responsibility always rests with 
them.

OSie German East Africa Company failed to serve this pur

pose, as did the chartered companies established in the 

other colonies. The German government wound up having 

to subsidize the East African colony, vdiich left it open 

to attack in the Balchstaag from opposition parties.

Aside from deliberate efforts to mislead the Helch-
38

the German government was 

left with two alternatives to keep imperial subsidies as 

low as possible. First, they could wring revenue direct

ly from the African. They Imposed taxes on the African 

population to raise as much colonial revenue as possible. 

A hut tax was established in I896 and a poll tax in 1902. 

Efforts to collect the hut tax were responsible for much 

of the resistence and the devastating "pacification" cam-

stag on the colonial budget.

37. Townsend, Rise and Fall, p. 119.

38. niffe, Tstnganyika, p. 42.

^ ,
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palgns Immediately before and after the turn of the cen

tury. In addition, the Germans attempted to raise revenue 

from the Africans through the imposition of cotton and 

other tropical exports (such as wild rubber). This measure, 

as was shown above, led to the large-scale rebellion in 

the southeast. Both meastires, as in Kenya, resulted in 

heavy military expenditures which actually added to the 

flnanoi£Q. drain upon the imperial treasury in the short-run.

The second alternative was the promotion of private

Investment and economic exploitation by commercial com

panies and industrial associations interested in establish

ing new supplies of tropical plantation products. Prl-
i

vate enterprise, officials hoped, would enable them to

Special rights were

provided for the German East African Company, now a pri

vate commercial company.

avoid an expensive state role.

39
Expropriated land and other 

attractions were provided to attract plantation Invest- 

ment on a greater scale than in neighboring Kenya. Kie 

following plantation exports were promoted initially* 

coffee in Usambara; cotton, especially along the coast; 

wild rubber; sisal, which eventually became the most 

valuable export crop; and tobacco.
40

39. Ibid., p. 97.

40. Cf. Ingham, East Africa, 193-98.
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GerfflQTi oolonlfll l.nnd law and settlement

Limitations of geography• access» and transport meant 

that expropriation of African lands by settlers and planters 

took place more slowly in Tanzania than in Kenya, although 

Just as remorselessly. Early settlement took place piece

meal and often occurred before the colonial goveriunent had 

extended effective administrative rule into the area.

These early claims subsequently were granted in freehold 

or on long-term lease after an Imperial decree establish

ed the Crown Land Ordinance of November, 1895. During the 

government survey of land rights Immediately after I895, 

"gigantic claims" were made by settlers and planters who

had already established themselves in the Tanga..and Usam-
41

bara areas. No pretense was made that the land was un

der effective settler cultivation or that it was unclaimed

tinder the African systems of land ria^s. Yet the Euro

pean claims were generally granted, even if pared down. 

"Thus the area which was to become the centre of the sisal 

industry was 'wholly apportioned' among large estate owners 

before the government gained effective control of the situ

ation."
42

41. Diffe, Tanganyika, p. 58.

42. Ibid.
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Xhe German Land Law of I895 established a systematic 

policy overhand rights« expropriation and usage In order 

to control and facilitate colonization during the early 

stage of rule. !Ihls approach contrasted strongly with 

the lengthy ad hoc and cummulatlve process of developing 

land laws In Kenya under the British. All lands were de

clared crown land, except for that under actual occupation 

and cultivation by Africans or already claimed by Euro- 

peam settlers and planters who had established themselves 

In the colony. The law aimed at defining and designating 

by survey the "crown lands" available for European settle

ment and thus encouraging economic exploitation through 

settlement as much as possible. The land law was designed 

to provide some protection for African usage, to minimize 

conflict between the African and European, and to protect 

African production upon which the colonial economy was de

pendent. The attempt In theory to "balance" African and

European land requirements as If they were oomplementiary' 

met with the same failure as In Kenya, and for the same 

reason — African and European economic Interests were 

In fundamental conflict.

OShe land law Included procedures for the establish

ment of reserves for the different African societies. The

German land laws and the reserve system were more liberal 

than the British, for they set aside four times the aotxial 

amount of leuid In cultivation by the African. Thus the 

Germans, In spite of their limited’ overseas colonial ex-
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perlence. recognized the i^frlcan agricultural system of 

shifting cultivation and sought to provide large ehoxigh . 

reserves to take into account both the African systems 

of land use and future population growth.

In spite of this land policy, approximately three 

thousand, five-hundred and fifteen square miles of land 

was expropriated for settler and plantation development 

by the outbreak of World War I.

Kenya, settlers and plantrs tended to strike out and set

tle new lands, as in the movement of settlers from Tanga 

to Bast Usambara, to West Usambara, and on to the Kiliman

jaro area. Once claims were made, the government general- 

' ly acquiesced and granted lease rights, in disregard of 

African land rights and the regulations of the land law.

In fact, the government frequently encouraged settlement 

into new areas as the more established areas developed 

land shortages.

43

44
In Tanzania, as in

45

43. Ingham, East Africa, p. 193; J. Roger Pitblado, "A Review of 
Agricultural Land Use and Land Tenure in Tanzania," Research 
Notes, No. 7, Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use 
Planning, University of Dar es Salaam (Dar es Salaam, 1970).

44. Freeman-Grenville, "German Sphere, " p. 449-50. According 
to Inghctm, East Africa, p. 200, less than one-fifth of this 
expropriated land was cultivated, a fact which indicates land 
speculation was as rampant in German as British East Africa.

45. Cf. Hiffe,. Tanganyika, p. 59-60 for examples of forced move-^ 
ments of the Arusha and Masai peoples to make way for European 
settlements as the coastal dreas became too populated.
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Administrative practice in the "regulation" of 

settlement actually evolved along similar lines in both 

oountries. Government stirvey was supposed to establish 

mhioh lands were "luioooupied" Crown Lands by law, and 

therefore available for settlement. In praotlce, the op

posite occurred. Land surveys were initiated after claims 

were made by settlers, and in the face of any imcertalnty 

or conflict as to whether the land should be "reserved"

for the African or allowed to the settler or planter, the 

African stood little chance.

The 1895 Land Law was designed also to ensure Euro

pean settlement which permanently improved land use and 

created economic development in the colony, rather than 

land speculation and quick profits. Under the conditions 

of the lease, the settler or plantation owner was requir

ed to expand the cultivation of the land by one-tenth each 

year over a five year period or to invest an equivalent 

value in capital improvements. ^

tions, the means and will were lacking to enforce this 

provision. The estates were large and scattered over a

46

i

47
As with survey regula-

46. Numerous examples may be found in Iliffe, Tanganyika. A sudden 
influx of settlers took place between 1906-1907 at Mt. Kilimanjaro, 
while local officials were undertaking surveys, and they gained 
control of the lower slopes of the moutain (p. 61-63). The number 
of settler plantations jumped from 4 to 82 between 1906 and 1911 
around Morogoro as Europeans moved in to exploit the land ^ 
"ppened up" by the extension of the Central Railway (p. 99).

47. Ibid., p. 129 ff. The regulations provided the option of 
purchasing 20 percent of the leased land for each 10 percent put 
into cultivation. The total leased land could be purchased if 
only 50 percent was put to productive use.
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great dlstanoep while few euiffllnlstrative personnel were 

available to provide such enforcement. Just as Important, 

the colonial officials were glad of an^ development and 

learj of discouraging settlement with "harsh" Regulations, 

given the Initial lack of success of 

planters.
I

■bit
th settlers and

German settlement efforts

Conflict within Germany and the Helchstag between 

progressives and conservatives, nationalists and economic 

Imperialists, prevented the active promotion of a settle

ment policy, mie few planned settlement schemes which 

were attempted on an "experimental" basis were unsuccess

ful. Efforts were made by the colonial governor In 1902 

and 1905 to establish i^frlkaner settlements In the hoshl 

and i^rusha areas. By the end of 1905,^^0 hundred Afrkaner 

families were settled in the foothills of Arusha on farms 

averaging two thousand, five hundred acres each.

Ihe government Initially encouraged the Afrikaners 

to expand Into the neighboring Mbulu plateau In the belief 

that at last a core of effective small-scale settlers had

been found for colonial development. ‘Oie expansion had 

to be halted and the area closed to settlement as a result 

of an uprising among the Iraqw people tdio Inhabited the 

Mbulu plateau. Further experience with the Afrikaners
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led government officials to realize that they were marginal 

rather than modem farmers, and unsuitable agents upon 

whloh to pin their hopes for the development of a modem 

agricultural sector.

In 1906, the German government experimented with a 

settlement scheme based on German peasant settlement, after 

rejecting aiany such programs in the past. This "radish" 

policy (Kleinsiedltuig) was based on settling Russian Ger- 

matos in a community of one himdred and twenty-five acre 

farms near Kilimanjaro, 

years, as the settlers found the environment too unfamiliar 

and distasteful. Wheat mst destroyed their crops and 

provided the finishing blow. The government saw the scheme 

fall through without regret. Ihe Russian Germans no more 

represented their conception of appropriate agents in the 

extension of German culture overseas than had the Afrikaners.

48
The project failed within two

Plantation development was not much more successful, 

in spite of its profitable potentlal-^due to European in

dustrial and market requirements. Coffee was the prevall- 

in crop oiativated on the new plantations which sprung up 

in the Usambara region during the early colonial period.

By the beginning of the centuzy. planters and officials 

realized that coffee planting in the area was a mistake. 

The soil was too acidic to produce a profitable yield, 

given the stage of agrlcalture. although the coffee was

48. Ibid., p. 61-63.
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49
a good quality arabioa.

Insurmountable when the world price of coffee fell to 

low levels and remained there until at least 1910. By 

1906-1907, the coffee planatlons were no longer economical

ly viable, and were Increasingly replaced with the cultiva

tion of sisal.

Sisal had first been introduced in I892 and these 

early plantations were producing successfully for export 

at a very high world market price Just when it was being 

discovered that the coffee plantations in Osambara were 

not going to be viable. Extensive new sisal plantings 

and replacement of coffee plantings consequently took 

place. OSils capital investment shortly began suffering 

in turn from falling market prices, which dropped sixty 

per-cent by 1911.

The yield limitations proved

/

50
New plantations had their investment 

looked up in an export crop which took four to five years 

to mature and which was declining in value every year it 

was maturing. Ihe older plantations were hard hit by the 

falling world price, since they were struck by high fixed 

investments in sisal production.

By the time colonial policy was being revaluated in 

1907 in the aftermath of the Majl Maji rebellion, economic

. -x.

49. The best yield they could obtain was 1/2 pound of coffee per bush 
in Usambara, compared to 2-1/2 pounds from the volcanic soils 
of Mt, Kilimanjaro, which was to develop as the best coffee 
region infte future. Cf. Ingham, East Africa, p. 195; Iliffe, 
Tanganyika, p. 68.

50. Iliffe, Tanganyika, p. 69.

* •.
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development based on settler and plantation development 

looked very bleak. Sisal and coffee were not to become 

very profitable again until the end of the German period; 

cotton and wild rubber production was Just getting started 

and did not look very promising; and teao an Important 

plantation export crop In the future, did not get planted 

In any degree imtll after World War I.

A fifteen year colonial policy based on European enter

prise failed to create a self-flnanolng colony. It had not 

created a viable tropical export economy which was oompetlve 

vls-a-vls the Increasingly monopolistic and speculator dom

inated world market. Even worse, efforts to develop such 

a policy within the colony placed Increasingly heavy and 

abusive demands upon the African for labor and for export 

production, severely disrupted the African economic and 

social systems, and resulted In widespread rebellion by 1905.

Colonial realities, particularly the actions of the 

African peoples, forced German officials to reevaluate 

and change their colonial policy. The search by colonial 

officials for a new and more viable basis for colonial ex

ploitation was restricted severely by the nature of the 

Imperialistic relationship. Their solution was to turn 

directly to the African peasantry and devise a more stable 

and effective system to exploit the African for the bene

fit of Imperial Interests.
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3. African Economic Development. Settler Interests, and
Olie Conflict over Labor.

By 1907» colonial officials fonaally turned to a policy 

of colonial development which was based upon the^gradual

expansion and Improvement of African production, rather 

than German settlement and enterprise. The policy change 

was Influenced by rebellion In the colonies, In Southwest 

as well as In Tanzania. It was also Influenced 

by the growing political and economic conflict within Ger

many and the exploitation of colonial Issues In the Ger

man political arena. The policy change was Inherently a 

conservative and "defensive” move, rather than the liberal

Africa,

development It frequently had previously. Hegardlesa of 

the limited long-range possibilities It suggested for African 

development, the policy was Incompatable with existing 

German Interest groups within the colony and within Ger- 

The policy quickly was undermined^ from the moment 

of Its Inception.

many.

I
The policy of African peasant production

The African policy was shaped by the new governor, 

Bechenberg, who was appointed In the middle of 1906 as 

part of the general shake-up and "reform" of German

Bechenberg was
51

colonial administration at the time.

51. Ibid., p. 1-8, 49-50. The following section is based largely on 
John niffe's excellent work.
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able to reach the policy conoluslons he did about pro

moting African production because he had no real belief 

In the value of African colonies or In overseas economic 

imperialism. Bechenberg was a Prussian autocrat, brought 

up In the old school, an "Easterner,” who saw Germany's 

future in terms of the traditional drive to ezpand Into

and dominate the East European area — the Hlttelearopa 
52

He was not a representative of the newly e- 

merglng economic forces In German, the "Westerners," who 

saw Germany's future in competing to become a world power 

through overseas eoonomlc, territorial and political ex

pansion.

f In studying the situation during his first half year 

In Itozanla, Bechenberg concluded that settler and planta

tion development was a failure. He also feared that a 

colonial policy based on European development would con

tinue to disrupt the African economies and trigger off 

future revolts . A growing labor "crisis" gave substance 

to his fears. Bechenberg well understood the underlying 

economic causes of African resistance and rebelllont

concept.

•53

From what I have seen so far, I have not 
the slightest doubt that the recent rising was 
due to economic causes, and this accords with 
experience gained In other lands. I have re
peatedly had opportunity to observe popular 
movements more or less closely, and wherever

52. Cf. Ibid., p. 51-54 for a sketch of Recbenbexg, his background, 
and values.

53. Bechenberg to German Colonial Office, July 15, 1907, RKA 
1056/48-56, quoted in niffe, Tanganyika, p. 55.
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I.*25 heterogeneous elements united In a general 
rlslngp as was the case with the various tribes 
hereo economic questions have been the root 
oaussf to which other factors have been join
ed only subsequentlyi

He also understood that imperialism itself worked to des

troy Indigenous economies. This process could be seen, 

as he pointed out, in the decline of coastal ports and 

towns as ezisting forms of commerce with Zanzibar and the 

mid-east were increasingly replaced by a European-control

led trading network.

The governor turned to the "West Coast" policy in 

the effort to insure a combination of economic growth and

I
i

m
54

political passivity through the indirect and less disrup

tive exploitation of the African as a peasant producer 

rather than wage laborer. Hechenberg viewed the African 

peasant as no different than the East European peasant. 

Accordingly, his policy objective was to provide the 
African incentives to Increase his indigenous y^^duction, 

to enter increasingly into the colonial^monetary economy, 

and gradually to modify his production to satisfy German 

imperial Interests in tropical e^orts. 

peasant became "integrated" into the colonial economy, the 

rapidly increasing revenue from taxation and customs duties

I

i
.'I-''

is
I

«

iAs the African

si

would psiy for the colonies' economic growth and eliminate 

the necessity for German "subsidies."

54. Ibid.. p. 55.
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Justification for this policy existed In economic 

developments among the African population In the northwest 

eurea of Tanzania around Lake Victoria, 

lated by the new transportation network from the Lake to 

the coast, which the British Uganda Hallway provided after 

Its completion In I9OI1

The area was stlmu-

55

Contemporary observers were astonished by Its 
effects on the region As soon as transport 
linked them to a market, the peoples of this 
area began to expand their output of Indigenous 
products and to sell their surplus crops to the 
Indian merchants of Mwanza and Bukoba, who ex
ported them to the coast and thence to the 
Indian Ocean trading area.

• • • •

Kwanza's exports rose In value In one year from L 3,560 

(71,185 Iterks) In I903 to i 21,162 (423,246 Marks) In 

1904, then jumped to L 120,448 (2,408,965 Marks) by 1907. 

Just as important from the administration's view, Bukoba's 

hut tax revenue rose from Hs. 8,7000 In 1903 to Bs. 106,735 
in 1906.

Bechenberg sold this economic poLli^y to Demberg, 

the new Colonial Secretary, who was appointed In the fall 

of 1906 to develop a more progressive colonial policy and 

administration In the face of strong Reichstag criticism. 

As a result of his own observations and Bechenberg's ef

fective argument, during an official visit to Tanzania 

In the fail of I907, Dernberg had come to accept the

55. Ibid... p. 71.

56. Ibid., p. 71.

* I
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57
necessity of an Afxlaen nollcyt

I have gained the impression that East Africa's 
economy cannot be based on the activities of 
plantations and settlers...that this land must 
be developed through its indigenous products, 
through the natural experience of its native 
inhabitants, and that despite all solicitude 
for European capital, the development of the 
native economy is the surest way to fee the 
German Empire from its subsidies and thus to 
open the way to a boradly designed colonial 
policy.

The Colonial Office proceeded initially to support African 

production over settler development for economic reasons. 

Ohe Europeans were demanding a northern railway vrtilch would 

extend from the Tanga area to Kilimanjaro and on to Lake 

Victoria, liils was rejected in favor of Heohenberg's 

' Central Hallway, which was to be extended through African 

areas to the Central Lakes. ISie Reichstag would not ac

cept the subsidization from the German treasury which the 

northern railway would have required. The Colonial Office 

also refused to agree to settler demands that the colonial 

government provide them with a supply ^'-^frloan labor 

through additional tax and customs measures, official re- 

ciniltment, and outright compulsion.

The settlers in Tanzania, as in Kenya, organized them

selves under the pressures of a growing "labor shortage"

58

and the anti-settler economic policy of the colonial govern

ment headed by Bechenberg. Threatened economically, they

Letter by Dernberg, December 31, 1907, RKA. 120/10-17, quoted 
inlliffe, Tanganyika, p. 92.

57.

58. Ibid., p. 80-81.
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organized with the long range objective of gaining self- 

government (Selbstverwaltung)> or financial and admlnlstra-
59

tlve autonomy at the local and central levels of government.

More Immediately, they sought to acquire sufficient political 

Influence to swing the weight of the colonial state behind 

European economic development at the expense of the Af

rican.

Settler and plantation development was dependent up

on the exploitation of African labor and upon an active 

subsidization through the financial and technical re

sources of the colonial administration. The settlers, 

like their British counterparts, clearly recognized that 

both needs could be met only through the political Instru

ment of the colonial government. Paced with the resls- 

tence and even hostility of the government, they turned 

to the metropole for support from the powerful and well- 

organized rightwing elements In Germany* the conserva

tives. nationalists, and economic Imperialists. The 

timing was good, for these elements had Just obtained a 

dominant position In German politics and In the Belchstag 

under the alliance of the "parties of order." as a result 

of the "Hottentot election" of January 1907.

Eie 1907 election suggests that Dernberg was appointed 

by the Bulow government as Colonial secretary, at full

Ministerial level for the first time, for political rea

sons quite different than colonial reform. Die imperial

59. Ibid., p. 85-87.
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government was unalterably opposed to the growing Influence 

of Socialism within Germany and sought to crush It. The 

colonial Issue led to a political crisis between 1905 and

1907, for It brought about a breakdown of the government's 

majority coalition In the Helchstag. Underlying this Im

mediate Issue was the growing political success of the 

Social Oemoorats and the deepening economic and social 

conflict within Germany. The government deliberately 

brought the political crisis to a head and exploited the 

colonial Issue In the successful effort to win a more 

stable, conservative majority In a "nationalistic" oam-

Demberg became an Important figure In the elec

tions as he actively campaigned for the "parties of order" 

and stirred up nationalistic support championing colonial 

enterprise. In the process, he allied himself Increasing

ly to the colonial organizations and did so on a program 

of economic Imperialism rather than reform and economy 

In the colonies.

60
palgn.

61

The 1907 elections resulted In rightwing domination 

within the Belchstag and Its Budget Commission, which had

control over colonial finances and thus great Influence 

upon colonial policy. It also created a sizeable colonial 

Interest group within the Helchstag which actively prc- 

moted settler and plantation Interests and a policy of

Cf. CarlE. Schorske, German Social Democracy 1905-1917; The 
Development of the Great Schiam (Cambridge, 1955).

60.

Ififfe, Tanganyika, p. 43-48.61.

» .
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economic imperialism against the African economic policy 

advocated by the colonial goverment.

Die defeat of the African policy by Imperial Interest groups

From 19O8 onward, the conflict between a settler and

an African economic policy became Increasingly clear. The

German government first tried to cover over the conflict, 

then to worlc out a compromise policy. But It was forced 

to make concession after concession to the colonial in

terests as the price of maintaining Its rightist "party 

of order" coalition on more important Issues, 

lonlal Office — and Dernberg himself — were oriented 

towards the view that colonial developaent and exploita

tion would be promoted best by large-scale capital In

vestment and by private European enterprise. Dernberg 

was Instrumental In obtaining considerable plantation 

Investments as early as 1907*

Die ambivalence of the Colonial Office could be seen

In the debate on policy In the budget session of February 
63

I9O8. Dernberg stressed that "the native Is Africa's 

most valuable asset," In winning support for £ui African 

policy. Ha countered the demands of the settler organlza-

The Co-

62

62. Ibid., p. 78-81.

63. The quotes in the following paragraph of Dernberg during the debates 
on policy in the 1908 Budget Commission are from Iliffe, Tanganyika,
p. 90-91.

t
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tiont the Northern League, by asserting the view that "we 

have not gone to East i^frlca to found plantations for 

three or four thousand people" and maintaining that "who

ever goes out Is welcome. He will be treated like any

one else, but he cannot be an ob;]eot for special advantages." 

Zet he also maintained that German coloni^ rule existed 

In Tanzania "to make a vast country bloom, to find raw 

materials and creat markets for German trade and Industry." 

The German colonial role was portrayed as one which would 

generate large profits and great Imperial benefits through 
systematic and large-scale economic exploitation. None 

of these were possible through an African policy based 

upon peasant production.

The ,r^lway construction program undertaken by the 

Germans after the rebellion indicates the growing dominance 

of European Interest groups over colonial policy and the 

gradual formation of a settler export economy In spite 

of the colonial government's promotion of an economic sys

tem based on African production. The Colonial government, 

with the support of the Colonial Secretary and the Ministry 

of Estimates, originally based Its transport program on 

the construction of the Central railway to Taboro, with 

branches to the central lakes. Lake Tanaganylka and Lake 

The program was designed to get around the
64

Victoria.

64. This Central Railway program was "self-financing" and economical. 
It also allowed the colonial officials to avoid the obstacles in the 
Reichstag. Aside from the economic aspects, however, was the lure 
of Ihe Mittelafrika policy. The central rail line would hold out the 
prospect of linking up economically with the Congo, and from there, 
to the German Kameroons. Eventually, it was hoped that the whole 
area would come under German political control as a vast German 
African empire. .

* •.
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refusal of the Belchstag to subsidize railway development. 

Ihe Central railway network would be financed Initially 

by a loan from the German government, but the loan would 

be serviced by the colonial government through the In

creased tax and customs revenue from the Africans who lived

In the areas throu^ which the railway would pass. The 

railway would stimulate African production and economic 

growth. The Increased production for export In turn would 

provide the revenue for the railway construction. The 

program was "self-financing," or more plainly, railway de

velopment woxild take place at the direct expense of the

African.

This program was quickly subverted. As construction 

took place, the lands along the rail line Increased in

In Tanzania, as In 

Kenya, railway construction opened up the land for ex

propriation to settlers and planters as much as It pro

moted African economic development. Settlers In the 

northera area redoubled their pressures for the exten

sion of the northern line to Moshl, Arusha, and eventually 

Lake Victoria In reaction to the colonial government's 

railway program. They gained the support of the more 

conservative Reichstag and forced through the Budget-Com

mission programs for the extension to Moshl by I910 and 

to Arusha by 1912.

value and attracted settlement.

65
The railway program placed a heavy

65. lliffe, Tanganyika, p. 102-103. Plane to extend the Northern 
railway from Arusha to Lake Victoria were prevented by World 
War I.

* «.
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financial burden upon the colonial sovernment; by 1914

thirty-two per-cent of local revenue was being used to
(

service railway oonstanxctlon.

upon the African, who consistently provided around one- 

third of all government revenue from hut and poll tares 

alone throtighout these years.

Ute main area of conflict, as Rechenberg had feared, 

was the Issue of labor. Settlement, and plantation pro

duction in particular, demanded extensive labor which only 

the African could provide. Signs of this were clear In 

the labor "shortage" of 19O6. The northeastern area had 

too mall a population to meet the labor demands of the ex

tensive settlement In the area. The solution was migrant 

labor from the Interior African societies, the Nyamwezl

66
Most of this burden fell

67

and the Svtoima In particular. These were precisely the 

societies In which the colonial government was attempting 

to develop increased African production, not only of In

digenous products but coffee and cotton^export production

also. The conflicting demands for African labor 

clear, but the colonial government never confronted the 
problem.

was

Heohenberg was responsible for developing 

tematlo program of labor reourltment to meet the demands 

of the settlers and planters.

a sys-

Thls contradicted his 

African economic policy and his own opposition to settle-

66, Ibid., p. 76.

67. Ibid.. p. 162.
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)ment., lEhe rationale for this was the correotlon of the 

worst of the existing abuses through the regulation of 

private recruitment. A contract system was established, 

after the model In neighboring Kenya.
68

By 191<J' a settler dominated agrarian export colony

had been formed in Tanzania under German rule. In fact,

the size of the settler community in Tanzania was larger

than in Kenya at the time and because of its earlier start,

vaa more successful financially.
It is notable that this formation occurred in spite

of the efforts of a strong-willed colonial governor who

did not believe in settler development and evolved his own

strategy to promote an export economy based on African

peasant production. In Kenya, on the other band, settler

development was given full support by the succession of

eolenial governors. This suggests that the role of the

colonial officials within the colony whs a secondary
dominated

factor in the formation of the settler/export economy.

The direction of development in Tanzania parallel 

to Kenya was to be fatally disrupted by World War I

and the forceable "transfer" of colonial rule over

It introduced a variation inTanzania to Britsdn.

Tanzania's development as a settler type colony idiich

had important consequences for post-independence develop

ment in Tanzania.

68. Ibid., p. 103.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE CONSOLIDATION OF_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ THE-AGRARIAN SETTLER COLONYi
KENYA AND TANZANIA TINORR RRTTTSH lEflUgESRULE. 19

The economic and political rivalry between Britain and 

Gejmany was transformed into open warfare in World War I.

The conquest of Tanzania and other German colonies by British 

forces allowed Britain to achieve several long-range objec

tives. Stripped of its African empire, Germany was no 

longer able to exploit overseas tropical resources and was 

set back in its economic rivalry with Britain. The major 

portion of these colonies were incorporated into the British 

empire, through the device of League of Nations mandates, 

which gave Britain secure and priviledged access to addi- 

tlonal tropical resources and markets. ^

f1

! i

1. Britain was involved, wholly or in part, in the military 
seizxire of the German Cameroons, Southwest Afrioa, OTogo, 
and Samoa, as well as Tanzania. The Cameroons and Togo 
were divided between the British and French, who Joined 
with the British in the conquest. Southwest AfrioA was 
placed under the control of South Afrioa, which had pro
vided the main military force for the conquest; this 
assured Britain future influence over the territory. Tan
zania was divided with the Belgians, who obtained Buanda 
and Burundi for their participation in the conquest of 
Tanzania. '
Cf. William Hoger Louis, Great Britain and Germany’s Lost 
Colonies. 1914-1919 (Oxford 1967)• on British planning 
during the war to obtain control or influence over the 
German colonies through the creation of a mandate system. 
The League mandate system, as it-was devised, lent an air 
of disinterested "trusteeship.” while providing control 
whloh differed little from that over the existing colonies.

2.

;\

\.
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The conquest of Tanzania was of particular tmporeance 

It secured Britain’s eastern flank to thestrategically.

dominions of Australia and New Zealand and to the empire

in India and the east. Tanzania's harbors no longer could 

protect a hostile navy which could threaten both the Suez 

lifeline and the route arotmd the Cape of Good Hope, 

conquest also gave Britain control at last over Africa 

from Cape to Cairo.

The

This achieved an objective of British 
imperialists which had been thwarted since the 1880's.^

In spite of the conquest, Tanzania and Kenya remained

similar in one essential aspect. Both were settler agrarian

or tropical export colonies. Kenya was an extreme type 

and Tanzania a variant. From World War I until cUfter World

War II British policy aimed primarily at the consolidation

and developaent of this colonial formation.

The variation between the two colonies resulted from the

extensive economic eind social disruption of the conquest.

During the initial occupation, the Germafi'settlers were
4

expelled and their “enemy property" confiscated. The poli-

Tteaty," Britain also attempted to gain this goal thro^ 
a treaty with King Leopold In 1894. Britain arr^ed to 
lease the Caprlvl strip from the Belgium Congo, In ei- 
ohange for an extension of the Congo's eastern border 
into the Sudan. German and French protest ,
nulllfloatlon of this agreement. Cf. Hon^d Hoblnson and 
Joan Gallagher, Africa and the Vlotorlana (London ^6^, 
pp. 330-34oj minnni Hogar Lonla. Euanda-umndl {Oxford
I963T# PP* 27-^*

4. Kenneth Ingham, "Tanganylkai The Mandate and Cameron, 
1919-1931," in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chllver, eds 
History of East Africa. Volume II (Oxford 1965)» PP.552-553*

* •

*
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tleal dominance of Tanzania's settler community was broken 

suddenly and was never restored. The seized lands were 

leased eventually to new settlers, Asian as well as European. 

This new settler population grew but remained a hetero

geneous and much smaller community in which the British 
remained a small minority.^ The settlers i^ver regained 

the dominance which had existed under German rule and did 

not play a role any^rtiere near equivalent to that of the 

settlers in Kenya.

Faced with a devastated economy and broken settler

j

community, the British were forced into a colonial policy 

based on African peasant production. African production 

of export cash crops was the only means the British had 

to reconstruct the colonial economy and recreate a "self-

The African population was spared the
i

supporting"colony, 

extreme form of exploitation which the Africans in Kenya 

suffered. Economic development through cash crop produc

tion was actively promoted, rather thairNSuppressed, and 

the African peasant consequently had an alternative to 

working as a laborer for the European.

The conquest also led to the imposition of sub

imperialism by Kenya over Tanzania under the British. 

Kenya r and Nairobi - became the center of British imper-

Afrloans obtained some of the ex-German plantations, in 
contrast to the racial restrictions against African land 
ownership in Kenya. The new settler community which develop
ed also Included Greeks. South Africans, Dutch, Germans, 

js, Danish and Italians. Of. B. W. James, Land Tenure 
Pollby in Tanzania (Nairobi 1971). P» 98 for a breakdown 

on ihe nmber of settler holdings and for acreage by nation
ality.

5.

and.
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ialism throughout East Africa. Tanzaniao and Uganda,

became linked into a dependent or perriphery relationship

with Kenya, just as Kenya was forced into a similar re-
6

lationshtp with the British Metrolpole. 

union was frequently promoted during the inter-war years, 

but never implemented, due to Tanzania's mandate status.

A practical economic union, however, was quickly established 

awH operated as a drag on Tanzania's economic growth.

Formal political

Kenya's development also was affected significantly

The sub-imperialistby this new relationship, 

role benefited the settlers and planters, colonial officials.

Asian middle strata, British investors and commercial inter- 

The long-range effect was adverse for the develoiment 

of Kenya and its African population. A large administrative 

superstructure developed, mainly to serve the European

ests.

community, which the colonial economy could not support

It was subsidized by Kenya's control over and profitalone.

from the East African harbor, rail and customs systems, 

considerable amount of re-export "serviced, to Tanzania and 

land-locked Uganda obscured an unfavorable balance of trade. 

Capital investment and additional settlement was attracted

The

primarily to Kenya, among the three East African colonies.

This stimulated a degree of economic growth which otherwise
It also intensified the exploita-would not have occurred, 

tion and disintegration of African society and intensified

the underlying conflict between European and Afirican. The 

sub-imperialist role buttressed an unstable internal situation.

6. For the conoept of the oenter-perriphery relationship, see
Baul Prebisoh,
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It hid the disastrous economic and social consquences of 

the heavy subsidization of the settlers and the oppression 

of the Africans. As a result, the British ignored the 

growing conflict within Kenya until the outbreak of 

revolt after World War II forced them to do so.

The Biritish consolidated their systematic control
7

within both colonies through the policy of "Indirect Rule". 

T.4VP. the concept of trusteeship, indirect jnile was^ msrth 

which provided a convenient cover for constructing a 

colonial system of dependency, exploitiition, and underdevel

opment. In theory, the policy respected and preserved 

traditional African social institutions. The stated 

objectives were African autonomy, self-rule, and self

development, along functionally more modem lines.

In practice, indirect rule was the creation of a 

system of bureaucratic control over the African, which 

converted the traditional leadership, the chiefs and 

headmen, into agents of the colonial rulers. The primary 

objective was "improving" the economic exploitation of 

the Africans, through the expansion of agrarian produc

tion, forcing out of wage labor, and collecting of taxes. 

Indirect rule was designed to promote economic expansion
.4

7. ?or an excellent study of British indirect rule, see Balph 
A. Austin. "The Official Hind of Indirect Bulei British 
Policy in Tanganyika, 1916-1939,” in Prosser Gifford and 
Hllllam Roger Louis, eds 
(New Havon,1967) t pp. 577-6^
Horthwest_ TMizania Under German and British Hiile (Hew
kaven, 1968}, pp. 147-233.

Britain and Germany in Africa.,
also the sane author's

s.-
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while.at the same time repressing social and political 

change« for it was recognized that such changes would 

generate the demand for an end to colonial rule and would 

create the means to achieve this endo

The economic £ind political objectives of indirect

rule were in fvmdamental conflict or contradiction. The

policy led to the disintegration of the indigenous African 

social systems while preserving a hollow "traditional® 

shell. This disintegration was brought about by the 

forced penetration of the capitalist raaricet economy into 

African society. As the mode of production within African 

society was gradually transformed, new social relation

ships were generated which were in conflict with the 

ftraditional" political frameworic perpetuated by the colonial 

rulers and and with the system of colonial rule itself.

The colonial rulers could not prevent this underlying 

change which they generated; they coul^only retard and 

distort its development.

The depression of the 1930's and World War II delayed 

the emergence of the conflicts building wichin the two 

colonies. The delays only intensified the nature of these 

conflicts when they did break out openly after the war.

This proved particularly so in Kenya, where the conflict 

. between European and African led to military repression and 

open revolt. British policy not only obscured the basic 

conflict between European and African, but also obscured
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the growing conflict within the class system emerging 

within African society and between different elements within

the colonial ruling class. World War II brought these

The underlying forces generatedconflicts into the open, 
by the colonial system no longer could be contained by the

colonial structure and policy which had been constructed

during the formative period.

1• World War It The Decisive Factor in Colonial Development.

British imperial strategy at the outbreak of World 

War I was the seizure of as much of Germany's overseas

The settlers in Kenya strongly8
empire as possible, 
supported this strategyi for it promised to increase

their dominant role within Kenya and to expand their 

influence throughout East Africa. The German government 

had written off the colonies in the advent of war with 

Britain. It clearly xmderstood the reality of British 

dominance of the seas and the vulnerability of geographically 

separate, scattered and weak colonies.

Lettow-Vorbeck, the German military commander in Tanzania, 

accepted this reality and still managed to carry out a 

brilliant defensive military campaign for the four years of

6. LoulSt Britain and Germany's Lost Coloniest Chapter one.
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9 . . . .
Using a mobile force and "bush" tactics, he kept

the British constantly engaged and successfully avoided

either defeat or capture. Lettow-Vorbeck surrendered only

when the news of the Armistice in Europe was announced in

1918. At the height of the 1917 East African campaign, the

German commander operated with only 275 European officers,
10

16,000 African troops, and 4,000 African porters.

the war.

In spite

of a military force much smaller than the British, Lettow- 

Vorbeck was highly successful in his main objective. He

was able to hold down and deny to the European front 

approximately 130 British officers and 300,000 European, 

Indian, and African troops.

Lettow-Vorbeck*s campaign was a pyrric "victoiry".

It resulted in the devastation of the territory and heavy

death tolls among the Africans of both Tanzania and Kenya.

At the end of the fullr^scale British campaign in 1916 under 

the leadership of the South African general, Jan Smuts, the 
British had seized the main areas of T^zgnia, which included 

approximately 85% of the land and 90% of the population.

An occupying administration was set up over the German 

territory as it was conquored in order to restore economic 

production and pay for the cost of both the war and occu-

9. For a annmiary of the wetr, see William Otto Henderson,
"German East Africa, 1884-1918," in Harlow and Chllvers* 
eds. History of East Africa. Volume II, pp. 155-159; and 
xtynw.^'Sr'^Tighflm. A History of East Africa, rev. ed. (New 
lork, 1965Trpp. 245-^61.

10. Henderson, "Gorman East Africa," p.l56*

11. Ibii.. p. 158.
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The British constructed a railway link in 1915pation.

between the British Uganda railway and the German Tanga

The initial objective wasrailway^ from Voi to Taveta. 

the creation of a transport line to service the British

attack in 1916 against the vital northeast settler area of 

Tanzania. After the conquest, the line served as a major 

means for the restoration of the devastated economy of the 

area. More importantly, the rail link became the primary 

instrument after the war in the British policy of subordina

ting Tanzania's economy to that of Kenya.

Europeans tend to evaluate the East African war in 

teinns of the strategic and economic consequences for Britain 

and Germany. Yet the Africans were both the major instru

ments and victims of the conflict. African casualties

were high and only a small portion resulted from actual 

battle. The major source of death came from miserable

living conditions, official neglect, and rampant epidemics
■ ' 12
and disease during and after the war. Prdsecution of the

by African carrierswar was utterly dependent upon portage 

who suffered much more heavily than the troops did. The 

toll in the British Carrier Corps was officially listed as

366 dead from battle and 41,952 dead from disease, compared 

to armed forces casualties of 1,377 dead from battle and 

2,923 dead from disease. 13

Cari G. Hosberg. Jr., and John Nuttingham, Hvth of Man Mm 
(Hew York, 1966). pp. 26-32.

Hozman Leys, Kenya (London, 1925)t P* 28?.

12.

13.

* •.
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The forced conscription of Africans as soldiers and

porters, a particularly widespread abuse of the British,

had even more devastating consequences for tlie societies

from vdiich they came. The British conscripted between

350,00 and 400,000 Africans for the war, some 150,000 to
14

200,000 of which came from Kenya.

Luo were the main victims of these forced levies. Whole 

districts were depopulatedi an estimated 77% of able-

'i

s
1

The Kikuyu, Kamba, and

f
i

bodied men in Machakos district* 75% in Kitui district* 
92,906 men Nyanza.^^ Subsistence food production was 

severely disrupted. Famine followed and the weakened

condition of the population made them highly suscepable 

to the severe influenza epidemics which appeared after 

the war ended and the remaining conscripts returned to their 

locationsi
16

i
Dr. John S. Arthur, in charge of the Church of Scotland 
Mission at Kikuyu and in command of the Mission Carrier 
Corps, reckoned the combined Kikuyu death roll from 
the war and from the Spanish influenza epidemic of 1918 
at 120,000 in a population of less than one million.
Dr. Philip of Tumutumu in Nyeri estimated that between 
November 1918 and January 1919 there were 17,000 deaths 
from influenza in Nyeri district alone.

I

The devastation and death brought to the Africans by 

this European war was not an unusual phenomenon nor can it 

be seen as a temporary and unavoidable product of warfare. 

It represented a continuation of a process initiated many 

decades earlier* the European stimulated slaving during

14. Ibid.. p. 31.

15. Hosberg and Nuttinghaa, Mrth of Han -Kan, p. 28.

16. Ibid.. p. 31*

:
i
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the 19th. centuryj the early European penetration, pacifi

cation, and colonization by forcei and the exploitation

of the African through forced labor for the settlers, planters, 

and administrators. The heavy price the Africans paid for 

the imposition of "farderly rule" by the European imperialists 

in East Africa is brought home strikingly by the actual

decline of the African population during this period. It 

has been estimated that the population levels in Kenya and

Tanzania at the turn of the century were not regained until 

the mid-1920's.

The war cut Tanzania off from the German metropole and 

revealed important characteristics of the colonial economy 

which was shaped by European imperialism. These character

istics applied equally as well to Kenya. The export of 

cash crops and import of foodstuffs and manufactured goods 

were cut off; the colony was forced into self-sufficiency.

It was very successful in adapting to meet its basic needs 

until the British imposed its occupation owr the main areas 

of the colony at the end of the 1916 campaign. The Germans 

; reversed their emphasis upon cash crop production and promoted 

surplus food production by the African peasantry. Plantations 

were converted into the production of previously imported 
foods such as wheat and potatoes. ^®Embryo industries were

y

Cf. Biohard David Wolff, "Economic Aspects of British 
Colonialism in Kenya, " unpublished dissertation, Kale 
University, 1963i and Report on the 1921 Census of the Native 
Population of the Tangtmyilia Territory (Par ea SalAam, 1921).

17.

Henderson, "German East Africa," p. I60.18.
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improvised to provide locally produced substitutes for such 

materials as quinine, cloth, clothing and bandages, footvear, 

and dyes,

This brief period indicated the real possibilities of 

the development of an internally integrated economy and the ways 

in which colonial rule led instead to a distorted pattern of 

economic growth. Commercial traders created addependent 

market for German manufactures. Industrialists and financial 

investors promoted large-scale production of tropical exports 

to provide for the rapidly growing needs of German industries. 

Both economic forces operated to prevent an integrated and 

diversified agricultural and industrial development. They 

created an artificially dependent economy and laid the 

foundations for structural imderdevelopment.

European settlers played an important role in this 

process. While the settler community was represented as 

"the engine of economic development" by the metropole govern

ments, they actuallly functioned as catalytic agents in 

the formation of distorted economic growth and structural 

underdevelopment. Settlers created an immediate maricet for 

European goods and introduced artificial European values 

and needs into the colonial society. The settlers were an 

important instrument in the forceable wrenching of the Africain 

out of his own socio-economic framework and into the money 

and market economy imposed by tdie Europeans. A primary

William Otto Henderson, Stndies In German Colonial History 
(London, 1962), pp. 92-955 and Henderson, "German East 
Africa," p,l60.

19.

a

U
*».
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element in this settler role was the conditioning of the 

African to work as a wage laborer rather than as a self- 

producer.

The function of the settler community, and the equally 

important role of the Asian trader, help put such concepts 

as "dual society", "dual economy", and the "enclave theory" 

into proper perspective. These concepts were the expression 

of an ideological rhetoric which promised protection for 

the separate development of the African. They masked the 

reality of intensive and systematic exploitation of African 

society. As such, they were as much myths as the concepts 

of "trusteeship" and "indirect rule". The concepts were 

also a reflection of the reslstence of African society to

European efforts to penetrate and break down the self-producing

The expropriation ofand -sustaining African social system.

African lands, appropriation of African labor, imposed

tax collection, and the Imposed market economy were 

essential aspects of European exploitation, 

total conflict with the profession of respect for and 

promotion of separate African development.

They were in

The failure to carry out a clear policy of colonial 

development has often been noted. This has been explain

ed usually by stressing the absense at that time in the

metropole of the concept and practice of government planning 

and-organization of development. A policy of development, 

however, did exist. The problem is that the locus of the

20. Of. J. M. Lee, Colonial Development and Good GovemniftTit
(0zfo:^l 1967). pp. I-32. ^ I
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policy was not within the colony but in the relationship 

between the colony and the metropole.

The colony was subordinated to the nsetropole, through 

the instrument of the state apparatus, the colonial admin

istration. Economic surplus created within the colony was 

appropriated and funneled off in the form of bank deposits, 

dividends, expanded sales and industrial production, and 

increased Jobs for Europeans. The economic surplus was not 

invested back into the colony's productive system, particu

larly its industrial development. This process indicates 

the extent to which the economic developcent of the colony 

was in conflict with and subordinated to the economic devel-

opment of the metropole.

To the extent economic surplus was reinvested in the 

colony, it was limited generally to^he developnent of the 

colonial infrastructure. Harbors were developed, railways 

and roads extended, and technical services expanded. This 

development served the settler sector, p^i^rily, and the 

major objective was the expansion of the economic surplus 

which could be syphoned off in the future.

Petty commodity trade, which had existed within Tanzania 

and. Kenya at the time of the early European penetration, was

either destroyed or gradually supplanted by Asian and European 
21

The indigenous African trade Was basedtrade monopolies.

21. H. Feam, An African Economy (London. 1961), p. 11-31% 
and Edward Alpers, "The Coast and the Development of 
the Caravan Trade," in I.N. Kimambo and A.J. Temu, eds, 
A History of TanzanlaCNairobl. 1969), p. 48-56.

* *.
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upon local domestic Industries which were also destroyed 

and replaced with imported European manufactures, 

and cloth production on the coast and the production of

Cotton

hoes by the Yao within the interior of Tanzania were impor-
22

Capitalist penetrationtant examples of this process, 

under imperialism did not stimulate the development of an 

indigenous market economy or the transformation of domestic
i

craft production into a more advanced industrial stage. 

Rather it operated to destroy the very basis for these 

economic developments.

The Reinforcement of Settler Dominance in Kenya and
its Isolation within East Africa.

2.

World War I firmly established the supremacy of British 

colonial rule throughout East Africa. The conquest and 

incorporation of Tanzania into British E^t Africa, however, 

destroyed whatever possibilities existed historically for 

the formation of permanent and autonomous White rule in 

East Africa along the South African model. Ironically, the 

same conquest revived the fantasy of a vast British "Dominion" 

throughout southern and eastern Africa.

22. 0. F. Raum, "German East Africai Changes In African Tribal 
Life under German Administration, I892-1914," In Harlow and 
Chllver, History of East Afrloa. II, pp. I92-193; Ingham, A 
History of East .Africa. pp. 195-224. “
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The conquest and expulsion of the German settler 

community did more than break up the settler dominance within 

Tanzania. It led to the supplanting of settler interests 

by metropole corporate interests, with which they were in 

Future British settlement in East Africa wasconflict.

attracted mainly to Kenya, because of the economic devasta

tion from the war, the subsequent economic subordination of 

Tanzania to Kenya, and the uncertainties concerning Tanzania’s
future status during the 1930’s after Hitler’s rise to power 

Unlike Kenya, the colonial administration whichin Germany.

developed in Tanzania did not identify its interests so 

totally with the settler population and was not dominated by 

them.

While the war reinforced the dominance of the settler 

community in Kenya, the developments it caused in Tanzania 

left the Kenya settlers isolated within the colony and

thwarted their hopes of expanding their dominance throughout 

The consolidation of the settler position.inEast Africa.

Kenya meant that the underlying conflict between settler 

and metropole corporate interests took a much longer time 

to emerge and be resolved in favor of the latter, 

the "Mqu Mau" revolt of the mid-1950’s and the re-imposition 

of British military occupation for this resolution to 

The delay,'~in comparison to Tanzania, was an 

important factor in the deterioration of conditions in Kenya

It took

occur.

to the point of open revolt.
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The Isolation of the settler community in Kenya meant 

its inevitable doom as a settler colonyo Settlement was 

based solely on agrarian export production. There were 

built-in geographic and economic restrictions upon the 

future expansion of settlement and therefore upon the 

economic growth of the colony as long as the economy 

remained based predominantly upon settler production.

Only the African had the potential for creating the expanding 

production and export of tropical crops which was the major 

interest of the British imperial system. And only the African 

population represented a potentially large-acale maricet for 

manufactured goods.

The failure to discover and develop an extraction 

industry in Kenya and Tanzania, in contrast to South Africa 

and Rhodesia, was crucial for the fate of the settler colony. 

It elimenated the one other dsmamic which might have created

a European community with sufficient class^^diversity and 

a large enough population to be self-sustaining and to seize 
political independence.^^

23. The comparison with Rhodesia and Zambia rein
forces this view. The development of an 
extraction industry in Zambia - in contrast to 
Rhodesia - did not take place to any signifi
cant extent imtil after World War II. The effect 
of this on the formation of a viable white 
ruling society is clear, as seen in the following 
population figures obtained from L.H. Gann and P.

1
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lOie size and position of the Asian "innaigrant” commun

ity in East Africa played an important and contradictory

role among the historic forces that determined the fate of 
24the settler colony. . The British were dependent heavily 

upon these British "subjects" as the direct agents in the 

economic penetration and the imposition of a capitalist 

market economy within the African society.

As petty shopkeepers and traders, the Asians served a 

crucial function in the creation of systematic exploitation 

of the African at the grassroots level. This was a function

that the European colonist was either tmwilling or unable

The Asians served this function so well during theto play.

colonial formative period that they quickly rose to form a

middle stratum in the colonial "class" hierarchy.

Duignan, White Settlers in Tropical Africa(Penguin.
1962), p.l59-167i

Rhodesia Zambia Kenya Tanzania 
' 237606 1,497 3,175 5,336,

1921 33,620 3,634 9,651 ^^2,447^
1931 49,910 13,846 16,812 «,228
1946 82,386 21,907 24,900
1951 136,017 37,221 38,600
1956 178,000 66,000 57,700 20,200
1960 223,000 76,000 67,000 22,300

a. Decrease resulted from World War 1.
The earlier and more extensive settlement in 
Rhodesia led"to the development of a viable 
settler society within the overall social system 
and one diversified enough and with sufficient 
baisis of power to establish its autonomy. The 
basis was the development of a rudimentary indus
trial sector during the war period, along with the 

. growing subordinate tie to the more developed 
South African society. Industrialization in Zambia, 
in contrast, developed during the post-war period 
within a time of mounting African nationalism and 
the presence of a predominantly ex-patriate rather 
than settler white community.

24. Dharam Ghal, ed., Porteait of a Minority» Aslans In East 
Africa (Nairobi, 196^1.^

m
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Consequently, the Asians came to monopolize permanently 

the middle level in the commercial and administirative hier

archy within Tanzania and Kenyao They became the immediate 

barrier to the social and economic development of the African

for they preempted the positions and functions the Africans 
otherwise could have moved into.^^

barrier to the development of the African as a political 

threat to European political control, 

istrative dependency of the British upon the Asian contrasted 

strongly with the development of the settler colonies in 

southern Africa.

From the perspective of British imperialists, the Asians 

played a positive role in the economic exploitation and 

consolidation of political rule during the early colonial 

period, but became a regressive and conflict-laden element 

at a later stage.

This in turn became a

The economic and admin-

The functions performed by the Asians 

prevented the formation of European middle and working classes. 

The petty bourgeois and skilled woricer positions were mono

polized by the Asians at wage levels lower than the Euro

peans would accept. These positions were turned into 

racial categories which the Europeans came to consider

25. The immediate and direct role of the Asians made them the 
primary object of African antagonism and conflict, which 
was to the advantage of the European colonial rulers. This 
difference in attitude towards Aslans and Europeans still 
exists, in spite of the greater ownership and controls over 
the economy by Europeans. See Bonald Eothohlld, "Ethnic 
Inequalities In Kenya," Journal of Modern African Studies. 
VII, Ho. k (December, 1969}, pp. 702-7G3.
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26
While the Asianbeneath them and refused to compete for. 

community functioned to exploit the African and to block

African development, it also served in the long run to 

block the formation of a European community large and 

viable enough to seize independence.

This development was not forseen by the majority of

settlers in Kenya during and immediately following World War I,

although it was feared by a few of the more disceminng, like 
27

The settlers generally saw the war as

increasing their already substantial dominance within Kenya

and as opening up Tanzania in addition to their control.

The successs with which the settlers expanded their

power within Kenya during the war and the 1920*8 gave them
28

every reason to have confidence. A major source of this 

power developed from the War Council which was established in 

1915 and which was responsible not only for mobilizing Kenya 

for the war but also for formulating pos^t-war economic policy.

Lord Delamere.

26. A good description of this development of European attltudsa 
' is Elspeth Husley, White Man's Countryt I^ord Delamere and
the MalilnK of Kenya, 2nd. ed. (London, 19531t volume I, 
pp. 64-65; Volume II, pp. 110-139.

27. George Bennett, Kenya, A Political Bistoryi_ _ _ _ ^_ _ _
Period (Londoni I963), p. 60 indicates awstrenesa of this on 
the part of Delamere and particularly by Governor Grigg, who 
strongly pushed for "closer settlement" and creating a com
munity of all classes which would end European dependence.

28. la July 1920 the colony's status officially changed from Bast 
Africa Protectorate to Kenya colony. This the settlers had 
long wanted; they believed it improved the prospects Kenya’d 
develop along the crown colony pattern to self-government 
under their rule.

The Colonial
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Three out of the nine members of the War Council were settlers 

and."though only advisory. Its almost dally meetings soon gave 

It a power and influence which was virtually executive, 

executive role in the government was made permeuient after the 

war. Due to settler pressures, the British acceded to 

the appointment of two settler representatives on the 

Executive Council as tonpensatiorf for the loss of executive 

membership with the disbanding of the War Council at the 

end of the war.
The settlers also exploited the urgent need of the 

government for settler cooperation and support during the 

war to achieve elective representation in the Legislative 
Council. The settlers had boycotted the Legislative Council

«29 This

30

from 1913 to 1917 over this very demand. With the support 
of the colonial government, the settlers obtained approval

from the Colonial Office in 1916 to the establishment of

The colonial ordinance of 1919elective representation, 

established 11 electoral districts for th^ settlers and

gave them 11 representatives, against token nominated

representation for the Asian community and the appointment

of a European, usually a missionary or retired government
31

official, to "represent" African interests.

29. Bennett, Kenya, p. 38.

30. Ibid.. p. 42.

George Bennett. "Settlers and Politios in Kenya up to 1945." in 
Harlow and Chllver, eds.. History of East Africa. II, pp.289-291. 
Also, M. E. Dilley, British Policy in Kenya Colony. 2nd. ed.
(Hew lorE. 1966), pp. 47-51•

31.
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The settlers used their increased political position

within the government to promote greater British immigration

and settlement. Their efforts reflected a strong concern

over their vulnerability due to their small numbers. The

objective was achieved partially through their dominance

two important commissions created during the war, the

Land Settlement Commission and the Economic Commission.

The Land Settlement Commission was created to implement
32

a soldiers settlement scheme following the war. Under the 

scheme, ex-servicemen and officers were provided land and

over

aid in developing small estates, 

colonial government because it hoped that experiments with

The scheme appealed to the.

flax growing on the soldiers settlements would solve one of
Flax production, it wasthe government's major concerns, 

hoped, would prove to be the cheap, easily produced crop 

they were looking for upon which to base small-scale settle

ment which would be economically successful rather than

dependent upon subsidization as previous settlement had

Flax at theThe hope turned out to be allusory. 

time had an unusually high world market price because of

Several years later the price plummeted, most of

been.

the war.
the smaller soldiers settlement farms failed, and plans

M, H. Eoss. Kenya from Within (London, 192?), PP* 81-83*32,
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33
for extensive small-scale settlement were discouraged.

The Economic Commission was the second and more important 

of the commissions through wich the settlers dominated future 

Not surprisingly, its 1919 report strongly 

supported every major settler position on colonial policy, 

for its membership was only two officialsand five settlers,
34

including the two major settler leaders, Delamere and Grogan. 

The Economic Commission also emphasized government subsidiza

tion of additional Vfhite settlement.
It recommended that land for this purpose be obtained 

through the expropriation of additional territory from the 

African reserves, which had only recently been established 

officially in the 1915 Crown Lands Ordinance but which had

economic policy.

Thenot as yet been surveyed for "permanent" boundaries, 

expropriation was carried out for the creation of the Soldiers 

This action intensified the strong fearSettlement Scheme, 
and insecurity among the Africans and clearly signaled that

they could not count on any protection fron^^^olonial laws.

The land expropriations which occurred after the war 

took place at a time when over-population was already clearly

t

C. C. Wrlgley, "Kenya; The Patterns of Eoonomio Life, 1902-
1945," In Harlow and Chllver, eds.. History of Bast Afrl^oa,!!, 
pp. 233-235. Post-war settlement schemes led to the future 
expropriation of 4,560 square miles of land in the highlands; 
Cf. Hosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Man, p. 33* Kuoli 
of this land was taken from the African reserves which had 
recently*been established. For example, an additional one- 
hundred square miles of Nandi territory was expropriated at 
this time; Cf. Boss, Kenya from Within, p. 81.

33.

Marjorie Ruth Dllley, British Policy In Kenya Colony. 2nd, ed 
(New York, 1966), pp. 56-57 s Bennett, Kenja. P* 93.

34. • •
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begiimlng to happen In the reserveso The settlers saw this 

action as necessary to counter-act the acute labor shortage ■ 

which they experienced again in the post-war periodo This 

"shortage" was the result of the high number of deaths from 

the war and war-related epidemics, famine, and decline of 

subsistence production.

The indirect pressures of the war which led to the

sudden availability of African labor were gone. The colonial

government had cooperated with the settlers during the war

by the forceable conscription first of all of those Africans
35who were not employed by Europeans.

settlers and government officials on a system of labor measures

was highly successful during the 1920*s. From 1924 onward,
36the shortage of African labor was elimenated.

The commission also recommended and the government imple

mented a wide variety of economic measures designed to subsidize

the development of the settler sector. Harbors, railways, and 
«

roads were expanded and improved. The government developed 

a more elaborate network of agrictiltural, technical and research

The collaboration of

services which already served the settler community almost

Tax, customs, education, marketing and other lawsexclusively.

were constructed to benefit-the Europeans, and the Asians

A major elementsecondarily, at the expense of the African.

Wolff,"Boonomio Aspects," p.l59.

Ibid., p.164-66 and Chapter 7, oasaimt Dilley, British 
.laliaxt p. 222-38.

35.

36.

* •.
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among these measures was the establishment of protective

tariffs to subsidize the uneconomic settler production of
wheats milh and dairy products, and wool and mutton products*^

These measures paved the way for an even greater system

of protective subsidies during the depression of the 1930's,
38which aimed at preventing the settlers from going bankrupt. 

While these measures protected the settler sector, they also 

promoted agrarian development, discouraged industry, and 

prevented the development of an integrated economy. Both the

labor and agricultural policies were characteristics of the 

system of structural underdevelopment being created under 

colonial rule.

The economic depression of the early 1920*s generated

strong economic pressures for the harsh labor laws and

extensive subsidization of the settler sector. The post-war

commodity boom collapsed. The world market price for coffee

dropped from £150 a ton in early 1920 to £60 only a year
39

later. Sisal plunged from £96 to £12.10s. a ton. 

collapse of world market prices hit the settlers at a time 

when they were heavily in debt due to widespread borrowing 

from the banks in order to carry them through the economic 

disruption of the war period.

The

37. Wrlgley, "Kenya; Patterns of Economic Life," pp. 236-237.

38. Ibid., pp. 247-250; also Nasao Xoshlda, "Olie Protected Oevelop- 
ment af European Asriculture before the Second World War,”
Bast African Journal of Hural Development. II, Ho. 2 (I969),
pp. 76-102.

pp. 234-235.39* Ibid• •

* *.
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i .

The settler commimity had become heavily dependent 

upon utilizing the power and resources of the state to ensure 

The economic disruption of the war, 

the following economic depression, and the measures vindertaken 

to ooimter these conditions clearly indicate the nature 
of -^s dependency.

its own survival.

The rapid expansion of the political

role of the settlers shows what a powerful force they had

It also indicates the dependencybecome within the colony, 

of the colonial administration upon the settler community

for the continued functioning of the colonial system.

The major difference of the post-war from the pre-war

period was that the settlers no longer were a strong pressure 

outside the government but played a regular role within 

"Government by agreement" was the
group

the governmental process, 

euphemism by which this political development was most
40

Officials"consulted" with the settlercommonly described, 
representative and modified their proposed policies to suit

the settler views before the formal introduction of bills 

within the Legislative Council. Much more th^ consultation 

The settler community gained the power of 

veto over policies and practices which they opposedi they 

were assxired of a practical political monopoly among the 

conflicting groups within the colony.

of a veto, the settlers gained a preponderance within the 

working committees which formulated colonial policies and

was involved.

Besides the exercise

Bezmet, "Settlers and Politlos in Kenya," pp. 296-3321 Dilley,
British Poller, p. 5^» passim, partloularly on taxation and. 
liiffioFpolloles.

40.
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ordinances* This insured that colonial programs were 

created and implemented along lines which served their 

vested interests.

Organized political protest broke out within the African 

population and the Asian commimity during 1921 -22 in reaction 

to the above war and post-war events.f
The greatest African 

political activity took place among the Kikuyu, who had

suffered the greatest contact and disruption from European 

colonization and settlement.

The Kikuyu Association(KA) was formed late In 1919 by

the more traditional and conservative figures within Kikuyu
41society, the chiefs and headmen, 

limited and conservative. They mainly sought to defend the 

traditional Kikuyu lands. The renewed expropriation of 

African land after the war led them to form a European- 

type political organization for the first time in the effort 

to prevent further expropriation and to s^k the restoration 

of previously "stolen" lands. The political activity of 

these African agents of the colonial administration was 

generated by grassroots pressures which resulted from the 

emergence of population pressures within the reserve.

Of greater political importance was the creation of the 

East African Association(EAA) in 1919, under the leadership 

of Harry Thuku, a younger, European-educated Kikuyu who

Their concerns were

Bosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Man Man, pp. 41-43.4l.
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woteked as a clerk in communications vdthin the Treasury

Department-in Nairobi, the msdn center of growing African 
42

political activity. While the EAA had a mixed ethnic 

membership, it was dominated by a yoimger generation of 

Kikuyu, like Thuku, who were less tied to the traditional 

social system, had some degree of European education, and 

who were employed in various capacities within the European 

economic and administrative structure.

The EAA represented a much more extensive and critical 

political protest than the KA. It protested the exploita

tion of the African as laborers as well as the land issue.

The repressive measures of the 1915 Native Registration Ordin

ance were a particular focus of their protest, especially the 

Kipande, the fingerprinted identification card which all male 

Africans were forced to have. Adapted from the South African 

system, the kipande included an en5)loyraent record and listed 

all legal offenses, including the failure to con^jlete "work 

contracts". The kipande provided a system^of identification, 

control, and punishment over the African laborers and served

mainly to provide a large and quiescent labor force for 
43

European employment. The EAA also protested the increased 

economic exploitation which was caused by the depression.

The hut and poll taxes were nearly doubled while a settler- 

initiated and government-enforced out by one-third in wages

42. Ibid., pp. 36-44.

43. Wolff, "Eoonomlp Aspects,» p.l52.
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took place as part of the effort to shift the bxirden of the
.

depression to the African wage laborer.

During 1922, the EAA was very successful in politicizing 

at- the grassroots level and in expanding its organization
45

through mass rallies. The sudden political activity was

threatening to the control of the chiefs and to the colonial

administration which depended on maintaining its domination

through these chiefs and headmen. When the EAA attempted.

to bypass the colonial gbvernment and appeal directly to

the Colonial Office through a strongly worded petition, the
46

government moved to break the eAA* Thuku wais fired from his 

job, then arrested and jailed in Nairobi, and finally deported 

to the town of Kismayu, where he was kept under house arrest 

until the early 1930's. The reason given was that Thuku 

was "dangerous to peace and good order"} the actual cause 

was his success in political organdzing, his public assertion 

that colonial rule was a state of slavery imposed upon the 

Africans by the European, and the belief-^toat removal of the 
political leadership would end the political "agitation"?^ A

44. Bennett, "Settlers and Politics in Kenya," p. 293*

Bosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Man, pp. 44-49. ®»e
organizing took place mainly in Kikuyuland. It did so in
itially under a cover organization, the Xoung Kikuyu Associa
tion (YKA)• in order to appeal more effectively to the Kikuyu 
population against the KA of the chiefs.

Quoted in Bosberg and Nottingham, 
is significant that at this early
demands was to allow " natives to purohase land throughout 
their country."

Bennett. "Settlers and Politics in Kenya," pp. 293-294.

45.

Myth of Mau Mau. p. 48. It 
scage one of the political

46.

47.
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large-scale strike and protest demonstration was organized by 

the EAA while Thuku was held in the Nairobi prison. The 

demonstration was crushed by force, as the police fired upon 

the thousands of protestors, killing over fifty, and then 

arrested the remaining leadership of the EAA. The EAA 

subsequently declined as an active political organization.

Equally important, the administration took measures 

against Kikuyu efforts to link up with other African ethnic 

groups and to organize on a territorial and proto-nationalist 

basis. Thuku and the EAA made contact with the Kamba and 

were instrumental in the organizing of a parallel political 

group, the Young Kavirondo Association(YKA) among the next

largest African societies, the Luo and Baluhya.^® The mission

aries, and Archdeacon Owen in particular, were important 

agents of the government in the effort to divide the differ

ent African societies and to divert organized political 

activities into "developmental" efforts. Owen, with full 

government support, used his influence among the Africans

to transform the YKA into the Kavirondo Taxpayers' Welfare 
Association in 1923.^^ Every effort was made to butress the

W. Bosberg and NottlnaSiam, Myth of Kau Mau. pp. 49-54.
Ibid., pp. 36, 55-60.

Ibid., pp. 47, 55-64, 90. Hass meetings and protests took 
place In Nyanza In 1921-1922 over the same Issues of the 
EAA.

Ibid.« pp. 9O-9I. Also, see J. M. Lonsdale, "Archdeacon. Owen 
and the Kavlsondo Taxpayers Welfare Association." Prooeodlrws 
of the Conference of the Ragt African institute of Social He-

50.

51.

aearoh, 1963.
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control of the more compliant traditional leadership over 

the Luo and Baluhya and to refocus African activities into 

"responsible" areas of local "improvement". Stress was 

placed upon the promotion of "civilized" or European appearance 

and living conditions, improved agricultureil practices and 

oashjsrop production, and local participation politically 

in the Native Councils and Treasuries that the colonial 

administration had created and controlled.

Asian political protest during the 1920*s has received

greater attention until recently than African political 
52

activities. Asian political organizations were larger, more 

effectively organized, and used all the established European 

political techniques with sophistication. Asian political 

organizations also had the support of important elements in 

India and were able therefore to wield significant influence 

within the British metropole.

The Asians protested the growing and racially based 

system of economic and political restrictions which the 

settlers were able to impose as a result of the expansion 

of settler political dominance. These restrictions included* 

strict segregation of businesses and residences in the town- 

shipsi am almost total restriction of Asian piurchase or 

leasing of farming or grazing landsi a greater restriction of 

Asian immigration into East Africaj and the denial of any 

real political role .

Dllley, British folicy. pp. 141-178; also, Huxley, White
Hati«h Country. II. 126-66,

52.

lT-.—
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Aslgn political activities were particularly disturbing 

. to the British because they couldn't be crushed summarily, 

unlike the African political movement. The Asians had the 

money and political connections to undertake a political 

paign within Great Britain about conditions in Kenya. They 

created a political issue which British officials could not keep 

hidden from the public and could not ignore. The issue was 

particularly embaressing to the government because the campaign 

was conducted in terms of British political valuest equal 

rights for "equally civilized" peoples.

The British officials did not consider the Indians to

cam-

be equal to Europeans and had no intention of giving way to 

the major Asian demands, given the conflict between the 

settler and Asian communities in Kenya. The violence of 
settler opposition prevented the British government from 

applying even their usual form of "compromise" on minor 

issues. In addition to sending formal protest and a dela- 

gation to Britain, the settlers plotted to''kidnap the

governor and take over the colony by force if necessary to
53

preserve their privileged position.

The British established a formal resolution of this 

explosive situation in the White Paper of July 1923, the 

Devonshire Report. The policy statement evaded the real

64-68. See also 
and Bobert G. 

Labour's Experiment with

53. Ebaherg and Nottingham, Myth of Man Itou. pp.
Huxley, White Man's Country. II. pp. 1^6-166.
Gregory. Sidney Webb and' mst Africat _ _ _ _
the Dootrine of ifative Paramounoy (Berkeley. 1962).
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issues and conflicts in Kenya through the assertion that 

"primarily Kenya is an African territory 

of the African natives must be paramount." This reassertion 

of the British "trust" was immediately qualified by the 

statement that "obviously the interests of the other commun

ities, European, Indian, and Arab, must severally be safe- 

guarded.” On paper, the British rejected the demands of both 

the settlers and Asians, in favor of the rights of the African 

population. And it attempted to promote the image of the 

British government as playing the role of impartial arbiter 

^rtio would protect the rights and interests of each group.

In reality, the political dominance of the settlers remained 

and so did their privileged economic and social position.

The Devonshire Report of 1923 was not the turning point 

in Kenya's colonial development that has frequently been 

suggested. It did not lead to a reassertion of control by 

the British Colonial Office over the settler community nor 

did it mark a reawakening of British concem^or "trusteeship" 

for the African population. On the contrary, events during 

the inter-war period show a continuation of the pattern 
which marked the years immediately before and aftVr World

.The interests• • •

\

Indians Kenya» A Memorandum, cml. 1922 (1923)» P*9»

According to Bennett, Governor Grigg submitted a memorandum 
to the Colonial Office and to influential people outside the 
government while in London in Msuroh, 192?. In it, Grigg sup
ported European demands in Kenya for an unofficial majority in 
the Legislature. Colonial Grigg maintained, according to Ben
nett, "that the position of the 1923 White Paper, trusteeship 
for the native races as an Imperial responsibility which could 
neither be delegated nor shared, was un::enable through the in
fluence of the settlers in Kenya; it had, in fact, already 
been given up.” See Bennett, Kenya, p. 60.

5^.

55.
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War lo Even though the settlers did not achieve their 

objective of internal self-government, they obtained the 

functional equivalent. A growing consolidation and 

institutionalization of settler dominance within the state

apparatus occurred during this period. This power was used 

to increase their privileged economic position. In the 

process, the African population was restricted and exploited 

in an increasingly systematic fashion.

The colonial officials and British Colonial Office 

collaborated with the settlers in this development, behind 

the facade of trusteeship and and the official policy of the 

paramountcy of African interests. In the name of "good 

government" and colonial development, the British sought 

to depoliticise the colonial situation, but the suppression 

of political activity applied to the Africans and Asians 

only. Metropole interests were tied to the evolution of 

Kenya as a settler colony, even though ^^ferences did exist 

between the fundamental interests of the settler community 

and basic British interests. These differences did not 

emerge into open conflict until the 1950*s, when the wide

spread resistance and revolt of the Africans forced the 

British to do so.
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3o Reconstruction in Tanzania and the Dependency upon
African Production.

The British were totally preoccupied in Tanzania with 

the reconstruction of the economy and the establishment of 

political control from 1918 to 1924| in contrast to the

rapid political consolidation and economic expansion which
^^The new - British - colonialWM taking place in Kenya, 

government was not faced with just the replacement of a

German administration with British officials, but with 

recreating an administrative system throughout the terrritory 

which largely had broken down. They had to reconstruct an 

economy which lay devastated from the war. German farms and 

plantations were seized as "enemy property" and the government 

had to devise methods for the transfer of ttese lands into

new settler hands and get them producing again. Throughout 

the major part of the territory, African societies had reverted 

to self-sufficient subsistence production." A primary task 

of the new administration was restoring the market economy, 

which the Germans had imposed over the African population.

All these tasks were oriented towards the one major objectivei 

the establishment of a "self-supporting" colony through the 

restoration and expansion pf the ag 

These tasks were complicated b

ir€rian export production, 
ly l^gal uncertainties over 

Tanzania's status. The Mandate system, which was established

56. Ingham* "Tanganyikat Mandate and Cameron," pp. 547-562.
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tinder the League of Nations in 1919, was designed loosely 

enough to give Britain a free rein in Tanzania and its other ^ 

mandated territories. The British government proceeded

to pass the Tanganyika Order in Council of July

1920, which formally established the crown colony pattern

in Tanzania. It provided for an administration which did

not differ in any respect from Britain's other colonial 
57possessions.

The burden of reconstruction fell upon the African

population. Some of the first regulations passed by the

new government were tax, labor, and tariff laws which

would provide the African labor and revenue required for

the both^reconstruction 'and the regular functioning of the

The British government required the colony -

and therefore the African population - to pay for the

expense of conducting the war against the Germans in East
59

Africa, for the costs of of military occupation , for the 

restoration of rail, road, and other infrastructure destroyed 

or badly run-down due to the war, and for the establishment

38
colony.

57. B. T. G. Chidzero, Tanganyika and International Trusteeship 
(London, I961), pp. 39-^1t 98-60.

Ingham, "Tanganyikat Mandate and Cameron," pp. 52-59. Ihese 
regulations Included the Native Authority Ordinances of 1921 
and 1922, the Masters and Servants Ordinance of I923, the 
establishment of a tariff system in January 1923 following the 
oreation of a customs department in June 1922, and the hut and 
poll taxes established in 1923.
Ibid., p. 47. Ihree Battalions of Kings African Bifles were 
garrisoned in Tanzania, at a cost of L .240, 000 a year, an 
expense charged .to the colony from February 1919 onward.

58.

59.

I

* •.
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of administrative £md technical services. The colonial
government turned to the promotion of African export crop 

production to generate the revenue the Africans required

to pay the recently imposed taxes and to revive Tanzania's 

import-export trade. Essentially, reconstruction differed 
little from the pattern of Kenya during the imposition of

colonial rule at the turn of the century.

Economic necessity forced the British to turn to 

peasant production as the primary basis of the colonial 

economy. The shattered settler economic sector could not 

serve this function. The British were able to build upon 

existing peasant production which the Germans had developed 

in Tanzania in contrast to the British in Kenya. The 

regions the British focused on as most promising were the 

samesones the Germans had stressed: the cotton growing areas 

on the coast and at Mwanza on Lake Victoria; the coffee 

producing areas of the northwest and Kilimanjaro; and the 

groundnuts producing areas of the southeast'and the territory 

of the Nyarawezi.

Coffee production by the Chagga in Kilimanjaro had started 

early under German rule. Its production had died out due to 

the opposition of German settlers who also produced coffee, 

official "neglect”, and the absense of a market. The British

60. The British obtained a number of Immediate eoonomio benefits 
f^m the conquest and mandate arrangement. The previous public 
debt was voided; they obtained the Central railway for the 
Mmlnal sum of It 33, 995; and additional revenue was obtained 
IV auctioning all the lands seized as "enemy property."
»>ld., p.549.

* ».
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official posted to KtltmanjaEO as a district officer was atJare 

of past coffee production by the Chagga. Faced with adminis

trative pressures to generate tax revenue, a money economy, 

and export crop production by the Africans, the D.O. played 

an instrumental role in rejuvenating Chagga coffee growing.

By 1924 a large, high quality crop was being produced! eventually,

the first African cooperative society was formed among the
6l

Chagga with the encouragement of the same D.O.

This process among.the Chagga illustrates several impor

tant points about agrarian production among the Africans 

under colonial rule. The rapied growth and improvement of 

production came about because the British were dependent 

upon African production. The receptivity of the Africans 

to new modes of production was influenced greatly by favorable 

conditions and the Introduction of more modem agricultural 

practices took place when they obtained clear benefits without 

strong disruption of their existing economic system. The 

contrast in Tanzania between production an^^er German rule, when 

a powerful settler community existed, and after the war when 

this settler community was broken, and the contrast with 

Kenya, where the powerful settler community brought about the 

prohibition of coffee and other cash export crops, shows what 

a critical factor European settlement was for African devel

opment.

. The official was Charles Dundas. See his book, ChEtrles 
Dundas* African Crossroads (London* 1955)* PP« 133-125. 
Also, Katherine Stahl. Hlsto:CT of the Chagga People of 
KiUtnan laro (The Hague, 1959') •

61
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Generally in Tanzania, economic conditions alone were not

favorable enough to generate a significant degree of African

Consequently, the British turned to the

"Forceful measures" were used

in the northwest to revive coffee productions these measures
62

included the frequent beatings of chiefs and peasants.

harshness with which production was forced upon the Africans

is indicated by the rapid rise of African productioni coffee

production increased in value from fcl38,867 in 1920 to

t352,529 in 1924s cotton from L164,565 to t373,753s ground-
63

nuts from t78,522 to fe359,918.

export production, 
use of force in many areas.

The

Economically, the colonial

measures were a success, for coffee expons from Bukoba in
64

1919 were five times the highest pre-war figure.

The fluctuations of the capitalist world maritet were

a primary factor in creating unfavorable conditions and in 

leading the British to the continual use of force. The 

depression of the early 1920*s "discouraged" the Haya. 

British attempted to compensate for low expprt prices by
"The

The

intensifying their efforts to increase production, 

resulting reluctance of Haya coffee growers to exert them

selves for an insecuire return could only be overcome by the 

administration with methods of extreme compulsion.

62. Halph A. Austen, Northwest Tanzania under Gen^ and British 
Buie I Colonial Polioy and lirlba"
tiaven,I968}, p. I26.

63. Ingham, "Tanganyika," p. 562.
64. Austen, Northwest Tanzawla. p. 126 and. table on p. 27O. The 

lnorea8e“was"'SomT52r“io^,042 tons of oof fee.
65. ibid.. p. 137.

{New
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The British recreated the German q^em of rule, 

based on a highly centralized government and the Akida. 

system, as the simple and most effective way to recon

struct the colonyThey did so in spite of war-time 

propaganda which condemned these very features as proof

of the German's moral failure as colonizers and as justi-
67

fication for the British takeover of rule. ' The British 

government retained the German administrative structure 

of twenty-two districts. The District Officer in each 

district reported directly to the governor and each was 

closely supervised in turn by the central government.

The British had condemned particularly the Akida 

system as the root cause of German "misgovemment" • Far 

from elimenating this system, the British went much fur

ther than the Germans in ignoring traditional African 

leaders and imposing Ganda as well as Arab agents as 

local British administrators over the African societies. 

In imposing their control, the British disrupted the 

African societies much more thoroughly ^d intensively 

than the Germans had ever done*

The rule of the British as newcomers and the various 
needs - particularly economic - of the first years 
of occupation created an atmosphere encouraging an 
often abrupt, direct, and total intervention in 
African affairs. Institutions and relationships

68

66. Ingham, "Tanganyika," p.551.
67. Louis, Great Britain and Germany's Losr Colonies. Chap. 1.

68. Austen, Horthwest Tanzania, pp. 13O-131.

69. Ibid., p. 132.
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previously left more or less at peace by the Germans 
were now to be vigorously reshaped and adopted to 
ends dictated by the administration.

British corporate, settler and commercial interests

to obtain privileged positions and to exploit

this newly accessible territory in the empire. They

strongly opposed the Governors "bias" toward the African

and his delay in establisMng economic policies which

would open up Tanzania to British exploitation on as
70

favorable terms as existed in neighboring Kenya. The 

main issue was land. The administration adopted a tempor

ary policy of leasing the land seized from German settlers 

and planters on a yearly basis only. A permanent policy 

had to wait until the government obtained a legal determi

nation on this property and gained sufficient information 

on existing land rights to form a comprehensive land law. 

British firms and settlers were impatient with this

delay and pressed for immediate freehold purchase or long- 
71

term leases. The sisal plantations were'^ready cleared

were eager

\
and planted and the sisal market price was still high 

in 1919. The purchase or rental of these plantations 

at low prices represented an investment which would be

highly profitable to them. They were not willing to risk 

such an investment on the basis of yearly leasing. Free

hold purchase and long-term leasing were not established 

until the 1923 land Ordinance. By that time the depression

70. Ingham, "Tanganyika," pp. 552-556.

71, Ibid.. pp. 552-553* Bie issue over the sisal plnatatlons
litooluded there. ... .

* •.
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was in full swing, the market price of sisal had dropped 

badly, and most purchasers were no longer interested# 

British occupation immediately raised the prospect 

of basic conflict between settler and African over the 

issues of land and labor. The attitude of the British 

settler and investor was a familiar one, for it did not

differ at all from the experience in Kenya. This 

attitude was clearly reflected in their protest over 

a speach by the Governor to the East African section of 

the London Chamber of Commerce, in which he asserted 

that Tanzania's futxire lay in the development of African
72

cultivation!

They were convinced that such measures ^promotion 
of African smallholder cultivation/ could never pro
duce the wealth which, as the Germans had demonstra- 
te.d, could be obtained from plantation-grown sisal 
arid coffee. Even to accept the principle that 
Africans should grow economic crops v.-as not without 
its dangers, they airgued, since the tribes most 
likely to produce the best results from peasant 
cultivation were the ones most suited to provide 
the labor force essential to successful plantation 
development.

The colonial government was not in basic opposition 

Far from it. Both the Colonialto European settlement.

Office and the colonial officials persisted in their

belief that large-scale metropole investment and settle

ment was the best way to promote economic exploitation 

and growth within the colony. But the colonial admin

istration was concerned to avoid uneconomic and unstable 

"experiments" in European settlement. This was seen

p. 554. Bennet is suminarizins the attitudes of 
opaans expressed in the Bast African Standard and else

where at that tine.
72.

Bur
• •

* •.
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clearly in the government's strong opposition to a

post-war soldiers' settlement scheme like the one
73

which proved so disastrous in Kenya.

More importantly, the government was aware of its 

dependency upon African production for economic recon

struction and expansion in the short run. European

settlement conflicted with this immediate and cirucial 

requirement. The government was determined to concen

trate first on the promotion of African export produc

tion as the best means at hand to restore the economic 

system and place the colony on a "self-supporting" basis. 

Until these objectives were achieved, the government 

was determined to postpone their long-range objective 

of an economic and land policy which would satisfy and 

attract metropole investment and settlement. The small 

. size and weakness of the settler sector made such a 

program both necessary and possible.

The reconstruction policy had an ii%prtant influ

ence upon the variation of the settler type colony which 

developed in Tanzania in comparison to Kenya. The
t.

direct role of the African population in agrarian 

export production, originally established under German 

rule, was reinforced and expanded. The settler community 

lost the dominant political position which the settlers 

in Kenya had. Consequently, they failed to obtain a 

comparable grip over the land, African labor, and

73. IM4-. PP.553-55'*.
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«

eoonomjr in Tanzania. The African societies in turn 

were spared the extreme form of disruption, exploitation, 

and social disintegration which took place in Kenya.

While less extreme, a disruption and disintegration 

of African society occurred in Tanzania which followed 

the same pattern as that in Kenya. The process was 

similar because the same colonial policy was operating 

in both colonies. The policy was known as Indirect Riile. 

It is this administrative policy, and its consequences 

for African development in both Kenya and Tanzania, which 

needs to be examined in more detail in the following 

section.

•f

4. Indirect Rulet The Politics of Control.

"Indirect rule" originated as a-pragmatic response 

by British colonial administrators to the problems of 

maintaining control in specific situations. It rapidly 

evolved into a pervasive doctrine of British rule 

after Vforld War I. As a system of colonial administra

tion, indirect rule is first associated v/ith Lugeurd's
As a doctrinaire policy whichgovernorship of Nigeria, 

represented a model of "success" in the British empire.

indirect rule is associated with Donald Cameron, the 

Governor of Tanzania from 1925 to 1931* The connectirai
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is no accident, for CanBron worked with Lugard in the 

colonial administration of Nigeria before being appointed
7^

to Tanzania,
' Indirect rule involved a minimal administrative

cost and insured control over the colonial empire on

The British government was unwilling to ex- 

than the absolute minimum in personnel and
the cheap, 

pend more
reqiiired to maintain colonial control and toexpense

exploit the colonies economically. Ruling indirectly through

indig^ous political leaders provided a convenient means 

of control for the colonial officials, given the limited
British administratorsresources at their command, 

became increasingly adept at using the chiefs and headmen

within African societies to control their own people 

in the interests of the colonial nilers.

The policy of indirect r\ile was a valuable instru

ment of exploitation for another reason. It made the 

British rulers less visible and obscured--tlje direct 

relationship between European domination and the disrup

tion and disintegration within African society. The 

focus of African anger and resistance was diverted from 

the European administrators to the intermediaries, the 

traditional African leadership, which implemented colonial 

policy as the direct agent of colonial rule. Through 

indirect rule, the British encouraged the African popula-

74. Cameron served In Nigeria from I9O8 to 1924. See Donald
Cameron, My Tanpranvlka Servloe and Some Nigeria (London,
1939).
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•tion at the grassroots level to perceive and respond 

vdthin a traditional context to a process which was con

trolled from outside this framework. It channeled pro

test into inadequate traditional forms and blocked a more 

appropriate and effective response to this new threat. 

Ultimately then, the British found indirect rule valuable 

for the direct political payoff. It short circuited direct 

protest and revolt, the one thing the British feared 

above all else.

British colonial control was based on the widespread 

and indirect manipulation of the African societies. But 

it owed its success to the generation of dependency, 

compliance, and despair among the African people. The 

process of indirect rule generated these attitudes, which 

operated to internalize control within the Africans 

themselves. Indirect rule can only be understood if one 

understands its effectiveness in conditio^ng the African 

to operate as the primary agent in his own Victimization.

The British defined indirect rule as a policy

which respected the traditional African social system 

and encouraged the gradual adaptation of these societies 

to more modem ways on their own terms and at their own 

The consequences of indirect rule in practice

The British perpetuated the
pace.

reveal just the opposite, 

structure of traditional African society according to 

an increasingly standardized pattern which bore only a 

mythic resemblance to the traditional social system. 'The
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traditional framework became rigid, irrelevant, a hollow 

shell, The inner dynamic atrophied. And the economic 

bases of traditional society were disrupted irremediably, 

which led to the growing disintegration of the social 

relations that were rooted in this underlying economic 

system.

The model of the traditional African society in the 

eyes of the British was the chiefly system of the Buganda. 

The Buganda political system was hierarchical, autocratic, 

and feudal. Strong political control was maintained inter

nally on a class basis throxxgh a combination of the Kabaka, 

or King, the landed aristocracy, and an effective indigen

ous bureaucracy. Through’ their control over the Kabaka 

and the ruling class, the British were able to obtain 

power over the mass of the African peasantry and to rule 

■ the Buganda society with a minimum of difficulty. British 

control butressed the feudal and class system. In return.

the colonial government obtained the collaboration of the 

Buganda leadership in imposing agrarian export produc

tion - primarily cotton - upon the peasantry.

Buganda became the model of "traditional" African 

society and the British attempted to mold other African 

societies along similar autocratic and hierarchical lines 

in order to facilitate political control and economic 

exploitation. After seizing control of Tanzania, the 

British noted the general similarities of the Hsiya chief

taincies in the northwest region to the Buganda. They
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deliberately attempted to "graft" specific political 

structures of the Buganda political system onto the 

Haya, along with the "few good points of the German system". 

British control showed little respect for the existing 

Haya social system. It aimed, rather, at increasing, 

chiefly power, class division, and the biareaucratic admin

istration over the Haya people. The resulting political 

changes were desired for the added control they provided

in the raising of local tax revenue, African labor, and
76

agrarian export production.

The mythic model of the "traditional" African system 

bore much less resemblence to other African societies 

than it did to the centralized chieftaincies of the 

Buganda, Haya, or Chagga. Yet the political structure 

and organization of this model was imposed with increased 

-imiformity over them all. Segmental, clan-based systems 

such as the societies of southwest Tanzania and most of 

the African societies in Kenya, including^the major groupings 

of Kikuyu, Luo, Kamba, and Kalenjin, had chiefs imposed 

tQ)on them when chiefly rule had not existed among them
f- -

traditionally as a political institution.

75 -

77

75. See the quotation In Austen, Northwest Tanzania, p. 133 from 
the district official, Baines, In his Bukoba Monthly Heport 
(January 17, 1919)•

76* Ibid.. p. 137 passim.
Of. Jomo Kenyatta* Pacing Mount Kenya (London. 1938) j John 
Middleton, Tv»e KikuVu and the Kamba tLondon. 1953); Gunther 
Vagner, "The PolltlokL Organlzatlonof the Bantu of Kavlsondo," 
In H. Fortes and E. E. Evans-Prltchard. eds., African Political 
Systems (London, 19^)» PP* 197-236,

77.
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A similar process.can be observed within societies

like the Sukuma and Nyamwezi, in Tanzania, which had
78

Ntemi chieftaincies. The Ntemi, or religious'thiefs", 
had no real p^itical power traditionally. Power 

rested instead with councils of elders based on the village, 

as among the Sukuma, or on a clan and geographic basis, 

where a pattern of homestead living prevailed. These 

social and political institutions were disregarded and 

undermined, while the Ntemi were raised up by the Brit

ish and given widespread powers they never had before.

The primary concern of the British under the policy 

of indirect rule v/as the creation of a standardized 

"native" administration, a uniform system of institutions 

for maintaining political control at the local level.

The key element in this bureaucratic development was 

the concentration of delegated power into the hands of 

chiefs, sub-chiefs, and headmen within each ethnic 

grouping. They were assigned a multitude of tasks under 

the supervision of British Provincial and District Officersi 

maintaining "law and order"* tax collection* providing 

labor for European needs* expanding export crop production, 

primarily in Tanzania* enforcing land, cultivating, and 

Stock regulations* providing communal forced labor for 

public works projects, such as road construction and 

maintenance* and a variety of other tasks.

78. R. G. Abrahams. "The Politloal Organization of Nyamrezlland," 
unpublished dissertation, Gambrldge Oniversity, 1962* D. W. 
Maloolm, SutoiTnaland* An African People and Their Country 
(London, 1953)*
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One "positive" aspect of indirect rule which fre

quently has been stressed was the efforts of the British 

to maintain or restore traditional chiefs and headmen to

their legitimate positions. This point was made parti

cularly about the replacement of German rule by the 

British after the seiature of Tanzania. The dominant 

characteristic of British rule during the inter-war 

period, however, was the installing or deposing of African 

political leaders on the basis of their compliance to 

the demands of the colonial rulers, rather than any 

respect for traditional legitimacy.

Whatever preference the British demonstrated for the

support of traditional leaders was due to the pragmatic

consideration that traditional leaders could draw on

traditional respect and obedience and maintain order

. better than newly imposed non-traditional leaders. This

was the reason why the British persevered in supporting

"inoompetant" chiefs among the Haya, Sukuma, and Nyamwezi 
79

These chiefs generally were moreduring the 1930's. 

preoccupied with traditional political intrigue in the 

jockeying for paramount power among themselves and with 

protecting and expanding the traditional privileges of 

their position at the expense of their people than any

thing else. Consequently, they did little to better 

the conditions or promote the development of their

79. Austen, Northwest Tanzania, pp. 202-253, passim.

t .
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More important to the British, they were

InsuBor-

own people.

successful in maintaining order and stability.

dination, rather than incompetanogry was the guiding 

criterion in in assessing African leadership.

Alternate and more popularly based political insti

tutions, which had served as checks on the abusive use 

of individual power, were surpressed or distorted by 

the British in the process of building up chiefly rule. 

Local councils of elders were replaced by a system of 

"native" councils and treasuries in the late 1920*s and 

the 1930*s. Portra3red as adaptive equivalents to the 

traditional councils, they were devoid in practice of 

any real power or democratizing role. Nominally headed 

by the chiefs, they functioned as a traditional cover 

which obscured the actual dominance over local affairs 

by the British administrators, who served as Council 

secretaries.

Communal institutions and functions'-especially 

were subject to suppression under indirect rule. The 

administration banned youth organizations such as the 

Muteko, among the Haya, and the Elika, among the Sukuma. 

The fhiteko was an institution whereby each generation 

of youth throughout a Haya kingdom spent a period of 

education and training at the ruler's court. The Muteko 

functioned to the society politically and to instill

a strong sense of collectiveness. It also served as a 

mechanism which mitigated the effects of class rule

80

80. For the follbwlns, see Ibid pp. l44-li»6.• »
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through the recrdiitment of commoners into the ruling 

strata. The.Elika perpetuated social unity and collec

tiveness also, as an institution through which the 

Sukuma participated in forms of mutual help in culti

vation and social celibration after hainresting.
Both youth institution^were suppressed because 

they represented politi^^ obstacles to the authori

tarian systems of chiefly rule the British were con

structing. The youth-institutions were a source of 

political challenge to this chiefly rule. As solidar

ity organizations, they promoted cooperative and egal

itarian behavior and they functioned to restrict the 

growth in abusive individual and class power. The 

suppression of these institutions indicated the extent 

to which all forms of collectivity and solidarity were 

obstacles to British political domination and economic 

exploitation.

The social needs these institutions satisfied were

difficult to suppress and the youth organizations tended 

to reappear in new, although more ritualistic, forms. 

Some of these forms were the pseudo-military bandera 

associations among the Haya and the dance and secret

As long as these new forms 

of association confined themselves to inocuous, ritual

istic functions or to "modernizing" activities such as 

spreading the use of European dfess, the British allowed

societies of the Sukuma.
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®^As soon as these associations moved to 

deal with any real prbblems and needs, their activities 

took on the characteristics of political behavior, they 

became unacceptable and were suppressed in turn.

them to exist.

The economic and social forces which were intro

duced forceably into the African societies under British 

rule affected these social systems even more deeply

and destructively than the systematic political changes 

the British imposed. The penetration of a capitalist 

money economy into previously self-substaining subsis

tence societies imposed long-run disintegrating influ- 

These influences affected the whole fabric of 

traditional society and were irreversible. They also 

were in contradiction to the political objectives of 

colonial rule. New forms of production and exchange, 

sourees of wealth and economic surplus, and differ

ent social relations emerged, which affected the attitudes 

and behavior of more and more people, first intermittantly. 

The source of these changes lay

ences.

new

then permanently, 

outside the framework of traditional society and the

traditional social system proved increasingly incapable 

of regulating them.

81. Ibid., on. 145-146. He compares this with the efforts of 
tHe"British in Kenya, through Archiblshop Owen, to divert 
the political Young Kavlrondo Association into a non- 
political and “improvement" association. In particular, 
see his Chapter 4, p. 24.
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Prior to colonial rule, African societies had very 

limited sources of wealth and economic surplus. Tradi

tional systems of mutual obligation operated to prevent 

the growth of any significant disparity in individual 

wealth and standard of living. They did so through 

restricting the accumulation of surplus by individual 

or class and by insuring the dispersion of surplus 

within the society. Traditional tribute and fees to 

the indigenous leadership was the one form in which the 

accumulation and concentration of an economic surplus 

might have taken place to form, a class structure. This 

pincess was prevented by traditional restrictions and 

obligations placed upon the chiefs, as well as by the 

impermanent or consumatory nature of existing forms of 

surplus.

Colonial rule and the penetration of a capitalist 

economic system disrupted this balance. Wage labor, cash

crop production, and a generalized exchange created new,
\

more permanent sources of wealth and surplus. The

commutation of tribute into a tax by the British contri-
I-

buted greatly to this process of social disintegration, 

growing inequality, and class division. The chiefs and 

headmen were turned into salaried agents of the colonial 

administration, with their pay coming from a percentage 

of the local taxation created by the commuted tribute. 

While the traditional tribute and fees had been disper

sed back into the social organization, the hew tax
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served to extract surplus from the society. A large 

percentage of this surplus was appropriated by the

colonial government and used to pay for the costs of 

colonial rule. Equally important• a sizeable amount 

flowed into the hands of the chiefs and a small but

growing European-educated elite for their own indivi

dual use.

As a critical part of this same process, land 

took on a commodity rather than a use value. The 

chiefs and new elite took advantage of the new ac

cumulation of wealth and surplus to obtain more land, 

to establish individual ownership, and to convert their 

relationships with the people working this land into
82

\landlord-tenant or employer-employee relationships.

A gradual breakdown of social controls over the commu

nal utilization of land for subsistence needs took

place as part of the overall disintegration of the 

traditional society. Personal or family aggrandise

ment at the expense of the social organization began 

replacing the social use of the land. This develop

ment precipitated class conflict out of a system of 

social cooperation and obligation.

The rapid growth of court litigation over land 

rights between the wars testifies to the growing ex-

82. Cf. M. P. K. Sorrenson, Land Reform in the Kilnmi Coimtrr 
(Nairobi) 1967), pp. 40-BSl John tllddleton, "Kenyai Ad- 
Mnlstratlon and Changes In African Life, 1912-1995t" In 
Harlow and Chllver, eds.. History of East Africa,'II, pp.385“ 
3861 and K. Stahl, History of the Chaaga, passim.
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tensiveness and significance of the breakdown in the 

traditional system of production, land rights, and

Artificial scarcity of land 

created by the governments as they established 

reserves and otherwise limited land available to the 

differing African societies. Land expropriation and 

scarcity led to the growing deprivation and insecurity 

of the African, to the disintegration of traditional 

practices, and to the gradual emergence of class di

vision and conflict within African society, as well 

as between African and European.

social relationships.

was

Aararian Policy and the Deterioration of African Society.5.

Agrarian policy and practice had the same de

structive consequences as the more general policy of 

indirect rule. The restrictions imposed Upon the 

African societies by colonial rule disrupted the 

traditional ecological balance which had existed and 

at the same time blocked social and political adapta

tions which could create a new, more appropriate bal

ance. African systems of land rights, inheritance.

83. Cf. Sorrenson, Land Reform, pp. 33-39# 72-80, on the develop
ment In Kikuyuland, where land conflict and litigation were 
most Intense In East Africa. The process escalated after 
Vorld War II and In Elambu District alone fees paid in African 
court oases, mostly over land, increase dfrom h 13# 000 in 
1949 to i, 24,000 in 1951 (Ibid..P.79).

* •.
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and traditional agricultural and grazing practices, 

provided an integrated and effective - although tech

nically primitive - mode of production prior to the 

imposition of colonial rule. Once their integrated 

systems were disrupted and new conditions were imposed 

upon the African people, these practices became in

creasingly inappropriate. But the colonial system 

perpetuated these very practices. The result was a 

growing degeneration of the land, worsening of living

conditions, and disintegration of the social organi
se

zation. This process reached serious proportions by 

the late I930’s, particularly in Kenya, where settler 

dominance intensified these destructive developments.

From the beginning of British colonial rule, 

agrarian policy was directed towards the expansion of 

export cash crop production as cheaply as possible. 

Accordingly, little attention or concern was paid to 
the production of food crops upon which^he African 

was dependent for their existence. -British policy 

assumed that ample land and labor-time was available 

within African societies to be used for export crop 

production in addition to the existing production of

84. A growing awareness of these land problems throughout East 
Africa took place in the 1930's, during the depression. It 
was a major element under discussion at the conference of 
the Colonial Directors of Agriculture; see Report and ^o- 
oeedlngs of Colonial Directors of Agriculture held at the
Colonial Office, July 1938. Colonial No. 1^6. H. H. S. 0.
(liondon, 1930}. ,

^ .
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foods. The two were seen as complimentary. The British 

operated on the assumption that forcing the African 

into export production was beneficial to him, whether 

as a wage laborer working for the settler and planta

tion sector in Kenya or as a peasant producer in Tan

zania.

In reality, export crop production was in conflict 

with food production, given the indigenous agricultural 

and social practices. Agriculture in nearly all the 

societies in Kenya and Tanzania was labor intensive.

The Africans used a method of shifting cultivation and 

the hoe was the sole traditional agricultural implement, 

lengthy fallow periods were used, instead of fertilizer 
and crop rotation, to rejuvenate the land after the 

soil had been cultivated until it lost its fertility.

All these practices required an extensive amount of land. 

The imposition of export crop production upon the 

traditional agricultural system reduced the amount of 

land available for food cultivation and grazing. One 

consequence was a shortening of the period of fallow, 

which led to a more rapid depletion of the fertility of 

the soil and poorer harvests. Cash crop production also 

ate into the lands available for grazing and contributed 

to extensive overgrazing and land erosion. ^

eji Hrlgl^, "KenyaI Patterns of Eoonomlo Life,"
pp. 253-260.
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Conflict in the use of labor-time was just as im

portant as the conflict over land use. The timing re

quired for clearing and preparing land, sowing, and har

vesting frequently overlapped on the food and export 

crops. During the most crucial periods in the culti

vation cycle a heavy demand was placed upon the 

use of African labor. A failure to sow food crops at 

the proper time before the rainy season, as a result 

of the demands of cash crops, had disastrous conse

quences for the size of the food crop. This problem 

was particularly grave in Kenya because of the more 

extensive labor demands of the settler and plantation 

sector. An especially heavy burden fell upon the women, 

who had to carry out the labor tasks normally allotted 

to men within the traditional system of labor division 
as well as the heavy work they traditionally did. Far 

from freeing African societies from a subsistence econ

omy, the colonial system perpetuated a b^fe subsistence 

standard of production which the minimal income of wage 

labor or cash crop production did not compensate.

■ ■1

86

33ie exceptions of the Maya and Chagga emphasize this 
point. ISiese two societies developed an early form of mixed 
or Integrated farming on their own, based primarily on 
permanent groves of bananas, for subsistence fcod, and cof-

The combination of the two, plus

86.

fee, for cash cropping, 
the use of fertllllzlng, gave them security, prevented the 
land deterioration developing elsewhere, and led to a 
higher standard of living, rather than a decline. Of.
E.-H. Friedrich, "Coffee-Banana Holdings at Bukoba," In
Hans Huthenberg, ed _
Development In Tanzania CMunloh, 1968), pp. 175-212 and 

. Prledrloh, "Coffee-Banana Farms at Mt. Kilimanjaro," 
Ibid., pp. 213-219.

Smallholder Farming and Smallholder• f
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These conflicts over the use of land and labor did 

not exist within a static situation. The reserve system 

placed limits on the expansion to new lands, limits 

which had not existed before colonial rule. The re- 

stictions on access to new land was compounded by the 

rapid population growth which took place from the 1920's 

onward. Population increase and land restrictions pro

vided the context in which the conflict over land and 

labor use took place. The context was ignored by the 

colonial rulers and the conflicts intensified.

Traditionally, these problems had been alleviated 

within African societies by the divisions of land hold

ings through inheritance and by migration as the limits 

of population density on the land were reached. By 

restricting migration and the availablility of land, 

vrtiile ignoring their interrelationship with land di

vision through inheritence, the colonial system dis

torted the positive social function of the latter. The 

result was extensive land fragmentation and- the reduction 

of the acreage available per family for subsistence cul

tivation, a reduction which reached 50% among the Kikuyu
On

in the 20 years from the 1930's to the 1950's.' The 

imposition of the colonial system upon the traditional 

African society thus conveirted the system of land in

heritence into an additional destructive element in the

spiraling vicious circle in which the African socie

ties were caught.

87. Sorrenson, Land Reform, p. 39.
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The way out of this vicious circle could come only 

from the transformation of the primitive mode of pro

duction. Concretely, this meant the introduction and 

widespread promotion of more advanced and productive 

agricultural methodsj land intensive rather than labor 

intensive cultivation) the use of plow and tractor, 

fertilizer, improved seed, and other more modem equip

ment) more advanced and integrated farming techniques 

such as contour plowing, irrigation, mixed crop and 

stock farming, and crop rotation.

Colonial agrarian policy however, was not based 

on the modernization of African agricultural practices.

It overwhelmingly was preoccupied with the expansion of 

production - more specifically, the production of tro

pical exports - based on the existing indigenous prac

tices. The British in Tanzania during the 1920's based 

their reconstruction and growth of the economyrupon the 

forced expansion of export crops by peasant producers.

Their solution to the decline in world prices and 

reduced revenue which resulted from the depression of the

1930*s was a deliberate policy decision not to invest 

capital into agricultural improvement but to expand ex

isting forms of production. They sought to compensate 

for lower prices by producing and selling greater quan

tities of export crops, under the retrograde agricul-
88

tural program labeled "grow more crops". This policy

88. Austen, Northwest a?anzania. pp. 204-210.
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was adhered to in spite of the clear and growing evi

dence as early as the 1931 East Africa Governor's Con

ference that this very same policy had already led to 

a serious deterioration of the land and the living con

ditions of the population.

Even worse conditions were developing in Kenya, 

particularly among the largest grouping, the Kikuyu, 

who bordered the White Highlands and were exploited 

as laborers for European estates and plantations more 

extensively than any other ethnic group in Kenya, 

deliberate and systematic policy of restricting land 

in order to force out the resident and migrant labor 

required to farm the European economic sector has pre

viously been described.

The

S

The policy was successful in maintaining and 

developing a modern European economic sector which 

otherwise would not have been viable. The depression 

of the 1930's affected the White Highlands^severely. 

Many of the European settlers would have faced 

bankruptcy without extensive and systematic subsidies 

by the colonial government on a scale much greater 

even than in the past. Technical and agricultural 

services, research, tariffs, loan programs, transport 

subsidies, and other resources were directed almost 

exclusively to the settler sector even though the 

greater part of these resources originated in revenue 

appropriated from the African population.
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As late as 1937, only ten Agricultural Officers

and seven Assistant Agricultural Officers were assigned

specifically to administer agricultural services in the

In spite of warnings by provincial and

district officials in the field that conditions were

badly deteriorating in the African reserves, the

colonial government continued to ignore the problems
90it was instrumental in generating.

89reserves.

Some efforts were made to bring about improvements

in agricultural practice, but generally they were local 

efforts on a small scale on the part of enterprising 

individuals in the provincial administration. As such,

they had no hope of breaking through the structure of 

underdevelopment which had been created by the colonial 

Larger scale compulsory programs of reform were 

implemented against specific problems,,such as terracing 

to combat soil erosion, destocking measures against

system.

overgrazing, and tie-ridging of crops. TheSe not only 

were uniform failures but stimulated widespread and

89. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Man Man. p.206.

One of the most severe reports was that of Colin Maher, 
head of the Kenya Soil Conservation Service In 1937, who 
asserted that "every phase of misuse of land Is vividly and 
poignantly displayed In ( the Kamba } reserve, the Inhabitants 
of whloh are rapidly drifting to a state of hopeless and miser
able poverty and their land to a parching desert of rook, 
stones and sand .... ^^le end result of forty years of British 
administration Is that the reserve stands as a self-evident 
Indictment of the Kenya policy of modified Indirect rule."
Prom Colin Mayer, Soil Erosion and Land Otlllzatlon In the 
Ukamba Reserve (Maohakes), 1937. as quoted In Eoabarg Md 
Nottingham. Myth of Mau Hau. p. I67.

90.
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active resistence which took on the fdtm of modem
91

political opposition to colonial rule.

Abstractlyt each of these reforms were positiveoj
Undertaken individually, dissociated or separated from 

the whole web of economic and social practices which 

together formed the system of structural underdevelop

ment, these reforms were actually destructive. They

added to the already heavy burden of labor demanded

of the African, or threatened to deprive him of the 

means he depended upon to maintain his precarious exis

tence. And they failed to change the conditions in which 

he lived sufficiently so as to hold out the hope of 

making his life better or more secure. ^
The resistence of the African peasant was not 

conservative opposition to change per se, but generally 

a realistic response which reflected a greater under

standing of the risks, labor, and benefits Involved than 

the colonial administrator had. The r^orm efforts

were erratic and frequently contradictory. There was 

a pervasive tendency to use compulsion to "correct" 

individual problems after Ignoring them uatil they had 

long gotten out of hand. This created a distrust of 

government-Initiated reforms - and of the government 

Itself - which became one of a number of negative 

legacies of the colonial period that remained as blocks

Cf. Sorrenson, Land Reform, pp.42-43, 75; Hosberg and 
Hottingham, Myth of Mau Man, pp. 164-174; John C. de Wilde,

Development in Tropioal Africa.
91.

Erperienoea with Act 
il, (Baltimore, 19o7}. PP.

» ,
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to the transformation of Kenya and Tanzmia by the 

African leadership after independence.

While the transformation of African society in

volved the improvement of land and agricultural prac

tices, such a transformation clearly was not to be 

achieved through piecemeal reforms within the existing 

colonial structure. Nor was transformation a mech

anistic process equivalent to the sum total of such 

reforms. Transformation ultimately could only be a 

political process which broke down the colonial struc

tures that perpetuated underdevelopment, while genera

ting a new consciousness of what the social organiza

tion could become and new forms of organized power 

with which to forge it. Indirect rule, beyond its 

immediate and specific benefits to the British, was 

designed to prevent such a transformation and effec

tively did so.

Indirect rule was a critical element^in creating 

a system of underdevelopment and blocking the trans

formation of African society. But indirect rule also 

involved contradictions which generated forces for 

change in reaction to colonial domination and economic 

exploitation. While doing so, it greatly determined 

the framework within which the African struggle could 

take place and thus molded and limited the very objec

tives of this struggle.

A unitary economic, political, and social system

was being imposed successfully throughout each colony.

*
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Its characteristics were formed by the settler sector 

and by the imperialist links to the British metropole.

The object of the exploitation of this system, the 

African could not remain within the indigenous social 

order of the past, for it had been fatally disrupted 

and was rapidly disintegrating. Nor could he really 

enter the modem social order of the colonial present, 

for its foundation was based on his legal exclusion.

The future struggle of the African thus came to be

defined in terras of achieving open participation and 

integration within the state system. The African 

political challenge was limited. It did not aim to 

destroy the existing state system but to take it over 

through achieving self-government. The following two 

chapters examine the struggle in Kenya and Tanzania 

between the Colonial rulers and the African national

ist movements, a struggle which led to political 

. Independence by the early 1960*s.

A



CHAPTER FIVE

TRANSITION TO INDEPENDENCE> KENYA FROM 1945-1963.

A revival of African political organizations took 

place in Kenya following World War II. The major African 

organizations had been banned at the beginning of the war, 

particularly the leading political movement, the Kikuyu 

Central Association. The African leadership directed 

their efforts to create a more unified nationalist move

ment. They tried to create an effective vehicle to re

form the political structure at the center and to obtain 

greater political power within the colonial system. This 

shift in objectives was strongly influenced by the pre

vious failure to achieve specific economic and social re

forms.

The African political movement ran up against the 

resistance of the entrenched settler cimimunity and the 

alliance of the colonial officials. Their dominance in 

the colonial system was directly challenged by the Af

rican political movement. In spite of the difference in 

interests between the European community and the metro- 

pole, the British "reform" policy of multiracialism after 

the war actually maintained the settler dominance while 

providing token African representation in the colonial 

government.
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British economic aid in the immediate post-war 

period was channelled primarily into the development 

of the economic infrastructure. The European economic 

sector in the Highlands was the mean beneficiary, vdxile 

only limited reforms took place within the African re

serves, The result was an increase, rather than an a- 

melioration, of the land deterioration and social dis

integration within the African areas. European resis

tance and the failure of the "constitutionalist" ap

proach of the nationalist movement led to growing social 

unrest and political militancy from below, particularly 

among the Kikuyu who were the most oppressed. This culmi

nated in the extensive "Mau Mau" revolt vdiich broke out 

in 1952.

British military forces crushed the revolt by 

1955. The revolt brought home the necessity of extensive 

agrarian reforms in the African land areas. The defeat 

. Of the revolt and direct military control also provided 

the opportunity to impose reforms without resistance, 

tensive land consolidation was carried out rapidly and es

tablished a pattern of smallholder farms based on private 

ownership.

Ex-

The original intention was to create a modified and 

more stable foundation for continued colonial control, A 

permanent reorganization of the land in the African re-
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was intended to promote the development of the emerging 

class ssrstem within the African population. The British 

initially attempted to mEiintaln the existing racial land 

division and colonial structwe intact. The revival of

the nationalist political movement in the la.te 1950* s

The "White Highlands" became a 
The British subse-

revised this objective,
I

critical political issue once again, 

quently implemented a limited and controlled transfer 

of settler land in the Highlands to Africans.

The transfer of political rule to the African 

political leadership was carried out parallel with the 

British designed land transfer and reform. But the trans

fer of rule was based on African acceptance of the British 

land reform program. The gradusil Africanization, instead 

of restructuring the agrarian export economy, became the 

price the British required for political independence. It 

was a price easily accepted by the emerging African bour

geoisie.

1. The Failure of the African Nationalist Movement 
to Aohleve Reforms'After World War II.

A rapid renewal of political activity broke out 

in Kenya from 1944 onward which gained much of its drive 

from the restrictions and continued negleot of the war 

period. African political leaders formed the Kenya 

African Union-(KAU) in-the Fall of 1944 and KAU was to
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remain the dominant African political organization

challenging the colonial system until the outbreak of

The KAU Initially sub-revolt In the colony In 1952. 

mltted to government demands that It limit Itself formal

ly to the Innocuous political role of a study and

educational organization, but by 19^5 It openly turned
1

to active mass organizing on a territorial basis. The 

KAU's ability to do so was partly a reflection of the 

widespread oppressive conditions within African society 

and partly based on the continued covert existence of 

the KCA organization after Its banning at the outbreak 

of the war.

The KAU drew on the structure and leadership of 

previous African organizations which still existed on 

a district and even locational basis. This organization 

traced back through the thirties to the early founding 

of the KCA out of the remains of the original East 

African Association (EAA). It also lnolud^\elements

from parallel organizations among the Luo and Baluhya (Kavirondo

Taxpayers Welfare Association and North Kavirondo Central Associ

ation), the Kamba (Ukamba Members Association), and the Taita

(Taita Hills Association). As in the past, African politics was

dominated fay the Kikuyu, for they had experienced the disruptive con-

1. Carl Rosberg, Jr. and John Nottingham, The Myth of Mau Mau; 
Nationalism in Kenya (New York, 1966), pp. 214-15.
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sequence of colonial rule most intensively, had the longest history of 

political organization and leadership, and were the most advanced in

political consciousness.

The "Constitutional” approach to political reform.

The KAU made important advances during the political struggles 

of the 1940's in the continued effort to create a single nationalist or

ganization throughout the colony. The difficulties they experienced 

related directly to the colonial policy of fostering "tribalism" through 

reserves, indirect rule, and administrative efforts to keep the 

differing ethnic groupings divided and in conflict. The KAU, under 

Kenyatta's leadership from 1947 onwards, persisted in maintaining a 

leadership committee in Nairobi drawn from representatives of the 

major groups in Kenya. It also opened branches in the provinces 

outside Kikuyuland and promoted the organization of membership 

.as widely as possible.

The growth in the postwar African political movement included 

strong links to the emerging trade unions, particularly among transport 

workers and clerical employees. The movement also developed links to

a niultitude of age groups, welfare, ethnic, locational, 

and educational associations which had sprung up in the

2. Ibid., pp. 208-11; Cf. Makhan Singh, History of Kenya's Trade 
Union Movember to 1952 (Nairobi. 19 ).
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major towns, yet had retained close ties with the 

reserves. These associations had their origins In the 

economic and social developments of the recent past, 

particularly the wartime period. They provided Import

ant sources of strength* a more extensive organlz^l 

al structure, new and varied sources of leadership, and 

a much larger membership.

In contrast to pre-war political activities, the post

war movement directly challenged the central structure 

of the colonial state. The major Issue In this challenge 

was direct African representation In the Legislative Coun

cil. Earlier African politics had focused on specific,

on-

although Important, economic and social grievances. In 

the early 1920's, the Issues were land, labor and wages. 

In the late 1920's, the defense of African culture became 

. the central Issue and was reflected In the controversy 

over female circumcision and the formation of African 

schools and churches separate from the European missions. 

Prom the mld-1930's onward, African protest focused on 

the recommendations of the Kenya Land Commission and the 

land and agriculture regulations of the government.

Political protest Intensified around these concrete

r

Issues during the 1940's, and In fact gained renewed
strength from popular opposition to the reforms Imposed

But the KAO was formed Inby the post-war government.

1944 to provide organized support for the first nominated 

African representative to the Legislative Council, Ellud

Its political program from that point centeredKathu.
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on aohlevlns expanded African representation In the cen

tral government, direct elections which would take African 

leadership away from the government appointed chiefs.

and ultimately political domination within the colonial

state, — thus supplanting the entrenched control of the 

settlers. This was the political route followed so suc

cessfully by the settlers and the lesson had olesirly been 

understood by the new African leadership which emerged

after the war.

For seven futile years the KAU led the nationalist

movement In a "constitutionalist" approach to achieve the®
3

limited political reforms. The failure to achieve them 

proved disillusioning, and Intensified pressure to an ex

plosive degree among the urban proletarlet and the rural 

peasantry In the overcrowded reserves. More militant 

leadership emerged In turn which rejected "constitutional" 

political methods as the sole means to bring about change. 

By 1950• the more mllltEUit trade union leadership In the 

nationalist movement was demanding outright Independence 

In the Immediate future. It turned Increasingly during 

the next two years to tactics of civil disobedience and 

selective violence with the aim of disrupting the colony 

^ and provoking direct Intervention ty the metropole govern

ment to achieve their political demands.

3. Cf. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Man Mau, pp. 220-76.
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The frus^sratlon of the nationalist -jnnvement was all

the more severe ’In that It was demanding little more than

the political, social and economic reforms promised by the

British and colonial governments In the new colonial policy
4

of "multlraolallsm" propagandised after World War II. 

Htiltlraolallsm held out the Illusion of a modified colonial 

system based on communal parity or racial equality among 

the three major groups, the European, Aslan and African.

It Implied the acceptance of the Integration of the Afrlcaa 

within the colonial structure, a breaking down of the 

rigid political, social and economic barriers forged under 

the policy of Indirect rule, and the achievement of Afrloa:i 

political control sometime "In the Indefinite future."

Several political events between 194’5 and 195® 

were particularly Important In revealing the Illusory 

nature of the government’s multiracial policy, 

event Involved the composition of representation In the 

Central Legislative Assembly, which was established In

The first

1945 as part of the promotion of a closer Interterrltorlal 

association simong the British colonies of Kenya, Tanzania,

The second Issue Involved theand Uganda In East Africa, 

modification of representation In the Kenya Legislative

Council as part of the "constitutional development" of 

the colonial system.

4. Cf. Philip MitcheU, African Afterthoughts (London, 1954) passim.
Mitchell was Governor in Kenya from 1944 until mid-1952 and thus 
a major figure in blocking the African Nationalist Movement in the 

of "multi-racialism. " which he strongly expounded.name
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The post-war British Labour government established 

an East African High Commission In 19^5 which was designed 

to farther British Imperial Interests through closer econo

mic integration within the East African area and between 

East Africa suid the British metropole. The development 

advanced the policy of "closed union" which had been 

Initiated and gradually extended since the early 1920's. 
]^ltaln's post-war economic difficulties made closer

Economiceconomic Integration all the more imperative, 

union was pushed particularly by metropolitan corporations 

with Interests in East Africa. It also received Increased

support from the commercial, financial, and Industrial 

Interests which had grown rapidly In Kenya due to the war 

and post-war economic boom.

The settler community benefited from the economic 

union but their support for closer political association 
was mired.^ They had long feared a loss of their political 

domination of Kenya from closer association with Uganda 

and Tanzania. Consequently, they Insisted that their ac

ceptance of a High Commission and Central Legislative 

Assembly was conditional. They refused any suggestion of 

equal representation simong the three racial groups on 

either the Assembly or In the Kenya Legislative Council. 

Instead they demanded as a minimum the security of represen

tation equal to the other non-Europoeui groups.

5. C£. Inter-territorial Organization in East Africa, Col. 191, 1945; 
Inter-territorial Organization in East Africa; Revised Proposals,
Col. 210, 1947.

6. Roeberg and Nottingham, IV^yth of Mau Mau, pp. 221-23.
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The proposals of the British government were 

published, widely known, and. accepted by the African 

political leadership as an important step forward towards 

giving them greater political influence. Whan the British 

government backed down and accepted the settler's demand 

of two European and two non-European representatives in 

the Central Legislative Assembly, it greatly intensified 

the Africans' feelings of distrust and frustration towards 

the European rulers. It also undermined popular African 

belief in and the acceptance of the position of the Afrlom 

leadership that they oculd achieve reforms through con

stitutional means. Unrest increased at the grassroots 

level and threatened the leadership and control of the 

African politicians over the mass of the African population.

Essentially the same issue was revived In 19i)-8 

over the modification of the Legislative Council in Kenya.

In spite of extensive African political pressures and 

petitions, the colonial government gave way to the settler 

position, which the officials generally shared, of "parity" 

between European and non-European representation.. The 

new composition of the Council which resulted was eleven 

European representatives, balanced against five Aslans, 

two Arabs, and only four Africans, in spite of the over

whelming African composition of the population. It was 

clear to the Africans that this was strictly a quantitative

7. Ibid., p. 222.
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rather than qualitative change In the political structiure 

of the oo^nlal system and changed nothing.

Not one of the major demands of the African leader

ship was achieved. European majority control was strength

ened and only a token Increase In African representatives 

was provided. ELectlon of African representatives was 

rejected by the government and the selection of represen

tatives continued on a basis of nomination by the governor 

from recommendations of the Local Native Councils. This 

procedure Insured the selection of conservative African 

representatives, due to the Indirect method and to the 

continued domination of the local councils by the chiefs 

and the provincial administration.

A fundamental political Issue also was at stake.

The procedure indicated the continuing refusal of the 

colonial government to recognize the legitimacy of the 

modern nationalist movement, headed by tj^ KAU. The 

Europeans continued to reject the authority of the modern 

political leadership to represent the African population. 

Pollbloal recognition was granted only to the administra

tive organization which the Europeans themselves had 

created, rather than to the polltl’cal organization created 

by the Africans. The issue was basic and the European 

position made open conflict Inevitable.
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The successful resistance of the settler/official community.
».y-

The political success of the settlers on these 

issues marked only one of a number of areas where the 

position of the settler community was consolidated and 

The settlers were strengthened by theiradvanced.

domination of the interterritorial boards which origin

ally had been established to control production through

out East Africa in order to satisfy Imperial war needs. 

This role was equivalent to the success of the settlers 

in gaining "shared" participation in and dominance over 

the major governmental committees in Kenya during and

8

after WorJ.d War I.

The settler, position allowed them to control and 

channel the colonial resources toward the expansion 

and modernization of the European economic sector. They 

wgre able to draw upon the resources of E^t Africa in 

general under the guise of regional development of the 

economic infrastructure. Reforms aimed at the improve

ment of the African reserves were blocked or reduced to 

a totally ineffective level of investment. Legal pro

hibitions against African production of export cash crops 

such as coffee were eliminated. But settler dominance 

insuired that stiff regulations limited African production

8. George Bennet, Kenya: A Politibal History (London, 1963), pp.
95, 100; RosTjerg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, pp. 195-96.

94-
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to a negligible level and protected tihe settlers from 

African competition=

The reorganization of the colonial political

structure by government after the war reinforced the
The central administrative 

transformed into a quasi-mlnlsterlal 
system.^ Thus the Ereoutive Council became a truly 

executive and administering body, rather than an advisory

position of the settlers, 

machinery was

council, and its representatives became "Members" or
TheMinisters of various governmental departments, 

restructuring aimed at creating a more "efficient" govern-
The importance of thisment to promote economic growth, 

change lay in the fact that a settler representative was 

appointed Minister of the Department of Agriculture, giving

the settlers an official executive role for the first time
The change also weakenedin the colonial government, 

the single line of authority running from the British 
Colonial Secretary and concentrated greate^sdeclslon- 

maklng power within the colonial government — and thus 

under the dominance of the European community in Kenya.

The transformation also reflected the convergence

trtiioh had been taking place between the settler and of- 
The convergence had reached the point offinal groups.

shared membership as well as shared Interests and per-

Thls convergence had been speeded up by thespective.

101.9. Bennett, Kenya, p.
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A
elimination in 1929 of the restrlotlohs prohlbltins 

minlstratlve officials from buying land in the colony. 

As the numbers of administrators increased who brought 
land and intended to retire and set-cle in Kenya, their

By the

ad-
10

identification with the settler community grew. 

mld-1940*s, a single privileged and ruling European class 

closer description of the reality than separatewas a
Sind differing settler and official communities.

The British policies of multiracialism and limited
economic reform.

Major Intra-European differences did exist and emerged 

into open conflict during the post-war period. This Euro

pean division existed between the European colonial commun

ity and the Metropole. It reflected above all an economic 

conflict of Interest. The British government's main con

cern was the promotion of basic imperial Interests. These 

Interests lay in promoting a more rapid economic growth 

in the colony and a closer economic integration of the 

colony to Britain on terms which subsidized British economic 

development. This governmentsil policy reflected the 

economic needs of metropole corporations which had vested 

economic Interests in East Africa 1 banks and other flnan-

10. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, p. 203.
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olal Institutions, trading and oommerioal corporations, 

shipping companies, and industrial corporations.

The Europesin conflict between colony and metropole 

was represented within the European colony to a lesser 

This took the form of expatriate managers run-extent .

nlng the subsidiaries of the metropole corporations 

EUid the growing but still small commercial and industrial 

strata in the colony whose economic Interests were linked

The conflict had existeddependently to the metropole. 

in latent form as far back as the pre-World War I,period.

when it surfaced in differences between settlers and 

planters over the Issues of African wages and Aslan im

migration.^^ The emergence after World War I of this com

mercial element and a new dlTlslon within the settler- 

dominated European community was indicated by the decline 

of the Convention of Associations and its replacement 

by the Electors Union in 1944. While the^Convention 

had been created by the settlers and almost totally 

dominated by them, the Electors Union was a reflection 

of the more diversified nature of the European community 

in which commercial figtires played a more important 

leadership role.

ij

11. Richard Wolff. "Economic Aspects of British Colonialism in Kenya, " 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation <Yale University, 1969), pp. 135-37.

12. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, pp. 196-97.
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A more Important Indication of this conflict was 

the political and economic reform policies Implemented 

hy the British Government during the post-war period.

The policy of multlraolallsm was less a program of gradual

ly transferlng political rule over to the Africans than 

an attempt to establish a more stable political foundation 

for maintaining European control indefinitely. The means 

to achieve the overall goal of continued colonial rule

was seen In encouraging the formation of an AfricEUi 

elite and allowing its partial integration within the

colonial political structure.

Economic reforms, parallel to the political re

forms, were Initiated by the British government through 

the Colonial Development and Welfare Act of 1944. Par

liament voted a £> 120,000,000 fund to finance ten year

development programs, a small amount when spread over
13

the numerous colonies In the empire. The aid was used

by the colonial government in Kenya for two purposesj 

capital devplopment and agrarian reform within the badly 

deteriorated African reserves. The bulk of the funds

were channeled into the former, capital expenditure.

These funds in turn were used to expand and modernize the 

economic infrastroture rather than to develop the pro

ductive facilities in the colony. Such expenditure was 

essentially "pump-priming'' rather than development. It

13. Robert Chambers, Settlement Scheme in Tropical Africa (New York, 
1969), p. 23.
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provided the economic inducement necessary to attract 

overseas private investment through which direct develop

ment was expected to take place.

Under this program, roads and railway, harbors and 

communications were developed into a more modern transpor

tation and communications network which fed into Mombasa, 

the mpin port, and from there to the British metropole.

The program was not designed to promote economic integra

tion and development within Kenya but to construct a more

effective conduit through which expanded production, ex

ports, and economic surplus flowed out to Britain and 

manufactured goods and capital flowed in.

Postwar economic reform thus maintained a crucial 

thread of continuity stemming from the period of earliest 

Intervention. Large-scale corporate investment was seen 

as the "engine of development" and political control, 

economic exploitation, and economic growth in Kenya were 

oriented to the needs of these imperial cor^rate interests. 

Tropical export production continued to be their major 

area of concern and investment. Improvement of the infra

structure under the post-war economic policy played an 

important role in cutting the costs and stimulating ex- 

painded production and export of tropical crops from the 

interior of the colony to the metropole. This economic 

policy was reinforced by the post-war boom suid high world 

market prices, which lasted until the mld-1950's because 

of the Korean War.
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Agrarian .reforms In the African reserves were also

Initiated under the development program, although they
14

were given much lower priority and even less In funds. 

Reconditioning of the land. Improved land use and agri

cultural practices, and promotion of export cash crop 

production In the reserves were economic reforms which

had been recommended for many years by officials In the

field who were vividly aware of the deteriorating condi

tions .

The Development Act provided for the first time an 

official sanction for and the means to initiate these 

reforms. The underlying cause for initiating agrarian 

reforms, however, lay more in the restrictions of the 

existing economic structure which blocked the future 

economic growth of the colony. Kenya was reaching the 

limits of White settlement and of settler production of 

export crops. Any sizable expansion of production could 

take place only in the African land areas through peasant 

smallholder production.

Prohibiting or retarding African export production, 

in order to maintain a large pool of cheap African wage 

labor for settler agriculture, no longer had any economic 

justification. Restrictions within the economy and the 

growth in the size of the African population had created 

widespread unemployment or underemployment. A second

14. Cf. Ministry of Agriculture, African Land Development in Kenya, 
1946-1963 (Nairobi, 1962).
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consequence was the severe constriction of the potential 

consumer market for British import manufacturers. These 

characteristics were vivid indicators of the structural 

underdevelopment created by colonial rule in general and 

by settler domination in particular.

The officially registered African labor force had 

shifted in composition from sixty per cent in European 

Agriculture and forty per cent in other spheres in 1936

to exactly the reverse, forty per cent in European agri

culture and sixty per cent the other, by 1946. This 

labor shift reflected the diversification of the colonial 

economy which resulted from the economic boom during the 

war and Tdiloh’continued during the post-war period. Al

though still highly limited, the commercial. Industrial, 

construction, shipping, and service sectors of the economy 

were growing in importance and the European agricultural 

sector experiencing a relative decline in the importance 

within the economy as a vrtiole.

An agrarian reform policy was officially promoted 

by the British follovTlng 1944 because economic requlremente 

coincided for the first time with the moral assertions

15

of "tnisteeshlp," with social concern about the oppres

sive living conditions of the Africans, and fears over 

the resulting political unrest. The implementation of 

reforms, however, was too little and too late.

15. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, p. 208.
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The reforms sought to ameliorate conditions irtiloh 

actually required a transformation of the economic structure. 

The Inadequacy of agrarian reform measures was Inevitable 

given the continued political dominance of the settlers 

and the alliance of Interest of colonial officials. 

Transformation of^the colonial structure threatened the 

economic monopoly of the European community, and the 

privileged and subsidized position this conferred. It 

also threatened to end the settler's domination of the

political system, through which their privileged economic 
existence was maintain^.

Ultimately, the economic reforms required by the 

metropole Interests and British government conflicted with 

and threatened the very existence of the permanent 

settler/offlolal community. The nature of this underlying 

economic conflict was obscured because the^ overt arena In 

which It was fought out was In the political'struggle be

tween the colonial government and the Afrloem nationalist 

The colonial government persisted with a limit

ed reform policy which was based on maintaining self-suf

ficiency within the African reserves and continuing the

It remained

movement.

rigid racial land and economic division, 

opposed to the generation of African economic development 

and the Integration of the African economic sector within

the European-dominated capitalist economic formation.
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Several major statistics Indicate the social and

economic conseguenoes of the European hlockage of the

transformation of the economic stmoture. A tremendous

— and increasing — inequality of income existed between

European and African. It reflected the European monopoly

of ownership or control over the means of production.

The monetary value of exports ( overwhelmingly European)

increased by seven between 1938 and 1952, from & 3*8 million 
16

to 25.8 million. African commercial activities generated 
only six per cent of the net territorial product in 1951.^^

The African population was highly dependent upon wage earnings 

from European employment; thirty-two per cent of African income

in 1951 came from outside the African economic sector, and two-
18

thirds of African income came from wages. But the actual size of

the officially registered African labor force was only 438,702 in 1952
19

out of an estimated population of 5.5 million. In 1952 the average

wage of the unskilled worker was only twenty-five shillings a month.

which reflected the success of the settlers in insuring a cheap.
20

'abundant supply of African labor.

16. East Africa Royal Commission 1953-1955; Report, Cmd. 9475
(1955), p. 460.

17. Ibid., p. 478.

18. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, pp. 203-04.

19. Labour Department. Annual Report (Nairobi, 1952), p. 5.

20. Ibid p. 6.• $
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The turn to open conflict.

Politically, the rigidity of the colonial system generated vinrest

on a wider scale than in the past. Organized political protest over 

the oppressive conditions occurred among the; peasantry in the reserve 

areas and among some 200, 000 "squatters" in the Rift Valley of the 

White Highlands, who were being dispossessed from the settler farms 

and forceably removed to the already overcrowded reserves.

Of particular political importance was the political protest in the 

urban areas, notably Nairobi and Mombasa, where the African workforce 

had expanded considerably since the first appearance of labor strikes in the 

late 1930's. In addition, there was a growing pool of urban unemployed, 

generally peasants displaced from the land, having been dispossessed, 

or among "school leavers" from within the yoimger generation, both

/

of whom had little hope of employment within the reserves. 

They flowed Into the urban areas In se^ch of scarce jobs 

and kept returning In greater numbers in spite of mount

ing efforts by an uneasy government to drive these "vag

rants" back into the reserves — to be removed from

sight and therefore more easily Ignored.

The urban Africans were a more immediate and 

dangerous threat than the rural population, for they were

21. Cf. M. P. K. Sorrenson, Land Reform in the Kikuyu Country 
(Nariobi, 1967), pp. 80-85, based particularly upon Rift Valley 
Province Annual Reports and Land Office files.

f
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more militant, concentrated, and rapidly 'becoming better

organized. The mushrooming trade union movement after

19^5 and the turn to the strike as a weapon threatened

the colonial system at its most vulnerable point, the

European economy. It led the government to move qulo]fl.y

and harshly against a wave of strikes in 194? and again 
22

in 1949-1950. These union actions were particularly 

alarming to the colonial government and European community 

because the unions persisted in creating an "Illegal" 

territorial federation, refused to stick to limited 

"economic"'issues, took up the nationalist movement's 

political demands as its own, and linked up closely with

the KAU.

Political conflict escalated swiftly after 1949 and 

took on an added dimension, as a more militant and younger 

African leadership turned the organizing skills they had

learned in the military service and in the trade unions

towards the formation of a second covert level of political 

mobilization. The existing political, labor, welfare and 

Improvement associations had proved unsuccessful in effect

ing any changes in the conditions of African society and 

were even more unsuccessful in changing the political, 

eoonbmlo and social structure of the colonial system 

iriiloh perpetuated these oppressive conditions. Yet these 

institutions were modeled after their British oounter-

22. Cf. Bennett. Kenya, pp. 125-26; Singh, Kenya's Trade Union '
Movement, pp. 132 ff.
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parts, were sanotloned In theory by British demooratlo 

and parliamentarian traditions, and held up as the "respeo- 

table" £Uid "olvlllzed" means by Triiloh to ”earn" the right 

to full and equal participation In the social system.

Intensified union activities In 1949 led to the 

arrest and detention of the union leadership, the breaking 

of the strikes, and other measures clearly reflecting the 

determination of the government to crush the union move

ment or at least to render the unions harmless. The govern

ment continued to Ignore the widespread popular unrest In 

the reserves, which was channeled Into organized political 

protest by the ICAU. The administration persisted In 

Imposing land reconditioning programs within the reserves. 

These added to the hardships of the African population 

without changing the framework which led to these conditions 

In the first place.

The conflict posed a fundamental p^ltloal Issue, 

for the governmental response denied the right of the

Africans to have any say In either the formulation or 

Implementation of measures irtiloh crucially affected their 

lives. Stepped up government efforts to remove the 

squatters from the White Highlands and force them Into 

the resexnres Intensified the existing problems and pointed 

clearly to the determination of the European community 

to entrench the racial land and economic division more
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rigidly Into the colonial system. The failure during the 

same period of the nationalist movement to achieve any 

of Its political demands In the revision of the Legis

lative Council was an additional and crucial factor. It 

lad the Africans to turn away from the "constitutional" - 

approach and to utilize more extreme measures.

Acts of violence increased at the grassroots level, 

against the settler estates and against the conservative 

chiefs and headmen. The nationalist leadership turned

towards greater militancy and created a covert organizatloi
23

within the formal political structure of the KAU. This

hidden political structure and covert activities became

necessary In the face of European political rigidity.

A major aspect of the inner political organization

was the conducting of oathlng ceremonies among the African 
24

population. The oathlngs were an act of allegiance and 

through them the KAU sought to bind togethj^r all elements 

of the population Into a united nationalist movement. This 

political practice was directed first among the Klkuyuj 

attempts were made' later to extend it among the different 

African ethnic groupings.

262-76.23. Rosberg and Nottingham. Myth of Mau Mau, pp.

24. Ibid., pp. 241-62.
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The efforts nere out short In the fall of 1952 by

the mass arrest of the KAU leadership and the declaration

of a military state of emergenoy. The government action

followed past patterns, iriilch were based on the distorted

political belief that°H;he unrest and violence were the

result of the political "agitation" of a limited leadership
25

which was "subversive" of law and order. The arrest of the 

KAO leadership was expected to end the unrest among the 

African population. The result was just the opposite. It 

triggered off armed attacks by guerrilla bands which 

formed under the leadership of lower and middle level 

officials of the movement. These officials were more 

militant than the leadership which had been arrested.

They had been kept under control by this very leadership 

and the mass arrest. Ironically, removed this control 

and generated the armed revolt which the Europeans were 

most afraid of. Widespread military retaliation by the 

government followed and a full-scale rebellion exploded 

In Konya.

25. Cf. Mitchell, African Afterthoughts, pp. 251 ff.
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2. Hevolt. Colonial Repression, and Agrarian Heform.

The rebellion which broke out In the Kikuyu reserve

and neighboring areas between the fall of 1952 and spring

of 1953 was a desperate act of armed reslstenoe against

massive British political and military repression, rather

than the "cause" of this repression. The reslstenoe was

triggered off by the declaration of a military State of

Bnergenoy on October 20 and the simultaneous mass arrest

and detention of the major KAU leadership, nearly one-
26

hundred political figures Including Kenyatta, Parallel 

with the political supresslon of the Nairobi-centered 

nationalist leadership, the colonial government proceeded 

to militarily occupy and garrison the most volatile rural 

areas with the colonial East African Rifles. Police and 

British troops also were flown In from the Middle East to 

aid In the effort to "restore law and ordei^" The "Emer-

genoy" In actuality amounted to a declaration of open 

warfare against the African population for Its resistance 

to colonial rule.

These actions by the colonial government were de

manded by the European community i^loh had united together 

during the previous two years In their fear over the spora

dic acts of open violence directed against the Europeans

on the Highland farms and In the towns. European fear was

26. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, p. 277.
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all the more powerful in that these acts were ascribed to the forma

tion of a conspiratorial, "atavistic" African association, called
27

"Mau Mau" by the Europeans. The Mau Mau were stigmatized as 

driven by a hatred for Europeans, as a barbaric cult which indulged 

in atrocities and in the perversion of traditional African practices, 

such as oathing ceremonies. Through these methods and the fear 

they engendered, the cult of Mau Mau was seen as quickly gaining 

control over the minds of the "uneducated" and "superstituous" 

African. The movement, to the European, was evil, irrational, a 

primitive throwback which rejected and sought to destroy all that 

was European, rational and "civilized." Ostensibly, the program 

of repression was an attempt to isolate out this "criminal" cult before 

it "infected" all of African society like a disease and threatened to 

wipe out the civilized achievements of colonial rule over the past 

fifty years.

The "myth of Mau Mau" and political reality.

The political reality underneath this "msrth of Mau Mau" 

quite different. The secret association referred to was actually the

was

27. For the "official" history of the "Mau Mau" revolt, which reflects 
this viewpoint maintained by the British throughout this period, Cf. 
Great Britain, Biistorical Survey of the Origins and Growth of Mau 
Mau (Corfield Report), Cmnd. 1030. 1960; also, L.S.B. Leakey, 
Mau Mau and the Kikuyu (London, 1952), and Defeating Mau Mau 
^London, 1954).

28. Cf. Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of Mau Mau, pp. 320-54 and 
passim; Oginga Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru (New York, 1969 [1967]),
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KCU, which had been banned at the outbreak of World War II but had 

continued to maintain a strong, covert organization on a local, 

district, and provincial level within Kikuyuland. This organization 

and leadership was interlocked with the formal territorial political 

party, the KAU. The employment of oathing practices represented

a covert and effective osimpalgn to overcome the class 

differences which had grown up within the Kikuyu society 

and to mobilize and unify the people behind the national

ist political cause. It also sought to draw upon modified 

traditional practices in order to impose discipline within 

this mass movement, to control individual and group acts 

of violence, and to direct African energies towards the 

nationalist goal of achieving political independence. 

a?his objective, they had concluded, could not be gained 

from the existing oolonlsO. government, but only through 

creating sufficient disruption to force the Intervention 

of the metropole government into the affairs of the colony 

■ on the side of the African demands.

The political strategy of the KAU was unable to re

solve the major tensions and contradictions within African 

society, which the colonial system had created or'intensi

fied before the mass repression of the "Emergency" was ab

ruptly initiated. The disintegration of the traditional

29

pp. .95-136; Fred Majdalany, State of Emergency; The Full Story 
of Mau Mau (Austin, 1963). Also, for an excellent account of the 
guerilla forces from their side, see Donald Barnett and Karari 
Njama, Mau Mau From Within (New York, 19 ).

29. Rosberg and Nottingheim, Myth of Mau Mau, pp. 264-65 and p. 270.
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African social organization and emergence of a nev class 

structure was widespread, particularly within Kikuyu

When the KAU tUMed to concentrate upon a co-society.

vert program of reuniting the Kikuyu around new bonds of

loyalty, based on traditional ceremonies and values, they 

were striving to strengthen ethnic identity sind unity for

the service of new, nationalistic political goals. But In

Important ways, these neo-tradltlonal methods conflicted 

with the modern nationalist objectives, neglected the de

velopment of a territorial-wide political organization, 

and stimulated existing antagonisms between the ethnic 

groups within African society.

The strong, often violent conflict this program 

brought out between groups within Kikuyu society had a 

class basis. It attacked the British-created African 

elite upon which the colonial government depended for 

maintaining Indirect administrative control^oyer and "law 

and order" within the reserves. Thus the political mobil

ization and conflict within the Kikuyu population concern

ed the British as much, if not more, than the occasional 

direct acts of violence against the European. This was an 

important factor leading to European mlllt6u?y Intervention 

against the Africans.

The strategy of the KAU also reflected a mlsjudgment 

of the benevolence of the British government, the extent of 

conflict of Interests between the colonial and British govern-

\
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meats, and the degree to idiloh they oould count upon out

side intervention upon their side. Whatever the underlying 

eoonomlo differences, the British government was in full 

agreement with the colonial government on the primary need 

to maintain political control within the colony in order to 

control the evolution of eoonomlo development.

Repression of the Revolt.

The abrupt imposition of the Emergency may have 

been designed and executed by the colonial government, 

but it had the full concurrence and support of the metro- 

pole. The policy of repressive intervention was imple

mented in 1952 to take advantage of the failure of the 

KAU to unify the Kikuyu or to create an integrated nation

alist, political movement between the different ethnic 

groupings within African society.

The strategy of full-scale repression was successful 

in its political aim of exploiting these Intra- and inter- 

African divisions. The mass arrest of the Nairobi leader

ship disrupted the still fragile political ties among the 

major ethnic groups. Mllltsupy occupation of Central Pro

vince effectively isolated the Kikuyu from the other groups.
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This Isolation was to be maintained for six years, until 

1959t Ions after the crushlns of the main Kilmyu resistence 

In 1954-1955. The military occupation and repression, to 

a lesser extent, also Involved the neighboring groups 

which were most closely related to the Kikuyu 1 the Embu, 

Meru, and Kamba.

Kikuyu who lived In considerable numbers In the Blft 

Valley, In particular, as well as In Masalland, In northern 

Tauizanla, among the Kalenjin groupings, and at the coast, 

were forcedly "repatriated" to the Kikuyu reserves. The 

government's objectives were to prevent the spread of the 
rebellion, divide and antagonize the ethnic groups further, 

and concentrate, the Kikuyu geographically to achieve a 

more effective control over them. The "repatriation" was 

also a form of communal punishment which fell severely 

upon.the Kikuyu. Over 100,000 squatter families from the

Hlft valley alone were forced back into the reserve by the 

spring of 1953^
30

In the process, they had.^helr homos and

crops burned and most of their stock confiscated In a style
/

reminiscent of the early "pacification" at the turn of the
r*century.

Other African groups were provided benefits by the 

government at the expense of the Kikuyu being repatriated 

In ways which reinforced the division and conflict between 
. the groups. Employment on the settler estates and In the

30, D.H; Rawcliffe, The Struggle for Kenya (London, 
1954), p. 60j Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of 
Mau Mau, p. 285-86.
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tpTms, particularly in Nairobi, which had been held by the 

Kikuyu, were allotted to the Luo and other groups. These 

government actions were effective in isolating the rebel

lion among the Kikuyu and in laying the seeds for economic 

and political rivalry at the end of the Elnergenoy and during 

the post-independence period.

The massive influx of hundreds of thousands of Kikuyu 

strained the reserves to the breaking point. Many of the 

younger Kikuyu, faced with the "repatriation camps" set up 

the military in the reserves, chose instead-to flee to 

the thick forests of the Abedares Mountains and Mount Kenya

and join up with the armed units which were already forming 
31

there. By mid- 1953i an estimated force of 15,000 Kikuyu

called the Land and Freedom Army, wore operating out of 
32

these forests. They conducted armed raids on the settler 

estates and against the "loyalist" locations of chiefs 

and headmen who collaborated with the colonial administra

tion in its military operation to crush tho^^med reslstence.

By the spring of 1953• it was clear even to the govern

ment that they wore dealing with much more than unrest fo

mented by a few polltl'oal agitators. The arrest of the 

most promlnant political leadership, banning of KAO, and 

military occupation, far from restoring order, had trigger

ed off a full-scale rebellion which had the overwhelming 

support of the Kikuyu people as well as considerable sup-

31. Barnett and Njaraa, Mau Mau from Within, p. 150 ff.

32. Ibid., p. 157.
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port among the Elnhu, Keru* and Kamba peoples. The military

strategy subsequently adopted was open warfare against

the irtiole population based upon the oounter-revoluntary

methods irtiioh recently had been developed by the British

in suppressing the colonial rebellion in Malaya.

Every effort was made to exploit and build upon the

division between the minority of government supporters, the
33

"loyalists," and the "Mau Mau." Garrisons and armed pro

tection were provided to those locations under "loyalist" 

leadership and they were used as a base on irtiioh to build 

an African "home guard." The development of an armed home 

guard did not prove capable of effectively petroling the

reserves and countering the "Mau Mau." They did create 

even greater misery and violence within the reserves, for 

they frequently exploited their position to avenge person

al, family, and kin grudges and to profit economically 

through the confiscation of land and stock of those accused

to the government of being "Mau Mau."

The British were faced with a situation in idiioh the

mass of the reserve population provided protection, food, 

clothing and other forms of aid to the guerrilla units, as 

well as a continuing flow of men to the forests as resis- 

tenoe fighters. The government proceeded to physically 

isolate the forest fighters from the people in the reserves.

33, Sorrenson, Land Reform in Kiktivu Country. Chapter 
Stxi Barnett and Njama, Mau Mau from Wlrhin. 
p. 209-16 and passim.
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People were rounded up by the tens of thousands and forced

Into •’protective villages," surrounded with barbed wire,

in which they were forced to remain except for limited

periods when they were allowed temporarily to work their 
34

fields. This "vlllaglzatlon" program was little more than 

an euphemism for concentration camps and resembled the 

more recent "strategic hsimlets" policy by the United States 

in Vietnam.

At the price of totally devastating Klkuyuland, the 

British suceeded in their policy of cutting off the resis- 

tenoe fighters from the body of the population which sus

tained them. Parallel sweeps and mass detention of Kikuyu 

living in Nairobi, under "operation anvil" in April, 195^.

out the forest forces off from the remaining leadership of 
the KAU organization. The forest units were also out off 
from the supply of weapons and medication which the Nairobi 

network had been supplying. The physical Isolation of the 

Land and Freedom Army in the mountain forests was oomplet- 

ed by clearing a strip one mile wide — as a "free-flre 

zone"— along the length of the forest paralleling the 

reserve. The forests were then surrounded with British 

troops. While the Lsind and Freedom Army was able to tie

35

36

\

34. Ibid., 332 ff.t Sorrenson, Land Reform in 
Klkuvu Country, p. 110-11.

35. Barnett and Njama, Mati Mau from Within, p. 331-32 
ff.T see also the description of it's devastating 
effects on peoples's lives and upon labor and other 
African organizations by Tom Mboya, Freedom and 
After (Boston, 1963), p. 30-32.

36. Barnett and Njama, Mau Mau from Within, p. 209-11.
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down over a division of British troops for several years 

in futile search and destroy actions in the forests, their 

isolation made the ultimate disintegration and destruction 

of the resistence units Inevitable.

The three year struggle had a disastrous impact upon 

the Kikuyu population. Over a million people, nearly the 

^ole Kikuyu population, were forced to endure virtual im

prisonment in the "protective villages" where they suffer

ed stringent control and the most rudimentary of services. 

Illness and scarcity of food was constant. In addition, 

over 50,000. were placed in detention camps for captured

resistence fighters or suspected "Mau Mau" or "Mau Mau"
38

supporters. Given the conflict between Kikuyu, arrest and

37

detention tended to be carried out in an Indlsorlmlnant

fashion, by hearsay or by sudden sweeps such as "operation 

anvil" in Nairobi. These detainees were put through inten

sive "rehabilitation" treatment of both psychological and
39

physical brutality. The homes of the "terrorists" were

razed and their stock and land confiscated. The social 

and economic organization of the Kikuyu was totally dis- • 

rupted. Much of this proceeded Ineierably from the very 

strategy of the warfare conducted by the British. It also

Sorrenson, Land Reform In Kt^’jvu Country. p,110,

Rosberg, Mvth of Mau Mau. p. 293.

For a firsthand description of detention camp 
experience, see Josiah Mwangi Kariuki, "Mao Mau" 
Detainee (Oxford, 1963).

37.

38.

39.
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reflected the underlying belief that the eiistlng social 

organization had to be destroyed if the eradication of 

"Hau Mau" was to be successful. As a result, mass terror

ization of the Kikuyu population was carried out in the 

name of combating the African "terrorists."

The suppression of the rebellion had other conse

quences of far greater importance for the period following 

the war. Military policy and administrative measures with

in the reserves led to a heavy influx of Europeans which 

established a"degree of direct administration of the

Kikuyu unparalleled among any other people in the history
40

of British colonial Africa." As early as 1953• the 

British were initiating plsins to exploit this situation.

The combination of massive military and administrative con

trol and the demoralization, fear, and apathy among the 

Kikuyu and related ethnic groups, provided a sudden "oppor

tunity" to undertake a reorganization of the reserves on 

a massive scale without the fear of resistance.

The British government had quickly responded to the 

demand of the colonial government for military support to

supress the rebellion and reestablish "law and order." But 
the British wore equally concerned with the need to tackle

41

the underlying economic and social causes of the rebellion 

and to create a new, more stable economic and political 

foundation for continuing colonial rule in Kenya. The

40Kosberg, Mvth of Man Mau. p. 293.

So'renson, Land Reform in Klkuvu Country, p. 113-14 
ani Chapter Seven, passim.

41.
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This plan wassolution was seen In the Swynnerton Plan, 

initially drafted In late 1953. 'by H. Swynnerton, the
Asslstent Director of Agriculture, and was put Into opera

tion as early as 195^-
42

Cf ■

The Swynnerton Plan: imposition of agrarian reform.

The Swynnerton Plan was based upon the few experi

ments at a^arlan reform prior to the revolt. It aimed
s

to expand these models Into an extensive agrarian reform 

throughout Klkuyuland. The "vlllaglzatlon" measures of the 

war had cleared the countryside of the scattered homestea(b, 

placed the Kikuyu under absolute European control, and 

broken African reslstence to the specific agrarian measures 

the colonial government sought to Implement. Officials 

pushed rapidly between 1954 and 1959 to take'^vantsyre of 

these conditions and Impose a new rural order before op

position could revive.

The plan envisioned making the emergency villages 

a permanent unit of the future organization of the reserves.
43

Permanent villages would enable the colonial government to 
maintain a more effective control over the Africans In the

42. Cf. R. J. F. Swynnerton, A Plan to Intensify the Development of
African Agriciilture in Kenya (Nairobi, 1964). ~

43. For the following description of the land reform measures, see 
Swynnerton, A Plea to Intensify Development, passim.
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future and would also allow the development of social and 

community services which scattered household living made 

impossible.

The onuc of the reform plan, however, was the elimina

tion of the existing fragmentation of the land and its con

solidation into individual smallholder plots. Private 

African ownership of the land based on the security of 

legal title had long been resisted by the colonial govern

ment. It now became the foundation of the British agrariai 

reform policy. A complicated survey and registration pro

cedure was established to measure the existing fragments 

of the African peasants and to plot out newly consolidated 

farms on a district by district basis. A percentage of 

leuid from each was sot aside for common service require

ments, such as roads, schools, and villages. Bough efforts 

were made with the remaining land to provide consolidated 

plots Triiloh had lands as equivalent in quality as possible 

to the original fragments.

Consolidation could not be successful unless it was

used as the basis for establishing modernized agricultural 

practices. The reforms aimed not only at restoring the 

productivity of ,the land, which had deteriorated so badly 

under the earlier colonial policy, but also at increasing 

the productivity sufficiently to sustain the increased

Kikuyu population at a higher standard of living than the 

minimal subsistence level which had prevailed before the
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rebellion. Farm pleuaning and extension services were 

established by the Department of Agriculture to Introduce 

Intensive land use, contour plowing, crop rotation, proper 

fertilization, use of Insecticides, stock control and other 

necessary practices. Without such agricultural Innovations 

the whole program of agrarian reform was doomed to failure. 

And the failure of agrarian reform threatened all hopes for 

a more secure political foundation with which to maintain 

colonial rule.
The widespread Introduction and promotion of Afrlcsui 

cash crop production became as Imperative under the Swynner- 

ton Plan as land consolidation and the modernization of 

land and agricultural practices. If agrarian reform and 

political stabilization ware to have any hopes of success. 

The past restrictions on export cash crop production were 

dropped. Smallholder production of export cash crops such 

as coffee, tea, sisal, pyrethrum, and pineapples was pro

moted rapidly and extensively. The produotlbn and sale of 

these crops were necessary to enable the Africans to pay 

for the costs of the land redistribution and consolidation 

Imposed upon them, the expense of the development and ex-

44

44. Official restrictions were ended in the 1940's, but "informal" 
restrictions still remained in force until the implementation of 
the Swynnerton Plan. The informal restrictions affected the 
Kikuyu in particular, but they also affected other areas. They 
took the form of official discouragement, technical restrictions, 
and an approach which limited export cash crop development to 

, demonstration projects. Cf. Robert M. Maxon, "The Early Years
of the Gusli Coffee Industry in Kenya, " The Journal of the Developing 
Areas, 6. 3 (April. 1972). pp. 365-82.
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tension services, and the costs of Improved stock animals. 

Insecticides, fertilizers, and equipment. No Improvement 

In the standard of living was possible without cash crop 

production.

Agrarian reform and cash crop production weare es

sential to lay new economic and social foundations for 

political stability within the African reserves. This 

also coincided with metropole Interest In removing the 

stmiotural blocks to expanded export production within

the colony. This twin necessity led the British govern

ment to override the economic interests of the settler com

munity for the first time. The massive administrative and 

military intervention which the British government original

ly undertook to crush the African revolt, also provided the 

means to implement the reforms within the reserves which 

the settlers had successfully blocked until the rebellion.

Ultimately, this proved to be the first step in the "selling

out" of the settler community for the sake of'^rotectlng
\

the greater economic interests of the British government 

and the metropole corporations.

The form and manner with which the agrarian reforms 

were Implemented were determined by British political con

siderations, rather thsui any Intent of promoting economic 

and social development which would serve the long-range
45

best Interests of the African society. The British saw

45. Cf. Sorrenson, Land Reform, Chapters 8-10, for details of the
implementation of the land reforms and Chapter 14 for the political 
basis and objectives of the reforms.
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the "loyalist" element as the core of a future political 

elite Trtiloh would protect British economic Interests. 

Through the agrarian reform program the "loyalists" bene

fited considerably In additional land and political In

fluence. All suspected "Mau Hau" were excluded from parti

cipation in the consolidation and registration procedures. 

Many lost their lands In the processi all were excluded 

as far as possible from positions on the land committees.

from the district councils, and from the election of poli

tical loaders at the district and Legislative Council levels.

In addition to creating a landed "gentry" at the top 

of the African class structure, the agrarian reform was de

signed to create a peasant "yeomanry". This smallholding 

peasant class also had a vested Interest In the land redis

tribution and consolidation, and formed a conservative 

political foundation for maintaining the status quo. At 

the bottom of this class structure was a large and growing 

class of landless dispossessed. The formatiorrpf a rural 

proletarlet had long been feared by the colonial govern

ment. The British believed that the cash crop farms of 

these "gentry" suid "yeoman" classes would generate a need 

for hired labor, a demand sufficient to absorb this rural 

proletariat and to eliminate It as a future political 

threat to the colonial system.
46

46. Ibid., p. 221, Chapter 14 passim.
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The agrarian reform’ was carried out rapidly In the 

five years from 195^ to 1959- As significant as the changes 

were, the British policy viewed them as conservative measures 

In the truest sense. They were designed to buttress the 

existing racial division of land and ownership within the 

colonial system. They aimed at re-establishing the self- 

sufficiency of the African reserves on a more modern and 

solid basis, and thereby removing the political pressures

A-

against the settler community and continued European colonial
The reactivation of African politics on a nation-wide 

scale by 1959 proved this to be an illusion.

control.

L
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The Heplaoement of Settler Domination with African3.
Nationalist Rule.

An African-Initiated political crisis In 1959 sig

nified the failure of British efforts between 195^ and 

1959 to establish political reform comparable to the agra

rian reforms. All organized African political activity had 

been banned between 1953 and 1955- In 1955 the British 

permitted the creation of political associations, but they

were limited to the district level only In an effort to
47

block the reformation of a nationalist movement.

The isolation of the Central Province imposed during 

the Emergency and the prohibition of political participa

tion among the Kikujm, except for those given "loyalist 

certificates", led to the temporary domination of Kikuyu 

political activity by the "responsible" Africans who colla

borated with the colonial government. Kikuyu, influence in 

territorial politics was greatly diminished. Their leader

ship role was taken over by the Luo, under Oginga Odinga 

and Tom Mboya, in particular. A rapid rise in pc^litical 

activity and consciousness occurred among the minority 

ethnic groupings which previously had been quiescent poli

tically.

47. Bennett, Kenya, pp. 138-39.
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Given the supression of the rebellion, the focus of 

the political struggle shifted back to the "constitutional" 

arena and to the political reform of the central political 

structures. Under the "Lyttleton" constitution of 1954,

the British attempted to entrench the existing "multl- 
48

racial" system. African representation was Increased to 

eight on the Legislative Council and one African was ap

pointed as a Minister In the newly created Council of Min

isters which replaced the Executive Council. The reforms 

represented little significant improvement in the political 

position of the African population. The European concept 

of "parity" was retained. European representation In the 

Legislative Council was increased to fourteen, which main

tained a European representation equal to that of the non- 

Europeans. Three Europeai^ Ministers were appointed, equal

ing the number of non-European Ministers. Election of Afri

can representatives continued to be rejected, -\n favor of 

nomination by the Governor, In contrast to the lohg-exlstlng 

elective system within the European community. The exclu

sive hold of the Europeans In the White Highlands was re

inforced In the new constitution, which gave them a veto 

over any laws affecting a change in existing land rights.

48. Cf. Great Britain. Kenya; Prcposals for a Reconstruction of the 
Government, Cmd. 9103, 1954; Rosberg and Nottingham, Myth of 
Mau Mau, pp. 311-12.

7
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The political situation changed suddenly over the 

next three years, due to two main factors. First, the

British government agreed at last to Introduce elective

representation for the African population. Second, a more 

militant, nationalist leadership and organization arose 

once again through the redevelopment of the trade union
49

movement under a younger generation of Kikuyu sind Luo.
The victory of this leadership In the election p;^ representa

tives for the Legislative Council In 1957 led to Immediate

demands for further political change- The newly elected 

representatives refused to cooperate with the Ministerial 

system until new constitutional reforms were enacted.

The "Lennoi-Boyd" constitution which was subsequently 

Imposed In the fall of 195? reflected the success of these 

demands. But both the demands and the reforms represented
50

little more than the original demands of the KAU during the

African representation wasImmediate post-war period.

Increased to fourteen In the Legislative Council, which

gave them representation equal to the European community

While the change gave them an excellent 

political forum and greater leverage, the continuation of 

European government officials in the Legislative Council 

In numbers greater than the elected representation Insured 

firm European political control over the colonial system

for the first time.

49. Cf. Tom Mboya, Freedom and After (Boston, 1963). pp. 21-91.

50. Great Britain, Kenya; Proposals for New Constitutional Arrange- 
ments, Cmnd. 309, 1957.
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and kept the Council little more than advisory. This situ

ation was reinforced by maintaining a ratio of four European

ministers to two African on the Council of Ministers.

The revival of African politics on an ethnic/regional basis.

The "constitutional" struggles over the structure and 

composition of the Legislative Council and Council of Minis

ters provided an effective mechanism for the revival of

African political organizing on a territorial basis. 

Colony-wide political parties were still banned by the 

government but this did not prevent the covert recreation 

of a nationalist movement whloh was much more firmly or- 

gsuilzed throughout the territory than It had been prior 

to the revolt. The trade union movement under Mboya was 

EUi Important vehicle for organizing and linking up local 

and district associations. When the gover^ent threaten

ed to crack down on the Kenya Federation of Labor (KPL)

for this political activity, Its function was picked up
51

by the Nairobi People's Convention Party (NPCP). The 

NPCP ostensibly was a local political orgainlzatlon repre

senting Nairobi, but It provided a means by whloh the 

national leadership could coordinate with other district 

organizations and to expand the nationalist movement.

51. Mboya, Freedom and After, pp. 74-78; Rosberg and Nottingham, 
Myth of Mau Mau, pp. 316-17.
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Given this stronger political position, the national

ist leadership once again rejected the “Lennox-Boyd" con

stitution and the "multi-racialism" on which it was based.

The rallying cry of the nationalist movement became one 

man one vote — restructuring of the political system to 

provide am African majority, and African self-rule. The 

challenge was made even stronger by the demand raised for 

the first time that the government end the Emergency, end 

the political restrictions, and release the still-detained

KAU leadership including Kenyatta, who was now openly de

clared to be the leader of the nationalist movement for

all the African peoples.

In the fall of 1959, the British government gave

way over the resistence of the European community, and

abandoned the official policy of "multlraoiallsm" in
52

the face of African nationalist demands. The Emergency 

was ended and national political organizations permitted. 
The Lancaster House Conference in early I960Established 

"common-roll" elections for 196I which would provide the 

Africans with a majority, even though it provided for 

guaranteed minority community representation for the 

Europeans and Aslans. More Importantly, it pointed towar<fe 

the African political independence in the near future.

7^
52. Bennett, Kenya, pp. 144-50.
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The political victories of the Lancaster House Con

ference and the impending national elections led to a 

breakdown of the surface unity within the African national

ist movement. Long existing divisions, rivalries, and 

fears among the differing ethnic groups within Kenya took

on new expression in the form of "tribal" political associ

ations Joined together in national political federations

The major party, the Kenya Africanor "umbrella parties."

National Union (KANU), was based on the earlier nationalist 

movement headed by KAU. KANO represented a coalition of

the dominant African groupings, the Kikuyu, Luo, Meru,

Bnbu, Kamba, and a scattering of others. The rival politi

cal coalition trtiioh formed, the Kenya African Democratic

Union (KADU), represented the smaller ethnic groups and 

the pastoral societies, and included the Coastal people, 

Baluhya, Nasal, and the Kalenjin people. The creation of 

the KAEO opposition rested on their fears of an alliance 

of the two dominant African groups, the Klku;^\and Luo, 

and the fear that African self-rule would lead to the

transfer of power to the Kikuyu leadership at the expense 

of the other groups. A particular fear existed that an 

ending of the racial land division in Kenya would result 

in the European lands being turned over to the Kikuyu and 

denied to the other groups who had rival claims.

The ethnic and regional divisions had been fostered 

throughout colonial rule. They were reinforced by the 

measures Imposed during the revolt and by restrictions
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placed on political organization in the late 1950's. The

British continued to exploit and intensify these conflicts

during the political steps they followed in the "transfer"

of political rule to the Africans in the early 1960's.

Limited self-government was established after the 196I

elections. The British turned to the minority party, KADD»

to form a government, after the KANU leadership insisted

upon the release of Kenyatta and the acceptance of him as

the political leader before they would accept government 
53

office. For two years KADU continued to hold office during 

this critical transitional period. The British maintained 
the KAEO government in spite of the release of Kenyatta 

and the removal of all political restrictions upon him in 

August 1961, shortly after KADU took office.

The British stimulated these divisions also by in

corporating them into the administrative reorganization 

in 1963. Regional boundaries were shifted to conform 

to the ethnic divisions and this ethnic reglSnallsm was 

entrenched into the new constitution of 19^3. The British 

exploited these issues in the effort to create a weak, 

decentralized African government and a federal political 

system in which strong regional powers would be entrenched 

into the new political state being constructed.

The ethnic and regional issues during this transition

al period obscured the more Important underlying class con

flict which was emerging within African society and which

\

53. Ibid,, pp, 154-61.
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ms to take on a more overt form In the political oonfllots

The artificial poll-durlng the post-Independence period, 

tloal division between KANU and KADD also obscured the con

flicts between the Kikuyu and Luo leadership which also 

ms to emerge Into the open after Independence.

These underlying class and Klkuyu-Luo conflicts 

were related. Both reflected Important differences over 

the economic structure of the future Independent African 

state and over the direction economic and social develop

ment should take. The specific focus of these differences 

was the Issue of the White Highlands and the nature of the 

agrarian policy to be Implemented.

The renewal of the Highlands issue; land transfer and settlement.

Once the nationalist movement achieved its^political 

demands in early 1960, the focus of the struggle shifted 

to the issue of the White Highlands. The Highlands had 

long been an exclusive preserve for White settlement.

As such it was the bastion of the settler community and 

the source of its economic and political power. African 

opposition to the expropriation of these lands had 

existed since the early 1920's. One of the central 

demands of the nationalist movement had been the return 

of tnese "stolen lands", particularly on the part of
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As the focus of the independence strugglethe Kikuyu.
shifted from the agrarian reforms in the African reserves 

and the political reform of the colonial government, the

Highlands once again became an explosive issue. By

1959, the British government was forced to reconsider 

its agrarian policy as it related to the White Highlands. 

By late 1959, the British announced a formal

The White Highlands was officially 

The British had hoped
change in policy, 

opened to Africein settlement, 

that the Swynnerton Plan, which involved extensive

land consolidation and reform in the African reserves, 

would eliminate ,the pressures within the African 

population for any change in the status of the Highlands. 

This policy, like multiracialism, had failed. In 

revising its policy tov/ards the White Highlands, the 

British initially attempted to minimize the changes.

They tried to open up the Highlands to Africans on a 

limited basis, while protecting existing White settlement 

and the modem agrarian export economy of the White 

Highlands.

The British were not able to maintain this limited

reform policy for very long. During the next four years, 

much more extensive changes took place as the Highlands

policy rapidly passed through a number of stages in the

In early 1960,face of impending African independence, 

the first stage involved the opening up of the Highlands 

Land Board to include an equal number of White, Asian
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and African representatives. White monopoly was ended 

and so was their veto over the sale or transfer of land

to African farmers. Strict economic restrictions re

mained, at the insistence of the settlers, and they 

basically were aimed at limiting African settlement. 

These regulations required any buyer to have the capi

tal, experience, and ability to maintain the high 

farming standards already in existence. In practice,

these limitations prevented any African settlement 
54

until 1961.

The elections of 1961 and the installation of a 

minority African ’government"forced the British to take 

further action on African settlement in the Highlands.

A number of programs were passed which weire designed 

to actively carry out African settlement, under a new 

Land Settlement and Development Board which was created

in 1961. Resettlement schemes were drawn up to resettle

54. In mid-1960, the government had introduced an initial settlement scheme 
program consisting of 3 basic programs; (1) an Assisted Owner Scheme 
for experienced farmers with substantial capital, who would be aided 
with loans for the purchase of settler farms; (2) a Yoeman Farmer 
Scheme for experienced farmers with limited capital; (3) a Peasant 
Farmer Scheme for farmers with limited agricultural knowledge and 
minimal capital. Two other programs were included, which even more 
clearly designed to aid the European settler to sell out; (1) a land bank 
fimd to provide loan capital for land purchase, development, and main
taining the market values for land; (2) aid in turning European farms 
over to the tenants, Cf. Kenya, Legislative Assembly, Debates {I960), 
LXXXVI, pp. 1 ff., for the proposal and following debate. By the end 
of 1961, only a dozen assisted owners and 100 smallholders had settled 
in the Highlands; Cf. IBRD, The Economic Development of Kenya 
(Baltimore, 1963), p. 83.
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Africans on the undeveloped areas within the Highlands.

As yet, the existing settler estates were left untouched*

The resettlement schemes involved a 2% year program

which was financed with $22.4M in loans from the British

government, the Colonial Development Corporation, the
55

World Bank, and the government of West Germany. The 

program projected the settlement of Africans on 180,000 

acres within the Highlands, out of a total of 7,650,000 

acres of potential farmland in the Highlands. The 

program was based on two different categories of resettle

ment! a"low density" scheme with farms of 250 acres and.. 

a "high density" scheme with farms of 50 acres.

This resettlement plan was still highly limited. 

Restrictions continued to exist, which required skilled • 

African farmers with fairly high incomes. The program

• was designed to exclude those Africans most badly in need
It~aimed atof settlement, the landless unemployed, 

disturbing the existing White settlement as little as

possible.

The last stage in the evolution of the Highlands 

agrarian policy took place only a year later. In

55. Cf. "Between Kenyatta and MacCleod," Economist, 
199(May 20, 1061), p. 788-91i also "Battle for 
the land," New Statesmen. 61(May 12, 1961), p. 740.
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56
October 1962 the One Million Acre Scheme was introduced. 

Past restrictions were eliminated. More important, 

the Schem^represented a large and rapid expansion of 

land resettlement and introduced the redistribution of 

land from European to African settlers for the first 

time. One million acres of White settler estates were 

to be purchased over a five year period. During the first

year, 221 European farms were bought, totaling 295,000 

acres. A new high density scheme was established in 

which 200,000 acres were allotted for settlement of 

peasant farmers on holdings of 20 acres. The remaining 

95,000 acres were allotted for two projects! a low 

density scheme for farmers on 35 acre plots and an 

"assisted owners" scheme in which a number of Africans 

would be aided financially to purchase VVhite settler 

farms averaging 400 acres.

The One Million Acre Scheme was established because 

of the highly unstable and volatile political Situation 

which developed between 1961 and 1963. The division of 

the nationalist movement into two rival coalitions 

reflected the emergence of intensified inter-African po

litical conflict. In this political context, the con

tinued presence of the settler community and the nature 

of the land redistribution and resettlement program 

in the Highlands became a highly explosive issue.

56. Cf. Kenya, Department of Settlement, The Million Acre Scheme, 
1962-1966 (Nairobi, 1966).
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Pressures developed from below for the seizure of

the settler estates and the provision of free land to 

the large number of landless unemployed. These pressures 

were particularly acute among the Kikuyu, who had never

accepted the "ownership" rights of the settlers in the 

first place and who opposed the program of purchasing 

the settler fams and placing the burden of repayment 

upon the resettled farmers. An important element

among this popular African movement was the former 

"Mau Mau" fighters and detainees who had lost out in 

the land redistribution and consolidation within the 

reserves. This "Land and Freedom Army" attempted to 

move into the Highlands and take over land as "squatters 

The movement, and the political conflicts connected 

with it, were intensified due to the scheduling of 

general elections for the Spring of 1963. At this time, 

an African government was to be elected into office 

on the basis of internal self-government. The conflict 

involved more than the rivalry between KANU and KADU.

It also involved conflicts between the radical and more 

moderate wings within KANU. An important issue in this

57. For examples, see the East African Standard during 
the Spring of 1963. Its continuation at the point 
of independence is indicated in The New York Times. 
March 28, 1964.
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conflict became the issue of the nationalization of
58

the settler lands.

The British had been able to exploit the breakdown 

of the nationalist movement into two rival parties and 

to mold the resettlement program in the Highlands 

according to their own interests in 1961. The British 

gained the cooperation of the KADU "government" in this 

effort and this indicates a major element in the British 

decision to turn to KADU in 1961, rather than KANU.

Faced with the problem of gaining political power in 

the future 1963 elections, KANU in turn moved to 

accept the moderate reform program of the British in 

the Highlands. The moderate position of Kenyatta and

Mboya won out over the more radical program of Kaggia 

and Odinga.

The events of 1961 to 1963 indicate that the

African leadership shared the British concern over 

the fate of the Highlands economy and also shared ' 

the same view towards the overall economic policy to 

be pursued in an independent Kenya. Economic stability 

and the orderly economic growth of the system through 

expanded agrarian export production were considered

An excellent, detailed analysis of this period
be found in John W. Harbeson, Nation-Building 

in Kenvai The Role of Lnnd Reform (Evanston, 1973), 
p. 81 ff. I'fhile the work by Harbeson was published 
after this thesis was written and was not available 
for reference, the author reaches substantially the 

conclusions as those in the thesis.

58.
may

same
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much more important than land redistribution and the 

promotion of economic and social equality. The 

preservation of the large settler estates was con

sidered crucial for these economic objectives. Thus 

the resettlement program was designed to alleviate the 

land pressures from below and remove the Highlands 

as an explosive political issue.

To achieve this objective, the One Million Acre 

Scheme was speeded up as independence approached. A 

compromise had been reached between the British and 

the African leadership. The British for the first time 

separated their insistence upon preserving the Highlands 

modem economic sector from their protection of the

They were willing to sacrifice the latter 

to insure the former. This "sacrifice", however, was 

limited, for the British were able to achieve a land 

distribution program which paid the settlers for their 

land and prevented outright expropriation.

settlers.

The African leadership in turn accepted the form 

in which resettlement was implemented by the British. 

This essentially followed the outlines of the Swynnerton 

Settlement was based on the creation of a small

holding class of farmers and private ownership, 

ment was limited, mostly, to land within the highlands 

which was either undeveloped or was grazing rather than 

the rioher farmlands of the settlers.

Plan.

Resettle-

While both the
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British and the African leadership considered the land 

redistribution and resettlement as vineconomical and 

opposed it, they agreed on the immediate political 

necessity for it.
The Kenyatta government, which came to power in 

May 1963, cooperated with the British in carrying out 

the limited Highlands program as quickly as possible, 

to avoid political instability at the point of inde- 

pencence. The program extended the class development 

which the S^73mnerton Plan had entrenched in Kenya. It 

locked the new African government into an expensive 

land program which benefited the few at the expense of 

the mass of the African population. The leadership 

which gained political power also stood to gain by 

this agrarian program based on private ownership.

The underlying issues created by colonial rule, 

however, remained to be resolved.

59

World War II had greatly intensified the existing 

land and racial conflict within Kenya. It also rein

forced the structure of the coloniaa system established 

during the early formative period and consolidated be

tween the wars. The British attempted to modify this

N.S. Carey Jones, The Anatomy of Uhuru (New York, 
1966), p. 144-78.

59.
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colonial formation after the war under the policy of 

"multi-racialism," in order to establish a firmer founda

tion for European control within Kenya and to maintain 

imperial domination within a more integrated East African 

colonial sphere.

The British effort broke down, since it strengthen

ed rather than resolved the contradictory forces generated 

by colonial rule. British policy thwarted African ef

forts to create a unified nationalist movement and block-s 

ed the attempt by the nationalist movement to gain poli

tical dominance within the colonial state through con

stitutional means.

Inc eased overcrowding, deterioration and social 

disintegration within the reserves led to open conflict 

between the main antagonistic elements within the colon

ial systemI the African nationalist movement, led by the 
^and the settler dominated European community.

KikuyuI

British policy led inexorably to the large-scale "Mau Btou" 

revolt in 1952.

The rebellion also brought the latent conflict be

tween settler and metropole interests to the surface. The 

reestablishment of direct imperial control during the

military conditions of the revolt led the British to 

modify the political and economic structure within the 

colony in order to protect their long-range economic 

interests.
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First, extensive agrarian reform was imposed with

in the African areas, primarily among the Kikuyu in Cen

tral Province, the central source of the revolt. These 

reforms were based on consolidation of the land into small

holder farms based on private ownership. The reforms in

creased the capitalist penetration into African society, 

reinfoirced the emerging African class system, and strength

ened the dominant role of the Kikuyu among the ethnic

groups,

Second, the British imposed a controlled and limited 

transfer of settler land to the Africans within the High

lands. The expensive Highlands program guaranteed compen

sation to the settlers whose land was transferred and 

heavily mortgaged the smallholder African settlers and 

the Kenya government for the future. The program also 

preserved large-scale farming in the Highlands, capitalist 

ownership of the land, and the basic structure of the 

agrarian export economy.

The transfer of political rule to the African leader

ship was made contingent upon the parallel land transfer and 

reform. The implementation of capitalist land ownership 

within the African lands prior to independence blocked alter

native agrsirian policies after independence and profoundly

affected the direction of development after political 

independence. The collaboraticn of the African political 

leadership indicated the vested interest they had in the 

land reforms as an emerging bourgeoisie.



CHAPTER SIX

TRANSITION TO INDEPENDENCE« TANZANIA FROM 1945-1961

As in Kenya, cumulative social, economic and political 

pressures had built up in Tanzania during the depression 

of the 1930*3 and the war period. They found release 

during the immediate post-war period in the rapid develop

ment of African organizations.

The immediate organizational form was not a nation

alist political movement, unlike Kenya, but the fonnation 

of numerous ethnic, cultural, and regionail associations.

In addition, there was a significant development of eco

nomic organizations in the form of mariceting cooperatives 

and labor unions.

The only political organization existing was the 

Tanganyika African Association (TAA) and it was more a 

social than a politicEil organization. The TAA^w^ fpnned 

in the late 1920's with government support and remained 

limited to a small number of civil servants, teachers and 

traders. Its importance lay in the nucleous it provided 

for the formation of the nationalist movement, the Tangan

yika African National Union (TANU) in 195^.

The absence of any more directly political organiza

tion reflected the disruption that took place in Tanzania 

during World War I and the subsequent •transfer'’ of the 

colony to British rule. It also indicated that the de-
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struction of Gennan settler community and the subsequent 

stagnation of economic growth in Tanzania modified the 

destructive impact of colonial rule upon the African

At the same time, it retarded the develop

ment of African political activity.

While African energies were primarily focused on 

economic and social activities until 1954, the growing 

restrictions and regulations of the colonial government

population.

turned the social and economic associations towards 

quasi-political action. These associations provided the 

organizational base for the TAA to reach out into the

countryside. The growing linkage between these organiza

tions led to the transformation of the TAA into a nation

alist political movement.

The growth of TANU as a nationalist movement took 

place rapidly between 1954 and 1958, when they succeeded 

in obtaining the first direct elections in Tanzania. Govern

ment repression of TANU's political organizing activities 

was not severe enough to crush the movement, but sufficient 

to alienate the population and to unify nearly all ele

ments with TANU against colonial rle.

TANU's overwhelming sweep of the 1958-59 elections 

consolidated its position as the sole nationalist movement. 

The victory forced the government to reverse its position

/

and to proceed rapidly in the transfer of political rule 

to the TANU leadership. This was made ■ necessary not only

WIT'
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-by the political success oi’ TANU at the central level, but 

by the collapse of government administrative authority 

and control at the local level. The TANU leadership as-; 

sumed the position of limited self-government after the

elections of August I960. Political independence follow

ed quickly in December I96I.

1. The Emergence of the Nationalist Movement in Tanzania.

TANU was formed as a territorial and mass national

ist party out of the transformation of the Tanganyika 

African Association (TAA), which had existed in Tanzania 

since the lata 1920's. TAA was formed between 192? and 

1929 in Dar es Salaam through the promotion of the colonial 

government. Its membership was small and composed of an 

emerging African middle class elite, mainly olvi-l^servants, 

teachers and traders. The organization remained more a 

social thsin a political association throughout the 1930's 

and the war period. It received encouragement from the 

colonial administration because the government was con

cerned with absorbing this emergent class into the exlst-

1

1. For brief but good studies of TANU's history, see George Bennett, 
"An Outline History of TANU, " Make re re Journal. No. 7 (1963), 
p. 1-18, and Ralph A. Austen, "Notes on the Pre-History of TANU, " 
Make re re Journal, No. 9 (1964), p. 1-6.
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frequently were transfered to other districts when they 

took part in activities which displeased the government.

More Importantly, the TAA was composed of a township 

elite with little or no ties to the countryside. Until 

the early 1950's, they remained Isolated from the mass of 

the rural population ^mich alone could provide the organiza

tional basis for any political activity of potential 

Influence.

rapid growth of economic and ethnic, social oreaniza- 
tions following World War II. - - -

In the absense of any centrally political organiza

tion caomparable to the KAU, quasi-political organizing among 

the African population took place in the form of separate 

ethnic or "tribal" associations, such as the Sukuma Union, 

Meru Citizens Union, Bahaya Association, Chagga-^Cultural 

Association, Kilimanjaro Chagga Citizens Union, Kilimanjaro 

Native Cooperative Union, and the Arusha Citizens Union. 

Ethnic and regionally based, these associations emerged 

in response to the growing disruption of their tradition

al source of unity, protection and promotion of their basic 
4

Interests.

4. For descriptions of these associations and their development,
Hugh W. Stephens, The Political T ransformation of Tanganyika: 

1920-1967 {New York, 1968), p. 62-106; Margaret Bates, "Tangan-
see
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The original focus of these associations was the 

assertion of cultural identity and unity, mutual aid (parti

cularly among the growing number of townspeople), and

The issues they were concerned witheconomic imporvement. 

were not just social, but political as well, and their ef

forts led to a growing political consciousness, more open

ly political activities, and the creation of organizational 

networks which were to form the basis for future political

mobilization against the colonial system.

A few of these associations dated from before the 

war, like the organizations among the Chagga and Haya, who 

were disrupted and transformed the most by the extensive 

penetration of the cash crop economy within their societies. 

Most of them were formed following World War II, like the 

Sukuma Union (19^5), a consequence of the rapid social and 

economic changes created by war-time conditions and the 

economic boom which followed the war.

The economic issues which formed the primary elesent 

underlying the rapid growth of organized African protest in 

Tanzania were substantially different than in neighboring 

The gave a different political shape to the strug- 

tKs rigid reserve system, the explosive issue over 

expropriated lands, and prohibitions against export cash

Kenya,

gle.

yika, " in Gwendolyn Carter, ed. , African One-Party States (Ithaca, 
1962); Maguire, Toward "Uhuru'*; Goran Hyden, Political Develop- 
rnent in Rural Tanzania (Nairobi, 1969): Kathleen Stahl, Tanganyika: 
Sail in the'WHderness (The Hague, 1961); Anton Nelson, The Freemen 
of Meru (Nairobi, 1967).
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crop production in Kenya — and particularly the concen

tration of these Issues in the highlands among the Kikuyu— 

were not the primary issues in Tanzania, 

economic and social demands blocked by a dominant settler 

community as in Kenya, where the only recourse was open 

conflict with and political challenge of the settler 

position.

Nor were the

The settler community did not hold the dominant 

position that it did in Kenya. European estate and planta- 

tLion holdings were scattered around the perriphery of Tan

zania, rather than concentrated as in the highlands area 

of Kenya. The settler community was shattered even more 

by World War II, when the German settler population, which 

had been growing gradually once again throughout the 1930's, ■ 

was detained and their properties seized. The dominant 

settler position in the political structure in Kenya was 

also absent in Tanzania. European "unofficial" representa

tion on the Legislative Coiincil was small and appoin

tive basis, as w^ the case among the Asian and African 

representatives.

The African peasantry had long had access to cash crop 

production, had developed this along fairly modem lines in

a very few areas like Kilimanjaro and northwest Tanzania, 

and were rapidly expanding such activities in additional

5

5. African representation was first established in 1945, with the appoint
ment of two Africans, and expanded to four by 1948.
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areas like Sukumaland after the war. Parallel to the agri

cultural development was an emerging commercial stratum

within the African population which sought to establish 

themselves as traders, merchants, and businessmen in the 

face of the traditional Asian monopoly within these econom

ic areas. Farmers and entrepreneurs both ran into struc

tural restrictions which blocked them from further economic 

"integration" within the capitalist economic system in a 

number of ways.

African smallholding farmers ran into an ever-growing 

series of administrative regulations, established in the 

name of agrarian "reforms." ^ich restricted and governed 

their lives in any increasingly authoritarian way. Compul

sory destocking regulations were passed and enforced with 

growing severity, as the government's solution to over

stocking. over grazing, and a growing deterioration of the 

land. Like similar measures in Kenya, the desticking 

measures forced the Africans to sell their cattle at fixed 

low prices, and imposed a tax on the sale of cattle in 

addition dviriiig the compulsory destocking process. African 

frustration and opposition increased as It became clear that 

the destocking program mainly benefited the European Meat 

Packers Company, by providing them a regular and ample source 

of cheap cattle.

Additional regulations imposed tie-ridging upon African 

peasants in efforts to avert soil erosion. The program in

volved a heavy output of labor, with little apparent economic
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return to the African. It was imposed upon the Africans 

Td.thout providing them with any clear understanding of 

possible long term benefits the program might provide. A 

multitude of additional regulations governed when they 

could grow crops, what kind of crops, the procedures for 

cultivation, restrictions on population movement and ex

pansion into new lEind areas, land clearance and timber 

cuting. and many more.

Many of these issues linked economically with the 

frustrating restrictions experienced by the growing strata 

of African traders, storekeepers, and business entrepreneurs. 

The latter found their commercial efforts blocked by the 

existing commercial monopoly of the Asian "middle class" 

in the colonial structure. The Asians were strongly en

trenched and they had a great deal more capital and business 

expertise with which to undercut African commercial efforts. 

These factors placed the would-be African entrepreneur on 

a severely unequal competitive basis. This lanequal rela

tionship was reinforced by the attitudes and practices of 

the European colonial administration. The government 

preadhed "free trade" and "open economic competition."

iRit in practice gave exclusive marketing and trading
6

rights to the entrenched Asian community.

6. Cf. Maguire, Towards "Uhuru, " p. 142.
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The marketing and trade of African agrarian production 

provided the link of mutual interest between African farmers 

Both were keenly aware of sharp and fraudulentand traders.

practices exercised by the Asian traders in their efforts 

to exploit the Africans and maintain their commercial mono- 

African organizational efforts to overcome thesepoly.

structural barriers and exploitative practices took the

form of cooperative development.

The rapid growth of the African cooperative move

ment in Tanzania after the war exposed the contradictions 

and conflicts within the agrarian policy of the colonial 

government. The government sought to expand the production 

of export cash crops. The government was also aware and 

concerned about the Asian exploitation of the Africans 

at the grassroots. But the emergence of a strong, large- 

scale cooperative organization within the African popula

tion was a political threat to the existing administrative- 

structure the government had created through indirect rule
7

and idiich was based on the "native authority" structure

Any modern African organization inevit-amd chiefly rule, 

ably moved towards rivalry with this government-created 

political structure and posed the possibility of political

challenge to colonial rule.
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the loeus of develoment and leadership.SulcumstXsjid I
The emergence of these issues and conflicts can he 

seen most clearly in the mushrooming economic and political

developments in Siikumaland during the post-war period.

Lake Province became the major focal point for economic and 

political activity between the crucial years of 1950 and

Near the end of the war, the Mwanza African Traders

Mwanza was the

The

7
1954.

Cooperative Society (MATCS) was formed, 

largest township and economic center in the Lake Province. 

MATCS sought to improve the competitive position of African 

traders through cooperative organization, and was one of

the first efforts of its kind within the African population.

Initially they focused upon the wholesale provisioning of

Their initialmanufactured goods to African storekeepers, 

efforts to move into the marketing of African produced

crops were failures because of the entrenched strength of 

the Aslans.
\

MATCS finally began to achieve success when it' turned 

its efforts, under the leadership of Paul Bomani, to the 

nmucketing needs of the African cotton producers, 

was the major cash crop produced among the Sukuma in the 

Lake Province and the economic issue which most concerned

8
Cotton

7. These historical events are described and analyzed excellently in 
Maguire. Towards "Uhunf', the work upon which the foUowing section 
is mainly based.

8. Ibid.. p. 83 ff.
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Beginning in 1950, MATCS 

tuzmed to the promotion of local cooperative societies among 

the African cotton producers, in emulation of the success

ful developments of the Chagga and Haya coffee producers.

The cooperative movement gave the peasant farmers the

the rural farming peasantry.

organizational strength to arrange the marketing of their 

own crops, and to eliminate the Asian traders who were 

able to exploit them as individual producers.

MATCS was able to build upon village organizations 

which had been developing between 1945 and 1950. These 

organizations sought to provide supervision over the Asian 

traders to prevent the cheating techniques which were 

widely practiced by the Asian traderst underweighing of 

the cotton loads, excessive reduction for the weight of 

the containers, use of inaccurate scales, and non-pajnnent 

for fractional weights. These practices were estimated 

by the government to cheat the African farmers of an aver- 

■ age of fifteen per cent of the value of their crops.

The formation of cooperative societies provided an 

alternative means for African marketing. The peasant 

farmers were able to market their own crops directly to 

the government Lint and Seed Marketing Board, and to 

eliminate the Asian middlemen. The demand for such an 

economic organization was so great among the rural peasantry

9

9. Ibid., p. 86.
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that a full-scale organizihg tour by the officials of MATCS

in the spring of 1952 led to formation of dozens of local

or-primary cooperative societieso This success in turn

led MATCS to form an over-arching Lake Province Growers

Association (LPGA) which united the different primary co-
10

operative societies in a larger union. With subscription 

collected from these cooperative societies, the MATCS 

moved to purchase transport and to create a permanent or

ganizational structure for the collection, transport, and - 

marketing of the cotton crop for 1952.

The cooperative movement which sprung up so quickly 

under the leadership of the MATCS was organized independent

ly of the government administration amd without either their 

approval or formal recognition through the "registration" 

of the cooperative societies and LPGA. The action and the 

threat of boycott forced the administration to give its 

l^ited approval, despite its distrust of the African or

ganisation. LPGA was accepted as the sole agent for the 

marketing of cotton in the areas in which the primary 

cooperative societies had formed and replaced the Asians 

who previously had held a marketing monopoly.

The success of the development in 1952 led to a much 

greater expansion in the following year. By 1953 there 

were thirty-eight officially recognized cooperative societies

10. Ibid., p. 89.
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' grouped under the LF6A> ^rtiere there had been none before 

1952o Dozens more were formed and had applied for govern

mental registration and approvalo

The independent movement placed the government in a 

conflicting positlono The movement was generating a tre

mendous expansion of cotton production, a primary objective 

of colonial"policy, as seen in the following tablet

11

Cotton Production in BalesYear

1922 3,000
25,000
38,000
100,000
150,000
235,000

1948
1953
1955
1957
1963

The colonial administration also felt a great deal 

of political apprehension in the face of this independent 

organizational development. Both the MATCS and LPGA were 

able to tap many political grievances that the AfrieaQv 

peasantry felt towards the "native authorities" and the 

government in their successful organizing efforts to forge 

the cooperative movement. The government rushed a coopera

tive officer to the Lake Province to "supervise" the de-

It wanted to insure thatveloping cooperative movement.

11. Ibid., p. 98-99.

12. Ibid., p. 81.
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cooperative activities remained within limited economic

bounds and that the organization based itself on "sound
13

economic and cooperative principles" — that is« avoided 

axiy political role which challenged the existing colonial 

administrative ordero

Governmental opposition focused on the formation of 

a province>wide centralized cooperative organizations The 

cooperative movement effectively was organizing to link the 

growing number of local cooperative societies into larger 

unionst nineteen in all) into a centralized provincial 
organization called the Victoria Federation of Coopera

tive Unions (VFCU). Initially, the administration attempt

ed to restrict the cooperative movement to local "indepen

dent" cooperative societies, but the political struggle 

was short-lived. Within two years the government reversed 

itself and the VFCU obtained official acceptance and re

gistration in 1955.

Political oppositin by.the government clearly, had 

aided the cooperative movement’s effprts to expand its 

membership and organizational development. Continued op

position, in the face of the growing strength of the co

operative movement, threatened to turn specific economic 

and political grievances among the cooperative membership 

into full-scale political opposition, a political develop-

14

13. Ibid., p. 98, based on government district files.

14. Ibid. ,p. 99.
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teent: the government wanted to avoidd Just as important, 

a large-scale, centralized cooperative organization was 

generating a rapid increase in production and promised to 

make agrarian production and marketing much more efficient 

and economical. The political fears of the administration 

were overcome by the clear economic benefits which the 

British desired. The larger cooperative organization pro

mised to provide these economic benefits where administrative 

programs had failed.

the transformation of TAA into a nationalist movement.TANUi

rapid development of the cooperative movement 

from 1950 to 19$^ did not occur in isolation. A parallel

development of the TAA took place. It was tran^ormed 

from a small town-based elite organization to a militant, 

mass-based political movement throughout the Lake Province, 

The transformation took place mainly through the TAA*s 

Interlinking ties with the cooperative movement.

Growers Association ~ and later the VFCU — created an 

organizational base and a politicization of the mass 

rural population which the TAA was able to link to and 

build upon for the first time. As the VFCU deliberately 

curtailed overt political activities in its efforts to 

gain official acceptance from the government, the TAA took

The

The
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over and extended this political role on a masst militant 

nationalist basiso

Political conflict between the administration and 

the TAA emerged above all over the assertion of the TAA 

to be a legitimate, representative of the African people. 

The government refused to accept this political authority

As in Kenya, the British had utilized a policy 

of indirect rule to create a conservative, "traditional" 

system of local administration based on chiefs and headmen* 

These "native authorities" were turned into agents of the 

British administration and provided with a power and

V.

of the TAA.

authority they never had exercised prior to the imposition 

The native authorities provided an or-of colonial rule* 
ganizational facade through which the administration im

posed those policies, programs and regulations which they 

desired, irrespective of the needs and wishes of the Afri

can population.
The TAA actively supported the social and e'Cpnomic 

grievances of the African farmers and traders and opposed 

the restrictive regulations of the administration. It 

refused to accept the government's political position 

that any grievances or differences with government policy 

must be dealt with prqcedurally through the Native Authori-

15. Ibid., p. 112-59. Judith liistowal, The Making of Tanganyika (New 
York, 1965), p. 218-51. The adamant position of the representative 
of Great Britain against the representativeness of TANU during the 
debates over the Reports of the U.N. Visiting Missions clearly in
dicated the view of the imperial power.
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ties who "legislated" these policies and regulations as the

only "legitimate" representatives of the people. The

ally viewed the activities of the
. J

chiefs and headmen gei^r
cooperative leaderSh^ and the TAA as a threat to their 

authority and privileged position. The rise of alternate

African organizations such as the cooperative movement.

TAA, and Sukuma Union led the chiefs to ally all the more 

closely with the colonial government. As they moved to 

repress.the leadership emd members of the new organizations, 

the chiefs alienated most of the population and generated 

a situation of open conflict.

The conflict emerged as strongly and openly as it 

did during the early 1950's because the development of 

modem African political organizations clashed headlong 

with the political reform policies vrtiich the colonial 

government began imposing from 1949 onward in the name 

of "multiracialism."

These "reforms" mpresented a reversal of government
At that time.policy which existed prior to World War II. 

the colonial government refused to carry through its policy
The formationof Indirect rule to its natural conclusion, 

of.ethnic or "tribal" councils above the district level

It would have created federat-was considered but rejected, 

ed councils of the chiefdoms within each ethnic group

and a territorial African Cotoncil equivalent to the Euro-
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pean Legislative Council. The government refused to carry 

out this policy for fear it would unify the Africans 

under a centralized, hierarchical organization and provide 

a central leadership ^diich would have the power to chal

lenge British irule.

For this very reason, the immediate post-war period 

led to the formation of ethnic associations %diich pressured 

for such a political organization. They demanded as well

16

that representation within higher level councils be opened

The government reversedup to the emerging modem elite, 

its policy in order to provide a more efficient system of

native authority administration, one which would be 

capable of promoting the agrarian reforms and expanded 

production that were the main priorities of the British 

following the war. Once again, the conflict between the 

requirements of political control and of economic expan

sion led to the modification of colonial policy.

While enacting political reform, the government 

counted on two measures to provide a new beisis for politi

cal control along conservative lines. First, the new 

levels of the administrative system were turned into 

councils with a more expanded representation, but a re

presentation which was appointed and overwhelmingly 

"henchmen" of the chiefs. Thus the newly created Sukuma- 

land Federated Council consisted of an expanded represen-

16. Cf. Ralph A. Austen, Northwest Tanzania Under German and 
British Rule; Colonial Eolicy and Tribal Politics, 1889-1939 
(New Haven, 1968), p. 147-257.
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tation which lent the appearance of change but operated no 

differently than the Native Authorities of the paste 

Second) the administration tried to institute a 

multiracial composition to the Provincial and eventually 

the district councilse Rather than representing a strict

ly separate African political organization along "tradition

al" lines, these councils were designed to have Asian and 

European representation alsoa In developing this policy, 

the British sought to insure an element in the councils 

which would provide a more modern and efficient leadership 

than the chiefs could provide. They also tried to under-

17

18

cut the development of an African nationalist movement, 

like the KAU in Kenya, by entrenching the concept and

racial parity within a single politicalpractice of mul^- 

and administratwe organization throughout the territory, 

from the district level right up to the Legislative Council, 

In challenging the chiefs in council, or the tradi

tional "native authorities," the new African leadership\
was challenging the existing political structure which 

the British were striving to perpetuate in modified form.

In the early 1950’s, this challenge to the colonial govern

ment was covert, but by 1953-1954 it had taken on the form 

of open conflict with the colonial authorities.

In 1953, the government began rigidly enforcing a 

regulation that prohibited government employees from par-

17. Maguire, Toward "Uhuru”, p. 19-26.

18. Ibid., p. 32-36, 196-207.
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tlclpatlng in political organizations. The measure was 

aimed primarily at the TAA and did harm the association 

in a number of areas. Lake Province was not affected 

much hy the regulation. Most of the leadership at this 

point no longer were government employees, but had be

come full-time political organizers. The leadership of 

the TAA conducted organizing tours throughout the pro

vince in 1953, in a direct effort to mobilize the popula

tion politically behind them. They called open mass meet

ings to protest the government's regulations, on a scale 

similar to that of KAU in Kenya. These actions in them

selves presented an open challenge to the authority of 

the chiefs and to the governmental administration.

A nationalist territorial movement was beginning

to emerge in Tanzania and the Lake Province in 1953 was

in the forefront of this political development. A major

factor was the growth in organizational linkages. Lln^

were growing within each of the regions between the TAA

and other ethnic and economic organizations, like the

close ties that developed in Lake Province among the TAA,

the cooperative movement, and the Sukuma Union. Such

linkages were growing not only within a region, but be- 
%

tween the major regions of the colony.

19. Ibid., p. 149-59.
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These links reflected a growing awareness of common
This process was seeninterests and related struggles, 

graphically during the 1953 politicizing tour in Lake Pro- 

One of the main figures among the political leader-vince.

ship was Japhet Kirllo, leader of the Meru Citizens Union

Kirilo was theand an official of the Meru TAA branch, 

primary spokesman for the Meru in their struggle against 

the expropriation of Meru land for European Dairy farmers.
20

The Meru land struggle had become an international 

issue, and gained widespread prominance when Kirilo had 

presented the Meru case to the United Nations in 1952.

Both the land issue and Kirilo were widely known among the 

Sukuma in Lake Province.

Kirilo in the organizational tour of the Lake Province 

clearly indicated the broadening of issues among the 

African groups, from specific land, economic, commercial, 

social and other grievances into a nationalist struggle 

against British colonial rule.
The political protest and mobilization was spreading 

so rapidly among the African population that the govern

ment initiated even stronger measures in those regions of

The turnout and response to

N

greatest tension. The administration banned public meetings 

in Bukoba, among the Haya, in an effort to stifle African 

opposition. When the TAA branch insisted in holding a

1953, it was forceablymeeting an3rway, in the fall of

Ibid., p. 150-51: Nelson, Freemen, p. 63-77, passim.20.
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broken up by the adminiatration through the use of tear 

This immediately provided a political issue tdiichgas.

further solidified the nationalist movement aigainst the
21

colonial government.

Julius Nyerere had taken over the presidency of 

the Dar es Salaam branch of the TAA and was seeking to re

vive it as the headquarters of a more unified political move- 

Nyerere came to the Lake Province in an attempt to 

mediate between, the administration and the TAA of the pro- 

He and the rest of the leadership appealed directly

ment.

Vince.

to the governor to intervene, meet with the TAA over the

the issues involved,and reach a peaceful accomodation.

The governor did come to the Lake Province in February 

1954, and had intimated that a request for a meeting 

through official channels would receive a favorable re

sponse. While in Mwanza, however, he preemptorally re

fused to see them to gramt any recognition to the TAA 
• leadership as an independent political organization7^\

The government continued its policy of denying the right 

of Africans to operate politically outside of the exist

ing administrative system.

The climax of the growing conflict came in the sum- 

In July, 1954, the growing trans

formation of the TAA into a closely knit and militantly 

nationalist political orgainization was acknowledged formal-

mer and fall of 1954,

21. Maguire, Towards "Uhuru”, p. 152-59.
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A territorial meeting of all branch officials changed 

the name of the organization to the Tanganyika African 

National Union (TANU). By Novemberp the government clearly 

moved towards a policy of open repression against this

It banned the Lake Province of

ly.

nationalist movemento 

TANU headquarters and all the branches in Stokumaland. 

The government action effectively closed down the TANU 

political organization in Sukumaland, which until that

23

time represented the most militant leadership of the
The movement continuednationalist movement in Tanzaniao 

to developf however* as the Dar es Salaam headquarters of

TANU* under Nyerere's leadership* escalated the nation

alist political struggle during the next five years 

against a resistant and repressive colonial governments

Colonial Repression and the Rapid Success of TANU as a2.
Mass Nationalist Movement.

In the short period of five years* from 1954 to 

1959, TANU developed into a mass nationalist movement 

which challenged and won the struggle against the British

Ibid. , p. 170-76; Listowetl, Tanganyika, p. 218-27.22.

23. Maguire, Towards "Uhuru”, p. 176-79; Stephens, Political 
Transformation, p. 127-29.
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for political control over the colonial statea By December« 

1959, the British Colonial Office accepted a political 

restructtiring of the colonial government. The British 

guaranteed limited self-government under TANU leadership 

following elections to be held in August of 1960 and 

promised political independence for the immediate future.

TANU's success in developing from a small elite 

organization to a mass movement is reflected in its snow

balling membershipI 15,00 in 1954t 100,000 in 1956i
25

500,000 in 1959I and one million in mid-1960. It's 

actual popular supjxjrt was many times larger than these 

figures of dues-paying membership. More important than 

membership was the fact that TANU rapidly emerged as the 

sole African political organization of any weight or re

presentativeness. TANU was a nationalist movement which 

extended throughout the territory and transcended all 

ethnic and regional ties, in contrast to Kenya where a 

multiplicity of ethnic and regionally based parties'^merged 

in the form of opposing political coalitions, KANU and KADU.

24

The "constitutional" political struggle and govern
ment repression.

The political struggle conducted by TANU took place 

on a "constitutional" level primarily. Its objective was

Stephens, Political Transformation, p. 145-46.24.

25. Ibid. , p. 133, 146.
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restructuring the central government which would give

the African leadership political control within the

In contrast to the ongoing revolt incolonial state, 

neighboring Kenya, the political struggle in Tanzania 

remained both peaceful and moderate.

TANU was successful in its efforts within a remarkably

This was so because

short time. A critical factor in this success was the 

small,, fragmented and relatively powerless settler com

munity in Tanzania compared to the entrenched, powerful 

and all-dominant settler comm\mity in Kenya. The critical 

role of the settler community can be seen in the sharp 

contrast between TANU's success and the failure of the 

nationalist movement in Kenya one and even two decades 

earlier.

The political demands of the KAU in the immediate 

post-war period differed very little from the demands raised 

one decade later by TANU for the first time in Taiizania.

What was impossible in the late 1940's became acceptable 

in the late 1950*s after a relatively brief struggle. The

nationalist movement in Tanzania benefited greatly from its 

late development in comparison to its counterpart in Kenya. 

TANU also benefited from the small, heterogeneous, and 

geographically scattered nature of the settler population 

in Tanzania. This had prevented the European community 

from obtaining the political.and economic monopoly it had 

achieved in Kenya and created a political situation in
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which TANU did not have to struggle with a political 

veto against change by the settler population.

The rapid developnent of organized political activity 

from 1954 onward was generated by the extensive under

lying economic and social changes during the previous 

decade* but the repressive policies with which the colonial 

administration responded to independent political activity 

proved to be the major catalyst in the formation of a 

unified nationalist movement under TANU leadership, 

ment repression was not severe enough to crush the new 

nationalist movement but sufficient to alienate the large 

majority of the population, lead them to Identify their 

specific grievances with nationalist issues, and leave 

nearly all elements of the population with no alternative 

other than to unify with TANU against colonial rule.

The rudimentfiury class formation and limited class 

conflict within the African population contributed to the 

rapidity and ease with which different elements wBre\able

26

Govern-

26. This element is much more crucial than the trustreeship position 
of Tanzania, which frequently has been cited as a significant, 
positive factor in Tanzania's achievement of independence. This 
work does not view the factor of trusteeship as playing a very 
significant role. It did provide an international forum through 
the U.N. Visiting Missions and subsequent General Assembly 
debates. The Reports and debates never led Britain to a policy 
different than that which the government chose for imperial 
reasons. As has been indicated above, Tanzania was administered 
and treated like any other British crown colony, regardless of its 
trusteeship status. Cf. B.T.G. Chidzero, Tanganyika and Inter
national Trusteeship (London, 1961), p. 40-41, and passim. 
Chidzero concludes the trusteeship status did influence Tanzania's 
development strongly, but the body of his work does not substan
tiate this.
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to unify within the nationalist movement. This factor is 

most clearly seen in Stikumalando and helps explain ^diy it 

became a major locus of the political struggle, rather 

than CSiaggaland. The striking expansion of cotton produc

tion and penetration of the cash economy in Sukumaland 

following World War II had triggered off significant social 

changes. The growing socio-economic differentiation among 

the Sukuma was recent enough that emerging class lines 

were still fluid. The growing stratum of businessmen and 

traders remained farmers also, linked to the land and to 

the farming peasantry. The interests of both were still 

allied, in comparison to the frustration and conflict 

they experienced muttially with the colonial rulers. The 

more developed and rigid class formation among the Kikuyu 

in Kenya, in contrast, divided and fatally weakened the 

nationalist movement under KAU.

The colonial government in Tanzania viewed the 

growing African leadership as a small number of "selfw 

seeking" individuals, "trouble-makers" who did not repre

sent the African people and were out to exploit them for 

their own benefit, through undermining "authority" and 

"good goveimment" — which the British equated as one 

and the same. This attitude was reflected in a statement 

of the Governor to the Legislative Council in May, 1954,

27

27. Maguire, Towards "Uhuru”, Chapter 5.
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during the passage of the Registration of Societies Or

dinance* vdiich W£i8 designed to suppress political activities 

the colonial government dislikedi

My attention has been drawn to attempts vdiich 
have been made in some parts of the territory by 
by self-seeking individuals* usually men of straw*
^dio* having appointed themselves as political 
leaders* have tried to stir up the people against 
their Native Aurhtorities* and in some cases the 
Central Government* by exploiting local grievances 
real or imaginary. Tliey do not hesitate to collect 
moneyI indeed* large sums of money from many ig
norant or unsuspecting people which they have little 
qualms in using, or rather misusing* for their own 
benefit and aggrandizement. This cannot be allowed
to continue and Government will not tolerate 
such activities which are contrary to the best 
interests of the people and are designed to 
damage* if not destroy* good government. Re
spect for authority* which is an inherent 
trait in the African character* must be preserved.

28

The refusal to register TANU provincial headquarters 

and branches in Sukumaland — in practice* the banning of 

TANU and suppression of political activity — indicated 

the type of harassment the administration undertook 

against the nationalist movement whereever it experience^ 

TANU as a threat to existing administrative control. TANU 

offices were closed down or prohibitied from being establish

ed in various districts and locations. Permission for 

public meetings increasingly was prohibited. The usual 

excuse was that TANU incited the population against the 

administration and encouraged people to refuse to comply 

with the multitude of regulations which were the expres

sion of "good government " in the eyes of the admlnistra-

(#•

28. Quoted in Ibid., p. 172. See also p. 163-79.
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The expression of real grievances and criticism of

existing regulatory requirements were seen as attacks on

"law and order" and repressed through the arrests of local 
29

TANU officials.
The government repression aided In the politicization 

of the African population. Dislike of specific regulations 

gradually was transformed Into rejection of and resistance 

to the political system which Imposed these regulations In 

disregard of African Interests. More and more Africans 

became conscious of the fact that their problems were not 

just economic or social, but were ultimately political. 

Their opposition turned towards the political process — 

and the colonial authorities behind this process — idilch 

allowed them no voice In the governing of their lives. De

prived of participation within the existing authoritarian 

political system at local, district and territorial levels, 

they turned to TANU as the only organization which re

presented and actively supported their Interests In opposi

tion to the European administrators and the Native Authori

ties.

tlon.

29. Cf. The East African Standard, during the years 1954-1958, for 
numerous excimples of government harassment, repression, 
arrests and closure of offices.
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The failure of multi-racialism and shift in govern
ment -policy.

The political structure of the central government 

and the position of the Africans within it changed rapidly 

from 1954 to 1959. In April 1955, the British implemented 

a revision-of the Legislative and Executive Councils along 

the lines of "multi-racialism," the modified policy through 

which they hoped to create a more stable base for continued 

colonial rule. In the Legislative Council, nine provincially 

based constituencies were created, from each of 

^ich representatives were appointed, one from each 

racial grouping. Three representatives at large were es

tablished on the same basis, which gave the African popu

lation ten appointed unofficial representatives. At one 

stroke, the Africans obtained greater representation and 

a more effective political platform at the territorial 

level than existed in Kenya.

One year later, in April 1956, the government an

nounced the first election of representatives would take 
31

place in 1958. While the electoral procedures passed in 

the 1957 Legislative Council established

30

common roll

30. Stephens, Political Transformation, p. 127; Taylor, Political 
Development, p. 134-35, as well as 124-35.

31. Stephens, Political Transformation, p. 137-40; Taylor, Political 
Development, p. 138-59; Listowal, Tanganyika, p. 283-302.
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electionst it also severely restricted the eligibility 

of voters and created a complicated tri»partite system of 

voting along the lines of the existing "multi-racial" re

presentation o Each voter had to cast three votes> one 

for each of the three racial group’s candidateso TANU, 

following the lead of the Kenya nationalist leadershipp 

maintained up until January that it would boycott these 

elections, based its demands for an end to the multi-racial 

basis of representation and for universal voting. In Janu

ary, it changed its position and decided to support those 

European and Asian candidates ;rtio favored the ANU program.

The elections were held in two stages, in September

of 1958 and February of 1959. TANU and TANU-supported can-
32

didates swept the field, winning every constituency. Seeing- 
these results in the first stage of the elections, the 

British had no choice but to change its policy in October, 

1958, and to promise officially for the first time that 
African self-government would be established in the^fUfure 

in Tanzania. The United Tanganyika Party (UTP), the only 

existing opposition and a government-supported "multi-racial" 

party, proved itself to be totally ineffectual and ceased 

to exist after these first elections.

The British shift in policy was spelled out clearly 
33

in the fall of 1959, In October, the British announced

32. Taylor, Political Development, p. 170-70.

33. Listowal, Tanganyika, p. 369-79: Maguire, Towards "Uhuru*', 
p. 261 £f.
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the next general elections would be moved up from 1962 

to September 1960.^Two months later# the colonial govern

ment accepted theVrecommendations of the Ramage Committee, 

^ich had been established after the 1959 elections to 

recommend future constitutional revisions. The "multi

racial" policy had failed and was officially abandoned.

A Legislative Council of seventy-one elected members was 

to be created, in which fifty constituencies would be 

openly contested and twenty-one reserved for the European 

and Asian communities. Not only did this guarrantee an 

African majority in the Legislative Council, but the 

British annotinced that following the September 1960 elections, 

"responsible" government would be established under African 

leadership.

Economic and political events at the local level in

fluenced this British reversal as much as the total political 

and electoral success of TANU as the single nationalist party 

existing in Tanzania. Abandonment of the "multi

racial" policy at the territorial level was based on the 

failure of government efforts to impose tri-partite, multi

racial Councils at the District and Provincial levels.

The greatest conflict over this issue took place in Geita 

District in Lake Province, during 1958.

Between March and July, the administration attempted 

to create a multi-racial district council in Geita to super-

34

34. Maguire, Towards "Uhuru'', p. 196-234.
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cede the existing Native Authorities. Geita was chosen as 

a test area on the belief by the administration that the 

people of the district would be more receptive cind compliant 

than elsewhere. The move triggered off widespread unrest 

and provided a clear focus for African fears that Euro

peans were seeking to establish greater control throughout 

the colony at the expense of African institutions, land, 

production and trade.

African opposition was intensified by the administra

tion's efforts to ban organized political activity by 

TANU in Leike Province. With all legitimate avenues of 

protest elimineated, Icoal opposition escalated spontan

eously to the point of mass, open conflict. During July, 

thousands of people from Geita marched to Mwanza, the 

Provincial capital, to protest the Council. Once there, 

they insisted on camping there and continuing organized 

demonstrations until their demands were met.

After five days, it became clear that the provinc^ial 

administration faced mass civil disobedience and the col

lapse of their authority. Unwilling to acknowledge this 

situation, the administration resorted to the traditional 

response of force, while blaming the disturbances on 

"outside agitators." Heavily reinforced police and tear- 

gas were used to forceable disperse the crowd and the 

leaders of the protest were arrested.
35

35. Ibid. ,p. 227.
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Government repression did not end the protest but 

stimulated widespread grassroots resistance to the colonial 

governmentI not only in Geitat but throughout most areas 

of Lake Province and in many other districts in Tanzania 

The three basic demands in Geita became terri

torial demands* dismissal of the chiefs, abolition of 

the multi-racial councils, and release of the growing

number of political prisoners arrested for disrupting 
36

"law anH order." The assessment of the situation in

as well.

Geita in the Annual Report at the end of 1958 applied
37 .

equally as well to most of the colony*

There has been a strong reaction against 
the paternalism and tight control on_the 
lives of Geita's population, which t has 
been7 a very marked feature of the District's 
life . . . Perhaps more than most districts, 
Geita has been the scene of major, even 
dedicated, effort by Government officers in 
the field of development ... It is a 
discouraging reflection on our methods 
that we have not carried the people with us 
in these schemes and plans, so full of hope 
for the future. By the middle of 1958 in --n 
the minds of men in Geita District, confidence 
and trust in Government stood at its lowest . . 
The.basis of Goyeriiment, that is to say, the 
consent of the people, had in large measure 
dissolved.

Increasingly, resistance took the form of boycott of 

governmental institutions, like the councils, non-payment 

of taxes, and the refusal to comply with the multitude of 

government and and natural resource regulations* destocking.

36. Ibid., p. 222.

37. Quoted in Ibid. , p. 228; Stephens. Political Transformation, p. 
143-45.
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36. Ibid., p. 222.

37. Quoted in Ibid. , p. 228; Stephens. Political Transformation, p. 
143-45.
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innoculatlonst cattle dlppingt tie rldgingt manuringt

Public "Illegal"cennnunal labor demands, and many others, 

meetings were held more and more frequently, in local

defiance of the chiefs and European officials. Organized 

resistence to the oppressive colonial administration grew 

remarkably quickly.

The breakdoim of local control and the overwhelming 

success of TANU in the elections forced the colonial 

government to turn to a policy of cooperation with TANU 

at the local and territorial levels during 1959. Regula- 

' tions ^ich were locally opposed and could only be 

Implemented by force were repealed or ignored. The 

ban against local TANU organizations was dropped as the 

provincial administration reluctantly turned to the 

African nationalist leadership for help in maintaining 

order and the functioning of government. Efforts to impose 

multi-racial reforms in the local councils were abandoned 

and existing councils were opened up to representation by 

the new leadership well in advance of the Legislative 

Council reform which followed the 1960 elections.
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The Rapid Achievement of Political Independencet
Accomodation between the Colonial Govei?nment and
the Nationalist Movement.

3.

The tentative movement towards accomodation between 

the Colonial government and TANU by mid-1958 had become 

the dominant political characteristic in Tanzania after 

the overwhelming victory of TANU in the February 1959 

elections. This accomodation is reflected in the rapid 

progression towards political independence within the 

following 3 years. The British promise in late 1959 of 

an African majority in a restructured Legislative Council 

and "irgs.ponsible Government" under an elected African 

■ leadership was fulfilled in a little over one year.

After the August 1960 elections, TANU had won all 

but one of the elective seats in the new Legislative 

Council. Nyerere became the Chief Minister within the 

Council of Ministers which had been established in^July 

1959 to replace the older Executive Council. "Respon

sible Government" was a reality and proved in practice 

to be the equivalent to internal self-government. The 

shift took place so smoothly that in October a consti

tutional conference was scheduled for March, 1961, to 

set a definite date for formal independence. The March 

conference lasted only two days, after which it was

announced that political independence would be granted 
38

in December 1961.

38. Listowal, Tanganyika, p. 380-90.
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The existence of a singlet unified and territory- 

wide nationalist party, and the local collapse of the 

political authority of the colonial government were' 

significant factors in the smoothness and rapidity with 

which this transfer of political rule took place. But 

the primary explanation lay in the absence of any ser

ious conflict between TANU and the British over the 

shape of the future political system, over fundamental 

policies, and over economic interests.

The British government had reversed itself on the 

issue of imposing a multi-racial political system which 

would perpetuate European dominance within the colonial 

system. It did so not only because it was unworkable 

as a policy by the late 1950's, but because "multi

racialism" promised to create the polarized conflict 

which the British were seeking at all costs to avoid 

after the bitter experience in Kenya during the mi^-

The reversal of policy also occurred because'' 

continued colonial control threatened to retard economic 

expansion. Accomodation to the emerging nationalist 

leadership, however, promised to mobilize African ener

gies towards economic growth, to the benefit of existing. 

British economic Interests.

The abandonment of the policy of "multi-racialism" 

quickly made clear the essential moderation of the 

nationalist movement. British accomodation to TANU

1950's.
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effectively prevented the formation of a more radical 

African political organization which might have challen

ged the socio-economic structure created under colonial 

rule. The TANU leadership essentially accepted the 

British values of responsible and orderly government. 

They sought to supplant European with African leader

ship within the existing structure rather than to 

transform it. The rapidity of the progress towards 

independence actually went way beyond the expectations 

and even demands of the African leadership. As late as 

1956, Nyerere had stressed the unpreparedness of the 

Africans for self-government and had projected a time 

schedule which would not have achieved independence for 

another 20 years.

39

40

S'

Economically, colonial policies had placed signi-^ 

• ficant restrictions upon African participation in the 

captialist-structured money economy, but the weak role 

of the settler community had prevented the extreme dis

integration of the African society that had occurred in 

Kenya. Tanzania did not experience the nearly total 

breakdoTO of the colonial system which the "Mau Mau"

39. C£. the assurance of the moderation of Nyerere and TANU by 
the conservative Tanganyika Standard. February 25, 1957, p. 2.

Cf. Kenya Weekly News. April 20, 1956, p. 15.40.
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revolt reflected in Kenya. Nor did an agrarian reform 

anywhere near equivalent to the extensive, rapid and 

imposed land consolidation and resettlement take place 

prior to independence. Agrarian reform in Tanzania 

before independence continued on an incremental 
"improvement" basis. Efforts at the modernization of

land use and agricultural practices came too late and too 
little. \'lhen attempted, they were undertaken for the 

purpose of prolonging colonial rule on a more stable

basis as much as they were intended to modernize the 

agrarian economy. The result was growing resistence 

by the African peasantry which gradually became trans

formed from economic grievences to a broader political 

demand for the removal of the oppressive colonial ad

ministration.

The more limited extent and impact of land ex- 

proriation in Tanzania made the land issue and Europeari^ 

settlement a much less explosive issue than in Kenya.

The gireater acceptence by the European community of 

African rule was matched by the moderation of the nation

alist leadership with regard to the economically impor

tant land under non-African control. TANU assured the 

settlers that their land rights obtained under colonial 

rule would be respected after independence. No exclu

sive White Highlands existed in Tanzania as a political 

issues which had to be defused before political indepen

dence could be transfered by the British.

\
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The TANU leadership indicated as much concern as the 

British to maintain and expand economic production 

through the growth of export cash crops and the intro

duction of improved agrarian practices. The Nyerere 
government in 1961 fully supported the moderate 

recommendations of the World Bank report of that year

and encorporated them into the Three Year Development
42

Plan for 1961-64 in agreement with the British.

Agrarian reform was thus left to the post-independence 

African government to carry out.

41

41. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The 
Economic Development of Tanganyika (Batltimore, 1961).

42. Hadley Smith, ed. , Readings on Economic Development and 
Administration in Tanzania (Par es Salaam, 1961), p. 335-59.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE SYSTEM OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT; 
CONCEPT, STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS.

It is useful to summarize briefly the steps of the argument of 

the thesis on the colonial formation of Kenya and Tanzsmia, First we 

described the partition of East Africa and the imposition of colonial 

rule during the "scramble for Africa" generated by the imperialist 

rivalry of the major European powers. Second, we compared the 

early formation of a similar type of settler-dominated, agrarian ex

port colony by both the British and Germans in Kenya and Tanzania. 

Third, we examined the variation of the agrarian settler colony which 

emerged in the two territories during the consolidation of British rule 

after the conquest and incorporation of Tanzania into the British em

pire. Fourth, we analyzed the consequences of this variation on the 

process and conditions under which the two countries obtained political 

^ independence. N

At the point of independence, Kenya and Tanzania demonstrated 

all the standard indices of what were called the underdeveloped or 

developing nations: widespread poverty, low per capita income and 

gross national product, a miniscule wage labor force, minimal living 

standards and widespread illiteracy among the mass of the population, 

and an overwhelmingly agrarian society.
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These indices are symptoms of a system of underdevelopment

formed during the colonial period. These aggregate statistics obscure

the underlying structural formation that characterizes the system of

underdevelopment. The economic, political, social and cultural 

structures perpetuate a deformed pattern of growth that reinforces

the condition of underdevelopment. The primary element in this

process is the deformed capitalist economy.

The critical factor in the formation of a system of imderdevelop-

ment was the subordinate and dependent relationship between the satel

lite colony and flie metropole. This ejcternal relationship created in 

turn a similar set of relationships within the colony.

The perspective behind the comparative analysis of Kenya and 

Tanzania owes much to the concept of underdevelopment associated 

particularly with Andre Gunder Frank and his work on Latin America. ^

The analysis of the colonial formation in Kenya and Tanzania 

above confirms the validity and value of the concept of underdevelop

ment. As Prank states, ^

Historical research demonstrates that 
contemporary underdevelopment is in large

1. Andre Gunder Frank, Latin America; Underdevelopment or 
Revolution (New York, 1970 [1969]). Also see, Andre Gimder 
Prank, "Economic Dependence, Class Structure and Underdevelop
ment Policy," in James Cockcroft, Andre Gunder Frank and Dale 
Johnson, eds.. Dependence and Underdevelopment (New York, 
1972), pp. 19-36.

2. Frank, Underdevelopment or Revolution, p. 4.
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part the historical product of past and con
tinuing economic and other relations between 
the satellite underdeveloped and the now de
veloped metropolitan countries. Furthermore, 
these relations are an essential part of the 
structure and development of the capitalist 
system on a world scale as a whole.

The British persistently viewed European settlement and in

vestment as the "engine of development." Yet when one considers the

actual role and consequences of the settler commiuiity, capitalist

investment, and related commercial activities, including that of the 

Asians, and consider as well the realities underlying the " sacred 

trust" and'fcivilizing mission" of the colonizing power, one must 

cbncWde with Frank that a^

... largely erroneous view is that the develop
ment of these imderdeveloped countries and, 
within them of their most underdeveloped do
mestic areas, must and will be generated or 
stimulated by diffusing capital, institutions, 
values, etc
and national capitalist metropoles. Historical 
perspective based on the imderdeveloped coun
tries' past experience suggests that on the 
contrary in the underdeveloped countries econ
omic development can now occur only indepen
dently of most of these relations of diffusion.

to them from the international• »

This concept of imderdevelopment is counterposed to the liberal 

capitalist view that countries like Kenya and Tanzania are undeveloped.

3. Ibid.
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or in early stages of a linear path of development that the developed 

countries passed through centuries ago. ^

This is inaccurate historically. The developed capitalist 

countries never had the characteristics of underdevelopment. They 

locked into a subordinate and dependent relationship with 

advanced economic and technical countries. And they did not have to 

attempt the difficult task of development within an international system 

dominated by already developed capitalist countries.

No underdeveloped country has experienced an economic "take

off" through capitalist development during the 20th Century.

were never

It has

effectively been argued that this is precisely because of the conditions 

indicated above. ^ Existing evidence supports the conclusion of Rene 

Dumont that where liberal capitalist development is not already well 

underway, development^

.. .has become practicaUy impossible within 
a liberal framework. The AUiance for Progress 
is thus not only doomed to failure; Africa will 
follow close behind if it prefers liberalism.

4. Cf. W. W. Rostow, Stages of Economic Growth.(Cambridge, 
1960).

5. Cf. Paul Bairoch. Revolution Industielle et Sous-Developpement 
(SEDES, 1963).

6. Rene Dumont, Cuba: Socialism and Deveopment, trans. Helen 
Lane (New York, 1970 [1964]), pp. 197-98.
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bThe relationship of the British metropole to the satellite colonies

of Kenya and Tanzania did not promote a capitalist development along the 

lines which Britain and the other developed capitalist coimtries followed.

On the contrary, it blocked this pattern of development. Instead, it

created a system of underdevelopment based on a deformed capitalist

economy.

Colonial rule promjtetTThe'penetration of a capitalist economy 

into the traditional African society. Every effort was made to pull the 

African into the cash and market economy being created within the 

colonial system. Until the transitional period to independence, this 

process was deliberately undertaken on a highly restricted basis.

The objective of colonial policy was not the capitalist transforma

tion of the self-producing African societies. It aimed rather at a sufficient 

penetration to turn the African into a taxpayer, wage labortt^or the 

European or peasant producer of agrarian exports and consumer of 

import manufactures. Any further advance or transformation was 

blocked. The reserve system, systems of migrant, resident, and 

squatter labor, the policy of indirect rule, and the immigrant merchant 

stratum are concrete examples of the institutions established under 

colonial rule which blocked a capitalist transformd^n within African 

society and produced a system of imderdevelopment instead.
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These institutions illustrate how the original imposition of the

metropole/sat^ite colony relationship generates an inexorable 

process in which similar sets of relationships are imposed within the

colony in turn. The political and commercial center or centers

develop a metropole role in relationship to the satellite African areas

in the hinterland. In the agrarian settler colonies like Kenya and

Tanzania, the locales of settlement and plantation development also

take on a metropole role in relationship to the African satellite areas.

This was particiilarly true in Kenya with the formation of the White

Highlands and consequent formation of rigid reserve system'.

The parallel set of relationships is not limited within the colony. 

It also develops in the relationship between colonies under the influence 

of the primary metropole/satellite colony relationship. Following the 

incorporation of Tanzania into the British empire. Kenya developed a 

metropole role in relationship to the neighboring satellite colonies of 

Tanzania and Uganda.

The nature of these sets of relationships points out the inade

quacy of concept of the "dual society" or its variant, the "enclave" 

concept. ’ According to this latter view, a modern economic and 

. social enclave, linked directly to the metropole economy, is created 

within a colony whose traditional societies otherwise remain untouched.

7. For the classic formulation of the enclave economy, cf. J. H. 
Bocke, The Evolution of the Netherlands Indies Economy (New 
York, 1946yi
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The dual society analysis is seen more specifically today in the contrasts

made between market and siiisistence economies, modern and traditional

societies, and urban and rural "sectors." These are not only contrasting

but mutually exclusive analytic constructs which break down under the

reality of the interpenetration of these market/subsistence, modern/ 

traditional, and urban/rural elements. This is particularly so in that

the interpenetration is not an equal or mutually beneficial relationship.

but one based on dominance and exploitation, on the one hand, and sub-

ordinancy and dependency on the other hand.

At the point of political independence, Kenya and Tanzania 

represented underdeveloped countries. The critical characteristic of 

underdevelopment was the deformed capitalist economy created during 

the formation of these agrarian settler colonies under British rule.

The economic and other structural characteristics of underdevelopment 

in the two countries at that time are examined in more detail b^low.

. The Structure of the Colonial Social Order.

The most overt form of structural division and conflict within

Kenya and Tanzania as independence approached was a racially based

social order, with the European on top, the Asians in the middle, and
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the mass of the Africans on the bottom. This racial hierarchy was 

the functional equivalent of a "class" system, although it might more

aptly be characterized as a caste system.

Within the colonial "class" system there was a clear and direct 

correlation of race to political, economic and sociafposition and power.
\

A small European minority maintained a monopoly oveb political power.

ovmed the major economic institutions, and controlled the wealth and 

capital investment in both societies.

The mass of the African populations were relegated to the bottom 

of the social order as laborers, "primitive" peasant producersi or petty 

traders. In between was a middle order comprised of a larger minority 

of Asians. They controlled the retail trade, the less important whole

sale trade, and the middle echelon of the administrative, financial and 

commercial establishments.

The colonial "class" system was created and imposed by colonial

rule. It was also maintained ultimately by the metropole. The racial

social order inevitably began breaking down, in its more overt form,

during the transition to and following independence. This is reflected

in the "Africanization" and "localization" policies which are taking place

and will be carried through.
■ ' “ ■ i ..

Several points should be emphasized with regard to the

racially structured social order. First, the role of the non-Africans,
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particularly the white settler, was crucial in the formation of the 

colonial system. The European, both settler and investor, was viewed 

as the "engine" of economic development, and played an equal if not 

greater role than the colonial administration in forging the structure 

of underdevelopment with which we are concerned.

Yet, once the economic structure had been formed, it took on 

a' self-generating dynamic of its own. To focus on the racial social 

structure tends to obscure the primary importance of the underlying 

economic structure, its persistence after political independence, and 

the forG.e it exerts in maintaining a system of underdevelopment.

Secondly, the importance of the racially based colonial "class"

system of the past tends to obscure the class division emerging within 

the African population. This class formation developed in response 

to the colonial situation. The characteristics of the emergent African

bourgeoisie in particular were shaped in turn by the limitations^and
\

values imposed by.the colonial structure. The difficulty and time it 

IS taking to "Africanize, " to replace non-Africans with Africans in the 

major political and economic positions, indicates the degree to which 

even the most overt colonial structure, the racially based social hier

archy. was buUt within the state system. It emphasizes the strength 

and pervasiveness of the system of underdevelopment formed during 

colonial rule. It also raises a primary issue for the future of develop

ment in Kenya and Tanzania. Is the African class system emerging in
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the two states merely serving to replace the colonial "class" ride . 

within the economic and social structure inherited from the colonial

past, or is a process taking place which involves the transformation 

of the colonial system itself?

2. The Dependency of the Agrarian Export Econoniy.

The structure of the economies of Kenya and Tanzania were 

overwhelmingly based on and dependent upon agrarian production. 

This was graphically illustrated by the geographical and occupational 

distribution of the population. Approximately '95% lived in the rural 

areas and depended upon agricidture in whole or in part for their 

livelihood.

The officially recorded wage earning labor force was a small'' 

percentage of both the overall population and the actual labor force. 

Europeans and Asians held a disproportionate percentage of the 

employee positions and were concentrated among the higher paying 

skilled and administrative positions.

' In 1959. African wage employment in Kenya was 537. 000 or 8.3 

percent of a total estimated population of 6.5 miUion. In Tanzania, 

wage employment was 433, 000 or 4.8 percent of a total estimated
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population of 9 million.® Over half of the work force in both coimtries 

moreover, were employed in agricultural production, mostly on estates

or plantations owned by the Europeans.

Most of the African wage earners retained landholdings and were

dependent upon them to subsidize their own livelihood and that of their 

families. They were also dependent upon them as a form of "social 

insurance, " in case of unemployment or for their "old age. " The 

official statistics did not record the larger number who earned some

cash income within the rural areas as a rural farm laborer or in

other kinds of work. This emphasizes, however, the secondary 

nature of this income and the primary dependency upon agricultural 

production for subsistence.

The pervasive agrarian structure of the economy is also seen 

in the aggregate figure for the domestic product of the two countries.

In 1959, agrarian production accounted for approximately 41.5% of^- 

the total domestic product, including subsistence production, in Kenya, 

and 59% in Tanzania. Agrarian production also totalled 22.7% and 41.4% 

respectively of the monetary domestic product.®

These figures are merely the tip of the iceberg. They deal with 

production only. There are no statistics available on the breakdown of

s>

8. Cf. Statistical Abstracts, for Kenya and Tanzania, 1960.

9. Cf. Statistical Abstracts, for Kenya and Tanzania, 1960.
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other economic activities related directly or indirectly to and dependent 

upon agrarian production. If such figures could be extracted and to

talled also for the economic activities of transport, construction, 

processing, commerce, and administration, agrarian-related activities 

would total to a much higher percentage of the domestic product.

The agrarian economy was highly dependent in turn upon the 

production of export cash crops for the world market. Cash crop 

production for the domestic market was a very minor factor. Neeirly

90% of the export trade of the two coimtries was based on agrarian 
production, while over 50 percent of exports were dependent upon a

few major cash crops The implications are suggested but not truly 

spelled out by Walker when he stated that Kenya and Tanzania are 

dependent economies because "a high proportion of money domestic 

product [arises] directly or indirectly from the production, transport, 

processing and selling of exports.

but somewhat evasive to assert that "the level and growth of their 

incomes" are substantially dependent upon "happenings outside East 

Africa.

It is not only an understatement'^^

til2

10. Cf. Statistical Abstracts, for Kenya and Tanzania, 1960.

11. David Walker, "Problems of Economic Development of East - 
Africa," in E. A. G. Robinson, ed. Economic Development for 
Africa South of the Sahara (London, 1964), ;j. bi.

12. Ibid., p. 94.
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This external dependency did not just "happen." It was caused 

by the colonial policies of the metropole which imposed an agrarian 

export economy upon the countries. And the perpetuation of this depen

dency was based not on "happenings" outside East Africa but by the 

integration of this agrarian export economy to a world market controlled 

by the major industrialized capitalist states.

Kenya and Tanzania were in no position to exert any influence 

upon such factors as world market demand, prices, quality regulations, 

and product substitutions. This external control has operated over the 

long run to the disadvantage of Kenya and Tanzania and to the advantage 

of the industrial capitalist states.

The consequence of this structural dependency is more than a 

limitation or uncertain affect on the major source of "income" agrarian 

export production^and a possible "affect on other sectors of the economy.

It constantly threatens the very economic base of the agrarisin countries, 

and severely limits the actual and potentisil economic surplus available 

for development away fromthe dependency we have been describing. 

Dependency upon an agrarian economy is threatening in other 

respects also. Primary production based on agriculture makes the 

society particularly susceptible to the uncertainties of natural internal 

factors such as drought or irregular rainfall, crop or animal diseases.

13. Ibid., p. 94.

4
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and insect plagues. This affects not only the agrarian export trade, 
but threatwi^amine and starvation, or excessive malnutrition at best, 

OTTinTig the African population, which is so dependent upon subsistence

farming.

3. Capital Investment: Internal Limitations and
External Dependency. ~

A major component in the structure of underdevelopment in

Kenya and Tanzania was the severe restrictions upon the accumiiiation

of economic surplus for capital investment and diversified development.

internal sources of capital investment were severely limited and the 

economies were subjected in turn to a high dependency upon external 

investment by foreign corporations.^^

Investment [in Kenya and Tanzania] is almost 
entirely carried out by the government, by other 
public or quasi-public bodies, or by large ex
patriate firms financed, for the most part, by 
sources of finance external to East Africa and thus 
dependent in the last resort upon the views of 
people outside the territories.

The underlying economic structure of the two countries at the

point of independence was characterized by the monopoly of ownership.

control, or access to capital resources by the non-African, Control of

14. Ibid., p. 94.
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capital rested primarily in the hands of Europeans: managers of 

plantations and wholesale firms which were controlled by overseas 

corporations; financial institutions such as banks and insurance

companies which were subsidiaries of overseas parent institutions; 

settlers; European government officials; and officials of the Colonial

Office in the British Metropole.

European control of capital points out the intimate linkage 

between internal capital restrictions and external dependency. This 

linkage was based upon a common interest in the promotion of an 

agrarian export economy and, in the last resort, this fundamental 

interest overrode aU specific differences of interest which existed 

within the European "commxmity. "

The African population was locked into the bottom of the colonial 

social order. It consequently had no significant ownership or control 

over capital. At the same time they were locked out of access to-the 

European controlled sources of capital. The mass of Africans were 

peasant farmers producing mostly for subsistence, with some cash 

crop production over and above this. Or they were unskilled laborers.

In either case, their wage or self-earned income was mini

mal, barely enough for subsistence, taxes, school fees, and the most 

limited of consumer purchases.

In fact, this labor, rather than providing a means for capital 

accumulation by the African through savings, tended to subsidize the 

European settler, plantation owners, wholesalers, high-salaried

Or both.
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European administrative officials and add to the accumulation of

capital in European hands.

Two limited exceptions existed within the African population. 

One was the African farmer who was primarily a cash crop producer. 

This segment was only recently emerging and still suffered from 

numerous restrictions on land ownership, land use, the kind and 

quantity of crops which could be produced, etc. Such production was 

limited to smallholder production. No real accumulation of capital 

was possible, even imder the more recent cooperative organizations 

which were emerging. Capital accumulation and investment control 

rested at the top, in the hands of the marketing boards controlled by 

the Europeans.

A second exception was the African petty trader. He in turn 

was locked into this limited commercial role by the almost total 

monopoly over retail trade and marketing by the Asian population. 

Colonial policy actually served to maintain this monopoly position of 

the Asians in retail and marketing, just as it operated to maintain the 

monopoly role of the European elements in the major economic 

Government "paternalistic" policies reinforced this highly limited 

commercial role of the African through restrictions on licensing, 

credit, and the availability of educational facilities for leaa’ning 

business skills.

■*s««

areas.

European ownership and control over capital resources also 

meant control over how this capital was to be invested and the kind of
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development which was to take place. In practice, this meant the 

directing of capital investment into two channels. First, capital was 

channeled into the expansion of the agrarian export economy.

Secondly, capital was channeled out of the coimtry, for example, in 

the form of capital repatriations by foreign firms and in sterling 

deposits in the metropole by bank subsidiaries.

Both capital investment flows served to reinforce the structure 

of underdevelopment and to block the possible alternative investments 

which could produce a more integrated and less deformed pattern of

development.

4. The Minimal Role of Industry and Manufacturing.

\

The major alternative area of economic development lay in 

industry and manufacturing. Yet these economic activities played 

a minimal role in the economies of Kenya and Tanzania. The "absence"

of manufacturing and industrial development reflects the obverse side

of an agrarian export economy. This is no coincidence, for historically

it has been the major characteristic of the colonial structure in general

and the agrarian settler colony in particular.
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"Development" of the economy was viewed as the province of 

British) investment. The role of the colonialprivate foreign (i. e 

government was seen as limited generally to the maintenance of law

• $

and order, the collection of taxes, and the establishment of an ^

orderly administration, and, at best, the provision of external econ

omies or economic infrastructure by which to promote the "required" 

private external investment.

In practice, the colonies, were viewed as protected areas of 

imperial privilege which confirmed their "natural" productive and 

market potential. Imperially required tropical raw materials and 

foods required by the metropole were to be obtained from them and, 

in exchange, the colonies would provide a growing market for British • 

manufactured goods.

The bias, then, was towards the promotion of specific forms 

of investment, those which conformed to the existing economic struc

ture based on agrarian export production. This bias was strongly 

reinforced by the varied economic interest groups already entrenched 

and growing within the two countries, and consequently by the continuing 

absence of economic conditions which might attract a more diversified

and productive form of investment.

British corporations based on the production and marketing of 

tropical crops were thus attracted by their own profit interests and by 

an imperial policy over which they exercised a good deal of influence 

in the first place. To the extent they reinvested profils made in planta-
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tion production, the reinvestment was oriented to the expansion and

modernization of agrarian’exports such as coffee, tea, cotton, sis^.

pyrethrum, and ground nuts for edible oils. Capital profils were not

reinvested in manufacturing and industry, beyond initial stage 

processing "industries."

The colonial government did not influence reinvestment in

manufacturing areas, either directly or indirectly through tax or fiscal

measures. Quite to the contrary, Pressime was exerted by foreign

corporations upon the government to invest its limited revenue into 

lowering the costs and promoting the expansion of export production.

These pressimes resulted in economic infrastructure oriented to the

export crop sector, in colonial investment in agricultxmal research

and services with the same orientation. Other pressures were exerted

to insure low wages and minimal restrictions on work and living con

ditions for plantation labor as well as to insure a satisfactory supply

of African labor.

The growth of manufacturing industries would have threatened

these economic interests, by diverting government investment into 

other areas, by cutting into the potential labor supply, and by com

petitively fprcing up the wage standards.

Colonial officials, aside from the policy orientations already 

indicated, had their own interests in promoting expansion of the

agrarian export economy over other lines of development. The main
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sources of colonial revenue came from agrarian exports, directly or 

indirectly. Export cash crops provided the major direct source of 

taxable income, in coordination with indirect "taxes" or revenue tariffs
i'-

on imported consumer and manufactured goods, which in turn were 

paid for by the export trade. And the primary source of capital 

development fimds came from the surplus of the cash crop marketing

boards.

tfltimately, most of these tax revenues were extracted from the

African, as cash crop smallholder, marginal wage laborer, and consumer.
ft

It was he who provided the major share of the revenue or economic I
surplus for recurrant and capital investment. But he had no control 

over it. Consequently, investment was directed into the promotion of
E

plantation and settler export production in particular and the agrarian 

export economy in general, rather than a more productive economic 

formation based on manufacturing and industry. ■ft'

5. The Underdeveloped and Deformed Internal Economy.

The internal economy was small and underdeveloped in Kenya

a and Teinzania. Great distortions existed also between segments of

the populations and between regions along lines which are by now 

familiar. This presented a strong contrast to the developed export
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exchange system in the two states. The deformed and underdeveloped 

interaal economy was a structural component of the agrarian export 

economy, along with the absence of manufacturing and industry, and 

for similar reasons.

Ownership, wealth and income were highly unequal and 

centrated, for they were determined by the racial "class" structure 

of the colonial system. Consequently, there was a very smaU domestic 

market with the income to purchase consumer goods to any significant 

degree.

con-

This market consisted of the Europeans, the Asians, 

degree, and a very smaU but growing African elite.
to a lesser 

They were oriented 

to the purchase of imported goods, as opposed to domestic production, 

due to their immigrant background, the commercial and mercantilist

characteristics of the agrarian export economy, and the policies of the 

colonial administration.

The vast majority of African population took part in the internal 

exchange economy, but only to a very limited degree. The colonial 

system had perpetuated traditional land use and agricultural practices 

in African agrarian production as well as a widespread dependency upon 

production for subsistence. Exchange of agricultural and livestock 

produce remained highly localized and minimal in volume and value. To 

the extent the colonial government provided any aid to African peasant 

production, it was primarily concerned with the expansion of export 

crop production. The result was a continuing retardation of production

\
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for basic domestic needs, of production based on more modern practices

along specialized lines, and of integrated, diversified regional and national

markets.

The metropole and satellite relationship blocked alternative forms 

of production or enterprise export production and related commercial 

activities. Few alternative forms of employment were available to the 

African given the deformed pattern of economic growth. This coincided 

with and was intensified by the locking out of Africans in the top and 

middle level positions within the colonial system due to the monopoly 

hold of the European and Asian. The limited forms of employment and 

enterprise perpetuated the localized, stagnant and underdeveloped 

internal economy.

The colonial system deliberately maintained a low level of 

wage and self-earned income among the ^rican peasantry in the 

limited economic activities in which they were permitted to operate.
-v.

This reinforced the imderdeveloped characteristics of the internal

economy.

To the extent some small manufactiiring activities did develop, 

they were dominated in turn by the Europeans and Asians, through 

their access to credit, skills and governmental support unavailable to 

Africans. Local African craft industries were discouraged except for 

the tourist trade. They also faced unequal competition from foreign 

enterprise which the colonial system favored.
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The pattern of economic subsidies indicated the influence of the 

metropole-satellite relationship in forming and maintaining an underde

veloped and deformed economy. Subsidies were established in many 

forms for European agrarian export activities while they were not pro

vided for "infant" industries designed to produce for the domestic

market. These subsidies included: special transport 

rates for agrarian exports j agricultural research and 

extension servicesi maize and other crop subsidies: 

the promotion of external services or infrastructure 

designed primarily for European plantation, estate, 

and limited mineral extractioni the ready and privi- 

ledged access to credit facilities; and restriction 

of government contracts for construction and other 

activities to European and Asian enterprises.

The consequences of these structxiral limitations within the 

internal economy have often been depicted as the creation of a "vicious 

circle, " in that they in turn discouraged outside investors from under

taking industrial and manufacturing investment. Low per capita income.

the absence of a skilled labor force, localized markets and absence of

necessary transport and other important economic infrastructures do

tend to make more difficult and thus inhibit the very diversified and

integrated internal economy needed for transforming the economic and

social development of Kenya and Tanzania.

Yet to perceive this as a "vicious circle" is misleading. It 

ignores the fact that the situaticndid not just "happen," or was not the 

consequence primarily of "traditional" and "backward" practices and
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values. The situation, rather is the structural consequence of an

imperial and colonial government policy which was primarily interested

in creating and promoting an agrarian export economy. And government

policy was the consequence in turn of the economic pressures of external

interest groups and immigrant groups which held monopoly positions

within the state systems of Kenya and Tanzania.

6. A Breakdown of the Differing Spheres of 
Agrarian Production.

Given the overwhelming dominance of agrarian production in the

economies of Kenya and Tanzania, it is important to give further attention

to the breakdown of the differing spheres of agrarian production and the

problems this differentiation posed for the mobilization of development^

at independence. Three main spheres will be considered; (1) European 

plantation and settler estate production. (2) peasant cash crop pro

duction, and (3) the predominantly subsistence production of the 

majority of the African population.

European owned plantations and settler farms and ranches 

formed a crucial sphere of agrarian production, particularly in Kenya.^ ^

15. For the following figures as of 1959, see ibid 
p. 91-93, and Table I, p. 126-29. .»
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In Tanzania, non-African production totalled 25% of the value of total 

agrarian production, 35% of the value of cash crop production and 45% 

of agrarian export production, while the share of African production 

was 75%, 65%, and 55% respectively. In Kenya, Europeans produced 

79% of the value of cash crop production and % of agrarian export 

production, while the African share in production was 21% and 

respectively. The extremly excessive percentage of European plan

tation and settler agrarian production had been dropping since the 

loosening of government restrictions and the agrarian reforms intro

duced in the late 1950's. 

however.

%

The role of this sphere still remains high.

As crucial as this European sphere was in percentage value of 

cash and export production within the economy, its role was even 

greater in the deformation of the other spheres of production and the 

economy as a whole. The presence of plantation production and 

particularly settler farming generated a skew in the economy. 

aU the resources of the colonial system were directed towards the 

further expansion of the European sphere. Development and more

effective utilization of land, labor, capital, infrastructure, and re

search, technical, and agricultural services were directed primarily 

in the interests of the European export sector, 

policy and practice.

Nearly

as a matter of both
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A policy which perceived European investment as the "engine 

of development" in reality was a policy which equated the expansion of 

European enterprise and production with development itself. In doing 

so, it promoted the expansion of the colonial agrarian economy at the 

expense of the African and through the retardation of African develop

ment. Rather than stimulating African economic and social develop

ment through a demonstration effect, or the incentives of new markets, 

opportunities, and availability of skills, technology, and modern prac

tices, the European directed policy inevitably led to the suppression of 

the pressure from below for African development.

European and African development were not complementary 

and reinforcing; they were in conflict. The decision to-utilize limited 

resources for the promotion of the European sphere was ultimately a 

political decision, not an economic one. And political power rested in 

the hands of European economic interest groups, within the imperial 

context. Given this context of dependency, the conflict was inevitable.' 

The critical resource, after aU. in colonial "development. " was the 

African himself, in the form of labor.

The utilization of land, capital, and technology for development 

ultimately was dependent upon labor, and the critical source of labor 

It fell upon the state system in the colony to direct 

the use of this labor, not for the development of the African, but for 

the European, and for the agrarian export needs of the Empire, 

consequences of this can be seen in examining the peasant cash crop 

and predominantly subsistence spheres of African production.

was the African.

The
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After over 60 years of colonial rule, the nearly universal 

characteristic of African agrarian production stm remained that of 

small-scale family production for subsistence, first of aU, with a

varying degree of additional production above this of cash crops for 

-and primarily the export market. While reference is 

made "to subsistence incomes and the subsistence sector there is 

seldom any clear segregation of subsistence and

the market-

non-subsistence
production, particularly where output can be sold 

the household.
or consumed by

The distinction between spheres of cash crop
production and subsistence is an arbitrary one of degree, based 

primarily on the proportion of production for th 

sistence.
e market and for sub-

To conceive of this distinction as one based on the evolutionary 
development along stages from "purely" traditional production for sub

sistence only to a modern specialized production for the market is dis
torted, for it leaves out the critical factor that the d 

African production took place within a 

and distorted the kinds of change possible, 

makes between "tribal values" and"economic values" is 

a form of dualism

evelopment of

colonial structure which limited

The distinction Yudelman

as erroneous

those already referred to above. And his 

elusion is equally distorted, for the problem

as con-

was not primarily the 

the block to development, 
the solution solely that of replacing traditional with m^ern values.

persistence of a traditional values as Nor
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The African peasant had operated as an "economic man" within 

the context of his indigenous social mid environmental setting. And he 

tended to change hid productive practices as conditions changed around

him. The imposition of colonial rule began to drastically change the

total context in which he lived and produced, however, and imposed in

turn a whole new set of economic demands upon him. The African not

only faced the strong limitations set by stringent environmental con

ditions and the given level of social organization and technological

development. Colonial rule locked him ever more rigidly into the

"traditional" methods of production--and underdevelopment--by imposing

an ever more pervasive colonial structure over which he had little or no

political and social control.

The structural formation, institutions, and values described above 

characterized the system of imderdevelopment in Kenya and Tanzsinia at 

. the point of independence. They developed during the colonial period out 

of the metropole/satellite colony relationship.

The structural underdevelopment within the countries and external 

relationship of dependence were the basic issues the African leadership

had to face after Independence in their efforts to 

mobilize development and to transform their societies.



CHAPTER EIGHT

IDEOLOGY. DEVELOPMENT PLANNING. AND AGRARIAN POLICY>
FROM INDEPENDEMCE TO 1967

When Kenya and Tanzania obtained political indepen

dence in the early 1960*s, control of the state passed 

into African hands for the first time, A potential was 

seen for using the power of the state to redirect the 

two countries through the mobilization of rapid economic 

and social development. This potential was an illusion.

Such a change required a transformation of the 

structure of underdevelopment, the institutions and poli

tical consciousness that maintained this structure, which 

has been described above. This means that the generation 

of a transformational process to break down the existing 

colonial system and to recreate a new socio-economic sys

tem would have to be encouraged. Transformation of colon

ial underdevelopment was dependent upon an underlying social 

revolution. But the nationalist movements in Kenya and 

Tanzania which achieved formal independence were not social 

revolutions,

Instead, the achievement of national independence re

presented a partial political revolution. African national

ist leadership replaced European officials within the existing 

political system.

Formal control of the state was a necessary but hardly 

sufficient condition for the required trmsformation, as the
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"Seek ye the politicalexperience of Ghana had proved, 

kindgdom,"Kwame Nkrumah had asserted, " and all else will

follow." His slogan was a popularly accepted view in 

Africa, but the reality was that "all else" did not hap

pen either automatically or magically.

The hierarchical colonial government, with its many 

bureaucratic and centralized institutions, was part of the 

structure of imderdevelopment. It had been forged over 

time to control and oppress the African population. The 

statd'apparatus was also designed to serve the limited mo

dem economic sector.

The economic sector in turn was the critical factor 

in the system of underdevelopment and the resulting de

pendency upon agrarian exports, the capitalist market, 

European enterprise and the metropole. The state played 

an important role in retarding the development of an in

tegrated internal economy, the converse characteristic of 

the European dominated agrarian export system.

There were severe constraints upon the leadership's 

efforts to gain control over the state apparatus and to turn 

it into an instrument to generate a contrasting pattern of 

development. The leadership elite was small. They had been 

educated, "judged", and allowed to advance to the extent 

to which they successfully emulated the European colonial 

rulers. There was a severe shortage of educated and skill

ed Africans to replace the European administrative and tech

nical personnel.
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Africanization of the state apparatus was slow and 

tended to replace Europeans with Africans within the exist

ing hierarchical organization, rather than to transform 

this structure. Similar criteria remained for job functions, 

salary levels, and bureaucratic methods of operating, 

presence of expatriate personnel and advisors perpetuated 

capitalist values, perspective, and methods of development

The

similar to those under the colonial system.

Following political independence, the African leader

ship in Kenya and Tanzania developed ideologies of African 

Socialism and five year development plans to organize the 

transformation and modem development of their societies. 

The ideology, development planning and agrarian policies

in both countries are examined below for the period follow

ing independence until 196?. They are assessed for in

dications of the generation of a transformational process 

or whether ideology and planning, policies and programs, 

were reinforcing the structure of underdevelopment and 

the deformed capitalist economy inherited from the colonial 
period.

I
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The Ideological Perspective of the1, "African Socialism"t_ _ _ _ _ _
National Leadership in Kenya.

Shortly after independence, the.national leadership 

in both Kenya and Tanzania officially adopted an ideology of 

African Socialism as the path of development for their

Independence marked the achievement of a "politi- 

African Socialism was to be the means to 

achieve the economic and social revolution of their societies

^jBOcieties.

caJ. revolutionj"

now that the oppressive conditions of colonial rule were end- 

African Socialism implied the kind of society the leader-

It also indicated the
ed.

ship sought to create in the future, 

way in which the human material and capital resources were

tb be mobilized in order to promote rapid economic develop

ment and-to achieve this future society.

The philosophy of African Socialism was expressed

• in Kenya by the Sessionaa Paper No. 10, African Socialism and 

its Application to Planning in Kenya, which was "unanimously"

The Paper was
1

passed by the National Assembly in June 1965. 

prepaired by the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, 

reputedly by its Minister, Tom Mboya. It was presented to

1., The copy referred to below is a pamphlet published in 
Naiirobi by the Government Printer, in April, 1965, The 
date indicates the Paper ailready wais in a finished form 
and waia presented to the Assembly for confirmation, not 
debate or contributions.
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the Assembly and country with the "unanimous support" of the 
2

The paper "was never submitted to the Party /iCANU/

Contrary to the 

image projected, considerable division existed within the 

cabinet, party and Assembly over the paper, and for good 

reason. The paper, and the ideology it expressed, was 

neither African nor socialist, but represented a capital

ist model of development.

The Paper fails to present a clear or specific de

finition of what socialism is. At best it indicates a number 

of generalized, vague objectives which were presented as the 

objectives of all societiesi "political equality; social jus

tice; hiunan dignity, including freedom of conscience; freedom 

from want, disease, and exploitation; equal opport^mitie3^ and 
high and growing per capita incomes, equitably distributed."^

Cabinet.
3

for either discussion or consultation,"

2, See the statement by President Kenyata at the beginning 
of the Pamphlet, Sessional Paper No. 10, African Social
ism and Its Auplication to Planning in Kenya.

3. Ahmed Mohiddin, "Socialism or Capitalism? Sessional
Paper No, 10 Revisited," East Africa Journal (March,I969), 
p, 10. The author, a lecturer in political science at 
Makerere University at the time, is highly critical of 
the Paper and his analysis is similar to that presented 
below. For a response, see Tom Mboya, "Sessional Paper 
No. lOi It is African and It is Socialism," East Africa 
Journal (May, 1969), pp. 15-22.

4. African SociallTir. par. 4, p. 2. The strong dif
ferences which continue to exist over the nature 
of socialism need no elaboration. Nor is this 
complicated question the subject as such of the 
present thesis. The following evaluation of 
Kenya African Socialism and Ujamaa, however, rests
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The achievement of these objectives are presented as the goads 

of Kenya and the nature of Kenya African Socialism.

The overriding emphasis and concem of the Paper is 

"providing a firm basis for rapid economic growth." All "im

mediate problems" and policies for tackling them "must be 
handled in ways that will not jeopardize^oonomi£7 growth."^'

As a consequence, the Paper did not propose any restructuring 

of the existing economic system or radical changes, but merely 

modifications to make the economic system work more efficiently 

and stimulate economic growth. The major restrictions in Kenya 

were perceived as limitations of capital, rather than the 

existence of a deformed capitalist economy based on structural 

underdevelopment. The key factor in promoting development,

5

on the treatment of several basic issues. (1). Is 
or is not private ownership or control being trans
formed into social control over natural resources, 
production, and distribution. (2). Are new collec
tive forms of organization being created which give 
people real power to make decisions that affect a 
the major areas of their lives and satisfy their-*^ 
basic needs. (3). Are people being drawn into 
active participation in the development of them
selves and their society or is development some
thing being done to them.-^(4). Are international 
relationships being structured to promote or 
retard these internal developments.

5. Ibid.. par^ 53, p.18. See also ibid.. par.l, p.l.

6, Ibid.. par. 53» p. 18. The discussion of the applica
tion of African Socialism through out the rest of the 
paper makes it clear that this primacy existed in prac
tice, regardless of the prior assertion that " progress 
toward ultimate objectives will be the major considera
tion. In particular, political equality, social justice 
and huipn dignity will not be sacrificed to achieve 
material ends," par, 16, p. 5.

v-
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therefore, was treated as the attraction of foreign investment 

and aid, and the generation of domestic capital, through re

liance on the profit motive. An expanding productive sector 

of the economy and rising per capita income were viewed as the 

means by which to solve the existing economic and social 

problems inherited from the colonial period.

The paper rejects both "Marxian socialism" and 

"laissez-faire capitalism" as "theoretical economic or

ganizations" which were based on rigid and doctrinaire 

systems of state ownership and private ownership respec

tively. African Socialism is asserted instead as the

system more appropriate to the historical setting in 
8

Kenya. No read, contradiction existed between this analy

sis and the perspective outlined above, for these two sys

tems were actually "strawmen" which lacked any real 

correspondence to marxist socialism and modem capital

ism, While seemingly rejecting both in favor of a third 

way, and one rooted in African traditions, Kenya African 

Socialism unfolded in the Paper as an ideology and prac

tice which differed little from a capitalist model of 

development.

7

\

pars. 54 - 56, pp. 18-19. 

pars. 18- 22, pp. 6-8,
7. I6id

8. Ibid

• f

• f
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The Paper evaded the fvmdamental issue of 

the socialization of Kenya, which could only come about . 

through the restructuring of Kenya society and the crea

tion of new institutions and values. For socialism. The 

Paper substitutes three reform measuresi Africanization, 

state planning and control, and African traditions. African

ization, the replacement of non-Africans with Africans in 

the dominant positions within the existing economic and

social structure, is presented as a means to regain control 
within Kenyan society and to direct development along

the lines of African Sociailism, But Africanization, in 

the existing context of Kenyan society, could only lead 

to the consolidation and expansion of the African bourgeoisie, 

a growing class system, and the entrenchment of western 

capitalist values.

The only class division and conflict recognized

by the Paper was the racially based class system created

under colonial control, which Africanization would elimin-
9

ate within a "short-term duration." Even this limited 

objective was treated cautiouslyi Africanization, it 

was cle^ly spelled out, .would be undertaken in a way 

which would not 'disrupt the primary objectives of economic 

growth. As for class division within African society,

"no class problem arose in the traditional African society 

and none exists today among Africans." The reality of

par. 36 and 78, pp. 12-13, 27,9. Ibid • 9
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class division and conflict within African society was 

denied under the formulation of African Socialism, The 

task for the future, according to the Paper, is restricted 

"to/the planning development so as to prevent the emer

gence of antagonistic classes,"

system was cruciEil, It provided the basis for ignoring the 

existence of a capitalist formation within Kenya which had 

to be challenged if a socialist form of development was to 

take place. It provided the basis also for rejecting marxist 

analysis and solutions to the task of socialist development.
Kenya African Socialism depended upon state 

planning and controls to guide the use of resources and 

the socio-economic development of Kenyan society for the 

benefit of all. But the denial of class division meant 

that the class basis of the state was ignored. It was 

assumed that the state, once it had been taken over by' 

African leadership, would be an impartial and just ar

biter in a manner very similar to the British attitude 

of trusteeship during colonial rule. Through the use 

of a wide range of flexible economic controls, under 

comprehensive planning, the state would insure that 

the "productive assets" were used for the benefit of 

society and all its members."

10
The denial of a class

This did not differ

par. 36» P. 12. 

par. 3^-35. p. 12.

10. Ibid.• 9

U. Ibid.• *
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from the variety of indirect mechanisms utilized in 

modem capitalism to regulate the economy.

By stressing the use of state planning and a

range of economic controls in Kenya African Socialism, 

the Paper is able to dismiss the issue of ovmership of 

resources and the means of production. The use of pro

perty, rather than ovmership. is considered crucial under

African Socialism. This leaves Kenya "free to choose 

various forms of ovmership --state, co-operative, corpor

ate, and individual ~ that are efficient for different 

sectors or that compete with each other provided only

that the form promotes the objectives of Government.
Emphasis upon the regulation of property use over

the question of ovmership provides the justification not 

only for allowdng, but actively promoting, private ovmer

ship, the profit motive, economic competition, and foreign 

investments in the name of African Socialism. The source 

of this concept is traced to African traditions of pro

perty rights.

• • «

Under African tradition, the Paper argues, land 

or property ownership was not an absolute right, unlike 

European traditions of ownership. Tribal or communal 

rights existed ultimately vdvich regulated the rights of 

clans, families, and individuals over the property. Under

par. 24, pp. 8-9.12. Ibid.• f
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traditional property rights, "land and other productive

assets, no matter who owned or managed them, were expected

Thus,
13

to be used, and used for the general welfare." 

traditional property rights and use in African society 

were socialistic and Kenya African Socialism is the modem 

expression of this tradition. The state is equated with 

the traditicmal tribe, and state regulation over private 

or corporate ownership equated with tribal or communal 

controls over the use of property.

Throughout the Paper, a fundamental question con

stantly intrudes« in a society functioning under African 

Socialism, what will insure that the state actually promotes 

social justice, the general welfare, and economic equity, 
rather than the particular interests of those in positions 

of power or elements within and without the country who 

dominate the economy? The solution lies in two charact

eristics of African tradition, "political democracy" and 

"mutual social responsibility" which "form an essential 

basis for African Socialism."

A form of political democracy existed in tradi

tional African society, in which there were institutional 

checks and sanctions in customary law and religion to 

prevent the traditonal leaders from abusing any "dis

proportionate political influence" or any "greater wealth,"

14

13. Ibid.. par. 29, p. 10.

1^. Ibid.. pars. 8-13, PP. 3-5.
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Since African Socialism rests on this tradition of "full, 

equal, and unfettered democracy the State, therefore,

can never become the tool of special interests, catering

to the desires of a minority at the expense of the needs 
15 1 g

of the majority." As for mutual socieil responsibility,

• • • •

it is an extension of the African family 
spirit to the nation as a whole .... 
implies a mutual responsibility by society 

" and its members to do the very best for each 
Drawing oh this background African 

Socialism expects the members of the modem 
State to contribute willingly and without 
stint tp the development of the nation. Society 
in turn, will reward these efforts and at the 
same time ill take measures against those who 
refuse to participate in the nation's efforts 
to grow.

17
The Sessional Paper draws on African tradition to 

create an ideology of African Socialism, which functions 

to legitimate the new African government, the ruling party, 
KANU, and the position of those elements of the African 

petty bourgeoisie which have taken over power as a ruling 

"elite" within Kenya. The ideology is both historically 

and analsrtically fallacious.

While the portrayal of African traditions is 

simplistic and distorted, a form of these attitudes and 

relations had existed. But they were rooted in the socio

economic structure of an African society of the past, which

It

other e t • t

\

15. Ibid.. par, 8, p. 3,

16. Ibid.. pars.11, 13, pp.4-5.

17. The Sessional Paper was not alone in this. It also held true 
for the other government papers, KANU, and the media in 
general.
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had been disrupted and replaced by a deformed capitalist 

structure during the period of colonial domination.

The Kenya leadership appealed to and propagandized 

traditional African attitudes wdiile ignoring their dis

integration and transformation into capitalist and bour

geois values.

Kenya African Socialism did not deal with this 

change and failed to create new organizational forms, 

new institutions, which would realize the abstract social

ist objectives. In fact, when one examines the specific 

policies outlined in the Paper

leadership^in its preoccupation with economic growth, 

was actively continuing the colonial pattern of develop

ment.

it is clear that the

For example, in the crucial area of land and ag

rarian development, the Paper is preoccupied with expanding 

private ownership, a market economy, the dynamic of corai? 
petition and the profit motive at the expense of a social

ist formation I
18

These African traditions cannot be carried 
over indiscriminately to a modem, monetary 
economy. The need to develop and invest re
quires credit, and a credit economy rests 
heavily on a system of land titles and their 
registration. The ownership of land must, 
therefore, be made more definite and ex
plicit if land consolidation and develop
ment are to be fully successful.

par. 30, PP. 10-11.18. iWd t f
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The immediate and pressing problems of foreign 

ownership of land, the widespread existence of a landless, 

unemployed class, and the growth of economic and sociail 

inequality within the African population based on private 

ownership and a class formation were subordinated to the 

primary objective of economic growth. The limited land 

redistribution of the past is to be ended, for it was 

based upon "political reasons" rather than "economic bene

fits," Future agarian policy is based on Africanization 

through market forces and "priority ^iven/ in the future 

to development in the former African areas to "achieve maxi

mum growth" and "increased productivity and output."

The Paper expresses a fear of a "satellite re

lationship with any other country or group of countries" 

and asserts it will prevent this through a policy of posi

tive political and economic non-alignment.

Kenya African Socialism thus does not deal with 

the reality of the existing satellite relationship express

ed in the structural underdevelopment created under colon- 

iEilism and perpetuated through neo-coloniallsm. An aware

ness existed at the time that the major means of produc

tion, conmerce, and distribution were under foreign owner-

19

20

pars. 81, 82, pp. 28, 29, 

par. 7, PP. 2-3.

19. Ibid

20. Ibid.• f X- ■
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ship. This reality was detailed in the study, Who Controls 

Industry in Kenya?, published a few years later.

Yet the Paper asserts that "the nature of owner

ship abroad is of no significance in Kenya so long as 

foreign investors abide by the following guidelines!

1, making shares in the company available to 
Africans who wish to buy them*

2, employing Africans at managerial levels as 
soon as qualified people can be foxandt and

3, providing training facilities for Africans,"

Capitalist profit-sharing and Africanization with

in foreign corporations became the substitute for social

ism, This provided benefits to the growing African bour

geoisie, in spite of the fact that “the foreign owner

ship and management of productive assets in Kenya might 

be dominated by foreign rather than domestic considera

tions. "

21

22

23

For all purposes nationalization is rejected 

xmder African Socialism, in spite of its crucial impor

tance in all concepts of socialism. Several circum

stances are listed in which nationalization might be 

needed, but these are nullified by the assurance that

National Christian Council of Kenya, Who Controls Industry 
in Kenya? A report of a working party set up under the 
asupices of the National. Christian Council of Kenya 
(Nairobi, 1968).

African Socialism, pars, 38 and 44, pp, 13, 15.

21.

22.

23. Ibid.. par, 38, p. 13.
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"the Consitution and the KANU Manifesto make it clear 

that the African Socialism does not imply a committment 

to Indiscriminate nationalizationj" they "do commit the

Government to prompt payment of full compensation when

ever nationalization is used."
24

In weighing the value 

of a nationalization policy, the capitalist criterion 

of profitability, rather than an effort to break up the

concentration of private and foreign economic power, re

distribute and control economic surplus, was used. If 

an enterprise is nationalized, "it must be operated ef

ficiently, cover its costs and earn a profit at least 

equivalent to t he taxes paid when operated privately."

The dominant concept of development through econo

mic growth in Kenyan African Socialism was a capitalist 

concept. It reflected the conditioning of the attitudes 

and values of the African national leadership during 

the colonial period, a conditioning of consciousness 

which corresponded to their emerging class interests 

and future expectations as an African bourgeoisie.

And the overwhelming range of problems and con

straints which had been created by the system of struc

tural underdevelopment blocked them from perceiving an 

alternative possibility of development.

^ ft

par. 73, P. 26. 

par. 76, p. 27.

24. Ibid • 9

25. Ibid.• f
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Once the concept of development through rapid eco

nomic growth was accepted, a number of other concepts 

followed. This growth would take place most effectively 

through promoting the expansion and modernization of

the existing economic system,that is, agrarian export 

production. Increased domestic capital, government re

venue, the balance of trade and foreign exchange, and

existing and future wage and salaried employment rested 

on this agrarian export economy.

Industrialization, previously blocked by the colonial 

government, had to be initiated,

quickly through the promotion of "industries" connected 

with the processing of the primary products as well as 

with import-substitution industries, rather than capital 

goods industries.

This would occur most

To achieve these goals, private, mainly foreign 

investment and aid, had to be encouraged, rather than 
discouraged. At 1he same time, existing skilled ex

patriate personnel had to be induced to stay.

additional managerial and technical personnel had to
26

be attracted from abroad.

Also,

Nationalization, the Paper stresses, would have

an adverse effect upon the economy and be coxanter-pro- 

ductive to economic growth. Using the limited domestic 

capital to buy out foreign property would merely change

26. Ibid., pars. 53-72, pp. 18-26.
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the ovmership, rather than create new productive and
27

service facilities, according to the Paper, The conse

quent outflow of capital and expatriate personnel would 

increase the "foreign exchange and skilled manpower prob

lems." Nationalization could only "discourage" additional 

private investment, __"thus reducing further the rate of 

growth of the economy."
What the Paper on African Socialism does not con

sider is that truly effective application of economic 

controls over the economy would have the same effects 

as nationalization with compensation. Foreign investors 

and skilled personnel were attracted by the profitabil

ity offered. They could be selective because of the 

oompetitbn among underdeveloped countries. Restric

tive monetary, tax, investment, and capital repatriation 

measures were not profitable and "discourage" private 

and foreign investment. Such measures equally dis

couraged the formation of indigenous capitalist enter-
%

prise and domestic investment.

28

27. Nationalism is always dealt with in terms of purchase,or 
"full and fair compensation." Outright expropriation 
was never mentioned, or even considered, apparently, by 
the Sessional Paper, the government, or the governing 
party, KAHU.

28, African Socialism, par. 7^, pp. 26-27.
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The reality of economic controls had already been 

indicated by the passage in early 1965 of a foreign 

investment protection law, "whose generosity can hardly 

be excelled by any other country and which aims at at

tracting foreign capital from sterling and other hard 
currency areas."29

2. y.jamaat African Socialism in Tanzania.

The ideology of African Socialism in Kenya has 

been presented first, in greater detail and with more 

emphasis than the discussion of Ujamaa, or African 

Socialism in Tanzania, which is presented below. This 

is so for several reasons. First, Kenya's Sessional 

Paper (and related expressions of Kenya African Social

ism) is considered in this study to be a more elaborate 

and detailed expression of the basic attitudes of develop

ment and the strategies of planning which were shared 

in common by the leadership in the two countries.

N

29, M. S. Wionczek, "Economic Integration and Regional Dis
tribution of Industrial Activities 1 A Comparative 
Study, Part II1 East' Africa," East African Economic 
Review. Ill (New Series), No. 1 (June 1967), p. 35.
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Second, while the formulation of African Social

ism in East Africa was developed first in Tanzania, 

mainly through the writings of Julius Nyerere,particular

ly in the I962 paper, U.iamaat The Basis of African So-
30

cialism. Kenya's Sessional Paper was based upon and
31

heavily borrowed from Uiamaa. Third, the order of pre

sentation follows that used throughout this study. It 

reflects the argument of this study that the two coun

tries are essentially simil^ types, of societies (due 

to the influence of a shared colonial policy under the 

British which promoted settler export colonies) and that 

this similarity is one in which Tanzania represented a 

variant of the Kenyan model, differing only in the de

gree of intensity and lag in growth.

The formulation of the ideology of African Social- 

sim in Tanzania is baaed heavily upon the perspective 

and writings of Julius Nyerere, particularly U.iamaa. 

but also in numerous other writings of his and in of

ficial statements of the Government and dominant party, 

TANU,
32

30. Of, Julius Nyerere, "Ujamaai the basis of African 
Socialism," Freedom and Unity (Dar es Salaam, 1966),for 
the references below.

31. Cf. Henry Bienen, Tanzania! Party Transformatim and 
Economic Development, rev, ed. (ftrinceton. 1970). pp.215-16.

32. Bienen correctly points out that dangers in equating 
Nyerere's writings along with the actual views and actions 
of the leadership and population throughout Tanzania, 
Differences have existed, and important ones* the Arusha 
formulations of 196? in a sense reflect the victory of 
more radical elements within the government and party, 
who advocated a view of "scientific socialism" in opposi
tion to the individualist and gradualist expression of 
African Socialism of Nyerere. Ibid.. pp. 203-257.
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An examination of Uiamaa reveals some of the same 

underlying perspectives and contradictions that were 

seen in Kenya's Sessionea Paper, indicating a develop

mental approach similar to Kenya. While this approach 

is not spelled out in U.iamaa as it is in Kenya's Paper, 

it is found in Tanzania's first Five Year Development 

Plan.
33

U.iamaa also rejects capitalism and "doctrinaire 

socialism" as equally inappropriate to Tanzania's his

torical past and future development. Like Kenya, a third 

way is proposedi African Socialism. It will develop in 

accord with African traditions of equality* communalism, 

and security through the social sharing or distribution 

of wealth. Yet U.iamaa does not deal with the way the 

underlying economic structure-changed significantly from 

pre-colonial days - strongly influences social relations, 

the way people relate to one another and the values 

they hold in society,
34

U.iamaa treats socialism as an attitude of mindi

In the individual, as in the society, it is 
the attitude of mind which distin^ishes 
the socialist from the non-socialist. It 
has nothing to do with the possession or 
non-possession of wealth.

i.e •»

\

33. The United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Tangan- 
yikat Five Year Plm for Economic and Social Develoument.
July 1964- June 1969 (Par eg Salantn,

Nyerere, "Ujamaa," p. 162,34.
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The ideology of q.iamaa recalls this heritage of "tradi

tional socialisms" it calls upon all the people to "re

educate" themselves, to "regain this former attitude of 

mindj" to hold onto this value and strive "to make sure 
that this socialist attitude of mind is not lost through

the temptation to personal gain or to the abuse of posi- 
35

tions of authority."

Unlike the Kenya Paper, U.iamaa acknowledges the 

existence of elements of capitalism within present day 

Tanzania, Emphasis again is placed upon attitudes, ra

ther than the structure of society and the class division 

this has createdj
36

Use of the word ‘worker,' in its specialized 
sense of 'employee' as opposed to 'employer,' 
reflects a capitalist attitude of mind which 
was introduced into Africa with the coming 
of colonialism and is totally foreign to our 
way of thinking.

The presence of wealthy and powerful foreign capitalists

created African capitalists also. These Africans turned

to capitalist methods to gain wealth, power, position
37

through the exploitation of their fellow Africans,

U.iamaa does not oppose this desire to acquire weailth 

and power. It stresses the need for all in the society

counts upon Individual
.> *

to work hard. It implicitly

35. Ibid., pp. 166-167.

36. Ibid.. p, 166.

37. Ibid.. p.166.
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entrepreneurship and acquisitiveness to increase the 

wealth within Tanzania, This view is based on the ac

knowledgement of Tanzania's poverty as a country, the 

need above all to promote economic growth to raise the

"shamefully low" standard of living of the "masses" of
38

the Tanzanian people.
It also implicitly acknowledges the lack of re

sources and organization of the state to undertake this

economic growth other than in limited ways.

Inevitably, in this process, certain groups and

individuals, by their position, education, skills, and

favored role in economic production, are going to obtain

better salaries and wages, as well as contribute more

to the nation's income than others, U.iamaa stresses

particularly a moral imperative on the part of each to

"demand only that return for his skilled work which he

knows to be a fair one in proportion to the wealth or
39

poverty of the whole society to which he belongs,"

In spite of these social and economic differences, 

all must ensure that a growing "prosperity will be shared 

by all the people," g.iamaa does not treat these dif

ferent socio-economic groupings as a class system which 

will develop along increasingly rigid and antagonistic

38. IWd,, p, 168,

39. Ibid, pp. 168-69.
40. Ibid., p. 168.
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lines unless prevented by more than moral exhortation 

and appeal to the values and attitudes of a fast dis

appearing traditional African society.

This limited and contradictory perspective in

U.jamaa may be seen also in the views on the system of

production and distribution within a society. "The basic

difference between a socialist society and a capitalist

society," according to U.iamaa. "does not lie in their

methods of producing wealth, but in the way that wealth 
42

is distributed."

Thus, the importance of promoting an even distri

bution of wealth is recognized and stressed, while the 

strong influence the system of production has upon 

the distribution of wealth and goods within the 

society is ignored, or dealt with inadequately at 

best. The perspective differs little from that of 

Kenya African Socialism.

41

. ifl. In Tanzania, the class system is less pronounced or rigid 
than pi Kenya, so there is some validity to Nyerere's 
avoiduig an analysis of potential class conflict as an 
immediate policy concern. But there is a danger in not 
considering the possibility that the content and direction 
Of any development program may encourage greater inequalities 
among economic groups in a society, e.g., the emergence of 
a class structure based on a capitalist economic system, 
Nyerere's approach to Tanzanian society is predominantly 
a moral one, not a materialist one. He seems to either 
ignore or discount the socio-economic structure of the 
society. Perhaps his approach to the problem of develop- 
mOTt schemes and goals is shaped by his Christian educa
tion and/or traditional African attitudes. He is not 
alone in his perspectivei many other African leaders 
“vrace similar, essentially moralistic, interpretations 
of African society and collective goals.

42. Nyerere, "Uj pp. 162-163.
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This issue seemingly is contradicted in the dis

cussion in U.iamaa on land ownership and use, the one sub

ject over which the questions of private ownership and 

a capitalist system of production are specifically dealt 

with I
43

In rejecting the capitalist attitude of mind 
which colonialism brought into Africa, we 
must reject also the capitalist methods 
which go with it. One of these is the in
dividual ownership of land.

Ujamaa emphasizes the tradition in African society in

vdiich "land was always recognized as belonging to the

community" and each individual "had a right to the use

Under colonial rule, "the concept of

land as a marketable commodity" was introduced under

»diich"a person could claim a niece of land as his own
44

property whether he intended to use it or not." The

system of private ownership of land and landlordism is
45

rejected as "foreign" and "wrongt"

The TANU Government must go -back to the 
traditional African custom of landholding 

A member of society will be entitled 
to a piece of land on condition that he 
uses it. Unconditional, or 'freehold', 
ownership of land (which leads to specu-

of the land."

• • • •

^^3. Ibid., p. 166. 

Ibid,, pp, 166-67.44. It is important that the emphasis is 
placed upon the issue of whether the land is used pro
ductively or not and upon the "artifical vadue" of the 
land established under a market economy, rather than the 
capitalist system of production and marketing and the i_ 
suiting effects upon social relations and attitudes, and 
upon the concentration of wealth and distribution.

re-

45. Ibid., p. I67.
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latlon and parasitism) must 136 abolished.
We must .,. regain our former attitude 
of mind — our traditional African social
ism — and apply it to the new societies 
we are building today.

In 1962, the government moved to implement this 

view, through its paper, Land Tenure Reform Proposals. 

Existing freehold titles were to be converted to lease

holds with rights of occupancy dependent upon fulfill

ment of regulations for continuous development of the 

land.
46

These changes in land tenure and use applied only 

to-non-African land holdings, however. As important as 

these changes were potentially, they did not affect the 

land rights of the mass of the Africans, "Customaiy' 

land rights remained in force, with all the changes this 

included towards the development of individual tenure 

and use of land. While individual freehold titles and 

private ownership were not established and promoted in 

Tanzania in contrast to Kenya, a real question remains 

as to the importance of this for creating a socialist 

rather than a capitalist system of land rights and pro

duction.

46. This was made legal under passage of two laws in 19631
Freehold Titles (Conversion) and Government Leases Act, I963, 
and.Rights of Occupancy (Development Conditions) Act, I963. 
See J, Roger Pitblado, A Review of Agricultural Land Use and
Land Tenure in Tanzania. Research Notes No. 7, University 
of Dar es Salaam, Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land 
Dae Planning ( Dar es Salaam, 1970), p.l3l R. W. James,
Land Tenure and Policy in Tanzania (Nairobi, 1971), pp. 
113-166I Krishan M. Maini. Land Law In East Africa 
(Nairobi, I967), pp. 89-IOI.
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While U.iamaa talks in terms of capitalist tenden

cies introduced by colonial rule, nowhere does it ac

knowledge or deal with the predominantly capitalist

structure and characteristics of the economic system 
of Tanzania. Nor does it deal with the consequences 

to sooiailist development from the concentration of own

ership and control within the economy by overseas in

terests, a continuing dependency upon overseas invest

ment and "foreign aid", and a strategy of development 

heavily based upon agrarian export production for the 

international capitalist market.

As in Kenya, Tanzania's African Socialism was a

conception of development through economic growth,
47

ther than a radical restructuring of society. Economic 

grdwth in turn was to be achieved through the existing 

economic system, modified to work more efficiently and

ra

te stimulate more rapid development. .Both ideologies 

relied upon a combination of state planning and controls 

by the state and the attraction of foreign capitail in

vestment to fuel the two countries' economic growth and 

development.n Neither of the two came to the grips with 

the contradiction of promoting socialist objectives

through essentially capitalist means.

47. Cf.-Tanzania. Five Year Plan. 1964-1969-
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Economic Planning. Agrarian Policy and Practice in Kenya,3.

Following independence, the KANU government turned 

to economic planning on a more elaborate scale than had 

occurred under colonial rule. This is indicated in the 

formulation of what originally was a six year Develop-
48

ment Plan, for 1964 to I97O, the "red" plan, 

was later revised to form the I966-I970 Development 

Plant, the "green" plan, which is the plan referred 

to in the following assessment.

While the Plan reflected a more ambitious effort 

to coordinate economic growth and development, it was 

a "cautious" plan when one considers Kenya's favor

able resources in comparison to other ex-colonial 
states.

This

49
While the Plan re-

50
The most important characteristic of the 

Plan was the continuity it reflected with government 

policy during the later stage of colonial rule. It 

also followed very closely the basic approach to devel

opment and the recommendations of two major inter

national capitalist organizations made during

48. Kenya,Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, Develop
ment Plan. 1964-1970 (Nairobi, 1964).

49. Kenya, Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, De
velopment Plm. 1966-1970 (Nairobi, I966).

50. Of, Judith Hayer, "Kenya's Cautious Development Plan," 
East Africa Journal (August, I966).
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1962-1963, the reports of the World Bank mission to Kenya 
and of the Commonwealth Development Corporation.^^

The primary focus here is the agrarian policy.

But this will be considered in the context of the plan 

for development as a whole, particularly the relation

ship of agrarian policy to the strategy of industrial 

development. This is necessary in order to assess the 

effects of Kenya's policies on the structure of under

development .

The Plan and agrarian policy.

The Plan indicated a shift back I’rom the temporary 

policy of land redistribution and resettlement in the 

former European highlands to the Swynnerton plan of a- 

grarian reform within the major African land areas.

The shift confirmed the essentially political basis of 

the land distribution program. The British had initiat

ed the highlands program to prevent a collapse in set-

51. Cf. Intemafional Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development, The Economic Development of Kenyat 
Report of a Mission Orranlzed by the IBRD(Balti- 
raore, 1963). The report of the Commop.vjealth
Development Corporation, prepared by Arthur 
Gaitsklll, a member of the CDC Board, was never 
made public. It was commissioned by KANU, circu
lated privately, and had a strong influence on 
future policyj "Fundamentally...it recommended 
the continuation and intensification of colonial 
policies." Cf. N.S. Carey Jones, The Anatomy of 
Uhuru(Kew York, 1966), p. 142 ff. Jones was a 
permanent secretary to the Ministry of Lands and 
Settlement at the time.

V
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tier land values and to bail out the settlers who want

ed to depart, by guaranteeing them a purchase price

at the level of assessed value which existed prior to 

the drop in land values over fifty per cent during the 

early 1960's.

agrarian export production of the colony, nearly eighty 

per cent of which was concentrated in the European farms 

and plantations in the Highlands.

The British also wanted to maintain the

This European-pro

duced export was the foundation of the colony economy, 

which was overwhelmingly owned or controlled by British 

companies. The colonial economy also was structured so

that eighteen per cent of i- exports went to Britain

in i960 and depended upon Britain for around thirty-one
52

and a half per cent of its imports.

The new African government supnorted the program 
for their own political purposes. They feared the grow

ing unrest among the landless unemployed, who were de

manding land as independence approached and were moving 

in as squatters spontaneously on the settler estates in 

the Highlands. The situation was a potentially explosive 

orfe for the African leadership, 

right expropriation of the Highlands threatened to create 

economic chaos and undermine the political position of

The demand for the out-

52. These figures are computed from Tables 9 and 10 in the 
Kenya Plan. I966-1979. pp. 23-24. These figures were 
signficantly higher if one figured the position of 
the other Commonwealth coimtries in Kenya's import- 
export trade.
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the leadership which was in the process of replacing 

the colonial rulers and taking over control of the state 

in the "transfer" to independence.

The land redistribution and settlement program 

was a heavy economic burden and destructive to future 

economic growth and development, as designed by the Bri

tish. But it was considered politically "necessary" 

under the operating assumptions and attitudes shared 

by the British officials and African leadership. The 

heavy expense of the Highlands program is indicated by 

the fact that in the budgetary year of I965-I966, seven

ty-two per cent of the government's agricultural develop-
53

ment budget went into the settlement program, 

settlement program drained the existing extension and 

technic^ services, leaving only a skeleton staff to 

serve the main population areas, in addition to mono

polizing agrarian expenditures. Thus capital, personnel

and technical resources that might have been put im

mediately to use to improve the conditions and the pro

ductive output of the African population were diverted 

instead for non-developmental purposes.

The

53. genya Plan, 1970-1974. p. 192,for an excellent analysis.
Of, J Hayer, "Kenya's A^icultural Development Policy." 
East African Economic Review. II,(New Series). No. 2 
(December, 1966).
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Only a little over one-fourth of the funds al

located for agrarian development went to the existing 

African land areas where the vast majority of the Afri

can peasant population was located. The figures on 

agricultural expenditure in the major African areas 

are deceptive when evaluated in terms of productive bene

fit. Nearly one-third of these expenditures .went into 

the ongoing program of land consolidation and registra

tion and establishment of private ownership of small

holder plots in the Swynnerton program of the mid-fifties.

The plan proposed to reverse this allocation of 

agrarian development funds. Settlement, which had been 

rushed through as independence approached, was to be 

phased out and replaced instead with a program aimed 

at the African land areas. This presumably would bene

fit the large majority of the Africans rather than the 

minority involved in the settlement program. This re

versal did not take place, although some shift was made.

Only fifty per cent of the funds allocated for agri

culture went to the major African areas by 1969. 

fifty per cent was still allocated to the land transfer 

and development program in the Highlands.

54

About

Kenya Plan. 1966-1970. Table I, pp. 127-128.9*.
55. -./Kenya Plan. 1970-1974. p. 192.
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The agrarian program for the traditional African 

areas was designed to expand the land consolidation and

registration initiated under the British counter-revolu- 

tionaiy measures during the "emergency" of the mid-l950's. 

The program aimed at creating a class of smallholder 

peasant farmers with registered title and private owner

ship of the land. This was the pattern of land tenure

and production the African government proceeded to im

plement throughout Kenya under its plan. This, clearly, 
was to he the economic and social foundation for the

future in Kenya and the foundation for development. 

Yet clear evidence already existed of the pro

policy posed for development in Kenya, 

and the implications the policy had in particular for 

the creation of a "socialist" society.

blems this

The land

consolidation imposed after the emergency had created 

. a large number of individual and family smallholder 

farms, which averaged less than five acres per faurm 

plot. According.to government figures and estimates 

at the beginning of the 1960's, an agricultural holding 

needed to average seven and a half acres to be an eco

nomic holding, rather than a subsistence holding.

56. Cf. M. P. K. Sorrenson, Land Reform in the Kikuyu Country 
(Nairobi, 196?), passim for an excellent analysis of the 
implementation and consequences of this land reform policy.
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A sample agricultural census by the Agriculture 

Ministry in I96I indicated that in Central Province only 

eight-thousand, seven hundred out of thirty-eight-thousand, 

nine-hundred holdings at Kiambu, four thousand, four hun

dred out of thirty-seven throusand, eight-hundred and

eighty holdings at Nyeri, and two-thousand, seven-hundred 
out of thirty-seven thousand, six-hundred holdings at

Less
I57

Fort Hall were seven and a half acres or more, 

than twenty per cent of these smallholdings were capable 

theoretically of being economic holdings. In reality, 

the Sample Census indicated that the consolidated hold

ings were carrying twice the number of people original

ly estimated, which reduced the number of viable holdings 

.even further ( See Table 8.1 , p. 367).

The larger the holdings the greater the increase 

in the number of family members supported by and living 

on the holdings. Few of the holdings at all could con

ceivable be considered effective holdings. Few could 

support the absorption of landless as agricultural wage- 

laborers, in contrast to government expectations that a 

five acre holding would use three hired laborers and 

larger holdings even greater numbers of wage-labor.
58

iculture, Kenya African Agricultural 
(Nairobi, 1961), p. 11.

57. Kenya, Ministry of
Sample Census. I96O/0I

Cf. R, G. Wilson, "Land Consolidation in Fort Hall Dis- 
wict," Journal of African Administration (July, I956). 
Wilson's experiments in consolidation in Port Hedl had' 
an important influence on government policy towards 
consolidation and title registration.

58.
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TABLE 8.1

AVERAGE NUMBERS OF PERSONS PER HOLDING BY SIZE GROUP AND DISTRICT
(KENYA)*

District Size Group in Acres

Up to 2.50- 5.00- 7.50- 10.00- 15.00-
2.49 4.99 7.49 9.99 14.99 and over

Number of Persons per Holding

10.63 
6.01 
8.91

Total

8.14

5.11

13.45Kiambu 
Nyeri 
Port Hall 5.25

18.28
18.09
9.70

10.00
.4.92
6.21

11.75
23.28
11.09

10.45
8.24 6.23
8.62 6.39

«
Sample Census.Part I, Text liable 69, p.55 .Sourcei

1
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lastly, the expectation of creating a large yeoman farm

ing class did not materializei rather, at best there 

was emerging a small "kulak" or "gentry" class of farmers.

The most extensive analysis of the "agriourtural 

revolution" being carried out through land consolidation 

reaches conclusions which have far-reaching implications 

for the possibilities of economic and social development 

in KenyaI
59

signify the almost 
total failure of plans for the agrarian 
revolution. The important point is not 
that consolidation created a landless 
class— this was present already, although 
it was more sharply defined by consolida
tion — but that it failed to nave the way 
for improving the lot of all but a small 
minority of the landed class. Far from 
providing employment for the one-hundred 
thousand extra souls thrown on to the re
serve during the emergency, consolidation 
and the limited agricultural advance that 
followed failed even to provide a sufficient 
livelihood for more than two-thirds of the 
landowners. By providing a secure legal 
title to every recognized landowner and by 
restricting the issue of credit and hence 
preventing widespread rural indebtedness, 
government made certain that the Kiku^ 
small holder could keep his land 
his holding is too small and his depen
dents too numerous to enable him to make 
a living by.jfarming alone. Except for the 
abolition of litigation, the basic fea
tures of the pre-consolidation land prob
lems of the Kikuyu country were not funda
mentally altered by consolidation..,

These figures • e t

Yet• t • •

Sorrenson, Land Reform, pp. 227-228.59.
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The landed class, or "gentry," which emerged out of the 

land consolidation and reform in Kikuyuland, was very 

small in relation to the overall population of the area. 

Only fifteen-thousand and eight-hundred registered hold

ings of seven and a half acres or more existed in the

three districts and there were only two-thousand and
60

nine-hundred holdings over fifteen acres. Sorrenson
61

estimated that there were

no more than five-thousand viable economic 
holdings in the whole of the Kikuyu coun
try, Perhaps half of the owners of these 
holdings are full time professional farm- 

, A very large number of the most 
progressive landowners are not themselves 
full time farmers* they are businessmen, 
government employees (including school 
teachers and some highly paid civil ser
vants), commercial employees and even 
politicans

Following independence, the African government ex

tended the other major ethnic regional areas the same 
agrarian policy which previously had been imposed in 

Central Province* land consolidation, creation of in

dividual and family smallholder plots, euid the registra

tion of titles which conferred private ownership of the 

land. Similar problems of high population concentration, 

overcrowding, and inadequate size of farm holdings also

ers • ft

• • •

■X.

60, Snmnle census. Part I, Text Table 14, p, 19.

im. P- 233.6l, Sorrenson,
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62
existed among the Luo, Baluhya, Kamba, Embu and Meru, 

The continuation of the colonial policy of land reforms 

could only lead to the same results that took place in 

Kikuyuland,

Agrarian reform through consolidation did generate 
63

changes in the economy, 

consolidation, African smallholder production for the mar

ket increased rapidly from 6.M in 195^ to nearly i 14.M 

in 1964, an annual rate of growth of eight and four-fifths 

percent. The European "large farm sector" during the same 

period increased the value of its marketed production at

Largely as a result of the land

62. Cf. S. H. Ominde, T.and and Ponulation Movements in Kenya 
(Evanston, 1968). Ghater Six, "The Population of Kenya" 
provides a breakdown of population density in the dif
ferent areas according to the 1962 Census, as well as 
a comparison with the 1948 census. In the key locations 
of high fertility and rainfall, the density is striking 
Eind reveals "the inadequacies of indica'txng density average 
by Province or even district. Many of these locations 
had densities over 1,000 per square mile. Averages for 
the Districts in Nyanza varied from 250 to 500 per square 
mile. Similar figures were indicated in the Embu and 
Meru districts. ,The Kamba population, centered mainly 
around the Maohakos area, showed densities of 500 to 
750 in the hills area, and a density between 250 and 
500 in the lower southeast part.

63. There is no evidence to suggest that increased African 
production was caused by registration of title and es
tablishment of private ownership, rather than through 
the consolidation of land. Consolirirtion could have taken 
place on a basis other than private'ownership and small
holder plots. Large-scale coopera-ive and collective 
farms and land use held out much ;'jrter possibilities 
for long-range development.
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a much slower rate, 4,2 per cent, over the same period, 

from £ 27,3 M to i, 41,2 M.

By 1964, the African percentage of the value of 

marketed agrarian production increased to twenty-five per 

cent. Expansion of cash crop production in the African 

land areas in the future, as well as the buying out of set

tler farms by the better-off African, meant that the per

centage of African production in the agrarian economy would 
increase even more in the future. This anticipated 

"Africanization" of cash crop production and exports, like 

the equivalent "Africanization" of the civil service, re

presented a substitution rather than a structural change. 

The high level of dependency of the economy upon a few 

major export cash crops remained.

64

64. Kenya.Plan. 1966-1970. Table 3, p. 18. A breakdown into 
two periods indicates an increasing rate of growth for 
African smallholder production and a decreasing rate of 
growth for European production! African pr 
creased at a rate of 6.8 percent from 1954

eduction in-
w-.-*. MW M W-UWW W.W W. WU. 7 tO 1959, OUd

10,9 per cent from 1959 to 1964, while European produc
tion increased 4.4 per cent and 3.9 percent during the 
respective periods. These figures are qualified by 
several points. They indicate the low productivity of 
the protected and subsidized European farms as much as 
the higher productivity of African smallholder produc
tion. The rapid increase of African production reflects 
the low level of cash crop production which had existed 
in the past because of British prohibitions* it does not
indicate that this rate of growth in African cash crop 
production could continue in the futiure, for continued 
growth would depend upon increasing productivity rather 
than an expansion in land used for cash crop produc
tion and not subsistence crops alone. In addition, the 
low and declining rate on the European estates, parti
cularly from 1959 to 1964, resulted from the high level 
of uncertainty and fear among the settlers over future 
land policy as independence approached. Investment and 
maintenance of European farms halted during this period. 
Cf. Jones, Anatomy of Uhuru. pp, 135-36 and Chapter Six,
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Continuation of the colonial land reform program 

raised serious questions about the possibilities of de

velopment. The problems it structured into the society 

alread had become evident during the implementation of 

the program by the British in the 1950's. The original 

British plan sought to establish a capitalist development 

in the African land areas similar to the enclosure move

ment in Britain centuries earlier, A conservative class 

of landed "gentry" would be established, with a Isirge in

termediate class of "yeoman" farmers, and a large,rural 

proletariat, which would obtain wage labor on the moder

nized farms under private ownership or in the villages 

which would be developed as part of the land reform pro-
65

gram.

This failed to happen because the conditions did 

not exist or were not implemented to make this a reality. 

Instead, the British shifted to a policy which promoted 

the development of a small group of prosperous landowners 

and a vast class of smallholding peasants living on the 

land, rather than in a village-based rural society, 

this created smallholder plots which were barely viable 

economically, it did absorb the large numbers of what

While

65, Cf. R, J. M. Swynnerton, A Plan to Intensify the Develop
ment of Mrican Agriculture in Kenya (Nairobi. 1954)> 
Philip Mitchell. The Agrarian Problem in Kenya (194’8)i 
idem., African Afterthoughts (London. 1954);^Lord Hailey, 
An African Survey, revised. 1956 (London, 1957)i Jones,
Anatomy of Uhuru.
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otherwise would be a rural proletariat with few possi

bilities of employment and means of livelihood. This 

policy held out a bleak future, for the plots would be

come increasingly unviable as the population grew and 

provide a dimminishing standard of living for increas

ingly overpopulated land holdings.

The Kenyatta government attempted to implement a 

combination of the two policies. It apparantly, con

tinued the land reform policy in the African areas of 

largely uneconomic smallholdings as a necessary "trade

off." The policy provided temporary land and economic 

security for as many people as possible, through small

holder plots, based on restricted ownership, which limit

ed rights of transfer, and the remnants of traditional 

obligations. This retarded the development of a large 

landless rural proletariat which posed a political threat 

for the new elite and the government.

While the Kenytta government evoked the colonial 

phrases of an "agrarian revolution" and a transformation

of the rural areas, the^agrarian policy actually was based

The policy de-on a gradual evolution through improvement, 

pended on the expansion of extension services to the multi

tude of smallholdings in order to improve land use and agri-

It also depended upon cooperative de-cultural practices, 

velopment, to organize the marketing of the small cash

crop production of the smallholders, the provisioning of
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better seed, equipment, insecticides and other means for 

the raising of the productivity of the smallholdings and 

the improvement of quality of the crops.

The improvement approach was restricted not only 

by the heavy emphasis upon land transfer and resettlement 

in the Highlands, but by the previous abandonment of the 

village development program, "Villagization" was imposed 

during the emergency as a means of crushing the revolt.

It later was seen as the meams, along with land consoli

dation and smallholder ownership, of bringing about an 

"agrarian revolution" in the countryside.

Initially, British restrictions limited the movement 

of Africans out of the villages to those with larger, econo

mic holdings, VWien it became clear that very few would 

qualify, the restrictions were loosened, then removed en

tirely. Near the end of 1955# one million, seventy-seven 

thousand and five hundred Kikuyu and Embu had been moved 

forcibly into eight-hundred and fifty-four villages. By 

the end of the 1950's, these villages mostly were abandoned, 

because of a traditional — and practical — preference to 

live near the farm plots, because of the punitive nature 

in which the villages were formed, and, most importantly.

66

67

66. Cf. 0. E. B. Hughes, "Villages in the Kikuyu Country," 
Journal of Mrican Administration. VII, No. 4 (October, 
1955)* PP# 170-174I Swvnnerton. A Plan to Intensify the 
Develoment of African Agriculturi in Kenya (Nairobi.1954),

67. East African Standard. October 20, 1955*
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because of the failure to provide the services, both tradi

tional and modem, which would make these "villages" real 

social centers that could attract and keep people there.

The failure of the Kenyatta government to promote 

village development was as much political as it was due 

to the costs of village development, A dispersed popula

tion in households scattered over the countryside created 

leas social unrest and dampened any political threat. The 

implications of this were important, for it greatly 

duced the possible effectiveness of the limited extension 

and social services the government provided in the country

side.

68

re-

The lack of village development intensified the govern

ment bias towards serving the rural "gentry" class, the 

progressive and better-off farmers who had larger scale 

They had the potential, which the smallholders 

did not, for utilizing farm plans, for modernizing their 

agricultural practices, improving productivity through 

insecticides and mechanization, and for developing mixed 

farming.

farms.

68, Cf. Sorrenson, land Reform, pp. 140-150, 162-64, 178-181, 
232-36. Only in southern Kiambu did permanent villages 
develop to any significant extent. This vras due to its 
suburb role of Nairobi, and greater commercial activity, 
rather than any government effort to create viable 
villages.
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The agrarian policy in the African areas heavily cora- 

proitiised the leadership's capitalist orientation towards 

modem agricultural development, through promoting the 

formation of larger-scale farms on the basis of private 

ownership and competitive enterprise. The Kenyatta govern

ment placed primary emphasis instead upon the large-scale 

capitalist farming in the Highlands as the basis for modem 

economic development.

- - Formation of an African landowning elite in the former
European Highlands.

A major strategy in the plan for promoting rapid 

economic growth and development was the preservation of 

the Highlands, which was the focus of Kenya's modem 

economic sector. Every effort was made to restrict re

settlement to unused land on settler farms, to keep in

tact as many of the settler mixed farms as possible, along 

with European ranches and plantations. The government 

expanded programs which aided the new African elite to 

buy out the European fanns as individuals,through partner

ships, or corporations.

The Plan allocated £ 3.1 M. for land transfer to 

large-scale farmers and £ 5.1 M. for the purchase of 

"national and transitional farms." They were to be turned
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over and sold to private African ovmers as soon as this 

became possible. Meanwhile they served to preserve large, 

high-quality dairy farms and cattle ranches as valuable 

stock sources for future agrarian exports. £ 2 M. was 

allocated for insuring the transfer of large-scale farms 

to a few Africans, almost as much as the t 8.2. M. allocat

ed for the thirty-five thousand small-scale settler

families in the existing one Million Acre‘Scheme and for
69

the expansion of this program. The amount of land in

volved in the two programs was also nearly equal, for the 

transfer of large-scale mixed farms to African owners in

volved over one million acres in the Highlands,

The land transfer and settlement program in the 

former European Highlands actually led to a greater con

centration of large-scale farms. In I960, there were 

3,609 large farms of 2,142 acres each containing a total 

of 7,730,800 acres. By May 1964, there were 2,958 large 

farms with a total of 6,797,900 acres, or an average of 

2,298 acres each. The average size of the remaining large 

farms had increased as a result of the land reform program.

Of these large farms, there were 275 with 5,000 or 

more acres in i960. They had made up 7.6 per cent of the

70

71

Kenya Plan. 1966-1970. pp. 127-28.

J, Hayer, "Kenya's Agricultural Policy," p, 36.

69.
70.

For the following figures, see Jacob Oser, Promoting 
Economic Develomenti with illustrations from Kenya (Evans-

71.

ton, 1967). P. 191.
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large farms and had 55 per cent of the land in large

They totaled 4,250,700 acres and averaged 15,457 

By 1964, there were 249 farms with 5.000 acres or 

They made up 8.4 per cent of the large farms and

They to-

farms.

acres.

more,

had 60,3 per cent of the land in large farms, 

tailed 4,098,000 acres and their average size was 16,458 

acres or 25.7 square miles.

While the resettlement program for small-scale 

farmers has received the main attention, the implications 

of the transfer of large fanns to a growing African upper 

class are much more important for the future of Kenya. The

transfer of large farms entrenched class division, growing 

inequality, and a capitalist formation in Kenya. It also
committed an African bourgeoisie to the existing structure

of underdevelopment.

- By mid-1966, the government officially adopted the 

policy of attracting private, foreign investment for the 

development of controlled game cropping, cattle ranching, 

and tourism on 1,400,000 acres (2,187 square miles) in 

the semi-aric coastal region, 

hold for 45 years, and the annual rent for the first 

five years was set at L 300 ($840,00), or one United 

States cent for every 16.7 acres.

The policy reflected the view that private, foreign 

investment would be the major source of development while

"Tenure would be on lease-

72. Ibid.. p. 192.
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the role of government was limited primarily to attracting 

such investment through "liberal" terms and regulations.

This view differed little from that of the colonial period.

It represented a conditioned way of thinking inherited from 

colonial rule more than the economic reality of the role 

the state could play in undertaking development.

The stress on tourism was particularly disturbing.

Scarce capital was directed to unproductive facilities

such as luxury hotels to promote tourism as a major "industry"

of the future and to obtain the foreign exchange tourism

But the growing influx of foreign tourists, 

living at much higher standards than the African, required

It reinforced values.

brought.

the importation of luxury goods, 

standards of living, and inequalities that Kenya's society

could not afford.

Kenya's agrarian policy held out little possibility 

of change for the existing system of underdevelopment 

based on a deformed capitalist development. The class 

system vdiich was created under colonial rule would be 

"Africanized." Otherwise it would continue to form along 

the same lines, while it became more firmly entrenched and 

resulted in increasingly inequality within Kenyan society.

The strategy of agrarian policy in the rural Af

rican areas outside the Highlands, first of a^l, locked 

the mass of Africans into the countryside in smallholder 

plots, under private ownership. These plots were too
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small and too overpopulated to permit any real transforma

tion to modem agriculture, to provide permanently rising 

standards of living, or to create a new social organization 

which would more effectively satisfy their needs.

Second, the policy was a holding operation. It aim

ed at the ^adual improvement of agrarian production on 

the smallholder plot to keep pace population

growth projected for the future. aZ73
improvement

was directed towards the "gentry" and the progressive 

farmer, i^ose expansion of :j.and through purchase and

The m

tdiose modernization of cultivation was expected to pro

vide additional wage employment for the growing rural 

proletariat.

The third element in the aigrarian strategy, the 

continued development of the Highlands area, was based on

* past rates of growth, had
serious ^plications for Kenya's future development. They

iSLTorS'ihf
»eas were projected to increase greatly in both absolute 
and percentage terms, at least until the end of the century.

5*h®rington, "Projected Changes in Urban and Rural 
Development in Kenya and Implications for Development Policy " 
m J^es R. Sheffield, ed.. Education. Employment and Riirni^' 
Development, the proceedings of the Coni’erence held at Kericho, 
Kenya, in September 1966 (Nairobi, 1967), pp. 54-74.

actu^ly written and presented elsewhere 
several years earlier. Most of the other papers

participants who for the most 
positions in the government, Nairobi College.

organizations involved in planning
conference generally refliet- ed views which had formed the basis for the I966-70

bv 4.1^® Conference itself was sponsored
oy the Ford Foundation and the Dulverton Trust,

were
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the success of the first, the holding operation in the 
coontryside. Expanding economic growth in the modem 

sector, located in the Highlands and based on the large- 

scale farming, was viewed as the major basis for develop

ment.

Linked with this strategy in the Highlands 

parallel strategy of industrial development.
was the

The strategy of industrialiaation.

The modem economic sector, centered in the High-
74

lands, was considered the base for industrial development.

It already had the foundations of a modem infrastructure 

to attract and support industries. The planning leaned 

heavily upon the further development of "industries" pro

cessing the primary agriculturaa production, particularly 

production on the large farms and estates. Second, in

dustrialization was oriented to import substitution in

dustries. These industries were planned for the few main 

urban areas which already had the infrastructure and semi

skilled labor force, the administrative and financial ser

vices that would attract further industrial development.

7'^. Cf, Kenya Plan. 1966-1970. pp, 62-66 and chapter 6. 
a good summary of Kenya's industrial strategy, see A. 
Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strategies in East 
Afirca, " East Africa Journal (June, 1970), pp. 19-43.

For
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Kenya's industrial strategy was based on the reali

ties of the low leTel of industrial development inherited 

from the colonial period. As limited as this was, it

was significantly greater than the other East African states, 

Tanzania and Uganda. It aimed at paying the foundations 
for a high rate of industrial development for the future,

which would provide alternate employment than agriculture. 

Thus the necessity of the holding operation in the 

rural areas'. Development planning was designed to keep 

as many Africans as possible on the land until industrial

ization could increase to the point of being able to absorb 

the growing numbers of landless unemployed and rural pro

letariat. Their numbers were of concern already and many 

more would be thrown off the land in the future, and at 

an increasingly rapid rate, due to population increase, 

growth of private ownership of the land, larger-scale farm

ing and mechanization, as well as alternate prospects 

of urban life.

f

The government based its expectations of industrial 

development upon private investment, mainly foreign capital. 

The role of the state wais limited primarily to creating a 

"hospitable investment climate" and expanding the existing 

infrastructure, rather than a direct state role in industry.

The private sector was expected to provide approxi

mately 85 per cent of the manufacturing investment. The 

state would concentrate its investment in infrastructure.
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primarily transport and eommnnications. The Plan project

ed over three-qaarters of the infrastructnre investment 

coming from the public sector.

Consistent with the policy of maximizing the rate 

of economic groirth, the government emphasized an industrial 
strategy to take advantage of existing foundations. Thus

the greatest return of investment was seen in promoting 

industries which linked to the existing economy, such 

primary processing industries for the major raw materials 

of agrarian exports.

as

The location of industries was also 

oriented to those areas iriiere existing infrastructures 

(such as transport, power, communications), services,labor

force, administrative and financial centers, and industrial 

linkages were located. This strategy, and -^he consequences 

for development, were heavily influenced by the pattern in

herited from the colonial period. Few such centers existed 

and they were located in highly unequal patterns within 

Kenya. Greater inequalities of growth were the natural con

sequence of this policy. Redistribution of industry and 

a growing equalization of development, like redistribution 

of land and agricultural modernization, was rejected in 

favor of "maximal" economic growth.

75. Kenya Plan. 1966-1970. Table 9, P. HI. Actually, de
pendency upon external investment was even greater than 
that indicated. Significant amounts in the "public 
sector" were expected from foreign aid, through bilateral 
aid programs, and through aid from international organiza- 

•tions, like the World Bank. Cf. ibid., Tables 12 andl3, 
pp. 120-223.
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She limitations of the type, location, and size of 

Kenya's industries as of 1964 are presented in an industrial 

survey by R, B. Ogendo of the Department of Geography at

She continuation.76
the University College of Nairobi, 

rather than the diversification and redistribution --that

is, restructuring, -/“/oS this pattern of deformed growth 

is indicated by theAame author's more extended study of 

A high percentage of all industries were based on77
1970.

agricultural processing, rather than manufacturing and ser-
78

vice industries. She limited role of industry within 

Kenya's economy is indicated hot only by the small niimber

of "plants" but £j.so by the small size of the labor force

in the above industriesi the total number of employees was 
, 79

95,692.

reflected in this work forcei

The same imbalance in the type of industries is 

a little over 58 per cent 

were employed in agricultural processing, only 11 per cent

in manufacturing, and a little over 30 per cent in sexvice 

industries.
80

76. Ogendo, "The Location and structure of the Manufacturing 
and Service Industries in Kenya’s Central Provincial In
dustrial Unit," (Mimeo, paper, presented to the African 
Studies Association, I969).

77. Ogendo, Industrial Geography of Kenya (Nairobi, 1970).T)as3im.

78. Ogendo,"Location and structure of industries." In Central 
Province, industries of five employees or more totaled 
273 A^icultural food processing and Agricultural non
food manufacturing, out of a total of 363 industries1 non- 
agriciatural manufacturing was less than one-quarter of manu
facturing and service industries ( 22 out of 90), see 
Table 2, p. 9. The same pattern prevailed throughout 
Kenjra as a Tdiolei see Figures 13-17, ibid.

79. Ibid.. Table 4, p. 21.

80. Ibid.. Table 4, p. 21.
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A similar pattern of inequality or mal-distribution

A high per
is

existed in the location of these industries. k

8.
eentage of these industries were concentrated in the cen

tral highlands and the coastal port of Mombasa,and the 

greatest concentration of all existed in Nairobi and the

outskirts of Nairobi in Kiambu District of Central Pro- 
81

This concentration is also indicated by the dis-

Over one-third (3^.13 per

3
S

[8
bTineeo

tribution of the labor force.
8

cent were)located in Nairobi alone and over 52 per cent were
82

Concentration in ftconcentrated in Nairobi and Mombasa, 

the Highlands outside Nairobi was overwhelmingly in the 

European-dominated townships astride the railway lines to 

Kisumu and to Thika and along the major road system.

The government depended upon two para-statal agencies

to promote industrial development. Both were created during 

the end of the colonial period. The first, the Industrial 

and Coiranercial Development Corporation (ICDC) was devoted 

primarily to the promotion of African commercial and in

dustrial enterprise. It played a relatively small role 

between i960 and I966, for its totsJ. loans during this 

period were h 108, 942,

!

5

83
Under the Plan, the ICDC in-

;

r

81. Ibid. Figures 4, 9, 13-17.

82. Ibid.. Table 4, p. 21.

83. Seiden, "Comparative Industrial Strategies," p. 22.

'ft

f
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creased its efforts to create private African enterprise 

through the development of "industrial estates." !Dhey 

were to he located in five major towns in Ken^, thus 

further intensifying industrial concentration, 

first was located in Nairobi, involved a government in- 

and was ^successful in the goal of 

providing a core around ^ich to generate an expansion of

84
The

vestment of ii IM • t

85
African "entrepreneurship."

The second agency, the Development Finance Company 

of Kenya (DFCK), aimed at attracting large-scale private 

It was established with loads from Britaininvestment,

pTii^ West Germany as well as funds from the Kenya Govem- 

By the end of 1966, DFCK had invested around £ 2 M. 

in fourteen enterprises which involved £ 1? M, in mostly 

The industries differed little from

They included two sugar fac-

86
raent.

foreign capital, 

the patteim indicated above, 

tories, the Kisuran cotton textile mill, processing in

dustries for food and other agricultural products, and tim-
87

her products, as well as investments in hotels and insurance.

The industrial stategy did not attract the degree of 

foreign capital investment hoped for, in spite of every 

inducement. It led to an increase in foreign and private

84. Kenya Plan. 1966-1970. pp. 242-44, 
Kenya Plan. 1970-74. pp. 316-319. 

Kenya Plan. 1966-1970. pp, 241-42. 

Kenya, Economic Survey. 1967. p. 59.

85.

86.

87.
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OOTership within the economy without generating rapid 

economic growth. While private capital formation increased 

in absolute terms, manufacturing industry's output de

clined from 10.18 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product 

in 1964 to 9.98 per cent in 1968.

The high percentage of foreign ownership in manu

facturing retarded economic growth in other ways. By 

1968, the capital outflow from these industries had risen 

to £ 19 M., equal to one and a half the capital formation 

in manufacturing.

88

89

Kenya's development policy did not change the exist

ing pattern of deformed capitalist development and did not 

modify the structure of underdevelopment of the economy in

herited from colonial rule. One can argue that little 

structurs^. change could he achieved within the short span 

of time since independence, and that both the rate and 

absolute value of economic growth also could not be ex

pected to change significantly. But the importance lies 

first in the fact that no change in the content and direc

tion of development can be observed. Second,’ the policies 

developed did not indicate any effort to change this pat

tern.

Kenya, Economic Survey. 1969. Table 1,3, p. 9i Table 1,1, pp.4-5.88.

Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strategies," p. ^3,ob
tained from the balance of payments data in Kenya, Economic
Survey. 1969.

89.
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Economic Planning. Agrarian Policy and Practice in
Tanzania.

Pollwing independence, the TANU government turned

to planned development and a more direct and active state

role in mobilizi^ scarce resources and maximizing economic

growth in order to achieve this development. This policy
90

was reflected in its Five Year Plan. 1964-1969. During

the intermim period, the African government operated on the
91

three year Development Plan. 1961/62-1963/64. which had

been formulated by the British colonial government in mid- 
1961. This plan was baaed essentially upon a study by 

the World Bank, and was similar to that in Kenya, which
92

had taken place in I960.

The interim plan was important in that it revealed

the degree to which Tanzania was undeveloped as well as

underdeveloped. As a government summary of the three year

plan stated, "the main theme of the plan is the laying of

foundations for future growth," rather than any expectation
93

of immediate increases in production and income. The

90. The United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, Tanganika Five 
Year Plan for Economic and Social Development. July 1964-June
1969 (Par es Salaam. 1964j.

91. Tanganyika, Development Plan for Tanganyika. 1961/ 62- 
1963/64 (Dar es Sad-aam, 1962).

Cf. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
The Economic Development of Tanganyika (Baltimore, I96IJ.

93. Government of Tanganyika, "The Three Year Plan, I96I/62- 
1963/64," in Hadley E. Smith, ed 
Development and Administration in Tanzania (Par es Salaam. 
1955Tpp7~3^f8^-59l~'Cfli Tanganyika Plan. "1964-1969. p. 7-8.

92.

Readings on Economic• 9
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political leadership faced four particularly severe con

straints. First, there was little government revenue and in

vestment capital for development. Second there was a 

severe lack of educated and trained Africans to formulate 

and implement development. Third, Tanzania had a widely 

dispersed African population, the great majority of which

produced minimally for the monetary agrarian economy. 

Fourth, there was a highly inadequate transport network, 

\Aleh left a number of potentiailly important regions almost 

wholly isolated and the more pro 

with one another.

ive areas unconnected 

The three year plan focused on the lat

ter three deformations in Tanzanian society in order to lay 

the foundations for futiare development.

The three year plant the initiation of development planning.

The plan allocated 24 M. in development ezpenditxires 

over the three years. While the amount was small, it was 

ii 3 M. more per yeeir than had been invested during the past 

three years under the colonial government. Yet the revenue 

of the central government for 196O-6I was only i 20 M. The 

financing of the plan was highly dependent upon foreign 

grants and loans (L 9 M. ) and domestic loans (£ 4 M. ).
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or four per cent of the costs of the develop-Qnly i> 1 M

ment plan were to be provided by the government.

The Civil Service was considerably smaller than 

that in Kenya. In 1961, Africans occupied only 26 per 

cent of the senior and middle levels of the Civil Service.

• 9
94

95

This had resulted from the colonial policy of maintaining 

control over the main institutions of the colonial system 

and, more importantly for future development, from the un

developed nature of higher education within the colony 
96

The number of educated and trained 

Africans was small and even fewer were graduating and be

coming available yearly. The government's Africanization 

Commission reported in 1962 that only 200 Africans were en-

under British rule.

tering Form I of secondary school and they would not com-
97

The problem wasplete their education for five years, 

complicated in early 1962, after Nyerere stepped down tem

porarily as Prime Minister to concentrate on reorganizing 

The resignations of expatriate officialsthe party, TANU.

94. Tanganyika Plan. 1964-1969. Table 12, p. 11.

Hugh W. Stephens, The Political Transformation of Tangan
yika! 1920-67 (New York, 1968), —

Cf. Tanganyika, Development Commission, A Ten Year Develon- 
ment and Welfare Plan for Tanganyika (nar sa Raianm, 
also The Annu^ Report of this Commission over the plan's 
duration, 1946-1956 particularly for 1956.
Stephens, Political Transformation.no. 87-89, for a good 
summary of the low level of educational development 
by the end of the 1950's.

95.

96.

Also see

97. George Skorov, "Integration of Educational and Economic Plan
ning in Tanzania," African Resource Monographs. No, 6 (UNESCOi 
International Institute for Educational Planning, I966), p.48.
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jomped from from 15 to 40 per cent. Shorties of technical 

personnel became particularly severe, during the first two 

years of independence. Twenty par cent of all senior and 

middle level positions were vacant, with much higher per

centages in the two main programs of the three year plani 

the Ministry of Agriculture had a vacancy of 40 per cent

and the Ministry of Communications, Power and Works had a
98

vacancy of 4? per cent.

The high level of vacancies and shortage of skilled 

African manpower created a major block to the implementa

tion of the Plan. This forshadowed a similar problem in 

carrying out the subsequent Five Year Plan. As limited as 

the capitsd. resources were, they were unable to complete 

the investment of existing capital available, due to the 

lack of personnel.

The plan, based on the World Baiik's recommendations, 

placed a primary emphasis upon agrarian development within

the African areas. Nearly a quarter of the development 
plan was devoted to agriculture, L 5.7 M. Most of this

was directed to the expansion of extension services in

order to increase the number of Africans producing export

cash crops and to improve the existing productivity of 

the land. Aside from this "improvement" approach, a ’^ans- 

formation" approach was initiated. This was based on pilot

Stephens. Political Transformation, pp. 160, 170,98.
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settlement schemes and community development programs aimed

at shifting the pattern of living from scattered households 

This shift cotad enable them to utilize theto villages.
extension services more efficiently and to enable the pro

visioning of services which could not be done with the 

existing pattern of dispersion.

The program was very similar in objectives to the 

"villagization" program in Kenya during the 1950‘s, although 

much smaller scale and voluntarily rather than by force.on a
President Nyerere, in his December 10, I962 inauguration 

address to the National Assembly (after the official es

tablishment of Tanzania as a republic) stressed the im-
, 99

portaxice of the policy of village development!

It is ridiculous to concentrate on agriculture 
if we are not going to make any change in our 
old methods of cultivation and our old ways of 
living.... The hand-hoe will not bring us the 
things we need today.... So if you ask me what 
our Government is planning to do during the 
next few years the answer is simple 
ment will be doing all it can to enable the 
farmers of Tanganyika to come together in vill
age communities,... unless we do we shall not 
be able to provide ourselves with the things we 
need to develop our land and to raise our stand
ard of living. We shall not be able to use 
tractorsI we shall not be able to provide 
schools for our ohildreni we shall not be able 
to build hospitals, or have clean drinking water. 
It will be quite impossible to start small vill
age industries.... If we do not start living in 
proper village communities,then all otur attempts 
to develop the country will be just so much 
wasted effort..../We/ will make every effort to 
prepeire plans for village development for the 
whole country aq^quickly as possible,,.so as to 
speed up rxiral development.

Govern-• •ft

Nyerere, Freedom and Unity, pp. 183-185.99.
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?he third major focus of the plan was the develop- .

Twenty-
100

ment of the inadequate economic infrastructure, 

eight and eight-tenths per cent of the expenditures were 

allocated to communications, power and works. The largest 

element in this was directed towards the construction of 

medn trunk roads, ^ich was allocated 13.5 per cent of 

the total capital budget. In this policy, the government 

differed with the recommendations of the World Bank and re

jected "the Mission's view that the main trunk road sys

tem is virtually complete,"

The government was keenly aware of the deformed 

development of the transport network which it had inherited 

from the colonisil period, Tanzania's main productive cen

ters were linked with Kenya's transport network as part of

the policy of subordinating Tanzania's development to Kenya.
a

They were not connected to one another in any integrated 

transport network, while other valuable areas remained in 

undeveloped isolation. The World Bank, Mission report's 

recommendations doomed Tanzania to a perpetuation of this 

structural underdevelopment. The development plan described 

this problem succinctlyi

101

102

The present main road system looks outwards, 
particularly in the north and facilitates the 
flow of purchasing power from the rich pro
vinces in the north to Kenya and Uganda rather 
than inwards to Tanganyika. Also, there is no 
direct road connecting the prosperous Lake and 
West Lake provinces with the Northern Province

Of. Tanganyika Plan. 1964-1969. Tables 13.1^ pp.l3-l4. 

Develonment Plan 196l/62-1963/6k. p. 14.

100.

101.

Tanganyika Plan. 1964-1969. p. 14.102.
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and with Tanganyika's seaport so that the main 
flow of imports and exports has to make a detour 
via Kenya and Uganda. Similarly, there is no 
convenient link with the potentially rich 
Southern Highlands and the Kilobero Valley.
The Government's view is that the new main 
road system should connect the areas of agri
cultural and mineral production (taking into 
consideration their future potential) with the 
main outlets in Tanganyika.

The interim three year plan was important also be

cause of the strong influence it had upon the first major 

effort of development planning by the new African govern

ment, the Five Year Plan. 1964-1969 (FYP). This meant that 

the FYP also reflected the major views for development of 

the World Bank, which represented the prevailing views of 

westem capitalist system towards development strategies 

for the under-developed countries.

Thus, the initial thinking in Tanzania, as in Kenya, 

indicated a mix. There were modifications of development 

strategies, which indicated their awareness of the struc

tural underdevelopment they faced. But there was an ac

ceptance of the basic premises of the-capitalist world, 

premises that saddled the country with a program that 

could only intensify the deformed capitalist development 

emerging in Tanzania.
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Year Plan nnd agrarlBn -noliev.

The mized conceptions of development in the PYP can

Underbe analyzed most clearly in its agrarian policy, 

the rubric of a "transformation" approach, the Tanzanian 
government pushed ahead with a program of village settle

ment schemes, as recommended by the World Bank, 

was their own version of creating an "agrarian revolution" 

among the African peasantry. Modernization and expansion 

of the agrarian economy was the basis by which the govern

ment planned on promoting the rapid development of Tanzania.

103
This

The settlement schemes represented a major propor

tion of funds allocated imder the PYP for agrarian develop

ment as well as a large percentage of the total funds al

located for development by the government. In this sense,
the program functioned in a comparable way to the resettle

ment program in the Kenya Highlands.
104

The total development budget was i 246 M. Of this
amount, the central government allocated i> 102 M. for capit

al development and ii 130 M. was allocated by all levels of 

government ( including local government and the East Af

rican Common Services Organization (E.A.S.C.O.) as well 

as the central government).

103, Cf. IBRD, Economic Development in Tanzania, passim.

104, Tanganyika Plan. 1964-1969. Table on p. 97.
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Agrarian development was to receive a 27.1 per cent 

(£ 27.6 M. ) of the funds from the central government and 

22 per cent ( £ 28.6 M.) from all levels of government. A 

further breakdown indicates the important role of the settle

ment program. Of government expenditures, 37.5 per cent 

(( £10,2 M.) was allocated to the village settlements and 

a further 32.7 per cent {£ 9.2 M.) went to irrigation pro

jects. Since these projects overwhlemingly involved high 

capital settlement programs also, the combination result

ed in 70,2 per cent ( £ 19.^ M.) allocation for settle

ment schemes and projects.

Only 29.8 per cent (£ 8.2 M.) was to be invested 

in the traditional agrarian areas, which accounted for 

most of the country and most of the African peasant popula

tion. The lopsided investment between settlement and the 

rest of the country wais strikingly similar to the bias in 

the allocation in Kenya's early post-independence programs.

The village settlement scheme program in the FYP was 

part of a longer range planning which covered the period 

up to 1890, as did the other major programs of the FYP.
105

105. Ibid.. pp. 1-2. The Five Year Plan was considered the 
first phase of a long-term plan for 1980. In this 
respect, among others, it represented a superior and 
more ambitious planning than Kenya's first plan. Yet 
the FYP listed three main objectives to be reached by 19801 
(1) to raise per capita income from the present £ 19/6s. 
to £ 45 I (2) to become fully self-sufficient in trained 
manpower requirements! (3) to raise the life-expectation 
from the present 35-40 years to 50 years. Given Tanzania's 
underdeveloped state, these represented arduous tasks r 
yet there was nothing socialist or revolutionary in them 
as objectives or as an indicator of the kind of society 
to be created.

<
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By 1980, the government expected to establish enough

village settlement schemes to include one million people

The strategy aimed at establish-
106

throughout the country, 

ing the settlement schemes partly in the more densely popu

lated and productive areas and partly in fertile areas which

as yet were practically unused. Three Eireas in particular 

were planned for new village settlement! the Kilombero, 

Pangani, and Warn! River Basins,
107

The village settlement program sought to achieve

New "pioneer" settlers
108

two major changes in coordination, 

would be attracted out of the overpopulated main producing

areas by tjie aid the government offered for new settlement 

in unused areas. Government investment in water control. 

Irrigation, modem agriculture technique and services in 

these river basins would make them highly productive areas 
in the future. The new settlements would greatly increase 

the agrarian production within the country and provide an 

important contribution to the economic growth and social 

development of the nation.

At the same time, the outflow from the overpopulated 

areas would reduce the mounting under-employment vdiich 

blocked the modernization of agrarian production and the

The remainingraising of living standards in these areas.

106. Ibid p. X.

p. X., 46-48. 

P. 15.

107. Ibid

108. Ibid

.« 9

• 9
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pepttlation In these areas were to he concentrated in village 

settlement schemes. This would lay the founda1±>ns in these 

areas also for the introduction of intensive extension ser

vices. mechanization, and social services.

The first Five Year Plan actually provided for 60 

pilot village settlement schemes, each composed of “about 

250 comprehensively planned, economically profitable in

dividual farms which will be encouraged to work on a co-

The average investment, considering
109

operative basis,"

the "economic and social overheads," Involved in the village

development as well as the farm layouts and services, came
110

to ii 150,000 per settlement, or 6 600 per farm/family.

Over 10 M. was to be invested for what at most 

would be 100,000 people by I969, out of a total population

Only a little over £ 8 M. was to 

be invested for all the rest of the population in the agrar-

111
of 12 to 13 millions.

109. Ibid.. p. 21.

110. Ibid.

111. The government based its planning on an esti
mate of a population of 9.6 M. in 1964 (p, 72).
As p. 73 makes clear, the population was expec
ted to increase to approximately 14 M. by 1980. 
This was totally unrealistic, as the 1967 censu 
proved? see. Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Development Planning, Central Statistical Bur
eau, Preliminary Results of the Population Census 
Taken in Anpiust 1967 (Par es Salaam. 1967). The 
population given of 12 to 13 M. for 1969 is an 
estimate from the census. Tanzania’s population 
has already reached 14 M. Nowhere in the FYP 
do they indicate the rate of population increase 
that is used, although it was obviously too low. 
It indicates how subject to error all the sta
tistics were that they were working with.
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ian economy0 The difference in investment represented 

a striking degree of inequality. The differential was even 

greater than that indicated. Additional funds were allocated 

for a variety of other services, such as community develop

ment, cooperative and loan services, extension services,
112

education and health. Much of this was directed at the 

rural society, hut it too was divided so that the majority 

of the funds went to the areas of greatest existing develop

ment, in general, and to the new village settlement schemes

in particular. As in Kenya, the bias was towards the
113

"progressive" areas and "progressive" farmers.

The failure of the transformation approach.

The agrarian program of village settlement schemes 

It became increasingly clear that the 

■transformation" approach was creating the reverse of the 

government's objectives of a socialist path of development, 

economic and social justice, and equality within the popu

lation as a whole as well as between the different regions 

of the country.

was halted by 1966.

112, Cf. Tanganyika Plan. 1964-1969. pp. 35-36, 63-78.

113, Part of the bias resulted in a deliberate policy of diverting 
resources to the new settlement schemes as a priority and
as a means of attracting participation. Gf. Nyerere,"In
auguration address to the National Assembly," in his Freedom 
and Unity, p. I83 ff, This decision in turn was highly 
influenced by the scarcity of resources1 there was in
sufficient personnel and capital to be directed to both 
programs simultaneously.
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Their own criticisms of the policy followed- during 

the PYP and the fozmilations for a different policy of

-planned development can be found in the important "Arusha 

Declaration," the policy paper, "Socialism and Rural De-
114

velopment," and in the second Five Year Plan, 1969-1974.

One of the major problems in the village settle

ment schemes was that they tended to create small islands 

of more modem, productive farming within a generally

It had been expected thatstagnant traditionsil economy, 
these settlements would serve as model farms radiating a

positive "emulation" effect upon the peasantry scattered 

in the surrounding area who were using traditional agri

cultural practices. They would be influenced in turn to 

improve their use of the land and adapt more modem fann

ing practices for the market economy.

This process, however, did not occur to any greater 

extent than it had under colonial mle, and for similar 

Such a process demands a radical shift in at-
115

reasons.

114. Of, Nyerere, "The Arusha Declaration," and"Socialism and 
Rural Development," in his Freedom and Roniai-igTn (Dar es 
Salaam, 1968)1 Tanzania, Second Five Year Plan for Econo
mic and Soci^ Development. July 1969-June 1974 (Par 
Salaam, 1969), Other good critical studies include 
J. D. Heijnen, "Mechanized Block Cultivation Schemes in 
Mwanza Region," Research Paner No. 10. College of Dar es 
Salaam, 19691 Lionel Cliff and Griffiths Cunningham, 
"Ideology, Organization and the Settlement Experience 
in Tanzania," (mimeo). Rural Develo-pment Paner No. 
diversity College of Dar es Salaam, Rural Development 
Research Committee (Dar es Salaam, 1968)j Garry Thomas, 
"The Transformation Approach at a Tanzania Village Set
tlement," Makerere Institute of Social Research Conference 
Papers, no. 42? (Makerere, 196?). - - - - -

Of. R, Chambers. Settlement Schemes in Tropical Africa 
(New York, 1969).- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

es

115.
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titude and way of operating, one that does not come about 

in any automatic way through a "demonstration effect." It 

also demands a greater labor output in new and,risky 

methods, with great uncertainty as to the outcome, particu

larly when the peasant is already operating on a thin edge
116

of subsistence and survival.

Equally important, the settlement schemes were 

not that effective in creating any rapid transformation of 

land use, productivity, increased income, and Higher stan- 

This proved so in spite of the heavy 

capital investment in land clearing, irrigation, more mo

dem equipment, fertilizer and insecticides, and a variety 

of expensive services.

Initial crop production on many settlements did 

not reflect a greatly improved level of productivity and

This was particularly so vrtien re-

dards of living.

income for the settlers.

payments for equipment and services were deducted through 

the cooperative organizations which handled the supplying

This had a discouragingand marketing for most schemes, 

effect on the planting and cultivation for the following 

Difficulties in coordinating these services and inyear.

116, Cf, John C. de Wilde, Experiences with Agricultural nt»- 
velopment in Tropical Africa. I. II (^Baltimore. 1067). 
W, Allan, The African Husbandman (Edinburgh, 1965)j 
Denial Biebuyck, ed., African Agrarian Systems (London, 
1963)1 Hans Ruthenberg, Agricultural Development in 
Tanganyika (Berlin. 1964)i Hans Ruthenberg. ed.. Small
holder Farming and Smallholder Development in Tanzani 
Ten Case Studies (Munich. 1968).

.a I
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providing the necessary management, technical and other 

personnel added to the diffictaties in initiating the 

modem production schemes.

Xhe more successful farmers in these schemes fre

quently were those who already had some experience in 

more modem farming methods or individuals vrtio had more 

advanced educatisn and full-time employment outside the 

scheme,as teachers, craftsmen, civil servants, and of

ficials. These latter individuals turned to wage labor 

to run their farms within the settlement schemes. Peasant 

farmers in the schemes tended to spend an increasing amount 

of time and labor on the small subsistence and cash crop

ping plots outside the schemes, to the neglect of the set

tlement schemes.

Many of these trends indicated that agrarian policies 

^ich the government had adopted were inappropriate for 

the devlopment they were attempting to create. The settle

ments were based upon individual farms. Development depend

ed upon and sought to stimulate individual enterprise. The 

cooperative element was limited to the economies achieved 

by sharing of equipment and services within a concentrated 

settlement of farms.
As in Kenya, the agrarian policy indicated the 

contradictory fact that a socialist society was supposedly 

being constructed through economic development using 

capitalist organization, land use and production.
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The Arusha declaration of January-1967 and the 

subsequent policy paper, "Socialism and Rural Development," 

reflected the growing awareness of the leadership that 

post-independence policies were promoting a form of 

capitalist development!

If this kind of capitalist development takes 
place widely over the country, we may get a 
good statistical increase in the national 
wealth of Tanzania, but the masses of the people • 
will not necessarily be better off. On the con
trary, as land becomes more scarce we shall find 
ourselves with a farmers' class and a labourers' 
class... ./The latter? will become a 'rurail pro
letariat' depending on the decisions of other 
men for their existence, and subject in con
sequence to all the subservience, social and 
economic inequality, and insecurity, which such 
a position involves 
ist agriculture we now have is not really a dan- 
geri but our feet are on the wrong path, and if 
we continue to encourage or even help the de
velopment of agricultural capitalism, we shall 
never become a socialist state.

The settlement schemes, irrigation projects, and the

policy of maintaining and increasing the non-African estates, 
118

primarily sisal, were also directed towards expansion of a-

The small-scale capital-• t • •

V

117. Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, p, 344,

These estates and plantations, as well as those produc
ing other export crops were mainly European-owned, They 
produced 40 per cent of exports by value in 19641 Cf. 
Tanganyika Five Year Plan. 1964-1969. p.x. The attitude 
towards these European owned estates, and Tanzania's 
continuing dependency, is indicated by the following 
policy statement in the FTP (Ibid.. p.l6)i"I;^ is never
theless clear that the achievement bf crop husbandry 
targets within the next five years will still depend 
in large measure on additional effort and investment 
by the owners of private estates. That is why govern
ment, with a view to encouraging increases in the out
put of these private estates, is ready to grant them 
new land concessions provided that the beneficiaries 
cooperate with it in establishing African estates by 
providing them with financial and technical assistence."

118.
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grarian export prodnction. This aspect of agrarian policy 

perpetuated the major characteristics of structural under

development and dependency. It continued to subject Tan

zanian economy to a gradual declining rate of exchange, as 

the prices for export crops declined and the price for manu

factured imports, particularly capital goods, rose even

more rapidly.
The pressures for greater effort by the peasantry

to expand agrarian production brought fewer returns for 

both the individual peasant farmers and for the overall 

economy. The implications of this for the plans to pro

mote a rapid increase in the rate and gross increase of 

economic growth were discouraging. Instead of a 6.7 per 

cent rate of growth durit^ the PYP, Tanzania achieved only 

approximately a 5 per cent increase. This, combined with 

a faster rate of population growth and inflation, meant 

they were working harder and produciiig more in order to 

maintain the existing standard of living.

Jlnother important element in the development of a- 

grarian production was the fact, as Nyerere pointed out 

in his introduction to the FYP, that "the increases in out

put were almost every where realized without any change in
119

the method of production." Increased production was 

based upon an expansion of the acreage under cultivation.

rather than through improved productivity through the use 

of more modem aigricuitural methods and equipment.

119. Ibid p. xiv..* f
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Foreign inves’fcmeni; and the s-t;ra~fcegv.

The discouraging implications of the content

on even more serious di

overall

and

direction of agrarian policy take 

mensions when it is placed within the context of the 

development planning.
120

The resources and institutions of 
the state were directed overwhelmingly into the agrarian 

sector, with the expectation that the parallel strategy for

development, the foundation of industrialization, could 

be achieved through private, primarily foreign capitalist, 
investment.

The financing of the FYP shows how great the de

pendency was upon external capital investment for economic 
growth and development, 

financing totaled i 128.5 M 

the total

(See Table 8,2, p.406) External

around 52 per cent or over half of 

Only a fraction of this 

The overwhelming source

• #
financing for the FYP. 

was to come from grants, i> 11.4- M.

120. For helpful information and analysis of the development 
plan ^ general and planning techniques and financing 
in particular, see Dharam P. Ghai , "Reflection on Tan
ganyika's Plan," East Africa Journal (June, 1964), pp. 
19-24j Henry Bienen, "Foreign Aid versus Independence," 
East Africa Journal (February, 1965)» Hadley E, Smith, 
6d,, Readings on Economic Development and Administration
in Tanzania (Par es Salaam. 1966). Part 6 (Economic
Planning)tPaul Clark, Develonment Planning in East 
Africa (Nairobi, 1965)
ning in East Africai A Review Article," The East African 
Economic Review. II (New Series), No. 2 (December, 1966), 
pp. 1-18IPaul Clark, "Development Planning in East 
Afrloai A rejoinder," The East African Economic Review 
III (New Series), No.l (June, I967), pp. 55-64| Clive 
Grey, "Development Planning in East Africai A Reply,"
The East African Economic ?.eview. Ill (New Series)
(June 1967), pp. 65-72.

j C.S. Grey, "Development Plan-

,No. 1
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TABLE 8.2

SOORCES OF FINANCE IN S. M (Tanzania)*

SOURCE Central local EACSO 
Government Gov't.

Gov't.
Enterprise Sector

Private TOTAL

DOMESTIC
Self-financing 8.5 
Domestic

Borrowing 14.0 
Self-help

TOTAL DOMESTIC 22.5

3.5 1.0 72.0 85.0 

4.0 28.52.5 8.0
4.0 4.0
10.0 76.0 117.59.0

EXTERNAL
Borrowing

Investment 71.5 
Grants

TOTAL EXTERNAL 79.5

18.0 15.6 117.1
3A 11.4

19.0 128.5

12.0
8.0

18.0 12.0

GRAND TOTAL 102.0 10.0 18.0 21.0 95.0 246.0

♦SourceI Five Year Plan. 1964-1969. derived from table on p. 97.
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of external investment was loans, & 117.1 M. These foreign 

loans came to nearly one-half of the total financing,

47,6 per cent.

The dependency upon borrowing as a source of develop

ment finance was much greater than this. Domestic sources 

of financing also depended heavily upon borrowingi they 

or 11.6 per cent of the total develop-came to £ 28.5 M • f
ment plan. The central government alone counted upon do-

out of a total domesticmestic financing of £ 14.0 M 

financing of £ 22.5 M., or 62.2 per cent.

t $

Total sources

of finance through borrowing for the central government 

was even greater, £ 93.5 M. out of a total investment of 

£ 102.0, or 91.7 per cent.

Expectations with regard to financing by private 

capitalist firms within Tanzania are also revealing. Sources 

of finance by the private sector was anticipated to come 

from the reinvestment of profits. The expectations of new 
private capital investment from external sources was re

markably small, 24,2 per cent. £ 72.0 M., or 75.8 per 

cent out of a total of £ 95.0 M. was anticipated from re

investment. This planning was quite unrealistic, without 

compulsory regulations.

Financing of "industrial" investment in general de

pended greatly upon private foreign capitalist sources. 

Increases in manufacturing rather than in primary processing

121

Tanganyika Plan. 1964-1969. pp. 36-41, 87-101.121.
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Industrialdepended even more on external investment, 

financing from governmental sources depended heavily upon

the parastatal agencies created during the end of the 
122

These agencies in turn were heavilycolonial period, 

dependent upon domestic borrowing and external financingi

was to come from thesei 20 M. out of a total of i 21 M. 

sources and only £ 1 M. from the surplus or profits of the

enterprises under these agencies.

The actual investment which took place was quite

The central govem-

finanoing 65 per cent rather than 22 per

123
different, as the second FTP indicates, 

ment wound up 

cent as originally planned. And arotuid 70 per cent of

total investment came from domestic sources, rather than 

the 48 per cent as planned. External sources of invest

ment proved to be less available than originally antici

pated. This proved so in spite of the favorable induce

ments of the government to attract foreign capital invest

ment and aid. These includedi
124

1. Guarantees for private investment and the re
patriation of capital*

2. The provision of adequately equipped industrial 
sites*

3. Protection and assistance to infant industries 
by appropriate -external tariffs and accelerated 
depreciation and investment allowances*

4. Provision of economic surveys and feasibility 
studies of industrial potential to potential 
investors *

122. Ibid.. pp. 95-96* A. Seiden, ■’Comparative Industrial 
Strategies in East Africa," East Africa Journal (June, 
1970), pp. 30-32.

123. Tanzania. Second Five Year Plan. 1969-1974. pp. x, 10-12.

124. Ibid., p. 17.
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5o Government participation in the financing of
enterprises of the parastatal Tanganyika Develop
ment Corporation (TDC).

Several main points fshould be made aboat the results 

of Tanzania's industrisJ. strategy within the overall plan. 

The deformed structural characteristics of the limited in

dustrial sector remained unchanged. Most "industrial" de

velopment remained limited to primary processing enter

prises. They added little to the waige employment available 

to the population. They were limited mostly to the inter

mediary level of processing, which meant that the value

And those which involved finaladded for export was smeLLl. 

stage processing ran into tarriff barriers in the developed 

capitalist countries (errected reputedly for revenue pur

poses), which again meant that the anticipated increase in 

balance of trade earnings did not materialize.

The second area of maniifacturing development in

volved import-substitution enterprises. As in Kenya, this

generally was limited to the final stage of assembly or 

Bianufaeturing. Imports were still required for parts and 

other materials, so that again the value added was small.

The few major projects which were developed from 
private capital investment proved highly beneficial to

The ENI
125

the investors, but much less so to Tanzania, 

oil refinery built in Dar es Salaam, for example, bene

fited in that 50 per cent of the investment was provided 

by the government through the National Development Corpora-

125. Cf. Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strategies," p. 32.
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tion (NDC). It provided ENI an entrance to the East Af

rican market, in competition with the British and American

owned refinery in Mombasa. Management and control re

mained entirely in ENI*s hands, provided them with hand

some repatriated profits, and also increased their profits 

through being able to refine the oil from the Arabian 

peninsula much closer than previously, saving them money 
on bulk transport.

bia promised them equally valuable benefits in the Cen-
The extension of a pipeline to Zam-

tral African market.

During the initial post-independence period in Kenya 

and Tanzania, there was little difference between the two

states in the approach to development or in their basic 

economic policies. Both demonstrated a high level of con

tinuity with the previous colonial period.

There was little indication that the African leader

ship was able to use their newly acquired control of the 

state to mobilize their societies or resources and to gen

erate a process of transformation. Given the short period

of time, one would not expect to see immediate and exten

sive changes. But more seriously, the development policies 

and programs were not designed to change the existing con

tent and direction of development.

On the contrary, the major policies reinforced the 

system of underdevelopment inherited from colonial rule.
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The failure to confront and change the underlying economic 

structure could only lead to the continuation of a deformed 

capitalist development within Kenya and Tanzania.

The continuing formation of a class system within 

African society was clearly evident. Africanization was 

installing an elite in political positions which they were 

using to obtain ownership of land, entrance into business 

enterprise, and economic privilege. An African bourgeoisie 

was rapidly consolidating with a vested interest in maintaining 

the existing system.

These points emerge in a comparison of the ideology of

African Socialism, development planning, and agrarian policies 
in the two countries. The comparison also indicates that 

the differences in emphasis in each state relate back to 

their evolution as variations on the type of settler agrarian 

export colony constructed ddring British rule. The critical 

period of transition to independence was particularly af

fected by this variation.

The ideology of African socialism represented more 

an attitude of mind and an emphasis upon African tradi

tions of the past, than an outline of a socialist approach 

to development. The main emphasis was plawed upon develop

ment through rapid economic growth rather than a radical 

restructuring of society. Modification of the existing 

system, state controls, Africanization, and the attraction 

of foreign aid and capitalist investment were the major
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to promote rapid economic growth and development un

der African socialism. The approach differed little from 

a capitalist model of development.

The first five year development plans in each country 

confirm this interpretation. They also indicate that a 

major influence on development platnning was the set of im

mediate constraints the leadership faced at independence. 

There was a severe shortage of capital and material re

sources, a lack of educated and skilled manpower to formu

late and implement development, and a heavy dependency upon 

agrarian export production, particularly production in the 

European economic sector. These constraints were symptoms 

of the system of underdevelopment forged during the 

colonial period.
An examination of agrarian policies and programs 

in particular indicated the influence of the colonial 

structure, institutions and values upon the post-indepen

dence efforts to mobilize development. The major objec

tive was the expansion of agrarian export production by 

the African peasantry in the countryside. A parallel 

objective was the extension of the capitalist penetration -

Rural development aimed at "pulling" 

- the predominantly subsistence-producing peasantry into the 

export-oriented market economy.

The differences in agrarian programs in the two 

countries were not the product of a basic difference in 

social systems or approach to development. They resulted

means

into African society.
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from differences in characteristics of European settle

ment, in the stage of economic grovrth, and the impact these 

had in turn upon the African societies.

The Kenyatta government carried on the program of 

land reform imposed by the British after the Mau Mau re

volt and rushed through prior to independence. The pro

gram permanently established a pattern of private ovmer- 

ship and a class of smallholding peasant-farmers in the 

major African areas. The program also preserved large-scale 

farming in the Highlands and the gradual transfer of these 

farms to private African ownership. This Highlands land 

transfer program, along with the crash settlement scheme 

connected with it, absorbed most of Kenya's resources 

allocated to agriculture at the expense of the development 

of the ruad areas.

The TANU government, in contrast, was faced with 

establishing a program of land reform and development 

after independence. A combination of a smaller, more frag

mented settler community and retarded economic growth in 

Tanzania had prevented the extreme oppression, disinte

gration, and revolt within the African population. But . 

these factors also left the state with fewer resources 

and personnel to camry out agrarian development.

The government accepted the "transformation approach" 

recommended by the IBRD as its priority in agrarian develop

ment. The village settlement schemes reflected the ob-
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Jectives of "villagization" and land reform imposed by the 

British a decade earlier in Ken3ra. 

ed the resources of the state for a small minority at the 

expense of the rest of the rural population in a- manner 

similiar to the crash settlement program in Kenya at in

dependence .

And the schemes absorb-

The schemes failed because of the lack of capital, 

personnel and technical resources. More serious, the pro

gram was a failure because it could not transform the cotmtry- 

sidei instead, it created a few islands of economic privi- 

ledge, promoted a rurail class system, and furthered a 

capitalist development.

The failtire of the "transformation approach" and 

related issues led the TANU government to reassess the 

direction of development and the basis of the existing 

system. The Arusha Declaration and related papers in 196? 

axmounced a shift towards a socialist approach to develop

ment. This was an indication of a commitment to 

sociELlism among the top leadership in Tanzania which con

trasted strongly with the political events in Kenya at 

the same time. The question still remained tdiether the 

TANU government could formulate policies and develop the 

means to mobilize a socialist transformation.



CHAPTER NINE

DIVERGENCE IN THE APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT:
KENYA AND TANZANIA, FROM 1967 TO THE PRESENT.

1966 was a time of political crisis in both Kenya and Tanzania.

Major issues came to the surface as a result of the experiences diming 

the initial post-independence period. These issues were basically the

same in each country and can be summarized into two categories:

(1) the direction of development; and (2) the condition of leadership.

While the issues were the same, the context and form in which

they arose were quite different. The political resolution of these issues

was quite different also. In Kenya, an open split in the leadership led

to the formation of an opposition party. The radical opposition advocated

a shift in policy away from the capitalist approach to development and

directly challenged the ruling leadership for control of the state. During

the political struggle that followed, the opposition was crushed and elimi

nated. Consequently, the approach to development continued along the

same lines.

In Tanzania, on the contrary, a reassessment took place within

the top leadership of the TANU government, as it became clear that their

policies were continuing to promote a deformed capitalist development in 

spite of their socialist ideology. This reassessment was pressed by more 

militant socialists at the middle level of the party and government. But 

the resolution of the issues did not involve an open split in leadership or 

challenge for political control. Consequently, the top leadership an

nounced a shift in policy to establish a socialist approach to development.
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This shift was spelled out in the 1967 Arusha Declaration and subsequent

policy papers.

The divergence in approach to development raises several ques

tions which are examined below. First, the chapter compares the polit

ical context and considers the main factors which led to a different reso-

'lution of these issues and to an ideological and political divergence.

Second, the chapter compares the specific policies, and programs

in their development planning, particularly agrarian policy. A primary

concern in the comparison is the question whether there are indications

of a substantive change in the content and direction of development.
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1. The Challenge to the Capitalist Approach to
Development: Political Conflict in Kenya.

The dominant leadership of the Kenyatta government firmly

committed itself to a capitalist model of development between 1963

and 1966. The decision was an inevitable outcome of the acceptance

by the KANU and KADU leadership of the colonial government's eco

nomic and agrarian reform policies which were rapidly implemented

in the transition period prior to independence.

The colonial reforms locked the post-independence government

into an economic system and development policy based on individual

land ownership, preservation of the large-scale Highlands farms as

the backbone of the modern economic sector, and private capitsdist

enterprise.

The KANU leadership accepted these conservative and

capitalist reforms as the price they had to pay to speed up indepen

dence. More importantly, it ensured that they gained political control 

of the powerful and centralized state apparatus in the transfer to in

dependence. They did so in spite of their past association with militant 

nationalism, the "Mau Mau" revolt, and a program committed to the 

return of the expropriated settler land to the African people. Their 

'-•.ecision represented more than a tactical political maneuver. They 

too had a vested interest in these policies as the leadership of an 

emergent bourgeoisie.
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The opposition party, KA.DU, was dissolved in November, 1964. 

Its members, led by the chairman of the party, Ronald Ngala, crossed 

over and joined KANU. ^ This event indicated how little the differences 

were between the leadership of the two parties.^ The previous division

of the nationalist movement was due more to rivalry and conflict over

power and political position, than to any serious ideological differences. 

The regional and ethnic differences represented by the two parties had

obscured the common class interests which this leadership shared.

By December, 1964, when Kenya was officially declared a

republic, a de facto one party state had been formed. It presented an

image of national unity, political stability, and independence. This

image was an illusion. Kenya's one party represented commitment to

a policy of continuity with the past colonial system of deformed capi

talist development.

Significant ideological differences did exist, but they were

located within the original KANU, rather than between KANU and KADU.

The absorption of KADU within KANU signaled the declining influence

of the more radical faction in KANU, headed by Oginga Odinga and

Bildad Kaggia. It was this faction in the cabinet and in the backbench

1. Cherry Gertzel, The Politics of Independent Kenya (Evanston, 1970), 
p. 34.

2. Cf. John J. Okumu, "Charisma and Politics in Kenya; Notes and 
Comments on the problems of Kenya's party leadership, " East 
Africa Journal (February, 1968), pp. 9-16.
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"ginger group" in the National Assembly^which had pushed for a break 

with colonial reform policies. They advocated instead the expropriation 

of settler land, redistribution of land to the landless unemployed, the

creation of state farms, selective nationalization of foreign capitalist 

enterprise, and a greater state role in development as a move towards 

the restructuring of the deformed economy.^

The existence of the one party state from 1964 to 1966 did not

represent the national unity and political stability embodied in TANTJ 

in Tanzania. It was a transition period during which political conflict

was fought out within the government, the Assembly, and the weak

coalition party, KANU.

The result was a realignment of the power base of the Kenyatta

government and a growing isolation of the radical faction. This polit

ical struggle culminated in the split-up of KANU and the formation of

a new opposition party, the Kenya Peoples' Union (KPU), in April,

1966.

The KPU leadership broke away from KANU and formed their

own party following the Limuru KANU party conference of March,

1966. The conference was called by Tom Mboya, Secretary-General 

of KANU, Kenyatta's backing was.given, ostensibly in order to "re-

3. Cf. Gertzel. Politics of Independent Kenya, pp. 39-56, for an 
excellent description of the role of KANU backbench opposition.

4. See above. Chapter 5, also, KPU, Interim Manifesto (Nairobi, 
May. 1966).
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organize" the party administration. ^ Actually, the intent of the 

conference was political: the elimination of the radical leaders from 

all positions within the executive organization of KANU.

The conference was stacked and the objectives easily achieved. 

Odinga and other radical leaders were replaced by the conservative 

leaders, which included former leaders of KADU. ® The action con

solidated the conservative bourgeois leadership over KANU and com

pleted the process begun in early 1964. For it followed a similar 

move within the Assembly in mid-1965, when the backbench opposition 

organization, once dominated by the radical group, was dissolved.

The isolation of Odinga and other radical figures within the Cabinet 

occurred over this same period.

A highly imequal political struggle subsequently took place 

from 1966 to 1969 between the Kenyatta government and the KPU. In

the process, public discussion and debate took place for the first 

time over the direction of development in Kenya.

5. Gertzel, Politics of Independent Kenya, pp. 71-72.

For Odinga's views on the events and issues leading up to the 1966 
split, see Oginga Odinga, Not Yet Uhuru (New York, 1967). The 
Limuru Conference took place on March 12-13, 1966. Odinga's po
sition of National Vice-President of KANU was abolished. The 
position was replaced by eight provincial Vice-Presidents, one for 
each Province and for Nairobi. Neither Odinga or any other radical 
leader was re-elected. The Vice-Presidents were responsible di
rectly to the President, rather than the Executive Committee or 
Governing Council of KANU. The power of the executive--and 
Kenyatta—was consolidated further.

See the East African Standard and other Kenyan papers and weeklies, 
particularly for the period through May-Jime, 1966.

6.

7.
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Real issues were raised about economic policies, foreign in

vestment and ownership, the degree of private ownership, the growth 

of a privileged, increasingly wealthy, landed upper class, and a capi

talist versus socialist approach to development.

The full power of the state was brought to bear against the

KPU during these years. This was a necessity for the Kenyatta

government, since KANU was a weak coalition party, badly divided •

8and totally ineffectual as an organizational instrument. Given a

real opportunity, the KPU might have been successful in local and

general elections. This was not necessarily due to widespread sup

port for KPU politics. It was possible because of widespread dis

satisfaction with local KANU representatives and county council

members, and frustration as well with party and government officials

because of the high level of neglect, corruption, and privilege which 

characterized the party. 9

Yet, by the end of 1969, the KPU was crushed, banned, and its 

leadership arrested temporarily. The one party state was restored 

under the formal control of KANU. Total dominance was achieved by

8. The National Executive and Governing Covmcil of KANU didn't even 
meet between 1963-1966. District branch offices-were organiza
tionally nonexistent until branch elections took place. See below.

9. This was my personal experience, particularly in Machakos district. 
The Maize scandal, involving Paul Ngei, then head of the Maize 
Marketing Board, was a noticeable example of corruption.
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the Kenyatta government, not through any renewed effectiveness of

ICANU as a political organization, but through the powerful, centralized

administrative machinery which had been restored by Kenyatta after 
1964 to the role it had played under the colonial regimbV

The underlying basis for ethnic, regional, and class division and
conflict.

The political conflicts after independence, and the struggle 

between 1966 and 1970 in particular, reflected the major character

istics within African society as they were molded during the colonial 

period. British colonial policy was designed to promote division, 

rivalry, and conflict among the African groups in order to impede 

their political development and to prevent a challenge to continued 

colonial rule. European settlement, extensive expropriation of land 

in the central highlands, the reserve system, and indirect rule were 

important factors in this process.

The British policy of "divide and rule" was made easier in 

Kenya because of the pattern of ethnic grouping in the territory. The 

African population was composed of a small number of ethnic groups, 

which were dominated in turn by a few major groups located in or 

aroimd the central highlands area. This contrasted with some 120 

ethnic groups within Tanzania that were dispersed around the periph

ery primarily and not dominated by any particular grouping.
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The pattern in Kenya was reinforced by the differential impact 

of colonial rule. While the Luo and Kikuyu both came to dominate in

Kenya because of their size and relative wealth in their regions, the

Kikuyu gained greater prominance because of their strategic location

in the Highlands, the severe impact of colonial rule upon them, in

contrast to the Luo, the earlier emergence of a class system, and

their dominant role in the political struggle over the issue of land

as well as colonial rule.

British political policies before and after the revolt prevented

the development of a unified nationalist movement, as discussed above.

During the "Emergency" restrictions, African political organizations

developed on a district basis, then into regional organizations with 

overlapping ethnic characteristics.^®

The political parties formed just prior to and after independence

were unstable coalitions based on these ethnic/regional organizations.
I

The public dominance of ethnic/regional issues obscured the underlying

class division and conflicts that were developing rapidly and cut across

the ethnic and regional issues.

The agrarian reforms imposed by the British prior to indepen

dence had an equally important influence on post-independence politics

in Kenya. Private ownership of land was solidly entrenched within

Kenya and rapidly consolidated the development of an African bour-

10. Cf. Gertzel, Politics of Independent Kenya, Chapter 1 ("The 
Political Legacy"), for a good summary of the political pattern 
inherited from the colonial period and persisting after independence.
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geoisie. This bourgeoisie formed through the fusion of the older 

"gentry" and a new political elite. The latter was rapidly exploiting 

its recently obtained political position to become large land owners

and to gain special access in commercial and business fields.

The agrarian reforms also created a large class of small

holder farmers with individual ownership. This process was rapidly

expanding as the land reforms were continued by the Kenyatta govern

ment. A growing segment of the population had a vested interest in 

private ownership. Many others were preoccupied with obtaining

similar interests. The dominant concern was to avoid losing out in

the consolidation of land and establishment of private ownership.

The reform had centered in Central Province among the

Kikuyu, to eliminate the underlying causes of the revolt. Consequent

ly. the Kikuyu benefited economically the most during the transition

to independence. Their reassertion of leadership within KANU, after 

the "Emergency" restrictions were removed, led to Kikuyu political

dominance in the post-independence government.

This intensified the ethnic and regional bias of politics. It

also generated pressures for land consolidation, individual land owner

ship, and private enterprise among other groups within Kenya.

The revolt, imposition of militaiy and administrative control.

and subsequent reforms under the Swynnerton Plan brought about a

large expansion of the state administrative apparatus in size, control.
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and degree of centralization. ^ ^ The Kenyatta government inherited this

administrative apparatus. It contrasted strikingly with the weak party

organization, which was ethnic and regionally based, as well as ridden

with division and conflict.

The state administrative apparatus, rather than the party as in 

Tanzania, became the main political organization. The Kenyatta 

government retained and expanded this administrative structure. It 

was placed directly under the control of the Executive. The system 

of Provincial and District commissioners was retained, although 

"Africanized" by 1965. Revenue and expenditure, land consolidation, 

distribution, and settlement, the police force, technical services, and 

development programs were all imder the control of the administrative 

bureaucracy which in turn was controlled by the President and the 

major cabinet ministers. Post-independence administration in Kenya 

differed little from the colonial state.

11. Ibid., pp. 21-25. Gertzel cites the following examples of this ex
pansion: the Ministry of Agriculture increased from 298 in 1945 
to 2, 519 in 1958; the African Land Development Department, non
existent in 1945, had 477 personnel in 1958; Administrative Office 
increased from 184 in 1951 to 370 in 1962-63; and tie police force 
increased from 6, 057 in 1957 to l2, 232 in 1962-63 (pp. 22-23, 25).

I
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Open political struggle for control. 1966-1969.

These characteristics of post-independence Kenya were

demonstrated dramatically during the political struggle between 1966

and 1969. The KPU included the more radical elements in Kenya. It

also represented those who had lost out in the land consolidation, Af

ricanization, and unequal allocation of development expenditures.

While the KPU was predominantly Luo based, it did cut across 

ethnic and regional lines, because of the real class issues it raised: 

control of the land, privilege, wealth, growing inequality, abandonment 

of the landless unemployed, and regional and district disparities.
•V

The Kenyatta government was able to counter the KPU threat by 

exploiting ethnic feelings and appealing to the vested interests of those 

who had recently obtained private ownership of the land, or hoped to.

It also had control of the powerful state apparatus. This enabled the 

government to restrict the political organizing efforts of the KPU and 

keep people in line through its control over the allocation of resources 

for development. Finally, the government could evoke the loyalty of 

people to Kenyatta, the "father" of independent Kenya. It presented

12. See the East African Standard during the "little general elections" 
period. Also, for a summary of the events of 1966, see Gertzel, 
Politics of Independent Kenya. Chapters 3 and 4; John Spenser, 
"Kenyatta's Kenya, " Africa^eport, 11, 5 (May, 1966), pp. 6-14, 
which includes Odinga's resignation statement and the government's 
reply; and David Koff, "Kenya’s Little General Electiont" 
Africa Report. 11, 5 (October, 1966), p. 57-60.
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the political struggle in terms of a choice of leadership between 

Kenyatta and Odinga. This inevitably introduced a strong ethnic 

appeal and submerged the real issues involved.

All these elements came into play during the "little general 

elections" of June, 1966. Twenty-nine by-elections were held for 

the seats of the members who had resigned from KANU. The 

government withheld the official registration of the KPU until May 20. 

Existing laws prohibited them from campaigning until one week after 

registration of the party. Since the elections were held from June 11 

onward, this severely limited the KPU's period of open campaigning. 

Other tactics by the government included occasional refusal by admin

istrators to give a permit to KPU candidates to hold public rallies, 

harassment of KPU meetings by KANU Youth Wingers, and a blank- 

out by the government controlled radio on the KPU campaign and can

didates.

The elctions resulted in the victory of KANU. The KPU won 

ten of the twenty-nine by-elections: six in Odinga's stronghold. Central 

Nyanza; two in Machakos, where the KPU had taken over the KANU 

branch and had strong support; and one in the district of Busia, 

Province.

Western

13. Following the resignation of 30 members of the Assembly from 
KANU, including Vice-President Odinga and two other Ministers, 
and the formation of the opposition party, the government amended 
the constitution to require their automatic resignation from the 
Assembly also. They no longer were considered to represent their 
original constituency and had to contest in by-elections to regain 
their seats.

14. For the election results, see the East African Standard, June 28, 
1966.
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Several factors in the elections should be stressed. The

government was successful in raising ethnic and regional factors to

the point of obscuring the economic, class and development policy

issues. The power of the government to promote or neglect develop

ment in any area was stressed by the Kenyetta government. This 

factor also had an important influence on the results, since the KPU 

had no chance of becoming the governing party as a result of the by- 

elections alone. This factor was especially important in the defeat

of Kaggia, in spite of his strong base of popular support.

The elections revealed the extent to which the organization of

KANU had disintegrated due to the Kenyatta government's reliance 

upon the administrative structure. "District organization was virtual- 

and the government was forced to rely on cam

paigning by Ministers at the national level rather than at the local 

level by party machines. KPU, in contrast, relied most heavily upon 

organizing and campaigning at the local level.

The importance of this situation was imderscored in the local 

County Council elections of mid-1968. As these elections approached, 

intense intra-party fighting developed within KANU at the district 

branch level between rival KANU factions. Control of the branch

Illsly non-existent.

15. Gertzel, Politics of.Independent Kenya, p. 81.

16. From personal experience, this intra-party fighting was often
quite extreme. In Machakos, the police had to break up a physical 
battle on the street between the two rival leaders. Subsequent 
mediation by Mboya and Kenyatta was pretty one-sided.
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organization determined the choice of candidates for the councils.

The coimcils in turn were the main source of influence and patronage

for district "bosses" and regional leaders.

The factions which lost out frequently asserted they would turn

to the support of KPU candidates. General disgust by the local popu- 

lation at this factional fighting and the closed selection by "bosses" of 

unqualified candidates threatened also to turn people to support KPU

candidates as the only way of protest.

The Kenyatta government was faced with the possibility of

massive defeats in the local elections which would have important

repercussions for future general elections for the National Assembly.

The government, through the political machinery of its Provincial

Commissioners, declared after the nomination period was closed that

all KPU candidates were disqualified for "technical" reasons. Conse

quently, all KANU candidates were automatically the winners of the

uncontested elections.

At one stroke, KANU obtained control over all County Councils.

The strategy was apparently devised by Mboya, who played the role

of "hatchetman" in the destruction of the KPU. But the strategy had

to have the approval of Kenyatta to be implemented. It did so, for all

Provincial Commissioners were called to a conference with Kenyatta

at his home in Gatundu immediately prior to the disqualification of the 

KPU candidates.\

17. Personal information.
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A similar procedure took place prior to the long delayed general

elections oftl970. Primary elections had been introduced for December,

1969. In the fall, following rioting in Kisiunu during a visit by Kenyatta,

the KPU was banned and its leadership arrested. The KANU candidates

once again won all the seats in the national elections by default. All

formal opposition to the Kenyatta government and to the capitalist policy

of development was eliminated.
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2. The Policy of Continuity; Development
Planning and Agrarian Policy in Kenya.

The major characteristics of Kenya's development policy

during the initial post-independence period were continued in the 

second Development Plan, 1970-1974. Emphasis was placed on 

maximizing economic growth, expanding commercial and industrial 

activity, attracting foreign investment, and promoting private enter-

prise within Kenya.

The Second Plan did indicate a greater awareness of the 

magnitude of the problem Kenya faced in the rural area, which still 

encompassed over 98 percent of the land area and more than 90 per

cent of the population. Rural development, the Second Plan asserted, 

would be "the basic development strategy, " and the "route of national 

development. .il9 But the major aspect of this development was defined 

in terms of the expansion of agrarian exports and improved productivity. 

The Plan did not elaborate on Kenya's basic problem, the

structure of underdevelopment based on an agrarian export economy. 

Nor did it indicate a strategy to restructure the economic and social 

system. Yet such a restructuring 

ment, rather than a 

of a deformed capitalist economy.

was necessary to generate develop-

continued economic growth along the existing lines

18. Kenya, Ministry of Economic Planning and Development, Development 
Plan, 1970-1974 (Nairobi, 1969). It will be referred to as the Second 
Plan hereinafter.

19. Development Plan, 1970-1974, p. 166.
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Rural development and agrarian policy.

The government's approach to rural development followed the

outlines of the first Plan: "the path followed will not diverge markedly 
from that which has been established over the years since Indepen-

ti20 Yet this approach, as argued above, held out little hopedence.

for the mass of the people in the countryside.

The focus of rural development was the traditional African

areas. Land transfer and resettlement, which had dominated agrarian

policy during the "transfer" to independence, continued to be phased

out. The methods of development in the African areas remained the

improvement approach through extension services. The improvement

and extension approach was geared to serve the individual smallholding

farmer and the program of registration and establishment of private

land ownership was stepped up.

The government approach could only have a small impact in

changing the countiyside for several reasons. It involved reaching

hundreds of thousands of individual families. These farm-families.

for the most part, were scattered over the countryside in small

holdings, rather than concentrated in villages. Finally, there was a

degree of uncertainty over actual affect of the extension approach upon

the agricultural practices of the smallholder farmer.

J., p. 166. See Chapter 6, pp. 166-78 ("Rural Development") and 
Chapter 8, pp. 191-276 ("Agriculture, Livestock, and Cooperatives"), 
for the following information and analysis.

20. Ibid
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The limits of this approach are also suggested by the amounts 

of direct expenditure in agriculture by the central government; see

Out of a total budget of-£,192.6 M., 

agriculture was allocated £,39.6M., or 20.6 percent. The costs of 

adjudicating and registering the land for private ownership 

£6.3M., or 16 percent of the agriculture expenditures.^^ Settlement

21Tables 9.1. 9.2, pp. 434-37.

were

of 33. 000 "squatter" farmers and the completion of the 

acre scheme accounted for £5.6 M or 14 percent. Squatter settlement

was a continuation of the politically dictated policy of settling enough

one million

of the rural proletariat to prevent unrest in the countryside as well 

as their influx into the main towns.

Livestock development and irrigation schemes were allocated

£4. 5 M (11. 4 percent) and £2. 5 M (6.4 percent) respectively. Special 

sugar and tea projects were allocated £4.1 M (10. 3 percent) and 

£1.2 M (3 percent). While these involved smallholder farme^T the 

actual numbers of people benefiting were small, relative to the cost.

21. Development Plan, 1970-1974, Tables 5.3, pp. 148-50, and 8.2, p. 195.

22. Only one-third of the land involved was agricultural farming land.
The other two-thirds was allocated to^vards the establishment of 
enclosed grazing lands under private ownership. This was partially 
dictated by the fact that livestock was one of the most promising 
agrarian export products for the international market, and indicated 
the continuing dependency of development planning upon the capitalist 
market. It also indicated the development of semi-arid lands which 
previously had been neglected, as had their inhabitants. Ibid., pp. 
210-12.

23. They were to receive an average farm plot of around 10 acres, 
only half of which was arable, on the average. Cf. Ibid., pp.
201. 207.
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Again, the policies were dictated by the demand on the world market; 

or, they provided import substitutes to a lesser extent.

What the figures indicate strikingly is that only ii2.2 M, or 

5.6 percent, was allocated for agricultural extension and education.

for agricultural training output.) This com

pared withiiS M or 7.6 percent for the transfer and development of 

large-scale farms, a project which mainly benefited a small number 

in the growing upper class or African bourgeoisie.

(See Table 9.3, p.439.

Agriculture expenditures were not the only elements in the

rural development program. Expenditures for feeder roads, health.

education, and cooperative services, water supplies, and other ser

vices contributed to the complex of factors that were involved in

improving the living conditions in the countryside. It is difficult to

extract the actual amounts in these allocations directed to the country

side, rather than to the urban town areas.

Another indication of the paucity of resources directed to

rural development was provided in the special rural development 

program introduced in the Second Plan. ^6 ^ number of areas were 

selected for more intensified development through a coordinated

program of services in the smallholder farming areas. Fourteen

■ 24. Ibid., pp. 219-23.

25. Ibid., pp. 208-10.

26. Ibid., pp. 174-78.
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areas were selected for surveying; six of these areas were selected

for the experimental implementation of the rural program at the

start of the Second Plan. The others were to be implemented after

the initial results of the "pilot programs" were reviewed.

An estimated ii4. 5 M was allocated for this program during

the Second Plan. ■L2, M of these funds were to come from the agri

cultural services indicated above; only 4.2. 5 M additional funds were

involved, and the financing was expected from "external sources. "■

The rural program was designed as a "concentrated drive to increase 
..27agricultural output.

The exact size of the "areas" involved is not specified, nor

the number of smallholders involved. Past characteristics of Kenya's 

programs would suggest that the rural program was aimed at the more 

progressive farmers with large holdings. If so, this would further 

increase the inequality of development in the countryside.

An important and reasonably accurate indicator of the expected 

effects of economic growth upon development may be seen in the pro

jections of exports by "producing industry. (See Table 9.4, pp. 441- 

42).28 Agrarian exports, as a percentage of total exports, are 

expected to increase from 43.1 percent to 45.8 percent. Processed
«

27. Ibid., p. 175.

28. Ibid Table 5.4,p.153• *
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Table 9.4

Commodity Exports by Producing Industry, 1967 and 1974

Kithousands in 1967 
prices (f.o.b.)

Export Values 
jb'OOO

Share of Total 
percent

1967 19741967 1974
Agricultural Primary Products 

Coffee 
Tea 
Maize 
Wheat 
Rice 
Sisal 
Cotton
Other Agr. Products 
1. Total Agr. Products

15,674 20,000 19.7 16.7
7,870 15, 900 9.9 13.2
1,424 7,600 1.8 6.3
1,608 1,650 2.0 1.4

176 570 0.2 0.5
2, 081 1,750 2.6 1.5

629 880 0.8 0.7
4, 898 6,600 6. 1 5.5

34,360 54, 950 43.1 45.8

Processed Agricultural Products 
Meat Products 
Dairy Products 
Canned Fruits and Vegetables 
Pyrethrum Products 
Wattle Products 
Animal & Vegetable Oils & Fats 
Other Proc. Agr. Products
2. Total Proc. Agr. Products
3. Total Primary and Processed 

Agricultural Products (1+2)
4. Forestry, Hunting & Fishing
5. Minerals

3,416 4,000 4.3 3.3
2, 167 1, 000 2.7 0.8
1, 167 3, 150 1.5 2.6
2, 918 3,650 3.7 3.0

863 700 1.1 0.6
391 700 0.5 0.6

1.542 2, 200 1.9 1.8
12,464 15,400 15.6 12.8

46, 824 70, 350 58.7 58.6
672 750 0.8 0.6

1, 727 1, 750 2.2 1.5

Other Manufactured Products 
Beverages and Tobacco 
Textiles
Clothing & Footwear 
Wood Products 
Paper & Printing 
Leather Products 
Rubber Products 
Chemical Products 
•Petroleum Products 
Other Mineral Products 
Metal Products & Machinery 
Miscellaneous Products 
6. Total "other" Manufactured 

Products

957 920 1.2 0.8
3, 020
4, 200 
1. 950 
3,110
1, 050
2, 200 
8,800

14. 500 
3,200 
3, 250

2, 343 
2, 123 
1,366 
2. 231

2.9 2.5
2.7 3.5
1.7 1.6
2.8 2.6

322 0.4 0.9
337 0.4 1.8

3,632 
11, 715
1, 981
2, 961

4.6 7.3
14.7 12.1
2.5 2.7
3.7 2.7

496 950 0.6 0.8

30,464 47, 150 38.3 39.3
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Table 9.4 (Cont'd)

Kii thousands in 1967 
prices (f. o.,b.-)

Share of Total
percent

Export Value 
i'OOO

1967 1974 1967 1974

7. Total AU Manufactured 
Products (2+6)

8. Total Exports in 1967 
prices (1+4+5+7)

9. Total Exports in "Current 
Prices:

10. Balance of payments 
adjustment

11. Total exports on a balance 
of payments basis

42.928 62,550 53.9 52.1

79, 687 120, 000 100.0 100.0

79.687 120, 000

-663 -1, 000

79,024 119,000

Source: Kenya, Development Plan for the Period
1970 to 1974, p. 153, Table 5.4

i
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agrarian products are expected to drop in the total exports from 15. 6 

percent to 12.8 percent, in spite of the emphasis upon the development 

of processing "industries." Export manufactures are expected to 

increase only slightly from 38.3 to 39.3 percent of total exports. 

sNearly one-third of this figure is based on the export of refined petro-

Irtce crude petroleum is expected to represent

in 1974, the actual added
leum.

18 percent of total exports 

value to Kenya’s economy will be small.

What the figures emphasize is that imder Kenya's development 

planning, the high dependency upon agrarian exports will not decrease 

but actually increase. It suggests that little restructuring of the econ-
i

iB

omy is even planned.

The high dependency of the economy upon agrarian exports 

continues to subject Kenya to a steady deterioration in terms of trade 

and further limits the possibilities of economic growth. The actual

.■{

‘fi

I
B-i

28 a
iideterioration in terms of trade over the years 1965-1968 was 4 percent.

■fA continued deterioration of 1 percent per year is projected over the 

years 1967-1974, or a total of 7 percent.

The major factor offsetting Kenya's continuing, large trade

bJdeficit in the past has been.the large export surplus to the other two 

East African coimtries, ffe^lcularly Tanzania. This resulted from

!

the subrimperialism the British established in East Africa in Kenya's

28a. Ibid., p. 41. 
29. Ibid., p. 155.
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relationship to the other two states. The issue has intensified the

widening gulf between the two states as they diverged in their ideolog

ical approach to development. The consequence to both is serious.

since it imdermines any effort at development.
* '

Industrialization, foreign investment, and African
"entrepreneurship.'

The Second Plan, in spite of statements to the contrary, does

not indicate any change in the industrial strategy followed during the 

first Plan discussed in Chapter 8.^*^ It projected a total investment

of approximately ilOO M; new industrial investment totaled only 

i,79.3 M (See table 9.4, pp. 9-23 - 9-24).^^ This amoimt was rather

small, particularly when compared to the projected investment in

Tanzania of nearly 4.69 M over the same period in spite of its smaller

economy and more limited industrial base.

The Second Plan asserted that a greater direct state role would 

be undertaken in industrialization. Examination of the breakdown in

investment expenditure, however, indicated that this direct role was

30. Cf. Development Plan, 1970-1974, Chapter 10 ("Manufacturing"), 
pp. 304-40.

31. Ibid., pp, 308-U; table 10,9. p. 321.

32. Ibid,, pp. 315-16.
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limited primarily to feasibility studies for foreign capitalist invest

ment, management training, and loans through the Industrial and Com

mercial Development Company (ICDC) and the Development Finance

Company of Kenya (DFCK), Direct investment by the Central govern-
33

ment was limited toii922, 000 (see Table 9.5, p. 446).

Total industrial expenditure by the government in its develop

ment program came to -L,6.1 M out of total government development

expenditure of-£,192.6 M, or 3.1 percent (see Table 9.1 for total

government development expenditure). Direct investment (i,922, 000) 

was 15.1 percent of the government's industrial expenditure (-£,6.1 M) 

and only .5 percent of the government's total development expenditure.
/

The state's role in industrial investment over the plan period

was equally minimal in percentage terms. Total industrial expendi

tures by the government (£,6.1 M) was 7.6 percent of the total new

investment projected (£79.3 M). Direct government investment

(£922, 000) was only 1. 2 percent of total new investment.

The same figures emphasize Kenya's overwhelming dependency 

upon foreign capitalist investment for its industrial development. The 

dependency upon external fimding was greater than indicated by the 

term "public sector" in Table 9.4 or in the figure of £6.1 M as the

government's total industrial expenditure. Both include foreign aid, 

from bilateral and mvilti-lateral sources. This dependency upon ex

ternal sources contrasts strongly with Tanzania's industrial planning.

as indicated below.

33. Ibid., tablel0.il, p. 326.



Table 9.5

Development Expenditure—Industry

1969- 1970- 1971- 1972- 1973-
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 Total

18 18 8210 18 18
20 10 10
- 66 70
172 150 175

Industrial Survey and Planning 
Kenya Industrial Training Institute 
R’tral Industrialisation Programme 
.Uscellaneous Industrial Loans

10 6010
73 75 284

200 225 922

Industrial And Commerical Development Corporation 
Investment in major industrial projects 
Kenya Industrial Estate

(a) K.F.W. Loans
(b) Grants to K.I.E. Ltd,

Small scale and cottage industries 
ICDC Investment Company (Loans)
Grants for Small Industrial Loans Revolving Funds

187 250 250 250 250 1, 187

515 555 2,055
35 40 152

105 305 575
22 25 30
- 10 12
50 50 70
90 100 110

I:a\5215 15
80 50 300

120 130 550

Total Industrial and Commercial Development 
Corporation

Development Finance,Company of Kenya 
New and Additional Investment (including 

income notes)
Bank Consortium Loan Payments

454 740 1,047 1,015 1,040 4,296

50 250
50 250

5050 5050
50 505050

100 100 100 100 100 500Total Development Finance Co. of Kenya

756 1,084 1,420 1,416 1,468 6,144TOTAL
ft

Source: Kenya, Development Plan for the Period 
1970 to 1974, p. 326, Table 10.11

1
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Industrial development in the Second Plan reinforced the con

centration of Kenya's few industries in Nairobi and Mombasa, in 

particular, as well as in the few major European towns in the High

lands. This was true of the investment orientation of foreign capital. 

But it also was promoted by the government through its continued 

development of industrial estates in the major towns where industry 

was already located.

The government, through ICDC, planned on completing the

Nairobi industrial estate, and to initiate similar estates in Nakuru.

Mombasa. Kisumu. and Eldoret. 34 Kisumu was the only town which

not located in the Highlands (aside from the main port, Mombasa), 
and was not a European based town, among the urban areas where

industrial development concentrated, either through the industrial

estates or through foreign investment.

A major characteristic of Kenya's industrial strategy was 

aiding the development of African private entrepreneurs. This 

true of the industrial estate program. It also characterized the 

smaU industrial loan scheme of ICDC. i,550, 000 was allocated for 

a revolving loan fund for small businessmen (see Table 9.5). Added 

help was provided through training for African entrepreneurs and 

industrial managers at the Kenya Industrial Training Institute (KITI) 

and the Management Training and Advisory Centre.^®

was

was

V.

34. Ibid., pp. 317-18; ‘ i ; 10.8, p. 318.

35. Ibid., pp. 318-19.

36. Ibid., pp. 322-23,
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One of the characteristics of industrial development through

foreign capitalist investment was capital-intensive industries. An

important consequence was the small increase in industrial employ

ment created. In spite of the total industrial investment of ilOO M

and new industrial investment of iJJQ. 3 M projected, an increase of 

only 20, 000 positions in industrial employment was anticipated (see 
Table 9.6, p. 449).^^

Yet, approximately 10, 000 new positions were expected to 

develop from small scale rural industry, through private efforts and 

the small industry loans which totaled less than il M.

The Kenyatta government was as concerned with promoting a 

petty bourgeoisie in commerce as it was in small scale industiy:^®

Besides giving financial and technical assis
tance, the Government will continue to use 
trade and transport licensing to enable 
citizens to play a bigger and steadily 
growing role in the private sector.

The major objective in this program, which the government moved 

actively on from 1968 onward, was the elimination of the Asian near

monopoly in the retail business. Licenses were not renewed and 

Asians were forced to sell out to African businessmen at low prices. 

One result of this policy was the development of Asian-African "part

nerships" as Asians made arrangements with Africans to forestall

pp. 313-14; table 10.6, p. 314.37. Ibid • $

38. Ibid., p. 9.
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this action. It frequently led to a profitable arrangement for influen-
39

tial Africans without developing an African entrepreneurial stratum.

Kenya's industrial and commercial strategy in the Second Plan 

reinforced rather than restructured the existing system of deformed 

capitalist development. Industrial ownership would remain in foreign 

hands while a small-business and management stratum was promoted. 

This policy benefited a minority of Africans, but could only further the 

formation of a class system and economic inequality.

39. Personal experience.
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3. Reassessment of the Direction of Development:
The Political Background in TanzaniaT

. The well-known Arusha Declaration indicated the crystallization

of awareness among the national leadership in Tanzania of the problem
:i

of the existing pattern of development. It also signaled an effort to

make a radical shift in the approach to development. The dominant

leadership wanted to reverse the content and direction from a deformed

capitalist development towards the socialist path which was vaguely

expressed in the ideology of Ujamaa but did not correspond in a real 

way to actual practice.

The Arusha Declaration was discussed, modified, and approved

at the National Executive Committee Conference of TANU at Arusha,

40in January, 1967, then published in February, 1967. The Declaration

was not an abstract, ideological formulation, but an effort for the first

time to spell out a more specific and coherent policy for Tanzania's

future development. It sought to deal realistically with the existing

resources and ftie needs of the mass of Tanzania's people. The leader

ship intended this policy to be communicated and taught to everyone

down to the grassroots level in order to mobilize the people behind a

clear policy and practice of development.

40. Cf. Jtilius Nyerere, "The Arusha Declaration: Socialism and Self- 
Reliance, " Freedom and Socialism (Dar es Salaam, 1968), pp. 231-
50.
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Background to the Arusha Declaration in Tanzania.

The Declaration was the result of a number of political and 

economic experiences during the five years following independence 

which had an important influence on the TANU government's top 

leadership.

One critical influence, which has already been discussed, 

the failure of the agrarian policy of "transformation'" through village 

settlement schemes. This policy was "checked" in mid-1966 as it 

became clear that valuable and scarce capital, physical, and personnel 

being expended with no appreciable results, either in 

agrarian expansion and economic growth, or in the improvement of the 

material conditions of the vast majority of the people who lived on the 

land.

was

resources were

The output of food and other agrarian production barely kept 

pace with the increase in population between 1960 and 1967. Avail

able evidence indicated that the increases in agrarian production which 

did occur were mostly the result of the extension services under the 

"improvement" approach. Equally important, "the crucial thing

41. Tanzania, Ministry of Economic Affairs and Development Planning, 
Backgrotmd to the Budget; An Economic Survey, 1968-1969, p. 6-9.

I 103.
^2. K. Johansen, "Agricultural Planning in Tanzania, " in G. K.

Helleiner (ed,), Agricultural Planning in East Africa (Nairobi, 
1968), p. 12.
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for us to realize is that the increase in output were almost every

where realized without any change in the method of production.

Another important economic influence was the failure to attract 

the overseas capitalist investment and aid which had been hoped for 

when the FYP was drawn up. Approximately 70 percent of the total 

development expenditure had to be provided from within Tanzania, 

rather than the 48 percent planned for, and 65 percent of the central 

government capital investment rather than the 22 percent planned for 

had to be obtained from domestic sources.Indications of thig were 

already clear by the end of 1966.

It was also clear that expectations of foreign aid would have to 

be sacrificed if the Tanzanian government wanted to stand by certain 

political principles it considered important. Tanzania broke off 

relations with Britain in December. 1965, in accordance with the po

sition of the Organization of African Unity (OAU). when Britain faUed 

to take strong measures against Southern Rhodesia's unilateral dec

laration of independence. This led to the postponement of a $21 

million interest-free loan which had been arrsinged previously with 

Britain.45

43. Tanzania, Second Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social
Development, July, 1969 - June, 1974, I (Dar es Salaam, 1969), 
p. xiv (hereinafter referred to as Second FYP); Cf. Hans Ruthenberg, 
Agricultural Development in Tanganyika (Munich, 1964), p. 19.

44. Second FYP, p. x.

45. Nyerere, "The Honor of Africa, " Freedom and Socialism, 
p. 115-133.
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The realities of the weakness and ineffectiveness of the

political organization within Tanzania were driven home over this

period. The short-lived army mutiny in Dar es Salaam in January,

1964 was a jolt to the leadership. They were forced to turn to British

troops to put down the mutiny. The army easily could have brought

down the government if it wished. This was not the objective of the

mutiny. Rather, it was a protest against the low pay and the continued 

rule by British officers over the army.

TANU remained the only political party in Tanzania and had

never been seriously challenged. In 1965, TANU status as the only

party was to be written into the constitution. But it still retained the

loose and decentralized organizaticn it had inherited from the period 

of its formation. The organization of TANU reflected the saime

disconnectedness which existed between the center and other regions.

as well as between the regions. TANU, like the government, was

limited in its links to and control over the district, sub-divisional

and local village organizations.

46. Cf. Henry Bienen, Tanzania; Party Transformation and Economic 
Development, rev. ed. (Princeton, 1970 [1967]), pp. 366-81.

47. Cf. Bienen, Tanzania, passim. Biened illustrates the fact that 
TANU was a hierarchical, centralized and mobilizing party on paper 
only by pointing out that as late as the end of 1966, the party lacked 
a powerful center. The central staff at National Headquarters had 
less than 25 permanent and full-time officials and lacked a central 
filing system so that it could not know where TANU members were 
located or who they were (p. 12).
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This reality existed in spite of the inventive efforts of the

leadership to develop new institutional arrangements which could pro

vide effective political links from the center throughout all levels of 

the political system.

After independence, the colonial administrative organization 

was revised. The 9 provinces were replaced by 17 regions and 58' 

districts were created. The colonial provincial and district officials 

were replaced by political regional and area commissioners who 

appointed from the center from among the TANU leadership. ^8

The former native authority councils were abolished and replaced 

with elected councils dominated by TANU. The regional officers 

made secretary of the regional TANU organization, as were the district 

commissioners in the district party branches. Both were made chair

men of the councils at their respective levels. This fusion of party

and administration reflected an attempt to deal not only with the 
limited number of African personnel, but to reinforce the authority

were

were

of the new government and its officials.

From 1962 onward, village and district development committees

were established. The village development committees CVDC's) in

particular represented further efforts by the TANU government to reach

down into the villages, to promote social change and to serve as instru

ments for organizing and generating development aroimd self-help 

projects.

48. Cf. William Tordoff, Government and Politics in Tanzania (Nairobi, 
1967), pp. 96, ff.; and Biened, Tanzania, pp. 75, ff.

49. Bieneh, Tanzania, pp. 334-56.
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sThe army mutiny provided an impetus for electoral reforms for 

the selection of representatives to the National Assembly. The exist

ing one party system provided no choice to the population with regard 

to representation. The reform reflected the growing concern about 

the loss of popular participation in TANU and its effect upon support 

and allegiance to the psLrty.

Shortly after the mutiny was ended, a presidential commission 

was appointed to make recommendations for establishing a democratic 

one party state. Its report one year later was accepted with some 

modifications by the National Executive Committee (NEC) of TANU and 

elections were held for a new National Assembly in September. 1965.^1 

The 1965 General Election "was an unusual experiment, the 

first of its kind in Africa south of the Sahara. other elections. 

Where they were held, offered either a single official party candidate 

or a single party list. Tanzania established open nominations at the 

district level.

1a3

*:C

50. The last election prior to the National Assembly elections of 1965 was 
the 1962 presidential election. Less than a quarter of the adult 
population voted. Bienen, Tanzania, p. 382.

51. Cf., Report of the Presidential Commission on the Establishment 
■of a Democratic One Party State (Dar es Salaam, 1965).

52. Tordoff, Government and Politics, p. 31.

53. Cf. Bienen, Tanzania. Chapter 12, and Tordoff, Government and 
Politics. Chapter 2.
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Two candidates were selected by a special district conference 

of TANU. The names in order of choice were forwarded to the 

NEC which had the final choice of the two candidates to run. They 

overruled the district preselection only 16 times. The results of the 

election were striking: the voters defeated two ministers, 6 junior 

ministers, and three-quarters of the incumbent Members. The voting 

did not indicate any special preference for or against the first choice 

of the district conference and the NEC.

The high number of nominees, 803 for 107 constituencies, and 

the active involvement during the campaigning, the 76 percent turnout 

of registered voters, and the high turnover of the Assembly, indicated 

the success of the reforms in generating popular political interest and 

independent response. It also confirmed that TANU was not the 

tralized and monolithic type party associated with the "mobilizing" 

party.

cen-

The election result partly reflected a disillusionment with the 

lack of substantial change in people's material conditions in spite of 

independence. It also suggesteS a reaction against leaders being out 

of touch with their local constituency, "living in high style" while 

exhorting the people to sacrifice and work harder, and the wealth they 

had obtained through their political position.

54. The decision to use a special enlarged district conference rather 
than the district executive committee opened up the selection 
process.

55. Bienen, Tanzania, p. 398.

56. Ibid., p. 394.
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The elections contributed to a growing concern of the top 

leadership about the growth of a political and economic elite, a bour

geois ruling class, and an increasing inequality within Tanzanian 

society in spite of Ujamaa. There was a growing perception of 

similar resiilts in the rural areas as a consequence of the "transforma

tion" approach. Both elements contributed to a change in thinking which

foreshadowed the Arusha Declaration.

The experiences from 1961 to 1966 led to a rethinking of the 

role of TANU as a means of communication with people at the local 

level and as an instrument to mobilizing development in accordance 

with planning at the center. Tension existed between this concern and 

the above problem of turning TANU into a more open, democratic, 

and mass party, whose leadership reflected a closeness and respon

sive to local concerns.

Mobilization of development at the local level required an in

crease of centralized control over TANU. It demanded an expansion 

of party organization at the sub-district level and the establishment 

of greater discipline within the TANU organization. Greater discipline 

was needed to instill a more concerted effort among the population 

among the population to carry out the objectives of national planning 

and development more effectively.

The formation of the "ten cell" system in 1965 aimed at achiev

ing this centralization, discipline and mobilization of effort at the local
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level. TANU branches were considered too unwieldy and ineffective. 

They were to form cells within their area, one for every ten houses.

The TANU members in each cell were to chose a cell leader, who

would be able to pass on popular complaints and inform people of 

government goals. These cell leaders were also expected to promote

political education and development efforts more effectively than the

leadership at the branches could.

The cell system, like the VDC's, were organizational efforts 

to extend TANU organization into the local levels in order to utilize

the party more effectively as an instrument to promote development. 

This was particularly true after the FYP was established and devel

opment programs increased. The role of TANU was considered

essential, because of the scarcity of personnel to implement and 

oversee development programs and self-help projects. The formation 

of additional organizational imits was also seen increasingly as a 

means to develop additional leadership and training along more modern 

lines among the population.

Prior to the Arusha Declaration, these organizations frequently 

existed on paper more than in reality. They were an indication of in

tentions rather than established organizations for development.

57. The decision to establish the cell system was originally made in 
August, 1963. but the actual implementation did not begin untU. the 
end of 1964 in Dar es Salaam and began being implemented through
out the rest of the country in 1965. Cf. B. Njohole, "Building 
Party CeUs in Tanzania, " In J. Proctor, ed.. The Cell System of 
the Tanganyika National Union (Dar es Salaam, "1971), p.l; iUenen. 
Tanzania, pp. 356-60.

«
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The Arusha Declaration: a shift in development efforts.

The Arusha Declaration was a new statement of policy for 

Tanzania's development. The policy crystallized out of the problems 

the TANU government had encountered and the modifications it had 

begun implementing as discussed above.

The essential basis of this policy was self-reliance. Its im

portance is indicated by the space in the Declaration devoted to it;

14 out of 20 pages, two of which were a restatement of the TANU 
Creed from the TANU Constitution. The second major concern of the

Declaration was that of leadership. One-half of Part Five, the actual 

Arusha Resolution, is devoted to defining the role and behavior of 

leaders. It is important to stress that "nationalization, " which was 

emphasized most in the press at the time, was mentioned only briefly 

in one paragraph in Part Two, The Policy of Socialism. This point 

was emphasized later by the statement of Nyerere that "self-reliance 

and the conditions for political leadership are the most important 

parts of the Declaration--not nationalization."^^

58. For a good analysis of the Arusha Declaration, Cf. Lionel Cliffe, 
"Challenge to Tanzanians, " East African Journal (March, 1967), 
pp. 3-9; Bienen, Tanzania, Chapter 13; Clyde Ingle, From Village 
to State in Tanzania (Ithaca, 1972), Chapter 1, passim.

59. Cf., The President's Press Conference, reported in the Nationalist, 
March 6, 1967.
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Self-reliance meant, first of all, that development had to be

based on the nation's own human and material resources, rather than

on money and a dependency upon foreign investment and aid. The

reality that Tanzania was an impoverished nation had to be accepted.

It lacked the money, the capital, to achieve the struggle for modern 

development.

In the past we have chosen the wrong weapon 
for our struggle, because we chose money as 
our weapon. We are trying to overcome our 
economic weakness by using the weapon of the 
economically strong--weapons which in fact 
we do not possess.

Everyone, the Declaration asserted, TANU leaders, government 

leaders and officials, and the people themselves, had to change their 

perspective, for they put too great an emphasis and dependence upon 

money.

By our thoughts, words and actions it appears 
as if we have come to the conclusion that without 
money we cannot bring about the revolution we 
are aiming at.... We think and speak as if the 
most important thing to depend upon is MONEY 
and anything else we intend to use in our 
struggle is of minor importance.

Everyone depended upon and turned to the government for money 

to achieve development. Yet the government did not have the money 

and could not provide all the things that people wanted. Government 

funds, the Declaration stressed, came from taxing the people "on the

60. Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, p. 235,

61. Ibid., pp. 235-36.
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very little wealth they have" and the government would have to increase 

the taxation to pay for aU the development projects people wanted.

The reality was that no matter how heavily the government 

taxed the people, not enough revenue could be raised to meet the costs 

of this development. The government couldn't impose this burden and 

the people couldn't bear it.

The experience since independence had proved that foreign 

finance was not going to prove any substitute source, of fimds. To 

continue believing this was delusion*.

It is stupid to rely on money as the major 
instrument of development when we know only 
too well that our country is poor. It is equally 
stupid, indeed it is even more stupid, for us 
to imagine that we shall rid ourselves of our 
poverty through foreign financial assistance 
rather than our own financial resources. It 
is stupid for two reasons.... First, because 
in fact we shall not be able to get sufficient 
money for our economic development; and 
secondly, because even if we could get all that 
we need, such dependence upon others would 
endanger our independence and our ability to 
choose our own political policies.

Second, self-reliance meant that the nation would have to place 

greater emphasis upon agriculture as the basis of development. Higher 

priority had to be placed upon agrarian and rural development, for both 

the people and resources in Tanzania were located overwhelmingly in

I

62. Ibid., p. 237.

63. Ibid., pp. 238. 240.
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the countryside. Instead, past policy had emphasized industrial and

64urban development at the expense of the peasantry:

We spend most of our money in the virban areas 
and our industries are established in the towns. 
Yet the greater part of this money.. .comes 
from loans... .The largest proportion of the 
loans will be spent in, or for, the urban areas, 
but the largest proportion of the repayment will 
be made through the efforts of the farmers.

The Declaration warned that a "real exploitation"developing in

Tanzania "is that of the town dwellers exploiting the peasants, " and that
ft Cthe focus of development had to be reversed.

Third, self-reliance meant hard work and the intelligent use of

more productive methods. This was the root of development. The

people, particularly in the countryside, had to work harder and use

more initiative on projects for development, rather than depend on emd

wait for money and the government to bring about development. The

leaders in turn had to go to the people in the villages and show them 

"how to bring about development through their own efforts." It was 

the responsibility of TANU, the government and the cooperative soci- 

eties^®

to see to it that our people get the necessary 
tools, training, and leadership in modern methods 
of agriculture... .The money and time we spend 
on passing on this knowledge to the peasants are

64. Ibid,, p. 242.

65. Ibid., pp. 243-44.

66. Ibid., pp. 245-47.
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better spent and bring more benefits to oirr 
country than the money and great simoimt of 
time we spend on other things which we call 
development.

K;

sThe growing concern in Tanzania over the characteristics of g:
leadership was reflected in the discussion on rural development. I:
Neither socialism or development could take place without knowledge-

V

able, disciplined and committed leaders throughout all levels of

Tanzanian society. Yet'the existing leadership was dominated by a

small educated elite, which was formed and conditioned under colonial

rule. This elite took over governmental, administrative, and political 

positions in the "transfer" to independence.

As elsewhere in underdeveloped countries, this leadership tended

to use their position to acquire wealth, property, and business interests. 

This trend pointed to the formation of a privileged and propertied ruling 

class, a bourgeoisie, whose vested interests would become increasingly 

antagonistic to the mass of the peasant and working population.

A major element in the resolutions of the Arusha Declaration 

was the listing of strict conditions for leadership, in order to prevent 

the entrenchment of such a privileged class*

1. Every TANU and Government leader 
must be either a peasant or worker, and 
should in no way be associated with the prac
tices of capitalism or feudalism.

2. No TANU or Government leaders should 
hold shares in any company.

3. No TANU or Government leader should 
hold directorships in any privately owned 
terprise.

en-

67. Ibid., p. 249.
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4. No TANU or Government leader should 

receive two or more salaries.
5. No TANU or Government leader should 

own houses which he rents to others.

Equally important, the Declaration indicated the failure, 

particularly by the party, to create an alternate form of leadership;®®

We have not yet produced systematic training 
for our leaders; it is necessary that TANU 
Headquarters should now prepare a programme 
of training for all leaders--from the national 
level to the ten-house cell--so that every one 
of them understands our political and economic 
policies.

The overwhelming emphasis after independence had been placed

on increasing the number of skilled and highly educated manpower. 

And there were good reasons for doing so, since their number within

the Africeui population was so small, due to colonial policy, and there

was such a great need within every area. But this emphasis had led

to a serious neglect in training a cadre from among the people who 

could provide local leadership in the raising of political consciousness, 

in the mobilization of social change, and in the basics of day-to-day 

development along the lines of self-reliance.

Nationalization occupied a small part of the Declaration and 

should be seen in the context of the policy of independence and self- 

reliance as the means by which to achieve economic development and 

a socialist society. The TANU government had decided to take control 

and ownership of "all the major means of production and exchange.

68. Ibid., p. 248.

69. Ibid., p. 233.
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In terms of its effect upon existing western capitalist investments, 

nationalization mainly included banks, insurance companies, large- 

scale trading firms, and the few modern industries in Tanzania. It 

also included:"^®

land; forests; minerals; water, oil and 
electricity; news media; communications; 
.. .large plantations, and especially those 
which provide raw materials essential to 
Important industries.

'\ Taking control over "the commanding heights of the economy, "\
according to Aneurin Bevin's phrase, as Tanzania's nationalization

policy came to be described in the country, was both less radical and 

significant than it suggested. As Nyerere later stated, "the list of

firms whose ownership has been affected is... a very small one. It

,1.71is small because... 'you can't nationalize nothing.

Little foreign investment had ever been made in Tanzania, in

absolute terms. There were few foreign capitalist enterprises which

could be nationalized, as strategic and important as they were rela-

70. Ibid., p. 234.

'-i. "Public Ownership in Tanzania, " Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, 
p. 254, an article originally published in Sunday News, on February 
12, 1967.

71.
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79tively in Tanzania's economy. • These firms were not expropriated 

but purchased with "full and fair compensation" through 

negotiation and mutual agreement with the companies 

involved.
73

It was subsequently made clear also that foreign aid and private 

capitalist investment was still welcome

We have firmly rejected the proposition that 
without foreign aid we cannot develop. We shall 
not depend upon overseas aid to the extent of 
bending our political, economic, or social poli
cies in the hope of getting it. But we shall try 
to get it in order that we may hasten our eco-

72. The following enterprises were nationalized; Grindleys and Standard
Banks; the National Insurance Corporation, Ltd., in which the govern
ment previously had a majority shareholding; the following large 
trading firms, which were to be formed into the State Trading 
Corporation: Smith Mackenzie & Col.. Ltd., Dalgety (East Africa)
Ltd.. International Trading & Credit Co. of Tanganyika; Co-operative 
Supply Association of Tanganyika Ltd., A. Baumann & Co. (Tanganyika) 
Ltd., Twentsche Overseas Trading Co., Ltd., African Mercantile 
Co. (overseas) Ltd.; and Wigglesworth & Co. (Africa) Ltd; and the 
following food processing firms; Tanzania Millers; Chande Industries; 
Pure Food Products Ltd., G. R. Jivraj, Noormohamed Jessa, Kyela 
Sattar Milkrs (Mbeya), Associated Traders Ltd. (Mwanzo), and Rajwani 
Mills (Dodoma). In addition, government "control" was established 
through obtaining a majority share in the following enterprises: Kili
manjaro Brewery, British American Tobacco (Tanzania), Tanganyika 
Metal Box Co., Tanganyika Extract Co., Tanganyika Portland Cement, 
and Bata Shoe Co. Bata refused to cooperate in arranging government 
majority shareholding, so the government acquired full ownership. The 
government later took over majority shareholding in the major foreign 
Sisal Estates. Cf. "Public Ownership in Tanzania, " an article 
published in the Sunday News. February 12, 1967. which is reprinted in 
Nyerere. Freedom and Socialism, pp. 251-56.

73. Ibid., p. 253. Cf. Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strategies in 
East Africa, " East Africa Journal (June, 1970), pp. 33-34.

74. Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, p. 254. See also, Nyerere,
"Economic Nationalism. " Freedom and Socialism, pp. 262-66; Second 
Five Year Plan, 1969-74, pp. 208-16. Private enterprise was 
expected to finance nearly 25% of the second FYP, Vol. 1 .p. 210, 
Table 2; Vol. 2, pp. 7-8.
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nomic progress, and that it may act as a cata
lyst to our own effort. Similarly with private 
enterprise: we have rejected the domination 
of private enterprise; but we shall continue to 
welcome private investment in all those areas 
not reserved for Government in the Arusha 
Declaration.

The policy of the TANU government was to establish three categories.

The first two delineated those industrieil and commercial activities in

which the government insisted on public ownership or a majority

share.

All other economic activities were open to private investment

on a basis of total private ownership or with government financial

participation if desired. Any "request will be given very favorable

consideration. If we can co-operate, even on a minority basis, we

ii75shall be willing to do so.

The shift in the policy of development outlined in the Arusha

Declaration was elaborated upon during the rest of 1967 in a number of

speeches by Nyerere and a number of Ministers, as well as in several 

more specific policy statements. The increased role of the public 

sector—both the central government and a growing number of para- 

statal organizations--was spelled out in the following papers: "Public 

Ownership in Tanzania" "Economic Nationalism? and''The Varied Paths 

to Socialism?"^®

\

75. Nyerere, "Public Ownership," Freedom and Socialism, p. 255.

76. Of. Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, papers # 27, 29, 32).
•S’
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In March, 1967, the paper "Education for Self-reliance" outlined

a program for restructuring the educational system in order to turn

the system of education into an instrument to promote socialism and 

self-reliance.

It indicated how little the system inherited from the coloniEil 

had been changed. The education had been designed "to inculcate the 

values of the colonial society and to train individuals for the service 

of the colonial state," rather than to prepare people to serve their 

country and people.

The content, structure, and purpose of education was to be

own

changed to promote cooperative efforts, training for service in the 

countryside and for agrarian development. The elitist and academic 

bias was to be changed towards practical education and training to 

harmonize with the realities of the existing society. The schools 

to be turned into "communities" as much as possible. Farms and 

workshops were to be added to the schools to make them as self-reliant

were

as possible and enable them to contribute to the national income.

The form and direction of rural development was treated in a 

particularly vague way in the Declaration. This was clarified in the 

paper "Socialism and Rural Development. Rural development was

- 77. Ibid., paper #30.

78. Ibid., p. 269.

79. Ibid., paper #37.
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to be directed towards the formation of TJjamaa villages, cooperative 

"rural economic and social commimities where people live together 

and work together for the good of all. ii80

Through the organization of Ujamaa villages throughout Tanzania,

capitalist development on the land and the formation of a class system

in the coimtryside were to be reversed. For Tanzania could not develop 

into a socialist society unless a socialist form of production and social
'x

organization was established in the coimtryside, where over 90 percent 

of the people live and produce. In the process of creating Ujamaa 

villages, traditional cooperative and egalitarian values were to be 

joined with modern agricultural practices in order to transfer the life

conditions of the people and the nature of Tanzanian society.

80. Ibid., pp. 348, 351.

■f
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4. Post-Arusha; Development Planning and Agrarian Policy.

The TANU government attempted to incorporate into the Second

Five Year Plan these basic policies of socialism and self-reliance which

it had spelled out in the Arusha Declaration and the following position

papers. The Secopd PYP was designed to avoid the mistakes of the first 

FYP®^ and to reverse ^e direction of deformed capitalist development 

which had become evident by 1967.

The Second FYP was to establish the foundations for modern

development and a form of development based on a socialist economic 

and social organization. "Foundation" must be stressed, because the 

leadership indicated a clear awareness of the constraints they faced 

and the difficulties which had to be overcome in achieving this develop

ment. They saw the Second FYP in the context of a much longer period 

of planning, one which stretched beyond the original long-range goal of 

1980 to the 1990's.

Development planning was based on a double strategy of rural

development and industrialization. Priority was given to rural develop

ment for two basic reasons. First, 90 to 95 percent of the people

81. Cf.' G. K. Helleiner, "Tanzania's Second Plan: Socialism and Self- 
Reliance, " Ea£t^^ftdca_Journ^ (December, 1968). Also, seethe 
introduction to the Second Five Year Plan.

82. Second FYP, I. pp. 26-27. See Chapter 3 for the discussion of rural 
development.
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produced and lived in the rural, agrarian area and there was no possi

bility of creating a socialist society in Tanzania unless a socialist form 

of economic production and social organization was introduced in the 

countryside. Second, socialist development--not to say any form of 

development--could not take place without a significant expansion of 

economic growth. Realistically, the only source of economic growth

lay in the rural area: "most of our latent wealth lies in our under

utilized land and in the energies of the rural people. ii83

Yet, in the long-rvui, economic development and a socialist

B4formation required

the formation of an industrial base.... If a 
high level of development is to be achieved over 
the coming decades, the foundations of future 
structural change must be laid now.

An Integrated, independent, and self-reliant economy for the future 

r^ted upon the inter-dependency of agrarian and industrial develop

ment.

The source of wealth or economic surplus for industrialization 

had to come initially from rural and agrarian development. The market 

for industrial production ultimately was dependent on rural development. 

In turn, industrialization would provide the inputs for further rural 

development. It would create employment for those displaced from

83. Ibid., p. 26.

84. Ibid., p. 59. See Chapter 4 for thediscussion of industrial 
development.
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agrarian production due to rising productivity and population growth. 

And industrialization would provide the goods and services to improve

the material conditions for the mass of the people in the rural area.

Economic development in general, rather than "economic growth

■i85without development. and a socialist formation in particular, rather

than a continuation of a deformed capitalist development, depended upon

overcoming the system of structural underdevelopment created during 

colonial rule. This meant overcoming the imbalance, inequality, and 

exploitation which existed between classes, between the urban and

rural areas, between the modern and traditional sectors, between the

export and domestic aspects of the economy, and between regions 

within the nation.
The attem^ to create a socialist formation was an infinitely 

harder task than that of maximizing economic growth through private

sat.

enterprise and state controls which characterized Kenya's development

orientation and that of most of the underdeveloped countries of the

world.

A considerable degree of conflict, both potential and actual.

existed between the two objectives in Tanzania's socialist strategy of

development. These objectives were: the development of a socialist

organization in the way people live and produce; and the development

of more modern methods of production and higher levels of productivity.

For the use of this term in economic analysis, see 
Robert W. Clover, et. al
opmentt an economic survey of Liberia(Evanston, 
1966).

85.
Growth without Devel-• f
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The tension and conflict between these two elements were re

flected in the policies and programs they drew up for the Second PYP. 

The implications for the content and direction of Tanzania's development 

will be considered in a closer examination of the areas of rural develop

ment and industrialization. ------

Rural development and ujamaa vi.ii.iini: the conflict of
economic and social goals.

Under the new strategy for rural development, the TANU govern

ment rejected the previous selective or "transformation approach."

That approach had been based on the creation of modern, capital-in

tensive village settlement schemes in previously unsettled 

They chose instead a'frontal" approach.

areas.

86 This aimed at promoting 

development throughout the traditional areas where most of the people 

existed in scattered households and produced mainly for subsistence

through traditional agricultural methods.

The rural policy stressed the creation of Ujamaa villages

throughout the countryside where people were already settled. They 

were to be encouraged, persuaded, and pressured to move from their 

scattered household living pattern into villages.

86. Second FYP, I. p. xvu, pp. 27-28.
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Given the greater concentration of people, a various number 

of services could be directed more effectively to aid people in improving

their farming practices, in growing export crops, in obtaining water 

supplies, medical care and various other social benefits which could

not be provided to scattered individual households. Once the initial

step of establishing an Ujamaa village was done, priority was given to

directing the resources of the Ministry of Regional Administration and

Rural Development (Maendeleo), the Ministry of Agriculture (Kilimo),

and the Cooperative Movement into the improvement of village living

and production.

Regional teams and TANU were expected to play a key role in 

the establishment of the villages. They also were to provide political

education about the purpose of village development and ways to cope

with the organizational problems of cooperative village life, as well as

encourage self-reliance and local decision-making.

Ujamaa village development was expected initially to pass 

through three stages.®'^ First was the moving together of people into 

a village. This stage might or might not include the development of a

cooperative or collective plot on which everyone worked emd divided 

the proceeds, in addition to the individual families' own plots.

87. Nyerere, "Socialism and Rural Development, " Freedom and 
Socialism, pp. 357-58 and passim.
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Second, the collective plots were to be expanded and the 

methods and productivity improved, along with the improvement of 

the individual plots. People were to be encouraged to devote a 

greater part of their time to cooperative labor on the collective plot 

and less to their individual plots.

In the third stage, the people were expected to integrate their 

individual plots into a collective farm, which they would work coop

eratively and share equally in the proceeds. Individual families would 

retain only small gardens around their shambas or houses. This 

process was expected to take place out of the realization by the villagers 

through practice that they could produce more, with less labor, 

productively, on a collective basis.

The resources available to the TANU government to promote 

rural development were very limited, particularly when spread widely 

over the countryside in the effort to promote some change and move

ment towards ujamaa village development in every 

aid to each vUlage was expected to be small, and the emphasis 

placed upon making the villagers aware that the improvement of their 

villages and lives depended upon their own efforts in increasing and 

modernizing production. Aside from extension services, the 

ment would concentrate on economic and social infrastructure,on 

training through new Rural Training Centers, and 

puts, loans, and marketing.

more

88 The initialarea.

was

govern-

on cooperative in-

88. Second FYP, pp. 27-28 and passim.
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Ujamaa village development began in 1968 and it is still too

early to assess the success of this strategy. There are some in- i:
dications of both the problems and conflicts involved in implementing P

i89the ujamaa program. A number of studies in 1968-1969 indicate

that people were discouraged early by the ineffective organization in 

the formation of villages. The basic constraints which existed in

Tanzania made ujamaa development hard to implement. The govern

ment frequently could not or did not provide food and other aid to 

enable the new villages to get going during the first difficult year.

Another problem was the tendency of the people to neglect the 

cooperative plot in favor of working on their own individual plots.

The difficulties of cooperative production were great, for this was a 

totally new experience.

Traditional cooperative or "communal" labor, unlike general

ized and mythic descriptions, hardly ever involved communal production 
91on a collective plot. Rather, it involved shared work in specific

89. Cf. J. H. Proctor, ed.. Building Ujamaa Villages in Tanzania (Par 
es Salaam, 1971); Clyde Ingle, From Village to State in Tanzania; 
The Politics of Rural Development (Ithaca, 1972).

90. Cf. six studies in Proctor, Building Ujamaa Villages, passim, 
particularly the conclusions in each study.

91. Cf. D. Biebuyck, ed., African Agrarian Systems (London, 1963);
Melville Herskovits and Mitchell Harwitz, eds.. Economic Transition 
in Africa (Evanston, 1964); D.G.R. Belshaw, ed., The Politics of 
Rural Development (Nairobi, 19 ); Beverly Brock, "Customary Land
Tenure, Individualization and Agricultural Development in Uganda, " 
East African Journal of Rural Development, 2, 2 U969), pp. 1-27;
J. Roger Pitblado, "A Review of Agricultural Land Use and Land 
Tenure in Tanzania, " University of Dar es Salaam, Bureau of Resource 
Assessment and Land Use Planning, Research Notes No. 7 (Dar es 
Salaam, 1970); and Proctor, ed., Building Ujamaa Villages, passim.
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initial clearing of the ground of individual plots, collective work- 

in the construction of a new house, or joint harvesting efforts, again 

on individual family plots. Actual production nearly always took place 

on the basis of distinct, individual family holdings.

This pattern generally was replicated in the ujamaa villages.

areas:

in spite of efforts to counter it.

Government officials, party leaders, and trained cadres.

particularly at the local level, also thought in these terms, rather

than the collective concept and practice of farming. This tendency

was strengthened by the fact that TANU local cell, ward, and district

92leaders frequently turned out to be elders and other traditional figures.

Actual implementation at the local level consequently turned out to be

quite different from the concept and planning at the regional and central

levels.

Development planning at the central level placed great importance

on improved agricultural methods. These included; cash crop farming.

crop diversification, expanded output, more sophisticated farm planning.

and improved productivity. This frequently led the leadership to empha

size agricultural modernization over cooperative or collective production.

The conditioning from the colonial past, which had a functional

and technical bias, tended to be reproduced in the training and education

of new administrative and technical personnel. The political aspect of

92. Cf. Ingle, Village to State, passim.
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education, organizing and cooperative behavior was neglected and proved 

hard to develop. The ideal of promoting self-reliance, voluntarism, and 

local decision-making often gave way to compulsory methods and agri

cultural regulations reminiscent of the colonial period in order to meet 

the demands for expanded production and more rapid economic growth 

in the rural areas.

A report in 1971 indicated that 1,100 ujamaa villages with a 

population of 500, 000 had been formed by the beginning of 1970. This 

increased to 2, 668 villages totaling 840, 000 or approximately 6,3 

percent of the population by mid-1971. ^he figures need to be treated 

cautiously. Often this included earlier settlement schemes which had been 

renamed ujamaa villages. There are indications that local reporting 

of ujamaa development reflected inflated figures of nonexistent villages 

or traditional villages, in order to satisfy the expectations from above.

The same report broke down these figures into the three stages, 

which were defined somewhat differently at this point. 2, 410 villages 

were in the first stage, or reflected merely the fact of village formation, 

rather than anything about cooperative or collective behavior. 241 vil

lages were reported in the second stage,

... where they are sufficiently creditworthy 
and self-established to apply for registration 
as Agricultural Associations with the Tanzania 
Rural Development Bank.

93. Cf. Tanzania, The Economic Stirvey, 1970-1971 (Dar es Salaam, 1971), 
pp. 54-57, Table 41, p. 54.

94. Ibid., p. 55.
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Only 17 villages were reported in stage three, or "registered as 

multi-purpose cooperatives." Significantly, this stage was now described 

as the "third and final stage of development." Nothing was said about 

collective village farms as a reflection of a socialist form of production

and living.

There is a real question about the defined meaning of cooperatives.

Specifically, there is no way of determining if this means anything more

than the primary cooperative societies created in many of the cash-crop

producing areas during the 1950's and early 1960's, but organized now

around villages rather than scattered households.

Those cooperatives represented a capitalist form of production 

based on individual land use and "ownership" where land was individually 

bought and sold in practice if not by law. The implications of this form 

of cooperative development were clearly spelled out in the Second FYP 

with regard to the cooperative marketing organization. They apply 

equally well to villages organized as cooperative societies:®^

The co-operative is basically a socialist in
stitution. However, a marketing co-operative, 
the members of which are small scale capital
ists and which itself becomes a large scale em
ployer of labor, will increasingly take on a capi
talist character. The cooperative movement in 
Tanzania is a source of considerable strength 
for the growth of socialism--it represents a 
major advance over a private capitalist trading 
system. However, if it remains purely concerned 
with marketing, .with the development of commer
cial faming amongst its members, it will become 
an increasingly capitalist institution.

95. Second FYP, I, p. 31.
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Several additional points should\^"fe-smade about ujamaa vijijini. 

First, the aversige size of the village was 315 people. Since the 

economic survey does not breakdown its figures any further than the

regional level, one cannot determine the disparity in size of individual

villages. But the small size of the villages sets limits on social and

economic development. There also is no indication of groupings of

villages under the Chinese commimal pattern.

Second, the regions which indicate the greatest degree of

ujamaa village formation tend to be the most imderdeveloped regions.

such as Mtwora, Lineh, Mara, Iringa. This may indicate less re

sistance to village formation, due to a very limited capitalist develop

ment in the areas, compared to Arusha or Mwanza. It also suggests 

that the ujamaa village program is focused on the least economically 

developed areas in order to "puU" them into the market economy and 

expand agrarian export production.

The program of rural development actually involved more than

ujamaa village development. An important element also was the crea- 

tion of state farms and large-scale irrigation schemes. ^ Both were 

designed to establish large-scale, mechanized and moderm farm units 

within Tanzania in addition to the small-scale farming that characterized 

the major part of the rural area. They were designed in particular to 

promote the production of crops and livestock which required large- 

scale production to be successful, such as wheat, rice, dairy farms

96. Ibid I, pp. 30-31; n, p. 34-39.• »
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and cattle ranches. They were a crucial element in the effort to di

versify agrarian production and export as well as to eliminate present 

imports which were a drain on foreign exchange.

These state farms and irrigation schemes were very capital 

intensive. They required a high level of organization and management, 

as well as elaborate inputs and a high level of productivity. Evidence 

, on the characteristics of this project is equally unavailable as yet. 

However, there are indications again that they are more like commer

cial capitalist-like industries, rather than cooperative or collective 

organizations. Given the constraints of limited trained personnel and 

the inexperience and lack of disciplined, sophisticated production among 

the members of these state farms and irrigation schemes, it is difficult 

to expect any other form of development as yet.

Several major points emerge out of this examination. First, 

rural development is oriented to the extension and improvement ap

proach within the traditional sector. Functionally, this is very similar

to the policy and programs adopted earlier in Kenya, regardless of 

differences in motivation or political objectives. Both emphasize the 

expansion and improvement of production of agrarian exports, which 

indicates how the inherited structure of underdevelopment has strongly 

shaped the direction of development efforts.

97. The Second FYP makes clear that the high priority given to the rapid 
development of production of these agrarian products through large- 
scale farms was due to requirements for selling them "profitably in the 
world market," and not the need for domestic production (p. 42).
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The effort in Tanzania to create villages in the process of rural 

development also mirrors the villagization efforts imder the colonial 

plan of reform in Kenya. This was basically abandoned by the British 

and was not renewed in Kenya under the Kenyatta government. The 

determination of Tanzania to carry this through holds out greater 

hopes for an improvement in rural life than can be expected in the

rural areas in Kenya.

Second, the state farm and irrigation scheme program is not

terribly different fimctionally from the large-scale farming in the

highlands in Kenya. Both are seen as crucial to overcome the limita

tions of smallholder production. They permit mechanization, large-

scale production and high productivity, which these products require

to be profitable on the world market.

Socially and politically, there are potentially great differences.

Kenya's large farms already existed, were created by European settlers, 

and were concentrated in the highlands. They were also beingirans- 

ferred over to Africans, particularlyJCikuyu, on the basis of private 

ownership. Thus, they intensified the concentration of modern economic

and agricultural production in the highlands area, consolidated the de

velopment of an African upper class or bourgeoisie, and the creation of

a capitalist society.

. In Tanzania, these large-scale farms were being created for

the first time, under state ownership and management. Given the

,/
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constraints in Tanzania, there existed no other way to achieve this

objective. While they did not promote private ownership, they also

did not create a socialist form of social and economic organization.

The program aimed at creating those large-scale units in

every district in Tanzania, which provides a more beneficial pattern

of development than the concentration in Kenya. They vere also

organized to promote ujamaa village development around the state

farm areas, and provide a source of advanced equipment and services

for these ujamaa farms. Again, this development allows the possi

bility of a more beneficial development throughout Tanzania than the

large-scale estates do in Kenya.

Industrialization, state control and the managerial bureaucracy.

Some of the same problems, conflicts, and implications for 

futiire development can be seen in the strategy of industrialization.

State ownership or control, as carried out in Tanzania, offered

limited advantages for industrial development as well as a socialist

formation.

Lacking the management to run the nationalized enterprises, 

the TANU government kept the same capitalist management that had 

run these farms before nationalization. The enterprises were expected 

also to make a profit to provide capital for further industrialization.

The form of ownership had changed, but little else.
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Tanzania counted on this management to train Africans to take

over the enterprises. This was clearly part of the arrangement of

purchase and nationalization. But this did not deal with the problem

that an African management, under this method of training, would

emerge with a capitalist mentality and method of operating a business.

The danger for the future lay in the creation of a skilled

bureaucracy, running state enterprises on a commercial basis differing 

little from a capitalist enterprise, and a bureaucracy which would form

an important stratum in a future ruling class.

The nationalized industries and enterprises with a government

majority holding were placed tmder the parastatal organization. The
98National Development Corporation (NDC). The NDC was to be the

main instrument by which to promote the industrialization of Tanzania

along the lines of socialist enterprise. Yet the management and training 

programs of NDC were provided by the American management consultant

firm, Arthur D. Little, Inc his was not an encouraging prospect 

for the development of socialist organization and planning in industry. 

Nationalization and the acquisition of majority shares did not

increase the productive capacity in Tanzania. It also placed a heavy 

"mortgage" on the nation's capital for the future. Compensation and

i

98. Cf. Second FYP, 11, pp. 54-60; Table on p. 17. Many other para- 
states were created for development besides NDC. There are 
presented in this same section. NDC was the primary agency pro
moting industrial development.

99. Monthly Review, 24, 1 (May, 1972), p. 34.
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the purchase of majority shares was arranged through loans, mainly 

from the parent companies of these enterprises, and generally at

The loans were to be repaid out of futvire100seven percent interest, 

profits. Consequently, "these firms could not be expected to provide

much additional income to NDC to finance further expansion for the

101next five to eight years.

The Second FYP projected the development of 380 projects as

102a minimum target by the parastatals under its industrial program.

The investment involved was estimated ati,65 M over the five years.

This industrial investment was expected to result in only 31, 000 addi

tional jobs. After evaluating the increase in labor productivity for

industry as a whole over the five years, the Second FYP concluded

that the actual net increase in total industrial employment would be

20, 000 and that the total industrial employment by 1975 would be around

60,000.

In 1971, the TANU government introduced workers councils in

103its industries, after studying examples in the socialist countries.

This raised the possibility that over time a greater role on the part of

100. Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strategies, " p. 33.

101. Ibid., p. 33.

102. Second FYP, II pp. 65-67.

103. Monthly Review, 24, 1 (May, 1972), p. 29.
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the workers in these industries might be established. The councils

strictly advisory, however, without any real power. The lack of 

education and experience was also bound to limit their influence upon 

the bureaucratic management. There is no way of estimating the 

. possible impact of these councils in the future on Tanzania's state 

enterprises.

were



CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSION

An examination of the political context in which economic policy

was devised in Kenya and Tanzania during the post-independence period

indicates that the difference in form and resolution of political conflict
/\

was influenced mainly by certain factors molded during the colonial peri

od and persisting after independence.

In Kenya, the division, conflict and weakness within the national

ist movement carried over in the party organization after independence.

The more advanced economic growth and class formatibn created a----

leadership more dependent upon and inclined towards a capitalist approach 

to development than in Tanzania. Prior settler domination and the con

centration of the modern economic sector in the Highlands reinforced this 

dependency upon western methods. The impact of land and agrarian re

forms was to consolidate the formation of an African bourgeoisie. It gave 

this emergent ruling class a vested interest in private ownership, capi

talist enterprise, and the existing system of underdevelopment.

The weak, divided and ineffectual party organization in Kenya 

contrasted strongly with the centralized and powerful state administration. 

The leadership was dependent upon the state, rather than the party, as 

an instrument of control and as the agent to implement development. The 

role of the state apparatus was reinforced by party struggles after inde

pendence. This combination of factors precluded an effective mobilization
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of the people and resources towards an alternate pattern of develop

ment. Rather, it led to a reinforcement of the existing system of

imderdevelopment and a continuation of a deformed capitalist economy

in Kenya.

Tanzania was equally influenced by factors molded during the

colonial period. But they differed from those in Kenya due to variation

in the colonial formation. The lack of division in the nationalist move

ment carried over into the one party system after independence.

Colonial policies in Tanzania retarded the growth of the economy and

class formation in comparison to Kenya. Both factors influenced the

late development of the nationalist movement and its formal vinity.

A smaller, more fragmented and less influential settler communi

ty in Tanzania was an important factor in limiting the economic growth

and class formation within Tanzania. So was the limited foreign capital

invested prior to independence. Both factors were the result of the 

forceable "transfer" of Tanzania to British rule after World War I and

the subsequent subordination of Tanzania's economic growth to Kenya's.

The Tanzanian leadership had a much less vested interest in a 

capitalist approach to development as a result of this combination of 

factors. They also had fewer expectations of foreign investment 

source of economic growth after independence. Since land and agrarian 

reforms were not implemented in Tanzania prior to independence, 

solidation of an African bourgeoisie did not occur in Tanzania to the

as a

con-
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extent that it did in Kenya. Nor was the leadership locked into a

program of agrarian reform based on private land ownership. The

leadership also did not have the same pressures from below for such 

a program since the overpopulation of the land and the number of 

landless unemployed were significantly less than in Kenya. ‘Conse

quently, the TAOT government had a greater flexibility to attempt a

socialist approach as an alternative path to development.

Yet the same combination of factors created limitations or

constraints in carrying out this alternate approach. The Tanzanian

state apparatus was smaller, less centralized and less powerful than 

Kenya's. It proved an inadequate agent for mobilizing the people and

resources for economic development and a transformation of the so

ciety. This situation led the leadership to place greater emphasis 

upon the party, TANU, as a vehicle for mobilization. Yet the party 

was also constrained by the same combination of factors; it remained 

a loosely organized, decentralized and ineffective instrument for the

task of mobilization.

The divergence in ideology, political organization, and approach 

to development between Kenya and Tanzania had little impact upon their 

specific policies and objectives in development. Agrarian policies after 

1967 indicate a common emphasis upon "pulling" the mass of peasantry 

into the market economy, expanding agrarian export production, and 

utilizing an extension and improvement approach. Different methods 

were used; the land consolidation and smallholder farming based on
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individual ownership in Kenya; and the ujamaa village program in

Tanzania. Both countries placed a significant emphasis upon large-

scale farming: maintaining and developing the settler farms in the

Highlands in Kenya under a program of gradual Africanization of their

ownership; and the creation of large-scale, state farms in Tanzania.

In spite of the different methods, both states placed priority

on establishing and rapidly expanding those agrarian exports most in

demand by the capitalist market. This priority led both states to

organize production of these primary goods at a cost competitive with 

world market prices. Thus, the programs in both countries reinforced 

the system of underdevelopment based upon agrarian export production.

The agrarian programs vividly demonstrate the persistent in

fluence of the colonial formation upon post-independence policies 

despite the different approach to development.

Differences in the strategy of industrialization and commercial 

development suggest a similar pattern. Kenya depended upon a policy 

of external capitalist investment and ownership to promote industriali

zation. The leadership rejected nationalization in fear of driving ..away 

foreign investment, disrupting the existing economy and triggering 

cial unrest which would pose a political threat to the Kenyatta govern

ment, Kenya also had a sufficient economic base to attract foreign 

At the same time, the bourgeois leadership had 

a vested interest in maintaining this existing economic structure while 

promoting a policy of Africanization of the management.

so-

investment and aid.
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In contrast to Kenya, the Tanzanian leadership had little to

lose by nationalization. It could not forfeit foreign investment which

was not forthcoming anyway. The strategy of industrialization through

state enterprise appeared realistically as the only available method

of industrialization. It offered some possibility of greater state con

trol over the profits or capital assets of these enterprises. This in

turn gave the government greater power to direct investment into

areas of its own choosing.

Available evidence indicates that nationalization and state

control has only a limited effect on the characteristics of these enter

prises. Initially, management remained in the hands of the parent

capitalist companies. Training of African management in Tanzania 

took place under the existing capitalist management and under the di

rection of the American management consultant firm, Arthur D. Little,

Inc. for the National Development Corporation. The enterprise con

tinued to operate according to capitalist profit-making criteria.

The overall consequence to date appears to be the development 

managerial bureaucracy which operates according to western capi

talist values and methods. While the strategy restricted the develop

ment of private ownership, in Tanzania it does not indicate the estab

lishment of socialist organization.

of a

A similar process is indicated in the Tanzanian programs of 

agrarian development through state farms and ujamaa villages. The
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programs appear to be the most effective strategy to promote economic

growth, expand agrarian export production, and gradually modernize

agricultural practices. It does not yet indicate the establishment of a

socialist form of social organization and economic production. At best.

the approach indicates the development of a cooperative form of organi

zation based on individualbnd tenure and production similar to western

capitalist cooperatives.

The pattern of development in Tanzania suggests that the struc

ture, institutions, and values formed during the colonial period remain

the primary factors shaping the method and approach adopted after the

Arusha Declaration. It is important to stress that this persisting in

fluence affects not only the method selected to implement development, 

but also the substantive policies advanced by the African leadership.

The post-Arusha development planning, policies, and programs 

in Tanzania indicate a socialist "strategy" of development that function

ally shares many of the objectives in the capitalist model of development 

in Kenya. It does not indicate any greater success than before in the 

effort to mobilize the people and resources towards the generation of 

a socialist transformation in Tanzania.

Yep there are a munber of elements in Tanzania's approach that 

hold out more hopeful prospects for change in Tanzania than in Kenya. 

First, the leadership is creating a more integrated and diversified 

omy. Second, the strategy for development is lessening the disparity

econ-
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among regions. It is also spreading the economic, and social benefits 

more evenly throughout the population. Third, the policies are 

establishing some barriers against the entrenchment of private 

ownership of land and business enterprise. Fourth, a socialist ideology

and political consciousness is actively being promoted and legitimatized

among the population.

Tension and conflict will grow between these elements and the

continuing system of underdevelopment, capitalist practice, and class

division. This conflict may ultimately lead to a greater transformation

in Tanzania than can be expected in Kenya.
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